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PRESIDENT’S  
MESSAGE

My	Fellow	Members	of	the	Royal	Lake	Club,

When	I	ran	for	office	last	year,	my	main	objective	was	to	bring	the	harmony	and	the	joy	of	clubbing	back	to	the	
Club	members	and	move	on	positively	to	put	the	finances	on	the	right	track	as	well	as	having	the	best	activities	
and	services	for	members.	I	was	determined	to	build	a	strong	General	Committee	(GC)	that	will	work	together	
and	most	importantly	free	from	any	disruptive	issues	amongst	us,	to	avoid	any	disciplinary	actions	like	previous	
years.	My	hope	and	vision	was	short	lived	when	I	encountered	numerous	disruptions	within	our	GC	by	a	few	
quarters	that	saw	it	fit	to	do	so	even	from	the	beginning.	

The	reality	of	the	situation	is	that	my	term	as	President	this	year	has	sadly	been	very	frustrating	and	difficult	(to	
say	the	least).	It	is	unfortunate	that	some	of	these	GC	members	did	not	have	any	respect	for	the	Chair	of	the	
President	more	so	those	who	I	expected,	in	their	specific	role,	to	support	the	President.	Such	unruly	behavior	did	
not	support	the	harmony	I	was	trying	to	instill,	causing	factions	within	the	GC	leading	to	continuous	disruptions	
and	even	sabotages	right	to	the	end	of	our	term.	As	the	President,	I	am	now	duty	bound	to	inform	members	on	
these	matters	that	hampered	the	effective	functioning	of	the	GC	and	may	have	potentially	damaged	the	Club.

1.	 Very	early	into	my	term,	factions	in	the	GC	were	already	formed	and	disrespect	for	the	Chair	was	apparent.	The	
gentlemanly	behavior	expected	of	a	Club	Member	and	a	GC,	where	arguments	should	be	rational	with	the	
ability	to	compromise,	was	almost	non-existent.	There	was	too	much	pride	and	misplaced	ego.	This	caused	
much	disharmony	among	the	GC,	which	then	led	to	an	“action-reaction”	situation,	when	the	faction	practiced	
double	standards,	and	even	made	threats	to	oust	the	President.	

	 I	attempted	to	control	and	to	a	certain	extent	tolerate	the	behavior,	as	I	did	not	want	to	resort	to	disciplinary	
actions	and	suspensions,	in	tandem	with	what	was	the	consensus	at	the	last	AGM.	The	GC	also	had	unanimously	
agreed	in	the	beginning	not	to	take	personal	disciplinary	action	amongst	us	or	against	members	outside	the	
GC.	I	stressed	that	any	differences	should	be	kept	within	the	GC.	However,	later	some	went	back	on	their	word	
and	took	action	against	fellow	GC	members	on	petty	and	over	blown	matters	not	injurious	to	the	club.

2.	 In	 the	month	of	April,	 2017,	 I	 came	very	 close	 to	 invoking	Rule	 17.2	on	one	GC	member	because	of	 the	
misconducts	which	I	viewed	as	serious	and	would	have	been	injurious	to	the	Club.	However	I	changed	my	
mind	after	reflecting	the	past	problems	this	club	had	faced	where	actions	led	to	many	disciplinary	actions	
and	unnecessary	 legal	 suits,	 creating	unwarranted	problems	and	costs	 for	our	club.	 I	had	hoped	 that	 the	
intended	action	would	have	served	as	a	warning,	and	that	the	GC	and	his	allies	would	close	ranks	and	work	
together	for	the	sake	of	our	club.	The	issues	were:

a.	 There	was	a	refusal	to	sign	the	April	payroll	cheque.	This	caused	great	difficulty	to	the	operations	of	the	
Club	and	affected	the	morale	of	the	staff.	Fortunately,	I	came	back	from	overseas	in	time	to	clear	the	matter.	
Apparently	the	reason	for	refusal	to	sign	the	cheque	was	because	the	said	GC	member	still	held	in	question	
the	inclusion	of	the	HR	Manager	on	the	payroll	list.	

	 The	slander	and	incitement	towards	matters	relating	to	this	HR	appointment	position	made	the	HRSC	and	
the	management	very	upset.	Granted	that	the	process	may	not	have	been	100%	perfect	but	the	manner	
in	which	 the	matter	was	negatively	 reported	was	more	personal	 than	 anything	else.	This	 group	of	GC	
members	with	their	continuous	personal	attacks	on	the	HR	manager	and	the	process	of	her	appointment	
had	even	exposed	the	issue	to	members,	causing	much	grief	and	embarrassment	to	the	innocent	candidate,	
affecting	her	morale	and	work	functions.	Upon	review	by	the	Audit	Committee,	 it	was	noted	that	there	
were	shortcomings	in	the	process	but	in	essence	the	appointment	of	the	HR	Manager	was	accepted.	

b.	 This	GC	member	also	took	a	copy	of	the	April	payroll	sheet	out	of	the	Club	office.	This	 is	a	very	serious	
offence	in	any	organization	as	it	contains	private	and	confidential	matters.	Such	an	action	if	done	by	an	
employee	or	even	a	superior	in	an	organization,	would	have	warranted	an	instant	dismissal.

c.	 In	the	same	period	I	was	away,	there	was	also	refusal	to	sign	a	down-payment	cheque	on	the	20th	of	April	
thereabouts	for	a	key	Club	Event	organized	by	the	Events	&	Entertainment	(EESC)	by	the	aforementioned	GC	
Member.	The	details	of	the	event	had	earlier	been	presented	and	approved	by	the	GC	as	early	as	February.	
At	the	time	of	request	for	cheque	signing,	the	management	had	clearly	indicated	that	the	event	had	even	
surpassed	break-even	with	>	70	%	of	bookings	confirmed.	The	initial	reason	for	not	signing	the	cheque	
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was	GC	did	not	approve	the	event	(which	it	had)	but	 later	some	members	were	told	that	the	refusal	to	
sign	was	because	it	was	a	cash	cheque.	This	was	shown	to	be	a	clear	misrepresentation	when	a	copy	of	the	
cheque	(drawn	in	the	name	of	Thiagarajan	A/L	KR	Arumugam)	was	shown.	The	refusal	to	sign	the	cheque	
could	have	led	to	the	entertainers	pulling	out	and	the	show	being	called	off	to	the	disappointment	of	the	
Members.	I	signed	the	cheque	as	soon	as	I	returned	from	overseas	and	had	to	plead	with	the	entertainers	
to	accept	the	delayed	payment	with	much	apologies.	This	event	was	subsequently	a	big	success	with	an	
over	full	house	capacity	and	brought	a	high	return	of	42%	to	the	Club.

d.	A	recording	of	the	GC	meeting	was	forcibly	taken	out	of	the	Club	Office,	against	the	will	of	the	then	General	
Manager	(GM),	knowing	that	it	is	not	allowed.	For	general	information,	all	GC	meetings	are	recorded	and	
kept	for	future	reference	and	is	available	for	GC	members	to	listen	to	but	only	in	the	Club	office.	This	is	an	
unwritten	rule	as	there	are	many	sensitive	matters	that	are	discussed	in	GC	meetings.

3.	 Other	disruptive	and	unbecoming	behavior	of	these	GC	members:

a.	 When	the	2017/2018	budget	was	first	presented	to	the	GC	for	approval	during	the	June	GC	Meeting	by	the	
then	GM	and	the	then	Finance	Manager,	several	of	these	GC	members	questioned	the	budget	in	a	manner	
implying	the	work	was	not	properly	done	including	that	they	had	not	seen	or	discussed	the	budget	at	their	
Sub	Committee	level	at	all.	This	was	an	attempt	to	discredit	the	GM	and	the	Finance	Manager	and	delay	
the	approval	of	the	new	budget.	However	at	a	subsequent	GC	meeting	when	a	senior	Finance	SC	member	
presented	the	exact	same	budget	and	commended	the	then	GM	and	Finance	Manager	for	a	job	well	done,	
the	same	disruptive	group	was	quiet	and	approved	the	budget	with	only	some	minor	amendments.	The	
GC	members	who	said	that	the	budget	was	never	discussed	at	their	SC	level	were	also	proven	wrong	when	
the	HODs	confirmed	via	minutes	that	the	reverse	was	true.

b.	When	the	then	Finance	Manager	was	newly	employed	in	January	2017	(initially	on	part-time	basis	and	from	
April	on	fulltime	basis),	she	was	confident	about	handling	and	closing	the	2016/2017	Accounts,	making	it	
ready	for	external	audit	verification.	By	doing	this,	the	Audited	Accounts	would	have	been	ready	for	this	
AGM	despite	the	issues	FSC	were	facing	during	this	time.	For	your	information,	the	then	FSC	Chairman	had	
resigned	after	4	months	into	the	job.	

	 The	 constant	 work	 harassment	 towards	 her	 and	 her	 team	 by	 these	 few	 GC	 Members	 brought	 about	
much	frustration	and	disruption	to	her	work.	She	finally	resigned	in	June	soon	after	the	1st	tabling	of	the	
2017/2018	budgets	to	the	GC.	Other	major	contributing	factors	that	led	to	her	resignation	were	the	taking	
out	of	the	payroll	sheet	in	April	and	the	attempt	to	discredit	her	and	the	GM	on	the	budget.	There	was	also	
the	fact	that	early	in	her	employment	she	was	asked	which	GC	“faction”	she	wanted	to	be	“aligned”	to.	She	
was	a	professional	manager	who	did	not	want	to	play	politics.	

c.	 Some	of	the	GC	members,	instead	of	allowing	the	managers	to	carry	out	their	functions	within	the	guidelines	
set	by	the	GC,	had	micromanaged	and	continuously	harassed	these	managers	and	staff	almost	on	a	daily	
basis	making	it	difficult	for	them	to	work	effectively.	A	warning	was	also	given	to	stop	this	micro	managing	
and	harassment	in	the	office	but	it	fell	on	deaf	ears	and	this	subsequently	led	to	the	resignations	of	the	
GM	and	Finance	Manager.	These	were	the	major	reasons	for	resigning	as	reported	in	their	exit	interviews	
and	personal	chats	with	HRSC.	The	Facilities	Manager	also	resigned	during	this	time	and	this	group	of	GCs	
was	even	insisting	for	the	termination/non	confirmation	of	the	HR	Manager	during	the	same	period.	These	
key	resignations	were	a	major	setback	to	the	operations	of	the	Club	and	the	Royal	Lake	Club	was	in	CRISIS.	
Morale	of	the	staff	was	greatly	affected.

d.	During	the	April	GC	Meeting,	the	GC	was	asked	to	approve	the	change	of	calculation	in	gaming	tax	to	a	
new	computation	proposed	by	the	Machine	Room	Sub	Committee	(MRSC).	This	was	taken	in	good	faith	to	
save	money	for	the	club	and	the	GC	decided	that	such	move	is	a	good	move	but	subject	to	approval	from	
the	Ministry	of	Finance	(MOF).	We	were	under	the	impression	then	that	during	a	round	table	discussion	
with	the	MOF,	this	new	computation	of	gaming	tax	was	the	agenda	of	discussion	pending	a	new	approval	
on	its	method.	However,	the	then	GM	had	his	concerns	because	he	was	aware	that	the	so	called	new	tax	
computation	 the	club	was	paying	starting	April	or	May	was	actually	 inaccurate	and	only	based	on	 the	
interpretation	of	 the	MRSC.	This	matter	was	brought	up	to	the	Audit	Committee	and	subsequently	 the	
Finance	Committee	a	few	months	after	that.	

	 The	Audit	Committee	after	its	investigations	expressed	its	deep	concern	on	this	change	of	tax	computation	
with	no	proper	documentation	or	written	authority	from	MOF	.	This	was	challenged	by	the	GC	Member	in	
charge	of	Machine	Room.	The	other	GCs	were	annoyed	when	it	was	discovered	that	such	tax	computations	
were	not	yet	approved	by	MOF.	It	was	also	brought	to	the	attention	of	the	GC	that	in	2014/2015,	someone	
in	the	GC	then	had	already	attempted	to	pay	this	reduced	tax	method	and	the	MOF	had	come	to	the	club	
then	to	claim	the	shortfall	of	the	tax	payments	as	reported	by	the	Audit	Committee.	The	AC	also	warned	
the	GC	for	the	second	time	to	revert	to	the	original	method	of	paying	tax,	ie	pre-April	calculations	or	risk	
the	club	losing	the	license	and	being	fined	for	tax	evasion.
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	 This	group	of	GCs	still	persisted	that	they	are	right	and	refused	to	accept	the	warning	by	the	AC,	insisting	
to	 seek	 a	 final	 clarification	 again	 from	 the	Ministry	 of	 Finance	 (MOF)	on	 their	 interpretation	of	 the	 tax	
computation.	I	have	made	an	appointment	with	MOF	on	November	22,	2017	and	will	personally	ensure	
that	the	Club	complies	with	Gaming	Tax	regulations	once	and	for	all.	

In	 summary,	 I	 shall	 best	 describe	my	 tenure	 this	 term	 as	 one,	 which	was	 faced	with	many	 challenges	 and	
difficulties.	In	fact	there	are	many	more	instances,	which	showed	disrespect	to	the	Chair	and	the	disruptive	nature	
of	these	GC	members.	I	would	be	happy	to	reveal	all	at	the	AGM,	if	requested	to	do	so.	The	Audit	Committee	
report	will	also	shed	some	light	on	several	matters	mentioned.	

I	know	much	of	these	things	were	greatly	discussed	around	the	club	and	information	going	out	was	distorted.	
I	chose	not	to	rebut	it	or	explain	my	side	of	the	story	because	I	believed	that	members	are	mature	and	wise	
enough	to	differentiate	the	truth	from	the	“lies	and	spins”.	 I	have	always	believed	that	the	“truth	shall	always	
prevail”	 and	 those	who	 are	 actually	 creating	 the	 problems	will	 be	 dealt	with	 accordingly.	 On	 one	 occasion	
an	unfortunate	 incident	within	the	GC,	on	which	 I	had	already	reprimanded	the	GC	involved,	was	spread	by	
whatsapp	to	members.	This	was	done	in	a	manner	that	could	have	stirred	racial	disharmony.	We	cannot	allow	
this	sort	of	thing	to	happen	and	it	must	be	nipped	in	the	bud.	My	only	request	to	all	members	is	to	always	verify	
the	facts	before	arriving	to	an	opinion.	

Despite	it	all,	the	Human	Resources	Sub	Committee	(HRSC)	did	the	GC	proud	when	we	managed	to	sign	the	
Union	Collective	Agreement	end	of	February	2017.	This	agreement	was	for	the	period	2014	–	2017.	The	signing	
and	agreement	with	the	Union	was	delayed	for	2	years	under	the	previous	GC	due	to	many	reasons.	The	signing	
of	the	agreement	put	cheer	in	the	faces	of	the	unionized	staff	and	brought	much	relief	to	the	union	officials.	
This	GC	too,	through	the	assistance	from	the	Legal	Committee,	approved	several	measures	that	settled	several	
court	cases	that	plagued	2016.	The	recovery	plan	of	exorbitant	monies	that	were	paid	to	the	then	Club	Lawyer	
is	now	in	place	and	I	am	sure	the	Legal	Committee	Chairman	Dato’	Sivaloganathan	will	explain	further	in	detail	
at	the	AGM.

There	were	also	several	social	events	which	brought	members	back	to	the	Club;	events	such	as	the	Saturday	
Night	Live,	The	Kumar	Show,	Alleycats	Concert	and	the	Seasons	4	Show	certainly	did	their	job	in	bringing	back	
members	to	the	Club	in	the	spirit	of	the	good	‘ole	days	of	Clubbing.	Our	club	events	for	Karaoke,	Swimming	and	
other	Sports	and	Recreation	activities	saw	record	attendance,	championship	victories	and	most	 importantly,	
great	camaraderie	among	club	members.	For	the	first	time	ever	we	also	had	the	60th	Merdeka	Celebration	Party	
at	the	club	lawn	where	members	had	a	ball	of	a	time	listening	to	good	music,	dancing,	and	eventually	singing	
the	Negaraku	at	12	midnight	with	a	great	display	of	fireworks	and	continued	with	the	merry	making	till	past	
1am.	It	was	to	me	the	epitome	of	great	fun	in	the	club	for	the	year	…	and	this	is	what	Clubbing	is	all	about!

As	I	write	my	report,	I	am	also	sad	to	hear	that	certain	parties	within	my	GC	wanted	to	prevent	this	AGM	to	take	
place	with	the	sole	excuse	that	the	accounts	are	not	ready	(the	matters	related	to	the	accounts	is	reflected	in	
detail	in	the	FSC	report).	The	opposing	group	of	GC	Members	had	wanted	to	delay	the	AGM	to	February	2018.	I	
have	made	it	very	clear	to	this	group	of	GCs	that	the	ROS	has	advised	that	we	should	adhere	to	our	constitution	
and	have	AGM	before	31st	of	December.	The	audited	accounts	can	then	be	presented	at	an	EGM	and	submitted	
to	ROS	within	60	days.	I	took	this	decision	to	have	the	AGM	before	December	31	because	I	did	not	want	to	go	
against	our	Club’s	constitution	and	put	the	Club	at	risk.	

By	nature	I	am	a	non-confrontational	person	and,	for	the	good	of	each	organization,	always	try	to	work	towards	
a	 positive	 consensus	 in	 the	 various	 other	 NGO	 Committees	 and	 Boards	 (outside	 the	 Club)	 that	 I	 chair.	 My	
experiences	this	year	at	the	Club	has	been	very	unpleasant.	Hence,	I	have	decided	NOT	to	seek	re-election	as	
President	for	this	coming	term.	I	wish	the	new	incoming	General	Committee	every	success	in	their	tenure.

Lastly,	I	would	like	to	thank	the	management	for	their	support	without	which	we	the	GC	would	not	have	been	
able	to	carry	out	our	duties.	Despite	the	internal	management	crisis	that	we	faced	this	year,	the	Club’s	operations	
were	still	able	to	carry	on	without	much	hiccups.	 I	would	also	like	to	thank	the	Audit	Committee,	the	Tender	
Board,	the	Legal	Committee	as	well	as	all	other	sub	committees	for	doing	their	best	during	this	term	in	support	
of	the	GC.

Sincerely,

Dato’ Kamil Noor Ariff

President	2016/2017
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During	the	2017	calendar	year,	several	portfolios	or	sub-committees	were	more	active	than	others.	My	personal	assessment	are	
summarized	below:

Constitutional Review

With	 the	assistance	of	Datin	Francis	Xavier,	Datuk	Azian	Sha’ari	and	Dato’	Param	Cumaraswamy,	a	 lot	of	good	work	was	done	
towards	re-vamping	Rules	17	&	18	of	the	Club	Constitutional	Rules	and	also	tidying	up	several	areas	in	the	Constitution	to	ensure	
that	matters	are	“tied	up”	when	cross	references	are	made.	The	amendments	will	be	tabled	at	the	AGM	for	the	approval	of	the	House.	
There	will	also	be	some	amendments	to	the	Constitution	that	will	touch	on	some	membership	status	that	is	worth	considering.

Food & Beverage

The	Chairman	Mr	Prithviraj	Singh	Sachdev	despite	being	young	in	the	GC	showed	great	enthusiasm	in	carrying	out	his	duties	and	
we	could	see	some	very	good	initiatives	taken	by	the	FBSC	during	this	term.	I	commend	the	FBSC	for	this,	however,	I	must	iterate	
that	processes	and	procedures	were	not	fully	followed	causing	the	Audit	Committee	to	be	close	at	hand	checking.	To	be	fair,	the	
FBSC	also	had	issues	with	F&B	Management	support	and	as	such	SOPs	were	not	strictly	adhered	to.	We	need	to	ensure	that	such	
actions	do	not	happen	in	the	future.

Overall,	good	initiatives	for	the	year	were	seen	but	operational	issues	could	have	been	improved.

Event & Entertainment

The	EESC	Chairman	Shaik	Rizal	Sulaiman	was	very	focused	in	carrying	out	his	duties	managing	the	Events	portfolio	of	the	club	
for	the	year.	Firstly	he	did	not	utilize	the	EESC	annual	budget	and	instead	made	sure	that	all	events	were	self	 funding	but	still	
affordable	for	members.	His	EESC	then	structured	a	format	for	breakeven	and	profit	analysis	for	each	event	and	to	date	they	have	
contributed	excellent	income	margin	(without	any	costs)	to	the	Club.	I	hope	the	future	EESC	Chairman	can	continue	this	trend	of	
self-funding	events	without	any	budget	from	the	Club	and	yet	bring	favourable	returns.	I	must	congratulate	Shaik	Rizal	and	his	
team	for	doing	an	excellent	job	this	year,	organizing	sell	out	shows/activities	that	really	brought	members	back	to	the	club.

House and Grounds

Mr	Loke	Mun	Kit	as	Chairman	of	HGSC	was	indeed	a	tough	taskmaster.	He	revamped	the	entire	house	and	grounds	operations	to	
create	a	more	lean	and	responsive	modus	operandi.	The	club	needed	this	kind	of	leadership	for	the	House	&	Grounds	portfolio	
to	stop	the	bleeding	in	poor	cost	management	and	keeping	the	club	running	efficiently	and	clean.	I	commend	him	for	a	job	well	
done	and	more	so	for	reducing	the	budget	by	RM1	million	which	is	a	feat	to	be	reckoned	with.	We	hope	that	moving	forward	the	
club	will	be	in	a	better	position	financially	to	further	improve	the	maintenance	and	efficiency	of	the	Club	without	sacrificing	the	
comfort	of	members.

Finance

In	the	first	4	months	as	the	FSC	Chairman,	VP	Bernard	Foong	was	focused	on	the	on	specific	financial	aspects	of	the	accounts	and	
brought	in	an	outsourcing	company	to	help	out	to	do	module	1.	Eventhough	modules	2	&	3	were	approved	by	the	Finance	SC	and	
Tender	Committee,	the	GC	did	not	because	of	the	capable	Finance	Manager	then	(Callie)	who	was	able	to	handle	the	rest	of	the	
accounts	and	get	it	ready	for	external	audit	in	August.	Towards	the	end	of	March,	VP	resigned	as	Chairman	of	Finance	Committee.	
I	took	over	as	Chairman	of	Finance	shortly	after	but	much	of	the	running	of	the	FSC	was	handled	by	my	able	deputy	Lee	King	
Loon,	a	qualified	auditor	and	accountant.	He	was	working	closely	with	the	then	Finance	Manager	only	to	be	disappointed	when	
she	resigned	in	July	this	year.	This	made	it	very	difficult	to	get	the	accounts	ready	for	audit.	We	have	since	worked	very	hard	to	
try	and	close	the	year	ending	June	accounts	and	much	to	our	dismay,	even	the	new	replacement	Finance	Manager	Gordon	(who	
joined	up	on	July	19,	2017)	has	since	tendered	his	resignation.	However,	we	have	managed	to	persuade	him	to	stay	back	until	end	
of	audit.	We	have	also	engaged	an	accounts	outsourcing	company	to	help	us	close	the	2016/2017	accounts	to	make	it	ready	for	
audit	in	mid-November	and	completion	of	audit	by	end	of	December,	2017,	and	finally	audited	accounts	presentation	in	January/
February	2018	in	an	EGM.

Human Resources

The	HRSC	under	Mr	K	A	Kumar	had	a	lot	of	issues	on	its	plate.	The	first	thing	the	Sub-Committee	(SC)	did	was	to	manage	the	Union	
Consultative	Agreement	and	got	it	signed	in	February.	The	HRSC	was	also	able	to	negotiate	positively	on	bonus	payments	and	

REPORT OF THE GENERAL COMMITTEE 2016/2017
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increments	with	the	Union	given	the	financial	health	of	the	club.	There	were	also	several	domestic	inquiries	and	staff	disciplinary	
issues	that	had	to	be	handled.	The	HRSC	were	also	kept	very	busy	during	the	resignations	of	several	Heads	of	Departments	in	the	
middle	of	the	year,	conducting	exit	interviews	on	the	true	reasons	why	they	were	resigning.	Since	the	new	General	Manager	Mr	
Francis	Xavier	came	on	board	in	mid-September	this	year,	the	HRSC	has	been	working	closely	with	him	on	restructuring	of	the	
management	operations	in	the	Club.	I	would	also	like	to	commend	Mr	Kumar	for	bridging	the	good	relations	this	year	between	
the	staff	and	the	GC	and	membership	at	large.	

Indoor Recreation

Mr	Loke	Wai	Mun	had	a	good	year	“managing”	the	Karaoke	Section	which	won	back	the	interclub	trophy	held	in	August	at	the	
Royal	Commonwealth	Club.	We	not	only	won	as	a	team	but	also	came	first	in	the	overall	best	singer	category.	Well	done	to	Mr	Loke	
Wai	Mun	and	his	sub	committee	for	his	tireless	dedication	to	the	karaoke	section	of	the	Royal	Lake	Club

Swimming and Darts

This	year	the	club	also	saw	big	swimming	events	taking	place	with	record	participants	thanks	to	the	leadership	of	Encik	Ahmad	
Zakki	Jabbar.	He	is	a	young	and	new	GC	member	who	was	very	focused	in	uplifting	the	activities	related	to	both	swimming	and	
darts.	These	sections	saw	very	positive	participation	of	members	.	The	Merdeka	Darts	tournament	was	also	a	successful	event	held	
at	the	RLC	this	year	with	participation	from	more	than	6	royal	status	clubs	around	the	Klang	Valley.

Machine Room

The	decline	in	the	machine	room	revenue	has	been	an	issue	for	the	club	for	some	years	now	and	this	year	Mr	Chew	Teck	Hong,	
with	help	from	the	GCs,	had	brainstormed	on	promotional	ideas	to	improve	the	usage	and	profitability	of	the	machine	room	but	
unfortunately	these	did	not	have	good	responses.	One	key	issue	that	became	a	red	flag	to	the	Audit	Committee	was	the	manner	
in	which	the	gaming	tax	was	paid.

Audit Committee

The	Audit	Committee	had	a	busy	year	auditing	several	areas	in	the	Club	Operations.	I	found	the	committee	very	helpful	providing	
advance	“warnings”	where	the	processes	and	procedures	of	the	Club’s	Operations	had	not	been	followed	correctly.	This	gave	the	
GC	the	opportunity	to	correct	any	deficiencies.

Legal Committee

The	Legal	Committee	too	had	a	busy	year	throughout	2017	and	met	many	times	to	thrash	out	legal	issues	of	2016	and	even	issues	
which	occurred	2017.	I	am	pleased	to	inform	that	many	cases	have	been	solved	and	closed.	I	am	sure	the	Legal	Committee	would	
report	the	issues	in	more	detail	later.	

Once	again,	I	wish	to	express	my	heartfelt	appreciation	to	the	Heads	of	Department	and	staff	who	have	ably	supported	the	various	
sub-committees	in	their	activities	for	the	Members….Syabas	!!

Sincerely,

Dato’ Kamil Noor Ariff
President	2016/2017
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PATRON, HONORARY MEMBERS AND LIFE MEMBERS

PATRONS
Duli	Yang	Maha	Mulia	Tuanku	Syed	Sirajuddin	Ibni	Al-Marhum	Tuanku	Syed	Putra	
Jamallulail,	Raja	Perlis

Duli	Yang	Maha	Mulia	Al-Wathiqu	Billah	Tuanku	Sultan	Mizan	Zainal	Abidin	 Ibni	
Almarhum	Sultan	Mahmud	Al-Muktafi	Billah	Shah,	Sultan	Terengganu

Duli	 Yang	 Maha	 Mulia	 Sultan	 Sharafuddin	 Idris	 Shah	 Ibni	 Al-Marhum	 Sultan	
Salahuddin	Abdul	Aziz	Shah	Alhaj,	Sultan	Selangor	Darul	Ehsan

Duli	 Yang	 Maha	 Mulia	 Tuanku	 Muhriz	 Ibni	 Al-Marhum	 Tuanku	 Munawir	 
Yang	DiPertuan	Besar	Negeri	Sembilan	

YABhg	Tun	Dr	Mahathir	bin	Mohamad	

YABhg	Tun	Abdullah	Haji	Ahmad	Badawi

YAB	Dato’	Sri	Mohammad	Najib	Tun	Haji	Abdul	Razak

HONORARY MEMBERS

DYMM	Raja	Raja

TYT	Yang	DiPertua-Yang	DiPertua	Negeri

DYTM	Tunku	Haji	Abdul	Malik	Ibni	Al-Marhum	
Sultan	Badlishah

DYTM	Tuanku	Syed	Faizuddin	Putra	Ibni	 
Tuanku	Syed	Sirajuddin	Jamalullail

YABhg	Tun	Hajjah	Rahah	binti	Tan	Sri	Haji	
Mohd	Noah

YBhg	Toh	Puan	Zainon	Dato’	Hussein

Major	D	R	Bridges

Mr	Chan	Hua	Eng

Mr	E	M	Talbot-Weiss

Mrs	Arulsothy	Thurairatnam

YBhg	Puan	Sri	Datin	Khairany	Bte	Mahyuddin

YBhg	Datuk	Dr	Lim	Chee	Shin

YABhg	Toh	Puan	Dato’	Seri	Dr	Aishah	Ong

YBhg	Datin	Jeannie	Lim

YBhg	Datuk	M	Feisol	Hassan

Mr	David	Yap	Boo	Heong

YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan

Mr	Cheah	Chip	Fun

En	Abdul	Rahim	Ismail

Mr	Goh	Joon	Hai

Mr	Nadarajah	Kandiah

Mr	L	T	Kulasingham

Mr	C	Ayadurai

Dr	James	Liew	Yat	Hoe

LIFE MEMBERS
Mdm	Quah	Kim	Si

Mr	Tim	Moey	Chee	Seng

Mr	Michael	Godfrey

Mr	Maurice	Samson

YBhg	Dato’	Dr	Gurmukh	Singh

Mr	Lim	Teng	Eng

YBhg	Dato’	Nik	Hussain	Nik	Ali

Mr	Graham	Moffatt

Mdm	Ng	Kwai	Lan

Mr	Ho	Sai	Kong

Mr	Risha	A	Rajadurai	

YBhg	Dato’	Ir	Pang	Leong	Hoon

YBhg	Datuk	Ir	A.	Sani	Karim

YBhg	Dato’	Mustafa	Mohd	Ali

Dr	V	V	Nadkarni

Mr	Manjeet	Singh	Dhillon

YBhg	Dato’	D	J	Puthucheary

En	Mohd	Kamar	Mohamad
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PAST PRESIDENTS

1890	-	91	 G	W	Welman	 1940	-	41	 J	M	O	Connor	George
1891	-	92	 F	G	West	 1941	-	42	 N	R	Jarett
1892	-	94	 A	R	Venning	 1947	-	48	 J	Whyte
1894	-	97	 E	M	Alexander	 1948	-	49	 Sir	Harold	Willan
1897	 A	R	Venning	 1949	-	50	 I	Macintosh
1897	-	99	 A	J	W	Watkins	 1950	 W	B	Cruickshank
1899	-	1900	 C	Wray	 1950	-	51	 C	Mills
1900	-	01	 C	E	Spooner	 1951	-	52	 H	H	Facer	
1901	-	02	 A	J	W	Watkins	 1952	-	53	 D	T	Waring
1902	 A	T	D	Berrington	 1953	-	54	 T	R	W	Allin
1902	 Sir	Laurance	Jackson	 1954	-	55	 H	A	Campbell
1902	-	03	 A	R	Venning	 1955	-	56	 E	J	Emery
1903	-	08	 J	L	Tabbot	 1956	-	57	 N	A	Marjoribanks
1908	 Sir	H	Conway	Belfield	 1957	-	58	 W	T	Malling
1908	-	09	 A	G	Watson	 1958	-	59	 G	E	M	Jones
1909	-	11	 Sir	Archibald	F	G	Law	 1959	-	60	 G	S	Patterson
1911	-	14	 W	F	Nutt	 1960	-	61	 D	G	Rawson
1914	-	15	 Sir	Thomas	De	M	Braddell	 1961	-	62	 H	G	Owen
1915	-	16	 W	Eyre	Kenny	 1962	-	63	 H	I	Ashley
1916	 J	R	Innes	 1963	-	64	 C	A	J	Potter
1916	-	17	 A	K	E	Hampshire	 1964	-	65	 E	J	C	Gardner
1917	-	18	 W	F	Nutt	 1965	-	67	 YM	Tunku	Tan	Sri	Mohamed	bin
1918	-	19	 A	K	E	Hamphire	 	 Tunku	Besar	Burhanuddin
1919	-	20	 R	M	Skinner	 1967	-	76	 YAB	Tun	Haji	Abdul	Razak	
1920	-	21	 Sir	Michael	W	Whiteley	 	 bin	Dato’	Hussein
1921	-	22	 W	L	Conlay	 1976	-	77	 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Haji	Nik	Ahmed	Kamil	
1922	-	23	 J	Argyll	Robertson	 1977	-	81	 YAB	Tun	Hussein	Onn
1923	-	24	 W	L	Conlay	 1981	-	84	 YABhg	Tun	Dato’	Haji	Omar	Yoke	Lin	Ong	
1924	-	25	 D	H	Hampshire	 1984	-	86	 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Dato’
1924	-	26	 R	F	Gray	 	 Dr	Haji	Abdul	Majid	Ismail
1925	-	26	 F	B	Ivens	 1986	-	90	 Y	Sivaloganathan	
1926	-	27	 D	H	Hampshire	 	 (YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan	wef	2003)
1926	 W	S	Gibson	 1990	-	92	 Dr	Lim	Say	Wan	
1927	-	28	 F	B	Ivens	 	 (YBhg	Dato’	Dr	Lim	Say	Wan	wef	2000)
1928	-	29	 D	C	Macaskill	 1992	-	94		 Dr	T	Thurairatnam	
1929	-	30	 RW	Blair	 1994	-	96		 Dr	Lim	Chee	Shin
1930	-	31	 J	C	G	Spooner	 	 YBhg	Datuk	Dr	Lim	Chee	Shin	wef2007)
1931	 A	K	Cosgrave	 1996	-	98	 YBhg	Datuk	M	Feisol	Hassan			
1931	-	32	 F	W	Foxworthy	 1998	-	2000	 David	Yap	Boo	Heong
1932	 J	C	G	Spooner	 2000	-	02	 A	Rahim	Ismail	
1932	-	33	 D	C	Macaskill	 2002	-	03	 C	T	Annathurai
1933	-	34	 J	C	G	Spooner	 2003	-	05	 Manjeet	Singh	Dhillon
1934	-	35	 D	H	Hampshire	 2005	-	06	 Peter	Geh	Cheng	Thye
1935	 G	Shelton	Agar	 2006	-	07	 Goh	Joon	Hai	
1935	-	36	 W	J	Williams	 2007	-	08	 YBhg	Dato’	Dominic	Joseph	Puthucheary	
1936	-	37	 H	M	Pendlebury	 2008	-	09	 Patrick	Chiam	Tow	Loon	
1937	 L	Vaughan	 2009	-	12	 YBhg	Datuk	Ir	A	Sani	Karim
1937	-	38	 M	Rex	 2012	-	14	 Teoh	Cheng	Hai
1938	-	40	 I	G	Cameron	 2014	-	16	 Jon	Azman	
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MINUTES OF 2016 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Held At The Banquet Hall Of The Royal Lake Club Kuala Lumpur on 27 November 2016

Present:

Name Membership No. Designation

En Jon Azman 09960 President

Lt Col (R) Johan Van Geyzel 07280 Committee Member

Mr Foo Kok Yee 11782 Committee Member

Mr Lai Hook Kian, DJN 12641 Committee Member

En Hassanudin Puteh 12742 Committee Member

Mr Mahinder Singh Randhawa 05192 Committee Member

Dr Surindar Singh Jeswant Singh 15233 Committee Member

Mr Vishnu Kumar R Visvanathan 15172 Committee Member

Mr Philip Mathews 14023 Committee Member

En Roslan Hassan 12134 Committee Member

Mr Risha A Rajadurai E5012 Committee Member

Mr Loke Wai Mun 11053 Committee Member

and 825 other Voting Members as shown in the attached list (Pages 109 - 116)

IN ATTENDANCE

Pn Nurzuraida S Abdullah - Secretary
En Ramlan Abd Latiff - General Manager

[1.0] Chairman of the Meeting

 The President, En Jon Azman presided as the Chairman of the 2016 Annual General Meeting 
(“AGM” or “the Meeting”) of the Royal Lake Club Kuala Lumpur (“RLC” or “the Club”) pursuant to 
Rule 25.6 of the Constitutional Rules and Club Byelaws of the Club. 

[2.0] President’s Address

 The Chairman welcomed and thanked Members for their presence. He introduced the following 
persons to the Meeting:

(a) Members of the General Committee (GC)
(b) Secretary
(c) General Manager
(d) Representatives from Messrs. Azman, Wong & Salleh, the Club’s External Auditors
(e) Representatives from PB Trustee Services Berhad, the Club’s Custodian Trustee 

[3.0]	 Confirmation	of	Quorum	by	Club	Secretary

The Secretary, Pn Nurzuraida S Abdullah, confirmed that a quorum was present as the requisite 
number of the Members present pursuant to Rule 25.13 of the Constitutional Rules of the Club.

[4.0]	 Notice	of	the	AGM

The Secretary read out the Notice and Agenda of the AGM.
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[5.0]	 Mark	of	Respect	for	Deceased	Members

The Chairman called upon the Members to rise and observe a minute’s silence as a mark of 
respect to the Members who had passed away.

 5.1 The list of Members who had passed away prior to the 2016 AGM held on 27 November 
2016 was as follows:

 The late:

No Name
Membership 

Number
1 Mr William S Zecha 04535

2 Mr Tan Ah Ba @ Tan Eng Choo 14735

3 YBhg Dato’ Dr K Sarvananthan 09771

4 Mr Foo Chee Eng 08719

5 Mr Larry K S Leow 06110

6 Mr Woo Chee Yan 09074

7 Dr Chin Kon Yoon 11003

8 YBhg Dato’ Dr Ratnanesan Arumugam 09598

9 Mr Cheong Koon Yan 12347

10 Mr Ong He Toh 06176

11 Mr Yoong Teck Lin 07499

12 Mr Chia Choong Chuan 06770

13 Mr Albert Lim Kar Ean 12566

14 Dr V Thambyrajah 06063

15 Mr R J Rajasingam 07654

16 YBhg Datuk Dr Lim Teong Wah 09939

17 YBhg Datuk Dr Sundaran a/l Annamalai 16609

18 YBhg Toh Puan Catherine C N Lim H0025

19 YBhg Datin Balbir Kaur 05097

20 Mr Lau Kim Paik 09571

21 Assoc Prof Dr Thavaselvam Kanagaratnam 15335

22 YBhg Datuk V K Ravindra Dass 09406

23 Ir Heng Aik Koon 14512

24 Mr G S Thuraisingham 11670

25 Mr Noshir N Pundole 06662

26 Mr Soren Beck 09491

27 Mr Chia Shiow Wen 06344

28 Dr Ng Poh Kok 11909

29 YBhg Dato’ E J Lawrence 04951

30 Mr K P Ramanathan Menon 09040

31 Mr Ang Chui Lai 04179
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 Arwah:

No Name
Membership 

Number
32 Pn Zahrah Wilson Awang 06965

33 YBhg Tan Sri Hamzah Syed A Hamid 09865

34 YBhg Datin Rosida bt Abdul Rahman 09719

35 En Idham Othman Merican 10070

36 YBhg Dato’ Haji Abd Aziz Hussain 04487

37 YBhg Dato’ Mohd Ridzwan Tan Sri Hj Mohd Ariff 06093

38 En Ismail Zakri Dato’ Khalid 09854

40 Dr Ahmad Kamal Mohamed 13060

41 YBhg Datin Noorashikin binti Abdullah 11569

42 En S Mohd Ghazali Yusoff 09762

43 YBhg Tan Sri Mohd Amin Osman 07027

44 YAM Dato Seri DiRaja Sharifah Salwa Syed Putra Jamalullail 14947

45 YBhg Tan Sri Dato’ Abdullah Ahmad 04152

46 YBhg Dato’ Ismail Hj Abdullah 08843

47 YBhg Dato’ Nik Mohamed Nik Mohd Salleh 08482

48 En Aris Zainuddin bin Abdul Hamid 05335

49 Tuan Faizal Hj Mahmud 10982

50 YM Dato’ Raja M Ali Raja Osman 09226

51 YBhg Dato’ Mohd Ismail Mohd Shariff 08267

[6.0] Item 1 of the Agenda: 

	 Confirmation	of	 the	Minutes	 of	 the	Annual	General	Meeting	 (AGM)	 held	 on	Sunday,	 13	
December	2015

 6.1 The Chairman presented the Minutes of the AGM held on 13 December 2015 and invited 
questions, if any, from the House for discussion. He reminded Members to state their 
names and membership number for record purposes.

 6.2 On a point of order, YBhg	Tan	Sri	Dato’	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor	(8835) brought up the issue 
of the letter from the Registrar of Societies (ROS) threatening to de-register the Club. He 
sought explanation from the Chairman as to the reasons for the Club to arrive to such a 
situation.

 6.3 The Chairman said that the matter shall be discussed under Item 2 of the Agenda when 
presenting the Minutes of the EGM held on 31 July 2016.

 6.4 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan	(E7019) expressed his views that the Chairman is duty-
bound to clarify the fear amongst the general membership that the Club stands to be de-
registered arising from the action of the GC who had written to the ROS questioning the 
decision held by the House at an EGM of 31 July 2016 in respect of a disciplinary matter 
involving Dr Molly Cheah. Although the GC had written to the ROS, the matter has yet 
to be resolved and the Club stands to be de-registered upon the expiry of the deadline 
set by the ROS. He called upon the Chairman not to dismiss the views of the general 
membership and to hear their views on the matter, as otherwise the House might be 
compelled to remove him from chairing the Meeting.

 6.5 Mr	Goh	Joon	Hai	(E6958) was of the view that the House could discuss the letter from 
the ROS later as provided for in the Agenda. 
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 6.6 Dato’	Dominic	Puthucheary	(E5372) concurred with the view expressed by Mr Goh and 
called upon the Chairman to proceed with the Meeting according to the Agenda as set 
out in the Notice of AGM. There was no issue on point of order as the matter would be 
discussed under Item 2 of the Agenda.

 6.7 Mr	 V	 Sankar	 (6416) said that the letter from the ROS was important enough to be 
discussed at the outset as the Club now stands to be de-registered.

 6.8 The Chairman ruled that the matter shall be discussed under Item 2 of the Agenda. He 
then proceeded to read the Minutes of the AGM, page-by-page.

 6.9 On Page 16, the Chairman thanked Mr Ng Peng Kong (8723) for having highlighted that 
the new provisions in the Elections Committee Byelaws with regard to the eligibility of a 
candidate running for office made by the GC in 2015 was unconstitutional. The current 
GC had removed the said provisions.

 6.10 Mr	Edward	Teo	Peng	Boon	(10473) brought the attention of the House to Page 34 of the 
Annual Report. He wanted to know the progress made by the GC in investigating the 68 
cheques, and the action taken by the GC to employ a competent General Manager with 
financial background and a suitably qualified Finance Manager.

 6.11 The Chairman informed the House that the said matter shall be taken up under Finance.

 6.12 There being no further comments from the House, the following Members proposed and 
seconded the motion to receive and confirm the Minutes of the AGM held on 13 December 
2015:

  Proposer: Mr Goh Joon Hai (E6958)
  Seconder: Dr A Pathmanathan (4224)

 6.13 The Chairman declared the Minutes of the AGM held on 13 December 2015 as being 
received and confirmed by the House as a correct record of the proceedings thereat.

[7.0]	 Item	2	of	the	Agenda:	

	 Confirmation	of	the	Minutes	of	the	Extraordinary	General	Meeting	(EGM)	held	on	Sunday,	
31	July	2016

 7.1 The Chairman presented the Minutes of the EGM held on 31 July 2016 and invited 
questions, if any, from the House for discussion. 

 7.2 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng	(12403) commented that the GC had saw it fit to write to the ROS 
as it deemed the EGM held on 31 July 2016 was not valid due to quorum failure. That be 
the case, he questioned why the House should consider the said Minutes. 

 7.3 YBhg	Dato	Dominic	Puthucheary said that the fact of the matter was that an EGM did 
take place on 31 July 2016, hence there was nothing wrong in reading and receiving the 
Minutes.

 7.4 En	Mohd	Kamar	Mohamad	(E7669) echoed his agreement with the last speaker that the 
House should go through the Minutes. He also said that he was chairing the said Meeting 
then. 

 7.5 Ms	Amu	T.	Rajah	(9845) said that the Club would normally send the draft Minutes to all 
Members who spoke at general meetings for their comments and amendments.

 7.6 Ms	Lee	Mew	Kwan	(14681) referred to pages 17 and 18 of the Minutes and questioned 
how 215 votes were recorded when there was only 210 Members who had attended the 
EGM.
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 7.7 As requested by the Chairman, the Secretary clarified that the number of Members who 
attended the EGM was 298. Page 20 showed the 88 Members who were the Requisitionists 
and pages 21 to 23 showed the remaining Members who attended the EGM.

 7.8 Although she accepted the clarification from the Secretary, Ms Lee Mew Kuan was of the 
view that the manner in which the attendance list was prepared was confusing.

 7.9 Mr	K	A	Kumar	(13512) questioned why the Club did not engage a Recording Secretary for 
the AGM that day as practised in the past. The Recording Secretary, being professionals, 
would know what was to be minuted.

 7.10 Mr	Goh	Joon	Hai requested for any Members who wished to make amendments to the 
Minutes to inform the Secretary so that she could incorporate them in the Minutes.

 7.11  The Chairman then put to the House to receive the Minutes of the EGM held on 31 July 
2016 and requested for two Members to propose and second the motion.

 7.12 YBhg	Dato	Y	Sivaloganathan was of the view that the Minutes of Meetings should 
reflect what transpired at the meeting. When Minutes are presented for confirmation, the 
Chairman should go through the Minutes page-by-page inviting comments before the 
Minutes are passed. 

  He also queried the rationale of Ms Amuthambigai Tharmarajah that she must give 
permission what to include in the Minutes for things she mentioned during the general 
meeting. He was of the view that statements made at general meetings must be reflected 
in the Minutes regardless whether the speakers had given their permission.

 7.13 The Chairman then proceeded to table the Addendum to be read together with the 
Minutes of the EGM held on 31 July 2016.

 7.14 Mr	V	Sankar expressed his concern regarding the letter from the ROS and its contents 
whereby the Club could stand to be de-registered by 8 December 2016. He requested the 
Chairman to explain to the House what had brought about to such a situation.

 7.15 The Chairman informed the House that immediately after that EGM held on 31 July 2016, 
the GC received comments from Members at large raising the issue of quorum. The 
GC had determined that the total number of Requisitionists was 140 as submitted by Dr 
Molly Cheah. Based on 140, the required 2/3rd number of Requisitionists needed to form 
a quorum was 94. At that EGM, the number of Requisitionists failed to meet the required 
2/3rd despite having waited for another 30 minutes from the appointed time of the EGM. 
As such, being the Chairman of that EGM, he had declared that there was no quorum and 
that the House cannot proceed to deliberate on the matter relating to the appeal by Dr 
Molly Cheah. However, the House would need to consider addressing the issue of costs 
and incidentals to the EGM. He had then called upon the House to elect another Member 
to chair the remaining proceedings. 

  The House had then elected En Mohd Kamar Mohamad. He had then expected En Mohd 
Kamar Mohamad to confine the discussion to Item 1.2 of the Agenda. Things took a 
different turn when En Mohd Kamar Mohamad allowed discussion on Item 1.1 of the 
Agenda. The Chairman said that the GC maintained the quorum was not met at the said 
EGM and decided to seek clarification from the ROS. Hence, the Chairman informed 
the House that a letter was duly sent to the ROS, but in the meantime, the suspension 
imposed upon Dr Molly Cheah was removed.

  The Chairman said that three (3) officers from the ROS paid a visit to the Club and reviewed 
all documentations and submissions. All copies of documents were made available to 
them, including the Requisition for EGM complete with the list of Requisitionists, the 
Minutes of the said EGM, the attendance list of the Requisitionists and other Voting 
Members at the EGM. These officers indicated that the Club had violated its own Rules 
when the EGM was allowed to proceed despite not meeting the required quorum. He had 
then brought the matter up with the GC and Dr Molly Cheah. Dr Molly Cheah had wanted 
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to wait for the official notification from the ROS. Subsequently, the Club received the 
Show Cause letter from ROS. The matter was debated by the GC and the GC agreed that 
the suspension imposed upon Dr Molly Cheah continues as the EGM was not properly 
conducted and any decisions therefrom not valid.

  The Chairman also informed the House that the GC then prepared a Letter of Explanation 
to the ROS. All documentations related to the said EGM were posted on the Club’s Notice 
Board accordingly. The Chairman stated that the GC had decided to seek clarification 
from the ROS purely to protect the interests of the Club and the general membership. If 
the GC had decided not to bring the matter to ROS, the consequences could be far worse 
and could amount to a constitutional crisis.

 7.16 Mr	V	Sankar referred to the Minutes of the EGM and it was evident that the Chairman 
had ruled the quorum was not met. Hence, he questioned why the Chairman continued 
with the proceedings.

 7.17 The Chairman explained that the GC had convened the EGM upon receiving a 
Requisition from Dr Molly Cheah with the requisite number of Members in support of 
the said Requisition. Having declared that a quorum was not met, the Chairman said 
that there was another matter relating to costs and the GC was duty bound to seek a 
decision from the House as to who was liable to pay the costs and incidentals which was 
approximately RM70,000. The Chairman said that it would be irresponsible for him and 
the GC to walk away from the Meeting even though En Mohd Kamar Mohamad had re-
opened the discussion on the issue of quorum.

 7.18 Mr	V	Sankar thanked the Chairman for the above explanation. He said that the number of 
persons requisitioning for an EGM seemed to be sacrosanct and since 140 Members had 
signed the Requisition, which number cannot changed. How it was then when another 
Member had submitted a Requisition for an EGM with 107 signatures but the GC had 
decided to turn it down. 

  Mr Sankar further said that it was at the Chairman’s insistence and other GC Members 
who had called some of the Members who signed the Requisition to withdraw, resulting 
the number of Requisitions to fall below 100. When the said Member requested for the list 
of Members to have withdrawn their support, the GC had denied her request. Mr Sankar 
questioned why the GC did not allow the said Member a forum at an EGM.

 7.19 The Chairman replied that in the many years he had been a Member and Committee 
Member, he had witnessed a lot of jockeying amongst Club Members whenever a 
Requisition for an EGM is submitted to the Club. Some Members claimed to have signed 
the Requisition without being aware of the whole situation and some claimed to have 
been coerced to sign the Requisition. Be that as it may, the Club do allow such withdrawal 
of support if the Notice for the EGM had not been posted on the Notice Board.

 7.20 Mr	V	Sankar highlighted that the case of Dr Molly Cheah, a total of 27 Members had 
withdrawn their support.

 7.21 The Chairman clarified that the withdrawal of names came after the Notice of the EGM 
was posted on the Notice Board.

 7.22 Mr	 Goh	 Joon	 Hai was of the opinion that the Requisitionists cannot withdraw their 
support once the Notice had been sent out. Hence, he held the view that the number 
of Requisitionists in support of the EGM was 140. He also said that the EGM dealt with 
two (2) matters, namely to consider the appeal of Dr Molly Cheah and the issue of costs. 
He was of the view that the two matters need not be dealt separately. The House could 
proceed with discussing the second item of the Agenda. In like manner, in responding 
to the comment made by Mr Foong Khee Seng earlier as to why the need to go through 
the Minutes of the EGM, Mr Goh Joon Hai supported the opinion voiced by YBhg Dato’ 
Dominic Puthucheary that an event had taken place, regardless if the decisions held 
thereat were legal or otherwise.
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 7.23 En	Mohd	Kamar	Mohamad	(E7669) said that the fundamental issue in the matter of 
the EGM was that the decision of the House was final and that the House held supreme 
over the ROS. He reminded the House that Parliamentary Democracy dictates that the 
moment the House decides, the decision is final. He reminded the Chairman that he 
could have declared the EGM was over and be done with it. However, the Chairman had 
continued to carry on with the remaining of the proceedings. When the House decided 
against the wishes of the GC, the GC then invited the ROS to help interpret the Rules of 
the Club. En Mohd Kamar Mohamed said that it was not up to the ROS to interpret the 
legality of the EGM. He said that he was disillusioned with the GC as the GC failed to 
respect the general membership and the supremacy of the House.

 7.24 YBhg	Dato’	Dominic	Puthucheary stated that the House is not supreme. The Club is 
a registered society and is subject to the Societies Act 1965. He held that neither the 
Club nor the Parliament can go against the law. Within the Club, the Club’s Constitution 
is supreme and everyone must abide by the Constitution. If anyone disagrees with the 
ROS, the remedy was to seek a declaration from the Court of Law. He urged the House 
not to be under the illusion that the House could do anything it pleases.

 7.25 Mr	David	Dass	(9368) agreed with the earlier speaker that the law is supreme and that 
everyone must abide by the Club’s Constitution. Although he was not present at the 
EGM concerned, but he understood that the EGM had debated and resolved the issue 
of quorum and the legality of the withdrawal of some of the Requisitionists. If there was 
anything that needed clarification, he said that the GC should not have seek out the ROS 
but put the issue back to the House for a decision.

  As pointed out by YBhg Tan Sri Dato’ Dr Salleh earlier, Mr Dass said the grave issue 
before the House that morning was the issue of the Notice sent by the ROS where the 
Club stands to be de-registered.

  Mr Dass also pointed out that it was not the right of the GC to prepare and send a 
response to the ROS. The GC should have brought the matter back to the House being a 
body in conflict. He also stressed that any legal opinion from the ROS must be an opinion 
by the Attorney General’s Office or by its Legal Advisor, and not the Registrar of the ROS 
who is not a legally qualified person.

 7.26 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Dato’	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor echoed the sentiments expressed by Mr David 
Dass. YBhg Tan Sri reminded the Chairman that he had earlier mentioned the Club is a 
family Club, a friendly Club. However, the action of the GC in sending the Vice President 
out of the Club does not bear that out. He urged every Member to treat each other with 
respect and concern, and enjoy the facilities of the Club in an amiable manner.

 7.27 The Chairman clarified that the issue was between Dr Molly Cheah, who was the Vice 
President and another fellow GC Member. A complaint was made and an inquiry was 
held. When Dr Molly Cheah had appealed to the GC, the GC was of the view that it 
was not proper to have another hearing as the matter was heard by the Disciplinary 
Committee (DC). He emphasised that the differences were not between the GC and Dr 
Molly Cheah but between Dr Molly Cheah with another GC Member.

 7.28 Mr	Patrick	Chiam	(13399) reminded the Chairman that he had earlier said there was no 
quorum at the EGM held on 31 July 2016. Having said there was no quorum, it was up to 
the Chairman to declare the Meeting closed, but instead the Chairman decided to carry 
on with the proceedings. In doing so, Mr Chiam said that the Chairman had validated the 
EGM and the EGM proceeded to deliberate Item 2 of the Agenda.

  It was then the House decided that the interpretation made by the GC in respect of the 
quorum was wrong and resulted in a decision deemed not favourable to the GC. Mr 
Chiam said that the GC should have sought judicial review then, but the GC had decided 
to seek clarification from the ROS. The ROS had decided that the GC had proceeded with 
an invalid Meeting and issued the Club with a Show Cause letter. In the reply to the ROS, 
Mr Chiam said that the GC had conceded to what the ROS had intended, in that the EGM 
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was invalid. Hence, he said he fail to understand why the House is made to go through 
the Minutes of an invalid EGM.

 7.29 YBhg	Dato	Y	Sivaloganathan expressed his concern whether he should speak further 
as the Minutes of the EGM had indicated that he was the principal speaker. He informed 
the House that he spoke at the EGM because he thought Dr Molly Cheah was a distressed 
sister and the GC had used a sledgehammer to hit a fly and yet the Chairman said the 
Club is a family Club. There was no doubt that the DC had found Dr Molly Cheah guilty but 
the GC confirmed the said decision. It was the GC who decided to continue to suspend Dr 
Molly Cheah and barred her from entering the Club.

  YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan recalled that in the past, when a Member was suspended 
the said Member was still allowed to use the Club until he had exhausted all appeal 
processes including the remedy of seeking a decision by the Court. However, he said 
that the GC now decided otherwise and barred entry to any Member who was suspended 
before exhausting all the due processes. YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan said that he saw Dr 
Molly Cheah outside the gates of the Club carrying an umbrella under the rain in her effort 
to collect signatures towards her Requisition for an EGM. He admitted that he brought the 
petition into the Club and collected signatures from 30 Members. This was to support her 
requisition.

  At the said EGM, YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan said that he held there was an orchestrated 
effort in getting rid of Dr Molly Cheah. He understood that as that EGM was in session, 
there was another disciplinary inquiry levelled against Dr Molly Cheah and the complainant 
was another GC Member.

  YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan also informed the House that he too was placed under a 
Disciplinary Committee (DC) for having spoken at that EGM. He said that there was a 
complaint lodged against him by a GC Member.

 7.30 The Chairman interjected and asked YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan to summarise what he 
had to say as there were other Members who would like to comment on the matter.

 7.31 Mr	G	Naidu	(11282) held that YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan certainly had a right to speak 
especially so when the latter had been speaking without fear or favour. He urged the 
House to allow YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan to say his piece.

 7.32 YBhg	Dato’	Sivaloganathan said that he would be guided by the House and would 
continue to speak despite the Chairman attempting to silence him. He continued and 
said that the GC had decided to place him before the DC. In the past, YBhg Dato’ 
Sivaloganathan had expressed his views on the issue of unjust dismissal of a Pool 
Attendant under the Presidency of YBhg Dato’ Dominic Puthucheary. The Club had then 
agreed unanimously to reinstate the said Pool Attendant and granted compensation of 
RM30,000. YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan was of the view that Members would be fearful 
to speak up their mind at meetings lest they would be placed before the DC. YBhg Dato’ 
Sivaloganathan said that he had appeared at general meetings yearly and had always 
taken the correct position. He said that he had submitted a resolution to the GC to be put 
to the House for a decision but the GC had decided otherwise. Hence, he said he would 
like to propose a resolution before the House to the effect that:

  Any statements, comments, views and/or opinion made before the House, either written 
or oral, and made during the proceedings of a general meeting of the Club shall be 
deemed privilege and not subject to any disciplinary proceedings or other sanctions 
including Court proceedings unless decided otherwise by a majority vote of Members 
present at such meetings.

 7.33 YBhg	 Dato’	 Dominic	 Puthucheary agreed that Members must be free to speak at 
general meetings and such expressions should not be subject to any disciplinary action. 
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However, he reminded Members not to use abusive language, either on other Members 
or Committee Members. He also reminded Members not to make defamatory statements.

  In respect of the DC, he reminded Members that it is part of the disciplinary processes 
provided for in the Club’s Constitution. The DC, after hearing both parties, decides whether 
a Member had misconducted himself or otherwise. The conduct of general meetings must 
not be akin to a kangaroo court where people could not defend themselves. Hence, he 
urged the House to exercise decorum during general meetings.

 7.34 Col	Johan	Van	Geyzel	(7280) informed the Members that YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan has 
been misleading the House. He said that YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan was never placed 
before the DC. He reminded the House that it was the right of any Members to lodge a 
complaint. The complaint would then be discussed by the Investigation Committee (IC) 
and only if the IC held that there was indeed a misconduct, the complaint would only then 
be referred to the DC. In the case of the complaint against YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan, 
the IC had decided there was no merit and the complaint was dismissed.

  In respect of the resolution put forth by YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan, the resolution 
once passed would require amendments to the Club’s Constitution. Furthermore, any 
amendments to the Constitution would require the approval of 2/3rd of the GC before the 
amendments could be presented to the House. Hence, he suggested that the House 
should allow the Constitutional Review Committee (CRC) to consider the proposal as put 
forth by YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan.

 7.35 YBhg	Dato’	Sivaloganathan maintained that he had the right to put forth his resolution 
on the floor. In response to the statement made by Col Johan, YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan 
said that the Committee had lodged a complaint against him.

 7.36 Col	Johan	Van	Geyzel corrected YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan. He stressed that the GC 
did not make a complaint.

 7.37 YBhg	Dato’	Sivaloganathan said that the complaint by made by a committee member 
dated 15 August and the EGM was held on 31 July 2016. There were 14 days for the GC 
to mull things over and lodged the complaint against him. He recalled the time when he 
served under the Presidency of YAB Tun Hussein Onn, the late Tun had told him, and 
he quote “when one Committee Member does well, the whole Committee basks in the 
glory of that one man. When one Committee member does badly, the whole Committee 
is tarred with the same brush”.

 7.38 The Chairman interjected saying that YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan should confine to the 
issue relating to the EGM and Dr Molly Cheah.

 7.39 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan asked the House whether he was out of point and said 
that the House was of the view that he was not out of point. YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan 
went on to state that there was a complaint against him. Whether the complaint was 
placed before the IC or the DC is immaterial. He was of the view that the complaint was 
lodged because he spoke against the GC and had wanted him to be barred from the Club 
too. He corrected Col Johan and said the resolution as proposed was not an amendment 
to the Constitution, it was merely to protect Members to make statements and comments 
without fearing reprisals.

  With regard to the comment made by YBhg Dato’ Dominic Puthucheary, he said that the 
general meetings are a court of Membership. Hence, any decisions reached must be 
made by the House and not the GC. Should the House decide that he had misconducted 
himself, YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan said that he would gladly accept being placed before 
the DC. However, the House had earlier decided that he was right and complimented him 
for talking on behalf of a fellow Member in distress. He said that he does not know who 
Dr Molly Cheah was, but he was concerned when he saw her outside the Club at the 
roundabout, in the rain, trying to collect signatures. 
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  YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan said that his resolution was not an amendment to the 
Constitution and urged the House to make a decision on the matter.

 7.40 The Chairman informed the House that the GC had earlier decided that the resolution as 
put forth by YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan would be reviewed by the CRC. The Chairman 
reminded the House that any Member should be allowed to lodge a complaint if he felt 
that he had been wronged. 

  In respect of barring Dr Molly Cheah from entering the Club before she could exercise 
her right to appeal, the Chairman informed the House that the provision of a stay against 
the punishment imposed by the DC was removed a few years ago, and it was not the 
decision of the GC.

 7.41 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan reminded the Chairman that the said provision was under 
the Disciplinary Byelaws which the GC could amend if it so wished. He also lamented that 
the CRC was taking too long a time to come up with proposals for consideration.

 7.42 The Chairman said that there was much work involved and the CRC was expected to 
complete its work by middle of next year.

 7.43 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that he had only wanted protection for the Members 
during general meetings so that Members are not fearful of expressing their opinions and 
views. If the House so decided that his resolution is not necessary, he would acquiesce 
to the decision of the House.

 7.44 Whilst he appreciated the resolution as put forth for consideration, YBhg	Datuk	M	Ali	
(11022)	referred to Rule 25.20 which states that “Subject to Rule 30.1 no resolution shall 
be proposed for consideration at any Annual General Meeting unless the terms thereof 
shall have been notified in writing to the Secretary not less than fourteen (14) days before 
such meeting”. 

 7.45 The Chairman said that the resolution as proposed by YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan 
could not be discussed as provided for in the Club’s Constitution.

 7.46 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng said that Members may not have realized it but there were several 
resolutions submitted for the AGM which the GC had rejected it. He said that the GC had 
approved a resolution by one of the GC Members concerning the Tender Committee and 
yet the GC had rejected other resolutions. He was of the view that Members have the 
right to bring up resolutions at general meetings so that the general membership is aware 
of what is happening in the Club.

 7.47 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that Mr Foong was correct as he had submitted the 
resolutions including Constitutional amendments and the GC had deemed it fit to reject it. 
He then commented that YBhg Datuk M Ali appears to be an expert on the Constitution 
making references to Rules 25 and 31. YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan said that he had 
complied with Rule 25.10 as he submitted his resolutions within the stipulated 14 days 
before the date of the AGM, but the GC decided to reject it. With regard to Rule 31, it 
provides for amendments to the Rules for which proposed amendments must have 2/3rd 
of the GC supporting it, otherwise the proposed amendments would not be tabled to the 
House. What he had proposed was merely a procedural resolution which requires no 
amendment to the Club’s Constitution.

  He reminded the Chairman that the House had in the past put forth a lot of procedural 
resolutions. In fact, he recalled that he spoke in favour of the GC at the last AGM when 
Members questioned the GC for sending out the audited accounts just three (3) days 
before the AGM. He had put forth a resolution then for the House to accept the short 
notice period as opposed to the required 21 days’ notice. The House had then adopted 
and passed the resolution. Hence, he said to YBhg Datuk M Ali that the latter was wrong 
as the resolution was not a proposal to amend the Constitution.
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 7.48 YBhg	Datuk	M	Ali took objection to YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan in addressing him 
personally. He requested YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan to address his comments to the 
Chair. He also reminded that every Member has one vote and every right to express their 
views. He had only sought clarification so that the House would abide by the Constitution.

 7.49 The Chairman stated that all resolutions submitted to the GC were reviewed and the 
GC had decided that matters relating to amendments to the Constitution must have the 
support of 2/3rd of the GC. The Chairman said that the GC had unanimously agreed that 
the resolutions as proposed by YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan would be forwarded to the 
CRC for consideration.

 7.50 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan	reiterated that his resolution was not an amendment to 
the Constitution, merely an ordinary resolution to protect the general membership. The 
GC had failed to comply with Rule 25.11 when it did not post his resolution in prominent 
place or places in the Club and dispatched by post to all Members.

 7.51 En	Hassanudin	Puteh	 (12742) was of the view that lawyers would have known that 
any introduction of a new paragraph or new clause would require an amendment. Any 
resolution for an amendment would require the approval by the ROS. He was of the 
view that the resolution as proposed by YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan would need to be 
submitted to the ROS for approval before tabling it at the next general meeting and that 
2/3rd of the Members must approve it.

 7.52 En	Yusuf	Khan	b	Ghows	Khan	(9868) expressed his views that it was the GC who had 
provoked the ROS which resulted in the Show Cause letter and the Club was now facing 
the possibility of being de-registered. He brought the attention of the House to Clause 17 
of the Disciplinary Proceedings Byelaws which provides for the quorum of the EGM to be 
made up of at least 2/3rd of the Requisitionists and any other Voting Members such that 
they shall total in number not less than 100, failing which such meeting shall be aborted. 
Further, he said that Rule 25.13 provides for any 100 Voting Members entitled to vote 
shall form the quorum. Considering these conflicting provisions, within the context of the 
Club, the Members may invoke the Contra Proferentem in that the provisions should be 
interpreted the way the Members deemed right. He was concerned that the GC decided 
to go against the decision of the House which now had resulted with the Club being 
issued a Show Cause by the ROS.

 7.53 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan requested the Chairman to put his resolution to a vote. 

 7.54 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng expressed his support for the resolution as tabled by YBhg Dato’ 
Sivaloganathan to be put to a vote.

 7.55 Col	Johan	Van	Geyzel said that YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan spoke as though he had 
felt threatened when in fact he was never referred to the DC. He again reminded the 
House that every Member has a right to lodge a complaint against another Member, and 
in line with what YBhg Dato’ Dominic Puthucheary had commented, he urged Members 
not to be abusive when expressing their views.

 7.56 Mr	Stanley	Augustin	 (10906) asked the Chairman whether the GC had included all 
views as expressed at that EGM when the GC referred the matter to the ROS. He also 
asked whether the GC had invited the ROS to the Club for discussion. He was of the view 
that the ROS would not have issued the Show Cause if full details were provided to the 
ROS. Upon reading the explanation from the GC in respect of the Show Cause by the 
ROS, Mr Stanley Augustin said the GC had cowed and gave in to them.

 7.57 The Chairman said that all documentations were submitted to the ROS as evidenced in 
the Addendum to the Minutes of the EGM presented to the House. He also said that the 
GC did not invite the ROS to the Club. The GC had decided to seek clarification in the 
matter of the quorum and hence a letter was sent to the ROS.

 7.58 Mr	Stanley	Augustin referred to Page 5 of the Club’s letter dated 24 November 2016 
wherein the GC had written what had transpired on the day of the EGM. Should the 
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purpose of the GC be that of seeking clarification, the ROS would not have issued the 
Show Cause. The ROS would have referred the matter with the Attorney General’s Office 
and not immediately issued the said Show Cause.

 7.59 The Chairman said that the Club had, on 10 August 2016, sent a letter to the ROS 
seeking clarification. The ROS had indicated that the Club had erred in allowing the EGM 
to continue despite the quorum failure, and hence, on 24 November 2016, the GC had 
answered the Show Cause accordingly.

 7.60 Mr	Stanley	Augustin was unsure that the ROS has a right to give an opinion. Further, it 
was not the practice of the Attorney General to get involved in the affairs of private clubs. 
The Club is subject to the ROS and if the Club disagree with the views of the ROS, the 
Club may take the matter to Court.

  In respect of the resolution proposed by YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan, whilst he supported 
the said resolution, Mr Stanley Augustin was of the view that such resolution must 
be informed to the general membership before a vote is taken. In the interest of the 
Club, Members should not bring up resolutions at general meetings without the said 
resolutions being made known to all Members. He was of the view that the House should 
not establish the precedent whereby Members could stand up at general meetings and 
propose resolutions thereat.

 7.61 YBhg	Dato’	Dominic	Puthucheary was of the view that the ROS do have the right to 
give an opinion considering that the Club is a society registered under its purview. He also 
agreed that notice must be given to all Members of any resolutions to be discussed and 
adopted at general meetings.

 7.62 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad was also of the view that the House should follow procedures 
with regard to tabling of resolutions. Although YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan had submitted 
the resolutions to the Club within the deadline, the GC had decided against tabling the 
said resolutions and the resolutions were not made known to the general membership. 
He was of the view that all resolutions submitted by Members must be presented to the 
House and if the GC felt that the matter should be addressed by the CRC, the GC should 
then explain it to the House of their rationale.

 7.63 The Chairman assured the House that the resolutions proposed by YBhg Dato’ 
Sivaloganathan would be addressed by the CRC.

 7.64 YBhg	Dato’	Abu	Mansor	Basir	(5042) said that the Show Cause letter from the ROS had 
placed the Club in a difficult position. Having read the Show Cause letter, he concluded 
that the ROS had taken the view that the EGM was not valid due to quorum failure. He 
was of the view that the Club should follow that stand and not recognise the validity of 
the EGM held on 31 July 2016 and answer accordingly to the said Show Cause. He also 
reminded the House that the Club was in prime land and that there was no guarantee that 
the government would not take the opportunity to seize the land and relocate the Club to 
some other obscure place. 

  Secondly, the matter concerning Dr Molly Cheah, he suggested that the incoming 
Committee to review such matters as any grievances should be addressed within the 
ambit and provisions of the Club’s Constitution and Byelaws.

 7.65 The Chairman said that the GC had taken the initiative to seek clarification from the ROS. 
Should the GC fail to do that, the Chairman said that there would be other Club Members 
who would refer the matter to the ROS.

 7.66 Mr	David	Dass questioned why there was so much resistance to a very simple resolution 
as proposed by YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan. The said resolution provides for comments 
and statements made at general meetings to be privileged and not be subjected to 
disciplinary action initiated by Members of the GC. He was of the view that the resolution 
did not amount to a Constitutional amendment. 
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  He also pointed out that the ROS had not decided on the validity of the EGM and had 
not taken a legal position on the matter. The ROS had merely asked the Club to explain 
and justify for having continued with the proceedings. Hence, the response from the 
Club would determine whether the EGM was valid or otherwise. He also said that the 
Attorney General would not normally respond to every issue arising from any government 
department. The ROS would obtain legal advice from its own resources. Mr Dass said 
he was disturbed by the fact that the GC had initiated the move which had resulted in the 
Show Cause from the ROS. The matter of Dr Molly Cheah had already been resolved at 
that EGM and the GC should not have brought it up with the ROS. 

 7.67 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan again urged the Chairman to put his resolution to the 
vote. He read out the said resolution as follows:

  All statements, comments, views and opinions oral or written and made during general 
meetings of the Club shall be deemed privileged and not subjected to any disciplinary 
proceedings or other sanctions including Court proceedings unless decide otherwise by 
a majority vote of Members present at such meeting. The Members and not the GC 
can decide, if the man had overstepped his boundary, place him before the disciplinary 
process including legal action.

 7.68 The motion was seconded by En Mohd Kamar Mohamad (E7669) and Dr V V Nadkarni 
(E4796).

 7.69 The Chairman, accordingly, put the resolution to a vote.

 7.70 A show of hands was conducted, and the Chairman declared the resolution as carried by 
an overwhelming majority.

 7.71 Although he supported the resolution as carried earlier, Mr	Radhakrishnan	Nadarajah	
(15471) asked whether the Club would stand to receive another Show Cause from the 
ROS considering how the resolution was worded.

 7.72 The Chairman replied that such would be unlikely.

 7.73 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy	(13604) reminded the Chairman against shouting and speaking in 
a loud voice.

 7.74 The Chairman thanked Mr Chakaravarthy for the reminder but from where he was sitting, 
he had to raise his voice slightly as it got too loud in the Hall.

 7.75 Mr	 V	 Chakaravarthy commented that there were two different changes, one was 
Constitutional changes and the other the legislated changes. If there were Constitutional 
changes, it must be debated by the Parliament and the majority would decide before the 
changes are read for the first time, then the second time and finally the third time before 
it goes for printing. The other changes were delegated legislation, regulating how the 
government departments function.

  He said that the resolution just carried earlier was merely procedural or delegated 
legislation which could be delegated to the House to decide.

  He expressed his disappointment that the GC had not acted wisely. Should there be any 
dispute, he was of the view that the GC should not have refer the matter to the ROS but 
instead should have refer the issue back to the House.

  He reminded the Chairman that proper decorum during meetings must be adhered to, like 
in the days during the Presidency of the late Tun Hussein Onn and the late Tun Razak. 
He also reminded the Chairman that the Members may so decide not to return the GC to 
office because the GC had not functioned with decorum.

 7.76 The Chairman thanked Mr Chakaravarthy and said that he and his fellow GC Members 
were merely volunteers endeavouring to serve the Club as best as they could to meet the 
expectations of the Club.
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 7.77 Mr	V	Sankar asked the Chairman to explain how exactly the GC had responded to the 
ROS and whether the ROS had accepted the explanation of the Club.

 7.78 The Chairman said that the GC had submitted its explanation to the ROS on 24 November 
2016. A copy of that letter was posted on the Notice Board. Due to time constraints, 
copies were readily available on the day of the AGM. The Chairman said that the ROS 
has yet to revert with its decision on the Club’s letter.

 7.79 YBhg	Dato’	Param	Cumaraswamy	(4774) expressed his views that there seemed to be 
some bad blood among most the GC including the Chairman against Dr Molly Cheah. 
When he learnt that the GC had taken the initiative to refer matters to the ROS, he said 
he was now convinced that there were some personal issues against Dr Molly Cheah. 
Therefore, the integrity of the Chairman and the GC was now called to question.

 7.80 Mr	 V	 Chakaravarthy said that it was a normal procedure for the ROS to issue the 
Show Cause letter because the Club has a right to be heard. He shared his experience 
with the ROS in the past. The ROS would simply follow the rules without any regard 
to consequences. He related an incident involving a society in which he was the Vice 
President. The society had received a letter from the ROS to de-register the society and the 
Insolvency Department then declared that they will now take control of the finances of the 
society. The society then made representation at the ROS and provided all the necessary 
documentations. The ROS had claimed that the society had failed in submitting its annual 
returns but it turned out to be that the ROS had implemented online submissions in 2013 
without informing the society. The Insolvency Department then decided that it was not 
taking over the finances of the said society and the ROS, having sight of that letter from 
the Insolvency Department, then decided that it was not going ahead to de-register the 
society. Mr Chakaravarthy was of the view that a suitable reply to the Show Cause from 
ROS would be sufficient to have the matter resolved.

 7.81 Mr	Chan	Hua	Eng	(E2077) said that there was no reason for the GC to refer to the ROS 
on the quorum issue. Although the original number of the Requisitionists was 140, he 
was of the view that the number had reduced because 27 Members had withdrawn their 
support. At the time of the EGM, there was adequate number of Members to meet the 
quorum. Despite having said that there was no quorum, it was the Chairman himself who 
had proceeded with the Meeting. When the Meeting decided against the wishes of the 
GC, Mr Chan said that the GC could not accept the decision of the House and referred 
the matter to the ROS.

 7.82 Taking where Mr Chan Hua Eng left off, YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that he was 
disgusted with the way the GC had treated Mr Chan’s letter which the latter had sent to 
the Club. Amongst other things contained in that letter, YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan read 
aloud two paragraphs as follows:

  “Even more significantly the number of members attending the meeting was in excess 
of the quorum required for the meeting, yet the GC were determined to prevent and 
debate on the merits of the decision, quite against the principles of natural justice by their 
deplorable manipulation of the figures of the 2/3 requirement. It was clear that the GC 
would not care less for the fact that quite as many members whose attendance would 
have been in vain had the GC succeeded in its attempts to frustrate the object of the 
meeting no doubt in the certain belief that the outcome of the meeting and the result and 
they feared in its decision being reversed. This is a cowardly and despicable behaviour 
unworthy of the Royal Lake Club whose prestige has been sullied. The horror which I 
felt the way the GC conducted itself was compounded by the fact that as I learnt at the 
EGM itself that Dr Molly Cheah had been slapped with yet another disciplinary charge, 
thanks to Mr Mahinder Singh. This seems to be a concerted act of persecution and an 
absolute abuse of the Constitutional Rules of the Club. In the light of the decision of the 
members of the last EGM, it appears to be timely for the GC to look back hard on their 
second ground of complaint against her and if such grounds are devoid of merit, as 
was the last one, stop the matter from proceeding any further to avoid a repeat of what 
happened in the first case and cause the club to incur further cost. Any move to proceed 
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with the second charge will further sully the good standing of the Royal Lake Club. I would 
suggest that the GC could go some way to undo to redeem itself for the injustice that Dr 
Molly Cheah had endured in its hands so that the Members who had not attended the 
EGM could be informed.”  

  YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan summarized by saying that Mr Chan had intended for the 
GC to publish his letter in the Newsletter with the hope that the remaining 9,000 Members 
who did not attend the EGM would know what had exactly transpired at that Meeting. 

  YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan said the GC, led by the Chairman, had a discussion as to 
whether to put Mr Chan under the disciplinary process. He related the one time when 
Mr Chan had written a hard-hitting letter to the RSGC, and the RSGC had then saw 
it fit to publish that letter, unlike the stand adopted by the GC. There was also a time 
when a Member, Mr Leembruggen, the Chairman of MIDF wrote to the Club on some 
matters which he felt the Committee was doing wrong. He then spoke with the then Vice 
President, the late Dato’ Dr Lim Say Wan and they had apologised to Mr Leembruggen 
and published his letter in the Newsletter. Unlike the current GC who thought that they are 
the Lord and Masters in the Club, the GC in the past was willing to accept mistakes. YBhg 
Dato’ Sivaloganathan said that the Chairman lacked leadership, the poorest of what he 
had witnessed the last 45 years he has been a Member.

 7.83 YBhg	Dato’	Abu	Mansor	Basir emphasized the severity of the Show Cause letter from 
the ROS and urged the House not to take the matter lightly. The issue involving Dr Molly 
Cheah was an internal matter which the incoming Committee could reconsider, but the 
Club was now faced with the possibility of de-registration. He reminded the House that 
the ROS had taken the stand that the EGM was not valid and if the Club was to argue 
otherwise, there may be other repercussions. The ROS may de-register the Club, and 
during any appeal process in the Court which would take years, the Club would remain 
closed. In addition, there was the issue of legal fees.

  On another matter, YBhg Dato’ Abu Mansor requested the House to show some 
appreciation to Members who have volunteered their time and effort to serve the Club. 
Recognising that there may be times when the GC had committed some errors, YBhg 
Dato’ Abu Mansor said that the House must exercise decorum and the Members must be 
on good behaviour although there may be differences of opinions and views.

 7.84 Mr	Teoh	Cheng	Hai	(8510) recalled another time when the Club had to deal with the 
ROS and the then GC was advised by the ROS that it would recognize the decisions held 
by the House if the Members so wished it to be. Generally, the ROS would not interfere 
in the affairs of the Club if the general membership accepted the decisions made by the 
House.

The Chairman stopped discussion on Item 2 of the Agenda to facilitate the appointment of the Scrutineers for 
the Ballot at 12.00pm. The Chairman announced that Balloting shall take place from 12.30pm to 3.00pm, as 
provided for in the Agenda for the AGM

[8.0]	 Item	6	of	the	Agenda:	

	 Appointment	of	Scrutineers	for	the	Ballot	at	12.00pm

 8.1 The Chairman informed the House that the balloting time shall commence at 12.30pm 
and close at 3.00pm. 

 8.2 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan pointed out that voting cannot take place without the 
House having completed the Report of the General Committee, receiving and approving 
the Club’s audited accounts and received the Audit Committee Report. He requested the 
Chairman to follow the provisions of the Club’s Constitution in conducting the proceedings 
of the AGM and read it out loud.

 8.3 The Chairman explained that he was merely following the Agenda as set out in the Notice 
of the AGM.
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 8.4 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan requested the Chairman not to rush and said that the 
Constitution was very clear in the order in which the proceedings ought to be followed. He 
sought concurrence from the House and said that he would propose a motion to remove 
the Chairman and elect a neutral Chairman to continue with the proceedings.

 8.5 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad agreed with the views of YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan. He 
said that many Members had simply come and cast their votes without understanding the 
problems and issues of the Club. He agreed that the House should proceed to complete 
all reports before voting commences.

 8.6 The Chairman said that he was guided by the Agenda as set out in the Notice of AGM 
which provided for the ballot to commence from 12.30pm. The Chairman also reminded 
the House that there were Members already waiting to cast their votes.

 8.7 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that the House was not bothered by these Members 
who had waited outside to cast their votes, and that the House was more concerned that 
the discussion on the Committee Report, the Tender Committee Report had yet to be 
completed.

 8.8 The Chairman acknowledged that fact but the Agenda had provided the time for balloting 
and the House should allow the balloting to commence for those Members who wish to 
cast their votes. Meanwhile, the House would continue deliberating these Reports.

 8.9 However, YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan	was insistent that the House should complete 
the Reports before commencing balloting. He called upon the House to show support.

 8.10 Mr	Peter	Geh	Cheng	Thye	 (12647) requested the Chairman and the GC not to hide 
matters from the general membership. He said that the voting should only take place 
when the House were ready. He urged the Members against voting blindly and that they 
must know whom and why they are voting for. He requested the Chairman to complete 
going through the Reports before balloting commences.

 8.11 The Chairman again reminded the House that Notice was given to all Members that the 
balloting shall take place between 12.30pm and 3.00pm. Some Member had specifically 
come to cast their votes. If these Members do not wish to read and discuss the Reports, 
the Chairman said that that was their choice. As the time was already 12.36pm, the 
Chairman announced that balloting had commenced, but the House may continue 
discussing the Reports.

 8.12 Mr	G	Naidu was of the view that the balloting should only commence once the House had 
completed the Reports.

 8.13 Mr	Chew	Kar	Meng	(7169) said that he spoke with at least 80 Members on the phone and 
expressed his surprise that 10% of them have yet to receive the Reports. He questioned 
the Chairman whether these Members did not read the Reports because they do not wish 
to do so. He was of the view that these Members could not read the Reports as they did 
not receive it. Hence, he asked the Chairman to let the House know what happened as 
stated in these Reports.

 8.14 Mr	Too	Wan	Jin	(8572) said that the House must be democratic and allow those Members 
who wish to cast their votes to do so. 

 8.15 The Chairman announced that Ir	Nik	Hasbi	Fathi	(16290) had agreed to take on the role 
as Chief Scrutineer. He then proceeded to invite more Members to assist as Scrutineers.

 8.16 The Scrutineers were as follows:

  [1] Mr Ow Eng Haw (15447)
  [2] Pn Fatimah Atan (12246)
  [3] Ms Giam Chui Lean (11253)
  [4] Ms Serena Tan (11318)
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  [5] Mrs Irene Ng (8270)
  [6] Ms Leona Lee Oi Chan (10462)
  [7] Mr P Sivan (15186)
  [8] Ms Caris Lim (7966)
  [9] Ms Wendy Wong Bee Yun (10393)
  [10] Mrs Eileen Chew (7169)
  [11] Mr Dalbir Singh (13817)
  [12] Ms Caroline Chiam (11193)
  [13] Ms Pauline Wong Pol Leng (16110)
  [14] Ms Katherine Low Yoon Kuan (13301)
  [15] Ms Katherine Chang (11767)
  [16] Ms Patricia Liew Saik Kien (11665)
  [17] Ms Winnye Wong (7339)
  [18] Ms Betty Law (10184)

 8.17 On a point of order, En	Kamaralzaman	Tambu	(9343) highlighted that the notice of any 
general meetings must be sent to all Members at least 21 days in advance but he had 
only received it a few days back. He asked the Chairman to explain why the accounts 
were late again this year.

 8.18 The Chairman agreed that the accounts were late and the Chairman of the Finance Sub-
Committee would explain the details later.

 8.19 Mr	Stanley	Augustin said the accounts has serious implications, possibility criminal in 
nature, and that he himself had not had the opportunity to review the details. He suggested 
for the House to adjourn the balloting and discussing the accounts to another day with the 
requisite 21 days’ notice.

 8.20 The Chairman again announced that the balloting had commenced and requested the 
House to give time for the candidates standing for election to introduce themselves.

 8.21 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan dismissed the suggestion, saying that the candidates 
running for office should be willing to wait. He further requested the Chairman not to rush 
things and behave like a construction site man chairing a construction site meeting.

  If Members do not wish to discuss the Reports, he was of the view that the House should 
leave those Members aside and proceed with discussing the Reports.

 8.22 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy	said the Report by the Auditors was very damaging and sought 
the response from the Chairman. He further said that balloting could be carried out after 
the House has completed discussing all the Reports. He was of the view that there was 
nothing wrong procedurally to delay the balloting.

 8.23 The Chairman once again asked the House for time to allow the candidates running for 
office to introduce themselves. He assured the House that the Meeting would continue to 
discuss all the Reports before them.

 8.24 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that the close of the balloting time could be extended 
till 3.30pm if need be.

 8.25 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad said that two wrongs do not make it right. The House had, 
last year, waived the required 21 days’ notice for Members to receive the accounts and 
proceeded to deliberate and adopted the accounts for that year. He was of the view that 
the Club’s Constitution was very clear in that the Club must give 21 days’ notice. The 
Constitution also provided for the balloting to commence after discussing all the Reports 
before the House. As such, he proposed that the balloting time be pushed to 2.00pm.

 8.26 The Chairman said that the balloting had already commenced.

 8.27 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad reminded the Chairman that the Club’s Constitution 
provides for the balloting to come after discussing all the Reports. Hence, by allowing the 
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balloting to go on at that moment would mean that the House was already in breach of 
the Constitution. En Mohd Kamar Mohamad reminded the Chairman that he had earlier 
proposed the balloting to commence at 2.00pm and his proposal was duly seconded.

 8.28 Mr	Chan	Hua	Eng suggested that the Chairman adjourn the Meeting temporarily to allow 
for the balloting. 

 8.29 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan supported the suggestion as put forth by Mr Chan Hua 
Eng.

 8.30 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy	pointed out that there were now two proposals on the floor. The first 
proposal by En Mohd Kamar Mohamad was to adjourn the balloting time to 2.00pm. The 
second proposal by Mr Chan Hua Eng was to temporarily adjourn the Meeting to allow 
for the balloting to proceed. He requested the Chairman to put forth both the proposals 
to a vote, as otherwise the Chairman would have failed miserably as the Chairman of the 
Meeting.

 8.31 The Chairman once again pointed out that balloting had already commenced and 
Members wishing to cast their votes could do so accordingly.

 8.32 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy advised the Chairman against bullying the Members. He reminded 
the Chairman to abide by the Constitution.

 8.33 The Chairman stated that no one, let alone him, was bullying the Members. As stated in 
the Notice to all Members, balloting time had been scheduled for 12.30pm and as such, 
balloting had already commenced. The House should not deny Members who have turn 
up to cast their votes.

 8.34 Mr	 V	 Chakaravarthy reminded the Chairman that the Constitution provides for the 
discussion of the Committee Report, the accounts and the Auditors Report. He was of the 
view that the Auditors Report was very damning and asked why the Chairman was trying 
to run away from discussing it.

 8.35 The Chairman said that he had no plans to run away from discussing the Auditors Report. 
The balloting had already commenced, and he agreed that the House shall forego the 
introduction of the candidates seeking election and proceed with deliberating the Reports.

 8.36 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy proposed that the House put a stop to the balloting. He put forth to 
the House that the time for balloting of 2.00pm was not cast in stone. Balloting shall take 
place once all the Reports have been completed. 

 8.37 The proposal by Mr V Chakaravarthy was not taken up.

 8.38 En	Zait	Isa	(9857) said that his take on the matter was very simple. The Chairman had 
already informed the House that the GC had referred the EGM matter to the ROS as a pre-
emptive strike lest other Members brings the matter with the ROS first. As he understood 
it, the Constitution already provided for the sequence by which the proceedings ought 
to take place. He was of the view that the Chairman and the GC may bring about more 
complaints to the ROS if he failed to abide by the provisions of the Constitution and 
proceeded with balloting before concluding all the Reports.

 8.39 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy requested the Chairman to continue with deliberating the Reports 
before proceeding with balloting. He was of the view that the Auditors Report was very 
damaging.

 8.40 The Chairman said that he intended to continue deliberating the Reports. At the same 
time, balloting would continue as scheduled.

 8.41 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy said that he would personally write to the ROS if the Chairman 
persisted in continuing with the balloting before discussing the business of the day.
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 8.42 The Chairman replied that Mr Chakaravarthy was free to write to the ROS.

 8.43 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy said that the proposed time of 2.00pm for balloting was not cast in 
stone. It could be earlier once the discussion of the Reports is completed.

 8.44 The Chairman replied that the Club had given notice to Members that balloting would 
commence at 12.30pm and he stand by it. Those who wanted to go and cast their votes 
could do so while Members who wish to stay on to discuss the Reports would proceed 
accordingly.

 8.45 Mr	David	Wee	(12400) agreed with the statement made by the Chairman. The Club had 
issued notice on the time for balloting and Members who wish to cast their votes without 
going through the Reports should not be stopped. He said that he had already made 
up his mind as to whom he would vote for. Members who wish to continue discussing 
the Reports before casting their votes could do so as well as the close of balloting was 
3.00pm.

 8.46 Mr	Alan	Goonting	(13283) said that Members had wanted to discuss the Reports before 
the balloting because there were several of the current GC Members who were seeking 
for re-election. He was of the view that the Members had wanted to know what had 
transpired over the year and whether they should vote for them. So, he agreed that the 
balloting should commence later, after all the Reports have been duly discussed and 
received.

 8.47 The Chairman reminded the House the comments made by Mr David Ooi earlier in that 
Members may so choose for themselves whether they wanted to cast their votes now or 
later after finishing the discussion of the Reports. 

 8.48 Mr Chew Kar Meng expressed his agreement with the views of YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan 
in that the conduct of the Meeting without taking heed of the Constitution would render the 
proceedings as illegal and null and void. He said that the Club may probably get another 
Show Cause letter from the ROS for failing to abide by the Constitution. Therefore, he 
advised the Chairman to be guided accordingly.

 8.49 YBhg	Dato’	Abu	Mansor	Basir reminded the House that the Club had issued a notice 
to all Members regarding the time for the balloting. Therefore, he was of the view that 
the House now cannot prevent Members from casting their votes. He suggested that 
any Members who wish to cast their votes should be allowed to do so and any Members 
who wish to deliberate on the Reports to continue accordingly. As the Chairman had 
highlighted earlier, the deliberations of the Reports could continue without the need to 
stop other Members from casting their votes.

 8.50 Dr	 James	Liew	Yat	Hoe	 (E5110) brought the attention of the House to the fact that 
there were already many cars parked all around the roundabout in front of the Lobby 
and these Members were waiting to cast their votes. He reminded the House that not all 
Members would be able to spend the entire day discussing the Reports for one reason or 
another and the House should not be preventing them from casting their votes. Hence, 
he requested the Chairman to announce the start of balloting.

 8.51 The Chairman said that he had already declared the start of balloting at 12.30pm.

 8.52 YBhg	Dato’	 Ir	Pang	Leong	Hoon	 (E4970) expressed his views that the House must 
allow Members to cast their votes from 12.30pm onwards as the Club had already issued 
a notice to that effect accordingly. Although it may not be compliant with the Constitution, 
he said that the Members should be allowed to vote. He requested the incoming GC to 
be mindful of this matter at the next AGM.

 8.53 A Member informed the House that he was told by the staff that he would need to register 
at the Multi-Purpose Hall. He was of the view that the Club should provide for Members 
who wish to register at the Banquet Hall without the need to go to the Multi-Purpose Hall 
especially if the Members do not wish to exercise their voting rights.
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 8.54 The Chairman explained that the registration at the Banquet Hall would continue until 
12.00pm and thereafter would be relocated to the Multi-Purpose Hall to facilitate the 
balloting process.

 8.55 Mr	K	A	Kumar	(13512) said that he supported the views of the majority of Members who 
had wanted to wait and discuss the Reports before proceeding with balloting. However, 
he also understood that there were some Members who have already decided whom to 
vote. He was of the view that perhaps the Chairman had thought his chances were better 
if less Members deliberated on the Reports.

 8.56 The Chairman said it was wrong for Mr Kumar to make such a presumptive statement 
which had nothing to do with the scheduled time for balloting.

 8.57 Mr	K	A	Kumar said that he was very correct in making that statement and urged the 
House to continue deliberating on the Reports before casting their ballots. However, he 
was of the view that harm had already been done.

 8.58 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng said that the Chairman had created an impasse when he allowed 
the balloting to proceed, in contradiction with the provisions of the Club’s Constitution. 
He recalled when he objected to the short notice given to Members in receiving the 
audited accounts at the last AGM, he was overruled. To resolve the impasse, he said that 
Members should now be allowed to cast their votes. However, he was of the view that the 
incoming GC should place the outgoing GC before the disciplinary committee for failure 
to comply with the Club’s Constitution.

 8.59 Mr	 G	 Naidu	 reminded the Chairman that it was suggested earlier by YBhg Dato’ Y 
Sivaloganathan to put the matter to a vote but the Chairman had been dragging his foot 
and delaying the matter. He further said that in the event any Member were to take up 
the issue with the Courts and should the Club failed, then every costs payable should be 
borne by the Chairman.

 8.60 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan expressed his agreement with Mr Naidu. He continued 
to say that he was sitting with three esteemed Members of the Tender Committee, YBhg 
Dato’ Syed Mustaffa, the Chairman of the Tender Committee, YBhg Dato’ Ir Tommy Pang 
who is the former Director-General of the DID and Mr Stanley Leng. He understood that 
the Tender Committee had written a very strong report on financial mismanagement and 
transgression by the GC. The Tender Committee agreed to concede and to allow the 
balloting to commence and the deliberation of their Report to be heard later.

 8.61 YBhg	 Dato’	 Eddie	 Shun	 Leong	 Kwong	 (5798) said that the House should allow 
Members to cast their votes already.

 8.62 Mr	David	Ooi highlighted that the door to the Multi-Purpose Hall was still closed and that 
the whole area of the lift lobby was packed with Members. He failed to understand why 
there was any difference this year when for the past five years Members could cast the 
votes within the stated time for balloting.

 8.63 The Chairman once again said that the balloting had already been announced. He 
requested the General Manager to facilitate the smooth running at the Multi-Purpose Hall.

[9.0]	 Continuation	of	Item	2	of	the	Agenda:	

	 Confirmation	of	the	Minutes	of	the	Extraordinary	General	Meeting	(EGM)	held	on	Sunday,	
31	July	2016

 9.1 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that Ms Amuthambigai Tharmarajah had commented 
that the Club would need her consent to write what she said in the Minutes. YBhg Dato’ 
Sivaloganathan thanked the Chairman for having included what had actually transpired 
in the Minutes because minutes were deemed to be representation of factual events that 
took a place. He said that he could sympathise with Ms Amuthambigai because she had 
propensity for mischief.
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 9.2 The Chairman brought the attention of the House to where the discussion had left off and 
asked whether there were any more comments. 

 9.3 On the issue involving Dr Molly Cheah, YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said the Club did 
not have the decency to inform the general membership that she had been re-instated. 
He said that the GC should have made known to all Members that she had been re-
instated via the Club Newsletter. When she was suspended wide publicity was given. 
There was silence on her re-instatement. 

 9.4 There being no further comments from the House, the following Members proposed and 
seconded the motion to receive the Minutes of the EGM held on 31 July 2016:

  Proposer: Dr Sarat Chandra Datta (12358)
  Seconder: YBhg Tan Sri Dato’ Dr Salleh Mohd Nor (8835)

 9.5 The Chairman declared the Minutes of the EGM held on 31 July 2016 as being received 
by the House as a correct record of the proceedings thereat.

 9.6 Now that the Minutes of the EGM had been received, YBhg	Tan	Sri	Dato’	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	
Nor questioned whether Dr Molly Cheah would be allowed back to the Club therefrom.

 9.7 Dr	James	Liew	Yat	Hoe said that the House had yet to resolve the issue of the response 
to the ROS and the possibility of the Club being de-registered.

 9.8 The Chairman said the matter shall be discussed later.

 9.9 YBhg	Dato’	Abu	Mansor	Basir sought clarification that the Minutes of the EGM were 
received purely for information purposes. He was of the view that the House should not 
adopt the Minutes as a legal document approved by the House as the said action would 
meant the Club were not of the same view adopted by the ROS.

 9.10 The Chairman agreed that the Minutes were received as a matter of information.

 9.11 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan brought the attention of the House that Mr K C Chan is 
now the Chief Scrutineer. 

 9.12 The Chairman clarified that the Chief Scrutineer was Ir Nik Hasbi Fathi. The GC had 
appointed Mr K C Chan as the Chairman of the Elections Committee last year.

 9.13 Mr	David	Dass stated that there seemed to be some confusion among Members on the 
matter of the Show Cause letter from the ROS. He was of the view that the ROS has yet 
to decide on the validity of the EGM, hence whether the EGM was valid or otherwise has 
yet to be seen. It follows then that Dr Molly Cheah should not be suspended now. He was 
of the view that the GC had no business in suspending Dr Molly Cheah when the House 
at the EGM had reinstated her. 

  Therefore, as a matter of law, the GC had acted improperly in suspending Dr Molly 
Cheah. The status of the validity of the EGM remain unresolved, and the House should 
now decide on the best way forward to resolve the matter.

 9.14 From what he read of the Show Cause letter, YBhg	Dato’	Abu	Mansor	Basir said that it 
was clear the ROS had deemed the EGM as invalid. The Registrar had already made up 
his mind, hence the Show Cause was issued to the Club. The Registrar had now inquired 
as to why the Club had proceeded with the EGM on that day.

 9.15 The Chairman reaffirmed that the GC held the same view as YBhg Dato’ Abu Mansor 
Basir.

 9.16 YBhg	Dato’	Abu	Mansor	Basir also reminded the Chairman that the response to the 
Show Cause must satisfy the Registrar so that he would stand by with whatever decision 
he had made. In the event the Club persisted in defending that the EGM was valid, there 
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would be no closure to the matter and the Club may get itself in a legal issue. YBhg Dato’ 
Abu Mansor said that the Registrar in his letter which was written in Bahasa had deemed 
the EGM to be invalid.

 9.17 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Dato’	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor said that he had earlier seconded the proposal 
to receive the Minutes of the EGM as he had assumed the EGM to be valid. In line 
with that, he had assumed that Dr Molly Cheah had every right to be re-instated with 
immediate effect.

 9.18 Mr	David	Dass was of the view that there was no point for the House to debate the 
precise effect of the Show Cause letter from the ROS. If the Club took the stand that the 
EGM was invalid, then the Club would take the risk of being de-registered. The viable 
option was for the Club to defend the validity of the EGM and the position of the Members 
taken at that EGM.

 9.19 En Zait Isa requested the Chairman to ask the Secretary to read the said Show Cause 
letter from the ROS.

 9.20 The Secretary read out the letter dated 8 November 2016 from the ROS bearing reference 
PPM-017-14-21021950 as follows:

  ‘Bahawasanya mengikut Seksyen Kecil 2, Seksyen 13 Akta Pertubuhan 1966, maka 
dengan ini diberi kenyataan bahawa adalah maksud Pendaftar Pertubuhan hendak 
membatalkan pendaftaran pertubuhan ini selepas 08.12.2016 kecuali sebelum itu 
diberikan sebab-sebab yang memuaskan Pendaftar Pertubuhan mengapa pendaftaran 
tersebut tidak patut dibatalkan. Ada pun cadangan pembatalan pendaftaran yang 
dimasukkan di atas adalah kerana pertubuhan ini dengan bersengaja melanggar 
peruntukan undang-undang berdaftar pertubuhan seperti berikut. 2.1, telah bersengaja 
melanggar Fasal 18.6.1 undang-undang tubuh persatuan kerana gagal membatalkan 
Mesyuarat Agong Luar Biasa pada 31.07.2016 setelah korum dari Requisitionists gagal 
dipenuhi’. 

 9.21 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad said that he had read the letter and had consulted some 
legal experts on the matter. He was of the view that the Club was duty bound to defend 
the Constitution and the decision held by the House at the EGM to be legally constituted. 
The Minutes of the EGM was very clear in that the House, by majority, had decided to 
proceed with the Meeting as it was properly conducted. 

  Therefore, he was of the view that it was improper of the Chairman and the GC to refer 
the matter to the ROS in the first instance. He was also of the view that any Member who 
refer issues to the ROS without first exhausting internal remedies should be expelled. He 
opined that the GC should have called for another general meeting to discuss the Show 
Cause letter and to deliberate on the most appropriate response. He now proposed that 
the Minutes of the EGM be adopted as a legal document and arising therefrom, Dr Molly 
Cheah would be automatically re-instated.

 9.22 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy said that it was a standard procedure for a government department 
like the ROS to issue a Show Cause letter to any society once they receive any complaint 
from its Members. The Show Cause letter did not specifically state that the Club would 
be de-registered, only to provide an explanation as to why the Club should not be de-
registered. If the Club readily admitted to a slip inadvertently made, the ROS would 
accept such explanation without going any further and the Club would not stand to be 
de-registered.

 9.23 YBhg	Dato’	Abu	Mansor	Basir said that he would speak on this issue for the last time. 
He asked the House not to treat lightly the Show Cause letter from the ROS. He urged 
the incoming GC to respond with full humility, admitting a mistake was made. He held the 
view that in the event the Club deemed the EGM as valid, the consequences might not 
be pleasant.
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 9.24 Col	Johan	Van	Geyzel assured the House that the GC did not take the matter lightly and 
that the GC had drafted a most suitable letter and he was confident that the ROS would 
accept the explanation offered. He said he was sure that the Club would not stand to be 
de-registered.

 9.25 Ms Lee Mew Kwan highlighted that the GC had already sent a letter in response to the 
Show Cause. Whilst she sympathised with Dr Molly Cheah, she was of the view that the 
Club should wait for the outcome from ROS.

 9.26 Mr	S	Periasamy	(11096) echoed the statement made by Ms Lee earlier in that the GC 
had already submitted a response to the ROS dated 24 November 2016.

 9.27 While Mr V Chakaravarthy read the response to the ROS dated 24 November 2016, 
YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan shared his views on the matter. He informed the House 
that many years ago, the Club was offered another piece of land at Section 16 which 
offer contained certain terms and conditions. The GC then could not bring the matter to 
the general membership. As the then President, he had assembled a team of very senior 
Members comprising the late Tan Sri Justice Harun Hashim, the Chief of Police, Tun 
Haniff Omar, and Chief Architect the late Dato’ Kington Loo.

  In like manner, the Club today had amongst its Members several seasoned senior 
Members who were familiar with dealing with the government departments. He informed 
the Chairman that he could have assembled a whole team for the GC to consult with, but 
the GC was arrogant. He said the GC was more interested to get rid of Dr Molly Cheah. 
Hence, the GC went ahead and caused the Registrar to issue the Club with a Show 
Cause. He would hold the Chairman and the GC liable if the Club is de-registered.

 9.28 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy, having read the letter of response to the ROS, expressed his views 
that the response to the ROS dated 24 November 2016 was very good and there was no 
way the ROS would de-register the Club. 

 9.29 En	Hassanudin	Puteh	(12742) informed the House that the GC had written to the ROS 
in the first instance because there were two opposing views or interpretations what 
constitutes a quorum. The ROS had made it very clear that the quorum for that EGM 
should be 140 because there was no withdrawal of support when the notice of EGM was 
posted on the Notice Board. The Chairman was correct in declaring that the quorum was 
not met. However, things took a different turn when the House decided that the number 
of Requisitionists was 113. 

  En Hassanudin also informed the House that Dr Molly Cheah had in her letter to the Club 
confirmed 17 Members who had withdrawn their support. There was no evidence from 
the said 27 Members. Arising from that situation, the GC then decided to seek clarification 
from the ROS, otherwise the GC may be liable for an offence for not complying with the 
Constitution. The GC had not expected the ROS to issue a Show Cause letter. He further 
said that a Show Cause letter from the ROS was a preceding action by the Registrar 
before de-registering a society pursuant to the provisions of the Societies Act 1966. 
Although the GC was sure that the quorum should be based on the 140 Requisitionists, 
the GC too had wanted to explain that there was an opposing interpretation as to what 
number constitutes the quorum. 

  He assured the House that the GC was acting in the interest of the Club and not the 
interest of any individual Members. The GC was not able to say that the House was 
wrong but neither could the GC say it was right. The Club was caught in-between and that 
was the stand the GC took when preparing the response to the Show Cause letter. En 
Hassanudin firmly believed that the Club should be getting a favourable response from 
the ROS.

 9.30 The Chairman re-affirmed the statement made by En Hassanudin and that the GC 
concluded that the consequences of not seeking clarification from the ROS could have 
been far worse.
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 9.31 En	Salih	Amran	(5229) wanted to know whether the GC had sought legal advice upon 
receipt of the requisition for an EGM and the reasons for the GC to seek clarification from 
the ROS. On the issue of quorum, he understood the quorum required would comprise 
both the Requisitionists and other Voting Members to make up the number as mentioned 
by Mr Chan Hua Eng earlier. Lastly, En Salih wanted to know whether the costs of and 
incidentals of the EGM had been paid.

 9.32 The Chairman said that the House had decided that the Club shall bear the costs of and 
incidentals of convening the EGM.

 9.33 That being the case, En	Salih	Amran was of the view that the removal of the suspension 
imposed upon Dr Molly Cheah was valid as both the Items on the Agenda of the EGM 
were not mutually exclusive. The GC had not shown any goodwill towards Dr Molly Cheah 
and in fact the Club was becoming toxic. The GC failed to treat Members as part of the 
Club, failed to show compassion towards Dr Molly Cheah who had to endured the rain 
outside the gates of the Club. En Salih Amran concluded by proposing that the House lift 
the suspension imposed by the GC.

 9.34 The Chairman informed the House that the GC has nothing against Dr Molly Cheah. 
The matter started off when one Member of the GC lodged a complaint against her. The 
IC had found the complaint to have merit and forwarded the complaint to be heard by 
the DC. The DC, after having heard both sides of the allegations, found her guilty and 
accordingly imposed the suspension. The GC was not involved in any of the decision-
making.

 9.35 En	Salih	Amran told the Chairman that he should have brought both parties together and 
try to resolve the issue before it escalated to the IC.

 9.36 Mr	David	Dass agreed with the views of En Salih Amran that the Chairman should have 
tried to reconcile both parties considering that they were part of the GC. However, he 
understood that someone had approached Dr Molly Cheah to reconcile but she refused 
to apologise for her actions. Mr Dass was of the view that the Club have a responsibility 
towards the general membership and is duty-bound to ensure all rules and regulations 
are complied with. Any member has a right to complain and if the complaint was found 
to have merit, then the Club is duty-bound to ensure appropriate disciplinary action is 
imposed.

 9.37 En	 Hassanudin	 Puteh said that the way Members were insinuating and making 
allegations against the GC should not be tolerated either. Being elected officers of the 
Club, his intention was to serve the Club in the best possible manner. He had personally 
saved the Club a sum of approximately RM175,000 in legal fees based on his opinion in 
a suit at the Federal Court. He too had discovered anomalies in payments made to the 
unionised staff. He expressed his views that the GC had attended to matters with the 
interest of the Club. 

  With regard to reinstating Dr Molly Cheah, En Hassanudin reminded the House the need 
to be compliant with the Constitution. If the quorum at the EGM was sufficient, there 
was no issue in reinstating her. Otherwise, her recourse was to go to Court, which he 
understood she had filed a suit with the High Court.

 9.38 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar	Visvanathan	(15172) informed the House that he was the Chairman 
of the IC and DP as well as the CRC. He said that he found Dr Molly Cheah to be a 
good Member and she worked hard. However, there were bound to be disagreements. 
Although he was the Chairman of the DP, he stayed away from the Members of the DP 
so as to keep matters as transparent as possible.

  In the matter of the complaint against YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan, Mr Vishnu Kumar 
clarified that the said complaint was deliberated by the IC. The IC found no merit to 
the complaint and dismissed the complaint accordingly. Mr Vishnu Kumar corrected the 
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statement that YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan had misled the House in respect of a complaint 
against him. He confirmed that there was a complaint but the complaint was dismissed at 
the preliminary stage as having without any basis. 

  With regard to the complaint against Dr Molly Cheah, he explained that Dr Molly Cheah 
chose not to respond to the Show Cause, despite the Club sending her reminders. When 
that happened and with a fragile disciplinary system adopted by the Club, the IC would 
then review the matter based on whatever documents available to determine if there exist 
a prima facie case. The IC found that there were merits to the complaint and thus referred 
the complaint to be heard by the DC. The DC are appointed from the panel of Members 
on the DP who were themselves professionals and academicians as well as engineers 
and others. He felt obliged to isolate the IC and DP from unwarranted criticisms because 
they were unable to defend themselves at general meetings. He further stated that 
there were issues within the current Constitution that must be resolved by constitutional 
amendments.

  He also pointed out that the matter of the Requisitionists withdrawing their support, the 
Constitution was silent on the methodology and procedures for such withdrawals. He 
informed the House that the CRC is considering every aspect of the procedures and 
admitted that it was a slow and difficult process. 

  Despite being a family Club, there were bound to be unfortunate and embarrassing 
situations and to keep peace and harmony there was bound to be rules. If there were no 
rules on what constitutes good behaviour, then Members themselves may shy away from 
coming to the Club. He reminded the House that every Member has a role to play and if 
any Member failed to resolve differences, then the procedures of the Club would kick in. 
Procedures are basically an unthinking animal, progressing from one stage to another. 
Members must work within these procedures and when one failed to do so, Members 
would be put in a spot.

  In the process of an appeal to the GC, Mr Vishnu Kumar informed the House that the GC 
was generally not very good in handling appeals. The GC must read and understand all 
the documents and records, keeping in mind the rules on bias or a hint of or perception 
of bias would make the appeal process unwieldy. Invariably, when an appeal was being 
deliberated it would be towards the end of a long meeting. Compounded with the fact that 
both the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the IC were not allowed to sit in during the 
appeal deliberations, he would be unable to contribute towards the appeal process.

  With regard to the decision of the GC to continue the imposition of the suspension on Dr 
Molly Cheah, he informed the House that he had abstained from making that decision 
whereas Mr Philip Mathews had recorded his objection.

 9.39 Mr	Philip	Mathews	(14023) said that the case involving Dr Molly Cheah had brought about 
so much unhappiness and had fractured the camaraderie in the Club which resulted in a 
divided membership. While he agreed that any Member could lodged a complaint against 
another Member, he has his doubts that the DC had carried out its due diligence when 
hearing and deliberating on a complaint. Having gone through the findings of the DC on 
the complaint against Dr Molly Cheah, Mr Mathews was of the view that the DC should 
not have found her guilty as the conclusions arrived at by the DC was questionable. Mr 
Mathews suggested that the appointment of Members of the DC should be made very 
selectively and objectively, preferable they should be elected by the House at the general 
meetings.

 9.40 Mr	David	Dass	said that the Club has been in existence the last 125 years with governing 
processes and processes for escalation in handling complaints. Such complaints were 
reviewed by the various committees and these committees comprise of Club Members. 
Decisions arrived from such committees were made by a majority vote. If the general 
membership felt that these Members were not performing their function, he said that they 
could vote them out.
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  In respect of the GC in referring the issue of the EGM to the ROS, he was of the view that 
it was a good decision rather than seeking the views of lawyers. 

 9.41 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan thanked Mr Vishnu Kumar for clearing the issue regarding 
the complaint that was lodged against him and that he did not mislead the House as 
mentioned by Col Johan on three separate occasions during the Meeting.

 9.42 YBhg	Dato’	Y	 Sivaloganathan continued and said that the Club needed more wise 
men rather than clever men on the Committee as he felt that wisdom seemed to be a 
commodity missing from the GC. 

  With regard to Dr Molly Cheah for not answering a query, YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan 
said that he would have had called her and the complainant and resolve the matter. He 
would have bought them the first drink, he would make one person to buy the next drink 
and the other to buy the third drink, by which time he would have had seven or eight 
drinks and the matter would have been resolved. 

 9.43 YBhg	 Dato’	 Y	 Sivaloganathan brought up the matter regarding the CRC and the 
composition of its members which Mr Vishnu Kumar had mentioned earlier. YBhg 
Dato’ Sivaloganathan informed the House that one of the members of the CRC was Ms 
Amuthambigai Tharmarajah who had been suspended by the Club on two occasions. He 
said the GC had seen it fit to appoint a lawbreaker to become a lawmaker. He said that 
in the past, the Club had distinguished Members in the CRC members like Aziz Addruse, 
Mr Chan Hua Eng, Datuk Param Cumaraswamy have sat in this committee. All of them 
were Past Presidents of the Malaysian Bar Council. Now we have Amu Tharmarajah a 
lawbreaker. 

 9.44 Ms	Amu	T.	Rajah requested the Chairman to stop the personal attacks by YBhg Dato’ Y 
Sivaloganathan.

 9.45 The Chairman requested YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan to quickly wrap up what he had 
to say to allow other speakers their turn. 

 9.46 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng said that he had a few points to mention. The first was regards to 
volunteerism. He was of the view that anyone who volunteered their services should be 
committed once elected and not talk about being not paid etc. If one was not willing to put 
their time and effort, then one should not volunteer themselves.

  Second point was with regard to the provision of the Constitution relating to disciplinary 
matters. Mr Foong said that appeals would be presented to the GC and he was of the 
view that the GC then must decide after due deliberation. The Members of the GC could 
decide whether to abstain or to object or to accept the appeal. 

  Mr Foong further said that the Club should re-look at Rule 17 which provides for 
disciplinary action to be taken if the conduct of a Member was injurious to the Club. 
Therefore, he fails to see how the altercation between Dr Molly Cheah and another GC 
Member was injurious to the Club so much so that the Club decided to suspend Dr Molly 
Cheah. On the other hand, the background detail of the complainant who was disciplined 
by a professional body was not taken into consideration. Mr Foong said that the GC, 
when deliberating the appeal, should have realise that such altercation was not injurious 
to the Club and dismiss the complaint. However, the GC reaffirmed the decision of the 
Disciplinary Panel.

 9.47 Ms	Amu	T.	Rajah referred to the disciplinary matter involving Dr Molly Cheah. She said 
that she had in January 2016, together with fellow Member Ms Ailina Lee, approached 
Dr Molly Cheah and advised her not to subject herself to the disciplinary process. She 
said that they had tried to help her by bringing both parties to resolve the matter amicably 
because the disciplinary processes adopted by the Club were harsh. She also highlighted 
that another GC Member, Mr Daniel Thuraiappah, attempted to resolve the matter but 
such attempts were not successful as Dr Molly Cheah was not a willing party to resolve 
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the issue right from the start. She said that Dr Molly Cheah had her own agenda in the 
matter.

 9.48 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that the comments made against Dr Molly Cheah 
was unfair.

 9.49 Ms	Amu	T.	Rajah reiterated that she and other fellow Members have tried to help Dr Molly 
Cheah on several occasions considering that the Club for the first time had elected a lady 
Vice President. They had wanted to make sure that Dr Molly Cheah had enough space 
to make changes because the Club had been “unfair” to women. Hence, she maintained 
that several Members have tried to intervene but it was Dr Molly Cheah who chose not 
to discuss the matter. Ms Amu reminded the House that it was stated in the Reports for 
the EGM that Mr Daniel Thuraiappah had also tried to assist Dr Molly Cheah but she had 
responded that she did not ask him to do so.

  About the ROS, Ms Amu asked whether the officers who came to the Club were given the 
Minutes of the EGM as well as all other relevant documents. The ROS, after receiving a 
letter from Club and after having gone through all documents provided by the Club, would 
normally issue a letter to seek explanation and such explanation should be given within 
a certain number of days failing which the ROS would take action because the Club had 
allowed the EGM to continue without the requisite quorum. Therefore, she was of the 
view that the Club had only needed to respond to why the EGM proceeded, especially so 
considering that Item 2 of the EGM Agenda related to whom should be liable for expenses 
incurred by the Club. She also noticed that there was a recent additional item on the 
Agenda for the AGM for the House to decide on the matter.

 9.50 Col	Johan	Van	Geyzel said that Dr Molly Cheah was heard by an independent body and 
she was judged by her own peers. As far as the conduct at general meetings, Col Johan 
said that the Chairman had tried to control the meeting but some Members do not take 
heed and continued with much shouting, clapping and booing. Col Johan reminded the 
House that the Club is a gentlemen’s club and maintain decorum during the proceedings.

 9.51 Mr	 V	 Chakaravarthy said that most people would rather use the rules and not use 
common sense. He was of the view that the Chairman should have exercise some 
common sense and tried to intervene between Dr Molly Cheah and the complainant. If Dr 
Molly Cheah had proven to be difficult, perhaps the Chairman could enlist the assistance 
from someone whom Dr Molly Cheah knows well.

 9.52 The Chairman said that he had heard many times that he should have brought these two 
warring parties together. He reminded the House that as the Club President, he had to 
work with eleven other GC Members as well as the Vice President. These GC Members 
were of differing backgrounds and professions and they too have their own mind on how 
things should work. It was not an easy task and when there was a situation between one 
alpha male and one alpha female, things would be tensed up. These two adults should 
resolve their differences in the best possible manner. The GC had other issues to look 
at and as Club President, he was duty-bound to oversee the management of the Club. 
There was no time to mediate differences between two GC Members and rightfully, any 
disputes should be resolved by the mechanism set by the Club. 

 9.53 Mr	 V	 Chakaravarthy maintained his views that the Chairman should have sought 
assistance in resolving the differences between the two GC Members. He also requested 
the Chairman not to allow his ego to get into the way of resolving such disputes.

 9.54 The Chairman replied that there was no question of ego, but rather two GC Members 
who were unable to resolve their difference and chose resolution through the Club’s 
disciplinary processes.
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The	discussion	on	 Item	2	of	 the	Agenda	was	concluded	and	at	2.30pm,	 the	Chairman	declared	an	
adjournment	of	30	minutes.

[10.0] Item 3 of the Agenda: 

	 To	receive	the	Report	of	the	General	Committee

 10.1 The Chairman presented the Report of the General Committee commencing from Page 
58 up to Page 102 as contained in the Annual Report. He invited comments from the 
House as he goes through page-by-page.

 10.2 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad referred to Page 64 and asked for the status of the Financial 
Management System of the Club.

 10.3 The Chairman replied that the matter would be discussed under the Finance Report.

 10.4 On Page 65, Mr	V	Sankar asked for the status of the Collective Agreement (CA) and the 
resolution of the differences between the Club and the CEUPM.

 10.5 The Chairman replied that the matter on the CA had been referred to the Industrial Court 
and the hearing had been scheduled towards the end of December 2016.

 10.6 Mr	V	Sankar said that the signing of the CA had been delayed for two years and questioned 
why did the GC had allowed the matter to be referred to the Industrial Court. He was of 
the view that the Industrial Court almost always ruled in favour of the employee. He was 
unsure whether the Club had now exposed itself unnecessarily to any other forms of 
compensation or loss.

 10.7 The Chairman explained that during the last two years, whatever compensation and 
benefits due to the staff had been given to them. There were some issues which the Club 
had raised and that would be resolve through the Industrial Court.

 10.8 Mr	 V	 Sankar asked the Chairman the reason for one of the GC Member, Mr Philip 
Mathews, was not given much responsibility in serving the many varied Sub-Committees.

 10.9 The Chairman reminded the House that at the last AGM in 2015, the House had directed 
the incoming President to work with the two co-authors on the production of the Club’s 
125th Anniversary Yearbook. Hence, at the beginning of the term he decided that Mr 
Philip Mathews should shoulder minimal responsibilities so that he could focus on the 
production of the Yearbook.

 10.10 Nevertheless, Mr	 V	 Sankar said that the Chairman would have considered other 
responsibilities to be delegated to Mr Mathews once he was no longer active in the 
production of the Yearbook.

 10.11 The Chairman explained that he only took over the production of the Yearbook some 
time at the end of March or early April, and by which time the Library Sub-Committee was 
going through a computerisation project for book cataloguing. The Chairman said that he 
did not give the matter much thought as he was of the view that Mr Mathews would be 
busy looking into the computerisation project for the Library. Towards the later part of the 
year, the GC had appointed Mr Mathews to deputise in an Ad-hoc Committee to review 
the Club’s finances and resources and to propose a five-year plan to address the current 
financial deficits faced by the Club. 

 10.12 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar presented the progress made by the CRC. He informed the House 
that there were several inconsistencies between the Rules and the Byelaws of the Club. 
Any amendments to the Rules would require the approval of the House before being 
endorsed by the ROS. 

  In the case of Byelaws, these were drafted and amended by the GC. Over the years 
some of the provisions of the Byelaws were not in tandem with the provisions of the 
Rules. This had caused problems in implementation and interpretation.
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  At a recent Town Hall session, the Members had expressed their wishes for the Club to 
operate in a friendlier atmosphere. The CRC had, in the beginning under the Chairmanship 
of Dr Molly Cheah, introduced Focus Groups which review specific areas of the Rules, 
Byelaws and current practices. Mr Vishnu Kumar said that the CRC had drawn up the 
basic framework and the comprehensive and holistic manner for the Club to undertake so 
that the Club would be re-positioned as a premier family-oriented social Club in Malaysia.

 10.13 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan enquired whether who had appointed the Members to the 
CRC.

 10.14 The Chairman answered that the House at the last AGM in 2015 had accepted the 
resolutions pertaining to amendments to the Constitution and arising therefrom, Ms 
Amuthambigai Tharmarajah, the proposer of the said resolution was the key person and 
hence the GC had invited her to sit in the CRC. 

 10.15 YBhg	 Dato’	 Y	 Sivaloganathan informed the House that he had no personal issues 
with Ms Amu but was of the view that she should not be included in the review of the 
Constitution because of her two previous suspensions from the Club. He further said that 
any Member who felt that they were unfairly disciplined would have made the attempt to 
appeal. He pointed out that Ms Amuthambigai did not submit an appeal and as such it 
meant that she had accepted the punishment as reasonable for her misconduct. It was 
an admission of guilt on her part. 

  YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan disagreed with the views of the Chairman that Ms 
Amu T. Rajah was a key person in the CRC simply because she had proposed some 
amendments. He further said that she was not an expert in constitutional matters. He said 
that the last post Ms Amuthambigai held at Petronas was writing Newsletter. YBhg Dato’ 
Y Sivaloganathan was of the view that the Club should enlist the assistance of senior 
Members for the CRC, and he proposed the House to consider Mr Chan Hua Eng and Mr 
Stanley Augustin. Therefore, he proposed that the House remove Ms Amu as a member 
of the CRC. He asked the House for a seconder to his proposal.

 10.16 Ms	Amu	T.	Rajah expressed her irritation with YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan who was 
carrying out personal attacks. She reminded the House that she had, at the AGM in 
December 2015, presented a paper that the Club should review its Constitution as it 
contained many flaws. She informed the House that she had been reading and reviewing 
the Constitution the past 10 years before she felt she was ready to put her time and effort 
to review the Club’s Constitution in a holistic manner. She also reminded the House 
that it was YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan who had tried to scuttle the need to review the 
Club’s Constitution, but fortunately, good sense prevailed then and the House agreed 
for a review. The House did not appoint anyone to the CRC, but the GC had decided to 
invite her. She requested YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan to refrain from making personal 
attacks.

 10.17 YBhg	 Dato’	 Y	 Sivaloganathan said that Col Johan had claimed he had misled the 
House, but he was acquitted creditably by the Chairman of the IC. He said that between 
a soldier who claimed that he had misled the House and a trained qualified lawyer who 
said he did not, he would take the lawyer opinion. 

  YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan requested the Chairman not to practise favouritism and allow 
Ms Amu to continue when he had already been “acquitted”. He reminded the Chairman 
that he had stood up for the GC when the GC had failed to send the audited accounts in 
time to all Members despite six Members who were against it. He remembered that Mr 
Ng Peng Kong and Dr K J John were vocal about it, but he had stood up for the GC then 
and the House accepted his argument. No one had then referred the matter to the ROS. 

  It was a different situation when it involved Dr Molly Cheah. He had stood up for Dr 
Molly Cheah and the House agreed with him. The GC then referred the matter to the 
ROS. So, it was against such situation that he had earlier pushed for the House to adopt 
the resolution to allow Members to speak freely at general meetings without the fear of 
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disciplinary actions taken against them. He also said that he chose not to comment on 
the report brought before the EGM as that report originated from Pn Hendon Hj Mohamed 
whom he had the highest respect for her. Although some Members had said that her 
report was wrong, he was of the view that Pn Hendon must have good reasons to say why 
her report was right. YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan said that when someone committed 
a wrong, then he felt he was duty bound to stand up and speak. If the GC had made a 
mistake, the House should be able to correct that mistake. As the GC had by mistake 
appointed Ms Amuthambigai to the CRC, then it would be up to the House to correct it by 
removing her from the CRC and appoint someone who would be better suited for CRC. 
He requested the Chairman to put to vote his proposal to remove Ms Amu T. Rajah as a 
member of the CRC.

 10.18 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy seconded the proposal.

 10.19 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar suggested that the Club to co-opt Mr Stanley Augustin instead.

 10.20 Ms	Amu	T.	 Rajah objected to the proposal which she deemed as a personal attack 
against her as she had the courage to disagree with YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan. She 
told the Chairman that YBhg Dato’ Sivaloganathan was attempting to scuttle the House 
by intimidating the Chairman, the GC and the House.

 10.21 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar said that he would value the contribution from Mr Stanley Augustine. 
He further added that Ms Amu had contributed to the CRC and would continue to do 
so. He suggested that the composition of the CRC be enhanced rather than to displace 
Members.

 10.22 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that the review of the Club’s Constitution was no 
rocket science and only needed Members with a clear hand and full of wisdom. He 
reminded the Chairman that he had put forth a motion and the motion was duly seconded. 
He requested the Chairman to put the motion to a vote.

 10.23 Ms Lee Mew Kwan was of the view that the motion was not necessary. Appointment of 
all Sub-Committee Members came to end with the AGM being held. It would be up to the 
incoming GC to decide who should be appointed to the CRC.

 10.24 En	Salih	Amran expressed his concern that YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan should not 
have made comments against a fellow Member. He was of the view that Ms Amu had 
contributed much to the CRC.

 10.25 After hearing En Salih Amran, YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan withdrew his motion.

 10.26 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad asked the Chairman what was the timeline given by the CRC 
for completing the review.

 10.27 The Chairman indicated that the CRC was expected to complete its work by mid-2017.

 10.28 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar clarified that the CRC was planning for an EGM to be held in the 
middle of year 2017. At that EGM, the CRC would be proposing amendments to the 
Constitution. Upon approval by the ROS, the GC could then review provisions in the 
Byelaws to complement the Constitution. Apart from that, the GC would then need to 
review its policies and SOPs for all areas in the management of the Club so that there 
would be no duplication of functions and roles between the management of the Club and 
the GC and Sub-Committees.

  Other important areas which the CRC would need to consider were the provisions for 
redress at general meetings as well as the processes and procedures to be adopted at 
the general meetings. Appeal processes and the Appellate body would need to be clearly 
defined. Where possible, disputes should be resolved through mediation. 

 10.29 Ms	Amu	T.	Rajah also highlighted that there was no due process which the Club could 
follow when a DC was being constituted. The Head of the Disciplinary Panel would 
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randomly choose any three to five Members from a list of approximately 25 names when 
constituting the DC. She informed the House that there were Members on that list who 
had been appointed since 2006. The CRC had recently learnt that there were Members 
on the DP who had decline when asked to sit in the DC.

  Secondly, the CRC was considering adopting the Bar Council structure in its disciplinary 
process. In line with that, there would no longer a need for the IC. The Club could 
consider an elected DC who would adopt a friendlier approach when handling disputes 
between Members. The CRC was keen to compel a complaint to go through the process 
of conciliation to mediation and then arbitration without being punitive. 

 10.30 In respect of Special Functions, Mr	Vishnu	Kumar explained to the House that its role 
was limited to managing existing legal cases as stated in the Annual Report. The Special 
Functions would review any legal cases that was referred by the GC. In addition, the 
Special Functions also review the various contracts drawn between the Club and third 
parties to ensure the interests of the Club are protected.

 10.31 Mr	V	Sankar said that he had written to the Club requesting details of all legal cases 
regardless if such cases were current, pending or about to be taken by the Club. He said 
that he had also requested for fees paid, and one defamation case which the Club was 
seeking RM150 million.

 10.32 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng informed the House that he was a Member of the Special Functions 
Sub-Committee. He agreed with Mr Vishnu Kumar in that the Special Functions only 
review matters referred by the GC. He also highlighted that the Special Functions had 
earlier requested that its Terms of Reference be expanded to include all issues which 
were legal in nature, but that request was not approved by the GC.

 10.33 The Chairman informed the House that in October 2015, the Club’s server was hacked 
and a police report was lodged. The Club also made a report with the MCMC at Cyberjaya. 
The extent of the cyber intrusion could not be determined. The matter was left to the 
authorities to handle. During the period between December 2015 and January 2016, 
Members received unwelcomed letters in a brown envelope, handwritten and addressed 
to their homes. At the same time, Members also received emails and messages from 
unknown persons. Many Members have questioned him as how would the sender know 
their addresses and emails as well as their telephone contact details which are kept in 
the Club’s database. The Chairman said that he was baffled and could not provide a 
clear answer but assured the general membership that he would take action to protect 
the interests of the Club and its Members. He had then sent a flyer to all Members 
assuring them that the Club would do everything in its powers to bring to justice persons 
responsible for such intrusions.

  This issue of intrusion came up again in June 2016 when a Member, during an inquiry, 
tendered as evidence an email which contained private and confidential files belonging 
to the Club Secretary. The Chairman said that he decided to lodge a police report with 
both the Dang Wangi and Bukit Aman so that the perpetrators would be caught and 
action be taken against them. A police report with the Serious Crime Division was also 
made because it involved commercial and cybercrimes. The police have interviewed and 
questioned several persons and the investigation was still on-going. 

  The Chairman informed the House that there were three legal cases which involved 
hacking into the Club’s Server, stealing of Club’s documents and defamation against the 
office of the President and the Club.

 10.34 Mr	V	Sankar said that he understood the Chairman’s action in lodging police reports for 
criminal offences as mentioned earlier. He questioned why was there a need for the Club 
to undertake civil action and appoint a lawyer to act on behalf of the Club for what the 
police would charge persons involved as a criminal offence.

 10.35 The Chairman said that the information gathered from the criminal offence was used to 
send out emails and letters which were defamatory. Since the defamation matter had 
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been filed in the Court, the Chairman said that it would subjudice for him to speak further 
on the matter.

 10.36 Mr	V	Sankar questioned who were the lawyers acting for and what kind of legal fees were 
being incurred. He was of the view that any defamation against any individual Members 
of the Club should be left to the affected Club Member to take whatever action they 
deemed appropriate. The Club should not be incurring fees for such legal cases as it does 
not involve the Club.

 10.37 The Chairman said that information extracted from the Club’s database had been utilised 
freely to commit all kind of defamatory acts. The Club appointed a lawyer to look into the 
matter. 

 10.38 Mr	David	Dass questioned the Chairman the rationale for the Club to initiate civil action 
for a criminal offence.

 10.39 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng said that he was more interested in the Club’s resources. He 
understood that the Club had appointed one K C Chan & Partners and that the Club had 
initiated legal proceedings against one Member, YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee, for RM150 million. 
The Club was not advised on the probability of winning the case. If the Club lose the case, 
he questioned the Chairman whether all the GC Members would indemnify the Club. 
Second point which he wanted to raise was the fact that Mr K C Chan was the Head of 
the Disciplinary Panel, an appointment made by the GC. He was of the view that there 
was a clear conflict of interest as it was Mr K C Chan who had constituted the DC to hear 
the complaint against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee. 

 10.40 The Chairman explained that Mr K C Chan was not involved in the hearing of disciplinary 
cases. The GC had held the view that the offence was serious and warranted legal action 
to be taken.

 10.41 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng requested the Chairman to provide the minutes of meeting whereat 
the GC agreed to take such legal action.

 10.42 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad expressed his views that the Club could only take legal 
action to protect the interest of the Club and its officers if the Club was sued. He said that 
it would not be proper for the GC to use the Club’s resources to initiate legal proceedings. 
He also pointed out that minutes kept at the Library may not contained all details of GC 
deliberations.

 10.43 The Chairman assured the House that legal actions were taken with the consent of the 
GC.

 10.44 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan informed the Chairman that he had, with the internal 
auditor, gone to the Library to look up the GC minutes. What he found was minutes held 
in February, and that they could not find the minutes from February to October. In the past, 
he recalled that the draft of GC minutes would be ready within seven days and posted on 
notice board at three different locations. Within two weeks, the final minutes were sent 
out. 

  He agreed with Mr Foong that stealing things from the Club was a serious offence and the 
GC should lodge a police report accordingly. However, the GC had instructed the lawyers 
to sue YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee. He said a 33-pages demand letter was sent by K C Chan & 
Partners and read the first and second paragraphs, “We refer to the above caption matter 
wherein we act for Kelan Taman Perdana DiRaja herein after called the Royal Lake Club. 
We have been instructed by the Royal Lake Club that you had by email intentionally 
and maliciously with false statement defamed En Azman alias Jon Azman who is at all 
material times the President of Royal Lake Club”. 

  From what he understood from the demand letter, YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan said that 
the gist of the matter was that the President had been defamed. As such, legal action was 
commenced and the amount claim was RM150 million.
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 10.45 The Chairman said that the plaintiff of the suit was the GC and the Club, not just him as a 
person but rather the Club President.

 10.46 YBhg	 Dato’	 Y	 Sivaloganathan reminded the Chairman that he was merely reading 
out the contents of the demand letter sent by Mr K C Chan seeking RM150 million. He 
questioned the Chairman how much did the lawyers charged the Club. From the amount 
claimed as stated in the demand letter.

  He then referred to rule 27 of the Club’s Constitution where it states that “The General 
Committee of the Club and the members thereof and members of the Committees and 
Sub-Committees appointed by the Club and by the General Committee and other officers 
for time being in relation to any of the affairs of the Club shall in addition to any indemnity 
given to them by Law, be indemnified out of the assets of the club from and against all 
such suits’. He was of the view that the provisions were provided if the Club or the GC 
were sued while acting in the position or discharging duties of the GC. He also pointed 
out that such indemnity would not cover the GC if they had acted with malice. Hence, he 
was of the view that the GC was not authorised to use the Club’s funds to start or initiate 
legal proceedings. YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan cited the case of Freddie Koh vs the 
Singapore Swimming Club which was reported in 2016.

 10.47 YBhg	Dato’	Philip	Chan	(14602) read out a paragraph of a letter written by the Solicitors 
for YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee which he deemed would shed further light on the matter. The 
paragraph read as follows “Finally, we observed that the main thrust of your letter are 
complaints of our client disparaging or defaming Mr Jon Azman not the Lake Club which 
our client strongly denies. Accordingly, we failed to appreciate your threat of a suit being 
launched by the RLC against our client seeking damages of RM150 million. Your client’s 
threatened suit is simply misconceived’. YBhg Dato Philip Chan stated that the Solicitors 
for YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee was also of the opinion that the suit was misconceived. He agreed 
with YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan that the GC should not be allowed to use the Club’s 
fund to pay for the legal fees incurred.

 10.48 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan proposed that a Special Committee be set up comprising 
senior lawyers of the Club to look the various legal actions the Chairman and GC had 
commenced. In addition to that, he informed the House that the Chairman and the GC had 
commenced legal action against some staff who had picketed during their non-working 
hours. The GC had appointed the most famous lawyer in Industrial Relations against the 
staff, the pool attendants and the Bar boys.

 10.49 The Chairman corrected the statement made by YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan in that the 
Club was taking action against the office bearers of the CEUPM, not the unionised staff of 
the Club.

 10.50 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that the Chairman had no business to waste the 
Club’s funds for such matters. YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan then read an extract of the 
Club Newsletter which the Chairman was quoted to have mentioned “After having gone 
through a number of CAs over the years, your General Committee discovered that the 
Club has been over paying the staff service allowances. Over the years, the quantum of 
increment has snowballed to quiet a significant amount for the Club to bear. This has at 
the moment cost the Club around RM120,000 per year’. 

  YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan said that it was poor judgement to sue the staff for a mere 
sum of RM120,000 and the Club pays the lawyer a sum of RM200,000. He remembered 
that the CA could not be concluded during the Presidency of YBhg Datuk Dr Lim Chee 
Shin and the Club appointed him to arbitrate. He explained that arbitration was not about 
who got the bigger piece of cake but carving the cake in such a way that both parties leave 
the table feeling that they had the bigger piece. Arbitration is about massaging egos.

  YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan requested the Chairman not to interrupt him when he had 
not finished his comments. He said that the AGM was unlike the GC meeting where the 
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Chairman was the chief with 13 props. The House, however, could not be considered as 
the Chairman’s props, rather the House was equal or above the GC.

 10.51 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad asked the Chairman how many cases were there and how 
much did the Club paid the lawyer, Mr K C Chan. He was concerned that the Club was 
paying for a suit initiated by the Club whereas the Constitution only provides for the GC to 
use the Club’s fund in defence of a legal suit against the Club.

 10.52 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan put forth a resolution for the consideration of the House. 
The resolution read as follows:

“To consider and review the numerous civil litigation matters for and against the Club 
and/or its Office Bearers and whether such legal suits were correctly commenced and 
also and/or whether monies expended or these suits were fair and reasonable in all the 
circumstances, and if not so, to take the necessary steps to discontinue proceedings and 
recover any monies/fees paid in access.”

 10.53 Mr	Stanley	Augustin seconded the above resolution.

 10.54 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan asked the House whether there were any objections. As 
there were none, YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan said that the resolution was unanimously 
carried. He continued by proposing the Members to the Special Committee which comprise 
Mr David Dass, En Yusuf Khan b Ghows Khan and Mr Stanley Augustin.

 10.55 Mr	David	Dass asked the Chairman whether the Club had sought legal advice before 
commencing the legal suit. Secondly, he wanted to know how much did the Club paid the 
lawyers to act on behalf of the Club on a defamation case that did not involve the Club. He 
was of the view that the Chairman and the GC should not misuse the Club’s funds.

 10.56 Mr	Stanley	Augustin sought confirmation from the Chairman that the Club had lodged 
three police reports and one with the Serious Crime Squad to which the Chairman replied 
in the affirmative. 

 10.57 The Chairman also clarified that the Club has yet to be apprise of the outcome of the 
police investigations. He agreed that the Club would forward the details of the police 
reports for his assistance to determine the progress of the police investigations.

 10.58 Mr	Stanley	Augustin informed the House that the Courts had stated to cap the amount 
claimed in defamation suits starting with the case involving the Berjaya Group. He found 
it incredible that the Club was seeking RM150 million.

 10.59 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan told the Chairman that all this information brought up 
during the course of the proceedings should have been conveyed to Members through 
the Club Newsletter. In respect of the Special Committee, YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan 
informed the House that Mr David Dass was unable to assist as he was travelling. YBhg 
Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan proposed that the Special Committee would comprise En Yusuf 
Khan b Ghows Khan, Mr Stanley Augustin, Mr G Naidu and YBhg Dato’ Philip Chan. The 
Special Committee would review all legal cases taken up by the Club and report back to 
the general membership within three months.

 10.60 Mr	David	Dass reminded the Chairman and the GC that the Members had elected them 
and entrusted them to carry out their duties properly. He found it not acceptable that the 
GC had gone against the wishes of the House and referred the EGM to the ROS. He was 
of the view that the GC had acted with their own agenda. He said that he had read the 
explanation given to the ROS where the GC informed the ROS that Dr Molly Cheah had 
been continued to be suspended but did not explain why the GC failed to comply with the 
Constitution.
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 10.61 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan requested the Secretary to advise the Club’s lawyers to 
suspend all legal cases. He further said that the Special Committee would review all the 
suits and give further directions therefrom. He would host lunch the next day at The Orchid 
with the Special Committee.

 10.62 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan told the House that he had been advising the Sungei 
Ujong Club in Seremban for many years. He was feted to a Santapan DiRaja a month 
ago, hosted by the Committee of the Sungei Ujong Club in recognition. At that dinner, 
HRH The Yang DiPertuan of Negeri Sembilan presented an award to him in recognition of 
services rendered as HLA. In our Club Mr Jon Azman’s committee put him on a disciplinary 
committee for the many years of services rendered to the Club.

 10.63 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad reminded the Chairman that he had not answered the 
question of how much was paid to K C Chan. He said he could see the baffled faces of his 
GC Members and asked whether any one on the GC knew about the legal cases and the 
costs involved.

 10.64 Mr	Philip	Mathews replied that such matters were never brought up for discussion and 
never came up for a vote to be taken.

 10.65 The Chairman maintained that he had brought up all the legal matters at GC meetings. He 
said that Mr Mathews may not be present at some of such GC meetings.

 10.66 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan questioned why the GC minutes were not placed at the 
Library. He had gone to the Library with the Audit Committee and found that there were no 
minutes at the Library. 

 10.67 En Zait Isa confirmed the statement made by YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan that at the 
point of looking for the GC minutes at the Library, the minutes were not there.

 10.68 The Chairman replied that the GC minutes, after being confirmed, were signed off and 
placed at the Library.

 10.69 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy questioned the silence among the other GC Members. He asked 
whether the GC had been so well greased that they have nothing to say, leaving the 
Chairman to do all the talking.

 10.70 En	Hassanudin	Puteh requested the Members to be civil and not use language that 
irritates people. 

 10.71 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy said that the word “sterilisation” was a good work in the English 
language.

 10.72 En	Hassanudin	Puteh requested Mr V Chakaravarthy to stop interrupting. He also asked 
of the Members to be civil and behave in a manner reflecting the status of being a Member 
of the Royal Lake Club. He said that Members of the Royal Lake Club were not some 
people from the gutters, rather someone distinguished and had once held high positions 
in the public service. At the AGM, he said there was no place for using sarcasms and 
passing off derogatory and defamatory remarks which he had heard all day. He said he 
was unsure whether such behaviour was influenced by some external factor such as 
liquor but he believed that all Members present were sober and sane. 

  On the issue of the police reports, he confirmed that the Chairman had made it known 
to all GC Members during its meetings. The Chairman had also informed the GC of his 
intended actions. 

 10.73 En	 Hassanudin	 Puteh said that the House could not pass a resolution to stop all 
Court proceedings. He said that the Club had filed the Court proceedings and one of 
the proceedings involved the question of whether the EGM proceedings was valid or 
otherwise. The objective of such proceedings was to ensure that the Club’s interest was 
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protected and safe because there was a letter to Show Cause from the ROS. The GC 
could not state that the House made a mistake and on the other hand, the GC could not 
be seen to have made a mistake for not stopping the EGM. The GC had to show that there 
was no quorum met at the EGM. Hence, the GC decided to explain to the ROS that the 
Club did not wilfully infringe the Constitution or purposely allowing the EGM to continue. 

 10.74 Mr	Stanley	Augustin reminded the Chairman that En Mohd Kamar Mohamad had earlier 
asked how much was K C Chan paid in respect of the defamation suit. Secondly, he 
understood that the Club had filed an injunction against Dr Molly Cheah to stop her from 
taking any legal action against the Club. He sought confirmation.

 10.75 En	Hassanudin	Puteh confirmed that an ex parte injunction was filed against Dr Molly 
Cheah. The injunction was to prevent Dr Molly Cheah from stopping this AGM where 
expenses of considerable amount had already been expended and the GC did not wish 
to inconvenience Members who will come to the AGM to vote because she had based her 
premise on the non-existence of a valid or on the existence of an invalid EGM. So, the 
declaration was sought to declare the EGM invalid and as such Dr Molly Cheah has no 
right to stop this AGM from proceeding.

  En Hassanudin Puteh also confirmed that Dr Molly Cheah had filed an ex parte injunction 
against the Club but the Judge had requested her solicitors to file an inter partes injunction. 
The hearing for the inter partes injunction was subsequently heard and her application 
was struck out.

 10.76 Col	Johan	Van	Geyzel stated that the legal suit taken against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee was 
to protect the institution of the Club and the Office of the President, not the individual. 
Regarding the suit against Dr Molly Cheah, he said that the GC had to file the injunction 
because she had filed one against the Club. On another note, Col Johan said that YBhg 
Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan had kept referring him as a retired soldier. He informed the House 
that he is a retired Colonel has served the King and Country for more than 32 years and 
has put his life on the line. He requested YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan not to look down 
on retired soldiers.

 10.77 Mr	Stanley	Augustin also asked for the amount that was paid to the lawyers for handling 
the defamation suit and at which stage the case at that moment.

 10.78 The Chairman confirmed that the suit against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee had been filed and was 
now at case management stage and a date had been given. 

 10.79 That being the case, Mr	Stanley	Augustin explained that the suit was filed approximately 
three weeks since as the Courts has a deadline to settle all cases within nine months. He 
wanted to know how much the Club had paid the lawyers.

 10.80 The Chairman also informed the House that another defamation suit against the CEUPM. 
The lawyers had been paid approximately RM200,000 for the said two cases, RM130,000 
for the case against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee and another RM70,000 for the case against the 
CEUPM, if he recollects correctly.

 10.81 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that he had just spoke with Justice Datuk Noor Azian, 
a retired Court of Appeal judge who was familiar with the matter involving Dr Molly Cheah.

  He said that the Club in its infinite wisdom took an injunction against Dr Molly Cheah to 
stop her from going to Court and getting an order to stop the AGM of the Club. For some 
reason, he said that the GC thought Dr Molly Cheah would get such an order and the AGM 
cannot proceed. He was of the view that no Court would grant such order. He continued 
and said that Dr Molly Cheah had also applied to the Court to reinstate her membership. 
Unfortunately, her lawyers filed the application in English instead of Bahasa. The judge 
refused to hear her application which was in English and struck it out. Her application 
was struck out not because there were no merits, but it was filed in English. YBhg Dato’ Y 
Sivaloganathan said that Dr Molly Cheah did not go to Court to stop the AGM. It was the 
GC who was under the impression that she was going to stop the AGM.
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 10.82 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng surmised that Col Johan Van Geyzel was wrong when he informed 
the House that the Club applied for an injunction because Dr Molly Cheah had done so. 
It was the Club that had pre-empted what Dr Molly Cheah could be doing and filed the 
injunction against Dr Molly Cheah first. He was of the view that the GC was not entitled to 
use the Club’s resources to pay towards such Court actions. It would be a different case 
if the Club acted in defence against Dr Molly Cheah in response to her Court action.

  He questioned the Chairman on the amount paid to the lawyers for handling the defamation 
case against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee. 

 10.83 Mr Chew Kar Meng echoed the question posed by Mr Foong and asked the Chairman to 
let the House know how much was paid to the lawyers.

 10.84 Mr	Risha	A	Rajadurai	 (E5012) said that he was appointed by the GC as the Finance 
Chairman in early September. He said that the Club had paid the sum of RM60,000 for 
the events that took place the week before, namely the injunction against Dr Molly Cheah. 
He was unsure of the actual sums paid in total. He said he would have been prepared if 
he knew the House had wanted such information.

 10.85 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng said that the appointment of Messrs K C Chan was on 14 October 
2016 which was one month after the Finance Chairman was appointed by the GC. Mr 
Foong was of the view that the Finance Manager should have the figures. He said the 
House wanted to know how much the Club paid to the lawyers in the defamation case 
against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee. He said the Finance Chairman should not claim ignorance 
as he should be well-versed with the Club’s accounts, in particular payments of such 
magnitude, and one could only think for the worse considering the accounts of the Club 
was again qualified. In respect of the fees paid for the injunction against Dr Molly Cheah, 
he was of the view that the sum of RM60,000 paid was excessive.

 10.86 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that he had handed a letter to the Secretary five days 
ago asking for information. He said that he had requested for a copy of the legal advice 
given to the Club that there was no provision in the Constitution to convene an EGM to 
pass a motion of no confidence against the GC. He was of the view that the GC must 
convene the EGM and whether the GC decides to resign thereafter was another question. 
He also said that he had submitted a resolution to that effect but the GC decided to turn 
it down and refused to table it for consideration at the AGM. He also requested to know 
how much was paid to Mr K C Chan from 1 January 2015 up to the date of the AGM. If 
the Secretary did not forward his letter to all the Members of the GC, he viewed that there 
was a serious breakdown of communication.

 10.87 Mr	 V	 Sankar informed the House that he had written to the Secretary 10 days ago 
requesting for details of all pending and contemplated legal action against Members of 
the Club and/or its employees and all fees paid for opinions and legal actions. Mr Sankar 
said that both YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan and he had requested for such information 
and the Finance Chairman should not claim ignorance as otherwise there were serious 
miscommunication within the Club.

 10.88 Mr	Risha	A	Rajadurai apologised over his remarks on not being aware of such requests 
for information. He confirmed that the resolutions requesting for the amount paid towards 
legal cases were tabled to the GC at its meeting. He had somehow failed to focus on the 
request. He had earlier mentioned the sum of RM60,000 because that was the amount 
on a cheque which he recently signed. With regard to the reasons why an EGM could not 
be convened, he would leave that to either En Hassanudin Puteh or Mr Vishnu Kumar to 
answer.

 10.89 Mr	Patrick	Chiam commented that the House had been requesting for the information the 
last half hour and he was unsure whether the GC would provide a response. He understood 
that the Club had paid a sum of RM242,000 in legal fees and sought confirmation from the 
GC.
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 10.90 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan suggested a short break of 30 minutes to allow the GC to 
check and determine the actual sums paid.

 10.91 Mr	G	Naidu asked who would be liable to indemnify the Club for any amounts paid to 
the lawyers for having initiated the legal suits within the provisions of Rule 27 of the 
Constitution.

The	Chairman	declared	an	adjournment	at	5.15pm.	The	meeting	reconvened	at	5.45pm.

 

 10.92 En	Sharkawi	Alis	(6853) reminded the Chairman that the House had wanted to know 
how much was and the breakdown of the fees paid to the lawyers.

 10.93 Mr	Risha	A	Rajadurai informed the House that the Club had paid the lawyers a sum of 
RM150,000 for the defamation case against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee and another RM60,000 
towards obtaining the injunction against Dr Molly Cheah.

 10.94 En	Sharkawi	Alis said that he understood the Club had filed an injunction against Dr 
Molly Cheah in anticipating that she would file an injunction to stop the AGM. However, he 
gathered that Dr Molly Cheah had only wanted to be reinstated and wanted to participate 
in the AGM. Hence, he was of the view that the provision of Rule 27 would not apply to the 
GC as the GC was the one who had initiated the legal proceedings and not in defence of 
a legal proceeding.

 10.95 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan echoed the opinion voiced by En Sharkawi Alis that the 
Constitution would only provide to pay for legal fees in defence of any suit and it was not 
meant for the GC to initiate legal proceedings. 

  On another note, YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan commented on the quality of the Club’s 
Newsletter. He requested the incoming Committee to consider improving its quality to 
be comparable to that of the Royal Selangor Golf Club (RSGC). The contents of the 
Newsletter should also include general interests and educational information.

  With regard to the Club’s financial status, YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan expressed his 
concern whether the GC had address the matter. He questioned the Chairman whether 
the Club’s income could meet with the expenses. He wanted to know whether the GC 
had considered increasing the subscriptions or imposing a minimum spending for every 
Members.

  During the brief adjournment, YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan informed the House that Mr 
Mahinder Singh Randhawa had approached him and extended his hands to him. However, 
he had told Mr Mahinder that he would not shake “dirty” hands. 

 10.96 En	Sharkawi	Alis brought up the issue of payment of RM60,000 towards the injunction 
against Dr Molly Cheah. He understood that she was appealing against the injunction. He 
wanted to know whether the fees of RM60,000 would include the expenses towards the 
appeal hearing.

  With regard to the defamation suit against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee, he understood that the 
legal proceedings initiated by the Club was for the benefit of the Chairman, En Jon Azman. 
He was of the view that the provision of Rule 27 would only covers litigation costs if the 
Chairman or the GC or the Officers of the Club were sued in the discharge of their duties 
for the Club. The provision was not meant for the Chairman or the GC to initiate legal 
proceedings. In concluding, En Sharkawi was of the view that all costs for pre-emptive 
legal proceedings should be borne by the GC Members themselves.

 10.97 Mr	Daniel	A	Thuraiappah	(11551) said that he was a Member of the GC from January 
up to August 2016. He informed the House that the matter of the suit against the CEUPM 
was mentioned to the GC and the GC was made to understand that the Club had included 
an insurance premium to cover such liabilities, if any. However, he was not sure whether 
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the Club had proceeded to file the suit after the approval was sought and obtained from 
the GC.

 10.98 The Chairman replied that he would not have proceeded without the agreement by the 
GC.

 10.99 Mr	Daniel	Thuraiappah disagreed. He said that there was no vote taken as he would 
have objected to it. Likewise, so would Mr Radhakrishnan Nadarajah, Mr Philip Mathews 
and Dr Molly Cheah. He said the GC had no cause to take legal action. He said that the 
Chairman had mentioned that he would take action in his own personal capacity.

 10.100 The Chairman again replied that he would not have proceeded without a clear indication 
from the GC that the Club would be taking legal action. If it was on a personal basis, there 
was no necessity to seek approval from the GC.

 10.101 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that the Chairman was avoiding the question. It was 
alleged by Mr Daniel Thuraiappah that the Chairman had only sought the approval of the 
GC after having initiated the legal proceedings.

 10.102 The Chairman maintained that approval was sought before the commencement of legal 
actions.

 10.103 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan requested the House to leave the matter to the Special 
Committee to investigate. 

 10.104 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad suggested that a resolution be adopted to disallow the GC 
from using the Club’s funds to pay for legal fees where the GC was the party initiating the 
legal proceedings. The legal costs should be borne by the GC themselves.

 10.105 En	Hassanudin	Puteh believed that Rule 27 on indemnity covers not only action against 
the Club or the GC but also the four actions initiated and taken by the GC or the Club. He 
was also of the view that the said it was a matter of interpretation and the interpretation as 
to whether the GC were indemnified or otherwise would be up to the Court to decide and 
not for the Members to pass the resolutions to cause the GC to be liable.

 10.106 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin	(13388) contended that the Club had initiated legal proceedings. 
Even if the Club wins, the other party would appeal and any appeals would incur more 
costs. He reminded the House that any expenditure of more than RM1.0 million would 
need the approval of the House in a general meeting. He was of the view that the GC had 
exposed the Club to liabilities of more than RM1.0 million and rightfully the approval of the 
House was required. 

  On another point, Tuan Burns Rajudin said that the GC had no right not to convene an 
EGM where there was a proper requisition made on the grounds that the GC served from 
one AGM to another. He questioned the options available to Members in the event that the 
GC siphoned off RM2.6 billion to their private accounts and yet the Members had no right 
to sack the GC. 

 10.107 Mr	Patrick	Chiam asked Tuan Burns Rajudin whether he was aware that he was named 
as one of the Plaintiffs in the defamation suit for RM150 million.

 10.108 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin said that he was aware that he was named as one of the Plaintiffs 
but informed the House that his consent as Plaintiff was never sought by the Club.

 10.109 En	Hassanudin	Puteh clarified that the Club as a society would be named as Plaintiff 
and not the individual Members of the GC or Club. As for the issue of convening the EGM 
pursuant to a motion of no-confidence, En Hassanudin said that any lawyers worth his salt 
would know that the motion was unconstitutional. Whilst it was okay for the resolution to 
pass a motion of no-confidence, it did not mean that the Members could pass a resolution 
to replace the GC because the GC was voted into Office and would remain in office until 
the next AGM. If the Members had intended to allow for such motions, then the House 
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would have to approve an amendment to the Constitution to allow so. He also reminded 
the Members to be conscious that convening an EGM would cost the Club approximately 
RM75,000.

 10.110 En	Sharkawi	Alis said that he would like to assure En Hassanudin he had only consumed 
mineral water with lemon since morning, hence he was lucid of what had happened the 
whole morning. He was of the view that the Members also have the right to determine 
what the Club should do with its funds. He said the GC just cannot assume that they 
could do whatever they like and uses the Club’s funds. He disagreed that the Club would 
need the Court to interpret whether the Club was liable to incur funds for anticipatory legal 
actions taken by the GC. He also took objection to the comment made about lawyers 
worth his salt and questioned En Hassanudin whether he had eaten enough salt.

 10.111 En	Hassanudin	Puteh maintained that the interpretation of Rule 27 was best to leave it 
to the Court to decide.

 10.112 En	Sharkawi	Alis disagreed. He said that the GC had pledged to do everything for the 
benefit of Members and yet when cornered, the GC said that the matter should be left for 
the Court to decide. 

 10.113 En	Hassanudin	Puteh said that the House could argue the matter further but it would of 
no impact. If at all the issue of Rule 27 arise, the proper forum would be for the Court to 
determine.

 10.114 Mr	V	Sankar reminded the House that En Mohd Kamar Mohamad had earlier proposed a 
motion that the GC shall bear the cost of legal fees. He told the Chairman that he would 
leave it to him to distribute the amount. He reminded the House that the legal fees paid 
thus far was RM290,000.

  On another point, having heard the explanation from En Hassanudin Puteh in relation to 
his requisition for an EGM, he understood that the requisition was proper. Therefore, he 
questioned the Chairman and the GC for not convening the EGM. 

 10.115 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan reminded the Chairman that he had earlier mentioned 
having written to the Secretary and one of the items he requested was the copy of the 
legal advice for not convening the EGM.

 10.116 Mr	G	Naidu asked the Chairman whether the GC had sought legal opinion with respect 
of Rule 27 as the GC held the view that they were covered under that Rule to initiate legal 
proceedings. 

 10.117 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that the provision of Rule 27 would only cover for the 
defence in any legal suit with the proviso that the GC had not acted maliciously.

 10.118 The Chairman read out the relevant paragraph from a letter from Messrs Cecil Abraham 
& Partners, “All members of the Club, even at a general meeting remain bound by the 
rules. They may not be depart from the Rules and they may not pass any motion that 
expressly or impliedly conflicts with the Rules. Whilst the Rules allow for a motion of 
no confidence to be put and passed at a general meeting, the Rules, do not allow the 
Members at the general meeting to direct or require that members of the GC vacate their 
office immediately.”

 10.119 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan questioned why the GC did not convene the EGM as the 
opinion was clear in that the motion of no-confidence could proceed but the Members 
could not require the GC to resign. He proposed a motion of censure against the GC for 
not having place before the House the motion of no-confidence that was brought before 
the GC.

 10.120 Mr	V	Sankar seconded the motion.
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 10.121 En	Hassanudin	Puteh objected to the way YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan proposes a 
motion. He said that the Club had received several resolutions and it was not right for the 
GC to pick and choose which resolutions to table before the House. The opinion from the 
lawyers was very clear in that the House cannot replace the GC until the next AGM and 
the House cannot appoint any interim committee to take over. He cited a Federal Court 
case, Tan Kah Wich v Datuk Phua Cheng Leong, pertaining to the power to adjourn a 
meeting which summarily states that although the House had the power to adopt a motion 
of no confidence, it had no power to remove the Committee Members. Coupled with the 
opinion given by the lawyers, the GC saw no benefit in convening the EGM.

 10.122 Reading the same judgement, YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that En Hassanudin 
had missed some pertinent paragraphs. He read, “We should add that a vote of no 
confidence as a near expression of loss of faith in the ability of the existing committee to 
perform is function satisfactorily, cannot affect our decision on the fourth resolution.” YBhg 
Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan emphasized that that was the essence for which the EGM was 
requisitioned. The Members had wanted to express their loss of faith and the GC refused 
to allow Members the forum to do so.

 10.123 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng recapped that there was a resolution before the House to censure 
the GC for failing to convene the EGM to deliberate on a motion of no-confidence against 
the GC. He requested that the Chairman proceed to put the resolution to a vote.

 10.124 Mr	G	Naidu concurred and held the view that such was the legitimate right of the Members.

 10.125 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan reminded the House that he had already put before the 
House a resolution and that resolution was duly seconded by Mr V Sankar. Therefore, he 
requested the Chairman to put the resolution to a vote.

 10.126 En	Hassanudin	Puteh objected to the tabling of such resolution on a point of order. He 
reminded the House that Members cannot pass a resolution without going through the 
proper procedures.

 10.127 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan disagreed saying that such were matters arising from 
discussion of the Floor.

 10.128 En	Hassanudin	Puteh reminded the House that procedures require for 21 days’ notice 
for the resolution to be sent to Members otherwise such motion could not be deliberated 
upon and voted on. 

 10.129 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that he had complied by giving 21 days’ notice to 
the Secretary. Even so, he still maintained that the Members from the Floor could put up 
resolutions from matters being discussed by the House. He maintained that he had sent 
the resolution for constitutional amendments with a motion of censure.

 10.130 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad said that the GC had been consistently inconsistent. He said 
that the GC had arbitrarily made decisions to suit its own need. When Members submitted 
a resolution for a vote of no-confidence, the GC decided against tabling the resolutions 
at the AGM. The GC decided not to give the opportunity for the Members to discuss the 
matter. On the other hand, when the GC failed to give adequate notice in the matter of the 
audited accounts, the GC held that inadequate notice period was acceptable. He found 
such actions of the GC to be deplorable.

 10.131 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan informed the House that he had sent a letter dated 4 
November 2016 to the Secretary. The second item on that letter provides for a resolution 
which states, “That this House censures the outgoing General Committee for its contempt 
of contravention of democratic governance in refusing to convene an EGM of the club 
pursuant to the requisition of a motion of no confidence against the General Committee 
dated 23 August 2016 and supported by 120 voting members.” He further said that the GC 
had so chosen against tabling his resolution which he had submitted in accordance with 
the Club’s procedures.
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 10.132 The Chairman corrected the date of receipt of the letter submitted by YBhg Dato’ Y 
Sivaloganathan. Although the said letter was dated 4 November 2016, it was received by 
the Club on 12 November 2016.

 10.133 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan asked the House whether there was any objection to the 
resolution which he had proposed earlier and duly seconded by Mr V Sankar. He called 
for a show of hands and declared the resolution as carried with 81 for and 4 against. 

  He also reminded the Chairman that the Members from the Floor would conduct the 
meeting if he failed in his duties.

 10.134 Mr	G	Naidu reminded the House that there was an earlier resolution from En Mohd Kamar 
Mohamad in respect of the legal costs and who was to bear the liability of costs.

 10.135 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar reminded the House that there was no pending investigation of report 
before the House on the use of Club’s funds for legal fees. He held that such resolutions 
are invalid, and will be challenged if adopted. He also requested that Members to refrain 
from using abusive language and running down other fellow Members. He reminded the 
House that as an elected GC Member, he had discharged his responsibility to his best 
ability and which he could say for the other GC Members as well.

 10.136 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan suggested that the Special Committee so elected by the 
House earlier in the day be allowed to review all the legal cases and to revert to the House 
with recommendations within three months. He asked whether there were any objections 
from the Floor and there were none.

 10.137 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan	also suggested that the House adjourn the meeting to 
next Sunday, 4 December 2016 at 10.00am. 

 10.138 Mr	Risha	A	Rajadurai informed the House that he would need to take leave soon.

 10.139 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng reminded the Chairman, and Mr Risha Rajadurai that as volunteers, 
they must be committed and complete the AGM. He also reminded the GC that they had 
earlier decided that GC Members were elected from one AGM to another. He was of the 
view that GC would be irresponsible to leave just because some Members spoke out 
against them. If that be the case, he was of the view that the GC should have resigned 
before the AGM.

 10.140 Mr	Risha	A	Rajadurai agreed to stay on until the Finance Report was presented.

 10.141 The Chairman continued with the reading of the General Committee’s Report.

 10.142 Ms	Amu	T.	Rajah referred to page 66 under Human Resources relating to the Industrial 
Relations case involving the former General Manager, Johnny Lau. She questioned why 
the Club would deem the matter closed as there was another pending issue in respect 
of the case of Ms Tan who was summarily dismissed by Johnny Lau for misdemeanours 
relating to his having allegedly taken RM10,000 out of the Machine Room. She asked the 
Chairman whether a police report had been made on the matter.

  She also informed the House that it was this Johnny Lau who had instigated a staff to write 
a false complaint against her. She said that the Club should not condone such staff who 
had damaged the reputation of the Club and caused harm to the Members and staff in the 
Club.

 10.143 The Chairman agreed that the incoming GC should follow up on the matter.

 10.144 Mr	V	Sankar said that he had written to the Club relating matters on the Club’s 125th 
Anniversary Yearbook. He wanted to know how many such books were produced and 
how soon the Club would expect to recover the publication costs.
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 10.145 The Chairman clarified that the total cost of production of a single book was RM115 
including payment to authors and editorial team. The Club was selling the book at RM125 
per book. The Club had ordered a total of 5,000 books out of which 500 had been sold. 
The printing of each Book was approximately RM70 which made the printing cost at about 
RM350,000.

 10.146 Mr	V	Sankar asked whether there was a budget allocated for the Book project.

 10.147 The Chairman explained that the budget allocation was approved some 5 or 6 years back 
when the Book was first mooted.

 10.148 Mr	Anantha	Raja	Thamboo	(14651) asked the Chairman how the Club would market the 
book.

 10.149 The Chairman said that he would expect one in every two Members to purchase a copy. 
Given that the membership of the Club was about 9,500 he was of the view that the 
quantity of 5,000 should be just right to meet the demand.

 10.150 Moving on to the Report of the Tender Committee for 2015/2016, YBhg Dato’ Y 
Sivaloganathan spoke about the Swimming Pool Deck development at the cost of 
RM500,000. He reminded the House that the GC had usurped the Tender Committee 
(TC) and proceeded with the project without making any submission to the relevant 
authorities for approval. YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan reminded the House that the TC 
then had resigned en bloc under protest because the then GC had departed from rules 
and regulations. He had moved a motion to censure the GC but it was not carried. He had 
then proposed that the incoming GC to re-appoint all the Members who had resigned en 
bloc earlier to the TC for 2016, which the GC did.

  Having re-appointed these Members to the TC, YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan informed 
the House that the Chairman and the GC decided to subvert the views of the House and 
caused an article to be published in the Newsletter which gave the impression that the TC 
was incompetent. 

  In respect of the approval from the relevant authorities, YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan 
said that Mr Mahinder Singh Randhawa, the GC Member in charge of the project claimed 
there was no necessity to seek approval. However, the TC had discovered recently that 
the Club was required to submit plans for approval. He questioned the Chairman and the 
GC as to who would be held responsible should there a mishap because he was sure that 
the insurance company would declare the insurance coverage invalid. 

 10.151 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that he had wanted to pass another motion to censure 
the GC but he felt that they already had enough for the day.

 10.152 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa	b	Syed	Ali	(13670) questioned the Chairman as to why the 
TC Report was printed separately from that of the Annual Report book. He had queried 
the Secretary and she had placed the blame on the General Manager (GM). He then told 
the Secretary that once the AGM starts, the Secretary was the gate-keeper, not the GM. 
The GM cannot be held responsible for what goes into the Annual Report. YBhg Dato’ 
Syed Mustaffa said that he also told the Secretary that he do not think that the GM would 
have the guts to remove the TC Report.

 10.153 The Chairman replied that the Secretary had already communicated with YBhg Dato’ 
Syed Mustaffa on the matter.

 10.154 Mr	Risha	A	Rajadurai sought to respond to the query posed by YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa 
as the issue also relates to the Finance Report. As the deadline for printing of the Annual 
Report drew closer, the GM had wanted to include a column in the TC Report for whatever 
reason best known to him. This caused a delay and the TC Report could not be included 
with the rest of the other sub-committees’ reports when the CD copy was prepared. Due 
to the delay to incorporate the TC Report for the CD copy, the Club arranged to print the 
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TC Report as hardcopy so that both the Annual Report book and the TC Report could be 
sent out to all Members at the same time. Mr Risha A Rajadurai clarified that the Secretary 
was not blaming the GM, merely narrated what had transpired. 

 10.155 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa said that the GM has no business to tamper with the TC 
Report. He said that the mock of the TC Report was already ready for print on 21 October 
2016, but the Club had deemed it fit to remove it.

 10.156 Col	Johan	Van	Geyzel	admitted that it was wrong for the GM to do what he did. He had 
wanted to respond to all the observations made by the TC, although it was incomplete. 
He should not have tampered with the TC Report and any observations should be made 
separately. The GC was upset.

 10.157 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa informed the House that he had been in the Tender Committee 
for seven years, under three Presidents. He said that the first five years he faced very 
minimal issue. The TC had issues with the GC only the last two years. The main issue was 
compliance with existing policies and procedure of tender, which he was of the view was 
related to the Presidency. He informed the House that there were no problems during the 
presidency of YBhg Datuk A Sani Karim or Mr Teoh Cheng Hai.

  At the last AGM, YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa reminded the House that he and YBhg Dato’ 
Ir Pang Leong Hoon had tabled a resolution to take the appropriate action against the 
President and the GC for breaching the TC procedures in respect of the Swimming Pool 
upgrade. The House, at that time, had accepted and passed three resolutions. The first 
resolution required the GC to observe the Tender Committee policies and procedures 
without exception under any circumstances. The second resolution was to re-appoint all 
Members of the TC who had earlier resigned en bloc. The GC had complied. The third 
resolution required the GC to invite any of the TC Members to the GC meetings when they 
discuss tender matters. Despite the GC in May agreed to invite the TC, there was no such 
invitations.

 10.158 Considering what had happened since the last AGM, YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa said 
that he and YBhg Dato’ Ir Pang Leong Hoon decided to put forth a resolution for the 
AGM in November 2016 for the House to take appropriate action against the GC for 
disrespecting and defying the resolution passed by the House. The GC decided not to 
allow the resolution to be tabled.

 10.159 Be that as it may,	YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa informed the House that the TC were more 
detailed in its methodology because of the past two years’ experience. The Terms of 
Reference for the TC was to advise the GC on the most beneficial procurement. Hence, 
the TC review all matters relating to procurement from start to finish. 

 10.160 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa shared the findings of the TC as follows:

(a) The appointment and engagement of consultant for the Swimming Pool Deck upgrade. 
There was no such appointment letter to the consultant.

(b) The additional pipework that the GC had then claimed the contractor would do for 
free was not correct. The TC had checked the list of works under “Omissions” and 
there was nothing on the pipework. However, the TC found that the Club had paid the 
contractor the sum of RM50,000 towards works under “Additions”.

(c) The warranty on the water-proofing was supposed to be 10 years, but there was no 
documentation to that effect.

(d) Not complying with the resolutions passed at the 2015 AGM as the GC never invited 
the TC to the GC meetings when tender related matters were discussed.

 10.161 When he found out that the TC was being bullied by the GC last year, YBhg Dato’ Y 
Sivaloganathan reminded the House that not only he had passed a resolution to reappoint 
the TC, he had passed another resolution that every time there was a tender discussion 
by the GC or a decision of a tender to be made, one of the TC Members must be invited. 
The House had passed the resolutions unanimously. 
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 10.162 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa referred to an extract of the Minutes of GC Meeting held 
in September 2016 which would show how the GC understood the TC policies and 
procedures. The extract of minutes read, “The GC held that adherence to tender policies 
and procedures or any other established policies and procedures of the Club is a 
management issue. And that the Club’s Management must ensure compliance with all 
established policies and procedures without fail.” Hence, the responsibility of ensuring 
compliance was left with the GM. 

 10.163 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa	also informed the House that the TC was baffled as to why 
the GC was attacking them in the Newsletter. He then spent two days weekly at the 
Garden Café when he noticed fresh leaks. He said that there should no more leaks as 
the Swimming Pool Deck upgrade was to resolve the leaks at the Garden Café and the 
Changing Rooms. 

  He then asked Mr Mahinder Singh Randhawa on these fresh leaks and he was told that 
the waterproofing work was done to the satisfaction of the consultant. Mr Mahinder further 
stated that the fresh leaks were coming from the scupper drain. He questioned why the 
scupper drain not part of the works of the Swimming Pool Deck upgrade. There was 
no answer and the TC decided to check on the Defects List. The Defects List did not 
mention anything about the leaks from the scupper drain. Therefore, the TC drew the 
conclusion that the Swimming Pool Deck upgrade did not meet the objective of stopping 
all leaks. Having reviewed the “Omissions” and “Additions” lists, the TC found that was a 
massive change in the design. The progress payments, signed by QS, and then another 
site supervisor but not signed. As for the leaks from the scupper drain, the TC found that 
there was no budget allocation. How the work on the Variation Order for RM80,000 was 
awarded without any budget allocation was beyond the TC.

 10.164 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa also brought up the issue of the warranty for the waterproofing 
works. He informed the House that there was no Certificate of Completion issued to the 
Club and the warranty on the waterproofing from Sika was made to the contractor for 10 
years, not the Club.

 10.165 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa informed the House that the TC then focus their attention on 
the works carried out at the Tennis Hard Courts. He explained that the works involved the 
waterproofing before laying the finish on the concrete. Having completed that the Club 
would hand over the site to the Tennis Court Builders.

  However, he drew the attention of the House that the finish was not up to mark as there 
were a number of cracks. The Tennis Court Builder refused to accept the site but eventually 
was forced to accept it. A check with the consultant showed that there was no BCR put in 
the concrete finish. As such, the warranty from the Tennis Court Builder was diluted.

 10.166 Next item was the cancellation of the Gazebo tender. YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa said 
that the GC had failed to inform the TC before cancelling the tender exercise.

 10.167 It was the same with the Club’s insurance policy. YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa said that the 
insurance was renewed without the knowledge of the TC.

 10.168 The Club had engaged the security services without going through the tender exercise. 
YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa	said that the blame was put to the GM.

 10.169 YBhg	 Dato’	 Syed	 Mustaffa informed the House that there was also an attempted 
deception in the award of the newsletter and the annual report. He said that there was 
only one tender for the both items but was presented to the TC as two separate tenders. 
He explained to the House that the tender was for pre-qualified tenderers and as such, 
the Club could not say that A was better than B. The Club would have to award the tender 
to the lowest bidder. That was not done. YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa said that the GC had 
decided to split the tender into two, awarding the Newsletter contract to the incumbent 
and the Annual Report to a new printer. YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa said that the new 
printer had quoted the lowest for both the Newsletter and Annual Report. Although the TC 
Procedures provides for the GC not to accept the recommendation of the TC, YBhg Dato’ 
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Syed Mustaffa was of the view that the GC should have revert to them with the reasons 
before awarding the contracts.

  YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa was of the view that the Chairman, being the Chairman of the 
Editorial Board should not have participated in the deliberations when the GC made its 
decision in awarding the contract for the Newsletter.

 10.170 Then there was the issue of pest control. YBhg	 Dato’	 Syed	 Mustaffa informed the 
House that the tender paper presented to the TC was not comparable as the Club did 
not provide a standard specification for the tenderers to bid. As such, the bids received 
ranged from RM10,000 to RM100,000. The GC at an earlier meeting decided to accept the 
recommendation of the TC to draw up proper specifications and to re-tender. Unfortunately, 
at its ensuing meeting, the GC decided to award the contract to the lowest bidder.

 10.171 Mr	Mahinder	Singh	Randhawa	(5192) informed the House that he was appointed as 
Chairman of the House & Grounds Sub-Committee (HGSC). Under his chairmanship, the 
HGSC undertook six projects which exceeded RM20,000. 

(1) The Swimming Pool Maintenance Contract. He explained that the Club was looking 
to cost-cutting measures and found out that lifeguards at other clubs and resorts were 
maintaining the swimming pools. Rather than continuing with outsourcing the cleaning 
services, the HGSC proposed that the Club’s staff to do so. However, the plan was 
shelved as the staff being unionised, decided not to do so as it would be outside their 
job scope. The comment made by the TC that the job was being undertaken by the 
staff was factually wrong.

(2) The Lift Maintenance Contract. He explained that lift maintenance contracts were a 
captive contract. As the lifts were from Otis, only Otis would maintain the lift and not 
any other service providers. However, the HGSC had negotiated and reduced the 
maintenance costs. It was not a new contract as claimed by TC and there was no 
need to carry out a tender exercise as such was a captive market.

(3) The Outsourced Cleaners Contract. The contract was awarded for two years with an 
option to extend for another year. The two years’ contract expired about four months 
back. Rather than carrying out a new tender, the HGSC decided to use the option of 
extending the contract for another year. The HGSC also re-negotiated the monthly 
fees payable and managed to reduce it from RM34,000 to RM26,000.

(4) Purchase of Bath Towels. The HGSC accepted to do away with the logo on the towels 
to save costs. The tender exercise was carried to provide the towels without logo. The 
tender documentation was presented to the TC and now the TC said the logo was 
suddenly removed. The logo was never included in the specification in the first place.

 10.172 En Zait Isa injected at this juncture and asked the Chairman to defer discussion to next 
Sunday as it was already 7.45pm and most Members have gone off. If the meeting was 
to continue, he said that the matters brought up would just be glossed over. There were 
many issues the Club had learnt for the day and there are many more for the incoming 
GC to consider including long term financial planning, the review of the RM2.5 million that 
was written off over the last two years.

 10.173 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan agreed with the observations made by En Zait Isa. He 
proposed that the AGM be adjourned to next Sunday, 4 December 2016 at 10.00am. He 
also proposed that the incumbent GC Members who were not elected to office should be 
seated from the Floor.

 10.174 En Mohd Kamar Mohamad seconded the proposal. He also inquired whether the election 
results were available.

 10.175 The Chairman said that he was agreeable with the adjournment. He also said that the 
election results were available. He also asked who would chair the adjourned meeting 
next week.

 10.176 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan was of the view that the newly elected President shall 
chair the proceedings next week. The incumbent GC Members could respond from the 
Floor. He said that that was how Committees were run.
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 10.177 Mr	Mahinder	Singh	Randhawa said that he had not been given adequate time to respond 
to the allegations made by the TC. 

 10.178 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan responded and told Mr Mahinder Singh Randhawa that 
he would be accorded all the time required at the adjourned meeting. He again requested 
the House to vote to adjourn the meeting.

 10.179 The House decided to wait for the announcement of the election results.

[11.0]	 Item	7	of	the	Agenda:	

	 To	Elect	a	President	to	the	General	Committee	for	a	term	of	one	year

 11.1 The Chairman invited En Mohamed Yusoff Mahmood (9864), the Elections Committee 
Chairman to announce the results of the election. The Chairman then invited the outgoing 
GC to step down from the stage for the incoming GC.

 11.2 En	Mohamed	Yusoff	Mahmood	(9864) introduced himself. He thanked his team in the 
Elections Committee for their services. He also thanked the Chief Scrutineer, Ir Nik Hasbi 
Fathi and his team in counting the votes. There were found candidates and the results 
were as follows:

(1) En Jon Azman      137
(2) YBhg Dato’ Kamil Noor Ariff bin Kamil Mushir Ariff  271
(3) Mr Patrick Chiam Tow Loon     250
(4) Dr Yap Chung Mui      108

 11.3 En Mohamed Yusoff declared YBhg Dato’ Kamil Noor Ariff bin Kamil Mushir Ariff being the 
newly elected President.

[12.0]	 Item	8	of	the	Agenda:	

	 To	Elect	a	Vice	President	to	the	General	Committee	for	a	term	of	one	year

 12.1 En Mohamed Yusoff informed the House that there were three candidates and the results 
were as follows:

(1) Lt Col (R) Johan Van Geyzel bin Abdullah  270
(2) Mr Foong Khee Seng     337
(3) Mr Phillip Soo Hing Lin, PJK    127

 12.2 En Mohamed Yusoff declared Mr Foong Khee Seng being the newly elected Vice 
President.

[13.0]	 Item	9	of	the	Agenda:	

	 To	Elect	Eleven	Committee	Members	to	the	General	Committee	for	a	term	of	one	year

 13.1 En Mohamed Yusoff informed the House that there were 21 candidates and he announced 
the top Eleven as follows: 

(1) Mr Prithviraj Singh Sachdev    434
(2) Mr Loke Mun Kit     362
(3) Mr Lim Beng Jin     351
(4) Mr Lee King Loon     325
(5) En Shaik Rizal bin Shaik Sulaiman   285
(6) Mr Chew Teck Hong      285
(7) Ms Hildah Lee Hung Fong    271 
(8) Mr Asokkumaran a/l Kesavan    263
(9) Mr Loke Wai Mun      262
(10) En Ahmad Zaki Abdul Jabbar    256
(11) En Abdul Rashid bin Abdul Majid   255
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 13.2 En Mohamed Yusoff declared that the above Eleven members being the newly elected 
Members of the General Committee.

[14.0]	 Close	of	the	Proceedings	on	Sunday,	27	November	2016

 14.1 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan proposed a vote of thanks to the Elections Committee and 
Chief Scrutineers and his team for a job well done.

 14.2 En	Mohd	Yusoff	Mahmood	invited the newly elected President, Vice President and the 
GC Members to the front of the Banquet Hall.

 14.3 YBhg	Dato’	Kamil	Noor	Ariff expressed his thanks to fellow Members for the confidence 
entrusted upon him, the Vice President and the Members of the General Committee.

 14.4 En	Sharkawi	Alis congratulated the newly elected President and expressed his wish that 
the new Committee would review the issues raised during the course of the meeting. 

 14.5 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan echoed that sentiment and hoped the new GC would live 
up to the expectation of the general membership. 

 14.6 Ms	Amu	T.	Rajah	congratulated the newly elected President. She requested that he take 
control of the proceedings next Sunday and not allow misrepresentations, abusive language 
and ungentlemanly behaviour by any Member at the (to be continued) AGM. 

 14.7 YBhg	Dato’	Kamil	Noor	Ariff thanked everyone for their congratulatory messages. The 
new GC have a lot of work ahead and he was confident that with the collective sharing of 
workload together the GC would forge forward to make the Club a happier place.

The	meeting	adjourned	at	8.15pm.	The	proceedings	shall	 resumed	on	Sunday,	4	December	2016	at	
10.00am. 

SIGNED AS A CORRECT RECORD,

CHAIRMAN OF THE MEETING

JON	AZMAN
PRESIDENT, ROYAL LAKE CLUB KUALA LUMPUR

27 NOVEMBER 2016
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Present:

Committee Members:  Mr Mahinder S Sdn. Bhd (05192)

Dr Surindar Singh Jeswant Singh (15233)

Mr Vishnu Kumar R Visvanathan (15172)

Mr Philip Mathews (14023)

Mr Risha A Rajadurai (E5012)

In Attendance:   Pn Nurzuraida S Abdullah - Secretary
En Ramlan Abd Latiff - General Manager

And 185 Voting Members as per List attached. Pages 117 - 118

[1.0] Chairman of the Meeting

1.1 The Secretary informed the House that the President, En Jon Azman had yet to show up at 

10.00am. She requested the House to allow another 15 minutes pursuant to Rule 25.6 of the 
Club’s Constitution.

1.2 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan	(E7019) expressed his views that the House should not be 

made to wait and proposed that the House to proceed to elect Member from the Floor to chair 

the proceedings.

1.3 Mr	G	Naidu	 (11282) said that the House should allow the additional 15 minutes so as to 

provide the opportunity to En Jon Azman to present the remaining reports to the House.

1.4 En	Mohd	Kamar	Mohamed	(E7669) agreed with Mr Naidu for the House to allow the additional 

15 minutes.

1.5 Ir	G	Balachandran	(5410) questioned whether the quorum had been established to proceed 
with the Meeting.

1.6 The Secretary confirmed that there was no requirement of the number of Members to meet a 
quorum for the adjourned Meeting pursuant to Rule 25.16 of the Club’s Constitution.

1.7 The Secretary informed the House that she had already written to all the Members of the 2016 

GC to attend the adjourned Meeting to be held on 4 December 2016. She said that she had 

received confirmation from En Roslan Hassan, Mr Lai Hook Kian, Mr Foo Kok Yee, Col Johan 
Van Geyzel and Mr Loke Wai Mun that they were unable to attend the adjourned AGM. She 

did not receive any advice from En Hassanudin Puteh as she was unable to reach him. With 

regards to En Jon Azman, she said that he had informed her the day before that he would be 

unable to make it. The remaining Members were present as confirmed.

1.8 En Mohd Kamar Mohamed requested the Secretary to read out the letter from En Jon Azman 
which was handed over to her by Mr Mahinder Singh Randhawa.

1.9 The Secretary confirmed that she was just handed a letter from Mr Mahinder, titled “To be read 
by Mr Mahinder Singh Randhawa at the adjourned AGM scheduled for 4 December 2016”.

1.10 The House decided that the person so mentioned in that letter to read out the contents.

1.11 Mr	Mahinder	S	Randhawa	(5192) read out the said letter which he said he received via email 

from En Jon Azman. The letter read. “I, Jon Azman, Club President 2015/2016, membership 
number 9960, would like to place on record the following: 

1. I expected to join the general meeting held on Sunday, 27 November 2016 until its 
completion. However, during the course of the meeting, some members from the floor 
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took over control in a chaotic manner and chaired the meeting from the floor. In particular, 
Datuk Y. Sivaloganathan, disregarding my position as Chairman of the Meeting. Various 

resolutions were then proposed and purportedly passed from the floor in non-compliance 
with the Club’s Constitutional Rules, in particular, Rule 25.10. 

2. At approximately 7.45PM, soon after the results of the elections were partially announced, 
the meeting was adjourned to Sunday, 4 December 2016 at 10:00AM. When in fact the 
announcement of the election results is an item to be addressed at the conclusion of the 

annual general meeting and not midway. 

3. At approximately 8:50PM, the Club Secretary notified the 2015/2016 members of the 
General Committee to return the access card to the office. 

4. At approximately 9:30PM when I went to my office, there was a guard stationed outside at 
the administration office who told me that he was under instruction that I should not enter 
the administration office but I went ahead as I wanted to get my personal effects and my 
medication for my cough. I used my access card to enter my office only to find another 
guard stationed out the door of my office. That point in time, Mr Foong, in the presence of 
the Club Secretary and Mr Prithviraj Singh Sachdev told me the guard was there to stop 
me from entering my office in order to prevent me from removing any allegedly sensitive 
documents. I find this discomforting to my integrity and having served 11 years in General 
Committee and 3 years being the Vice-President, 2 years as the President and Editor 
of the recently published 125th year anniversary Coffee Table Book. I was only allowed 
access to my office the next day, Monday, 28 November at 12:30PM when Dato’ Kamil 
have my office unlocked.

5. I have since been informed that Dato Kamil and those allegedly elected at the first meeting 
on Wednesday, 30 November 2016. 

6. Since the Annual General Meeting has yet to be concluded and the Club President of 
2015/2016, the position of Dato Kamil and those allegedly elected remain questionable 
which means that the status of the General Committee of 2015/2016 remains status quo. 

7. I shall leave it at that for matters to be resolved. Meanwhile, I reserved all my rights, thank 
you for your attention. Yours sincerely, Jon Azman.” 

1.12 Mr	V	Sankar	(6416) said that it was not proper for the Meeting to proceed without a Chairman.

1.13 Pn Nurzuraida S Abdullah clarified that she was speaking in her capacity as the Secretary of 
the Club. She also said that the House, at the start of the Meeting, had decided to wait for 15 

minutes for En Jon Azman to attend the Meeting. 

1.14 Since it was clear that En Jon Azman would be unable to attend the adjourned AGM as Mr 

Mahinder Singh Randhawa had read the content of the former’s letter, the Secretary said that 

the House would now need to elect amongst the Members present a Chairman.

1.15 Mr	 V	 Sankar contended that the Club had a duly elected President, Vice President and 

Members of the GC as announced at the AGM held on 27 November 2016. He said that the 

elected GC Members should be seated up front and the President so elected should be the 

Chairman of the proceedings. He was of the view that the term of the outgoing GC was still in 

effect and they should be responsible for presenting the remaining of the reports and accounts 
during their term from the Floor. He proposed that the new President to take the Chair and 

conduct the meeting thereafter.

1.16 Mr	S	Periasamy	(11096) said that En Jon Azman was obliged to be present and complete the 

AGM proceedings to its conclusion.
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1.17 En	 Yusuf	 Khan	 b	 Ghows	 Khan	 (9868) advised the House to comply with the Club’s 

Constitution and wait for the required 15 minutes before proceeding any further.

1.18 Dr	 A	 Pathmanathan	 (4224) expressed his disappointment that not all the outgoing GC 

Members were present. He proposed that the Club should consider disciplinary action against 

them.

1.19 Mr	V	Sankar said that it was not proper for the Secretary to continue chairing the Meeting and 

he proposed that the House elect YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan as Chair.

1.20 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan declined.

1.21 At 10.20am, when 15 minutes had passed from the appointed time of the adjourned AGM and 

En Jon Azman was not present, a member present was elected to Chair the meeting. 

1.22 YBhg	 Dato’	 Y	 Sivaloganathan proposed En Mohd Kamar Mohamed as Chairman, duly 

seconded by Mr	G	Naidu.

1.23 A Show of Hands was carried out and the House decided by majority and elected En Mohd 

Kamar Mohamad as Chairman of the proceedings.

1.24 En Mohd Kamar Mohamed thanked the Members for the confidence placed upon him. He 
invited the outgoing GC Members to take their seat at the front of the Hall.

[2.0]	 Conduct	of	the	Proceedings

2.1 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan brought the attention of the House to the fact that the lawyer 

appointed by the Club, Mr K C Chan, was observed to be recording the proceedings. He 

requested the Chairman to require Mr K C Chan to stop recording or that he takes leave from 
the Hall. He also asked that Mr K C Chan to introduce himself.

2.2 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim	(10426) questioned why the name signage of the outgoing GC was 
not placed on the table.

2.3 The Chairman ruled that the House shall complete the business of the day without getting 

into irrelevant matters. He also asked Mr K C Chan to stand up so that other Members would 

recognise him.

2.4 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan was of the view that there should be only one official recording 
of the proceedings of general meetings which was arranged by the Club.

2.5 YBhg	Dato’	Kamil	Noor	Ariff	(14283) asked of the House to conduct the proceedings in the 

most cordial manner without resorting to name calling.

2.6 Dr	K	J	John	(7116) requested the Chairman to confirm with Mr K C Chan whether he had 
been sued by the Club for defamation seeking damages for RM150 million. With regards to 

recording of the proceedings, he was not agreeable for Mr K C Chan to record the proceedings. 

If Mr K C Chan requires the recordings for legal purposes, he could request from the Club 
accordingly.

2.7 Mr	K	C	Chan	 (11566) said that he would comply with whatever decisions of the House. 

However, he was of the view that any Member should be allowed to record any proceedings 

for his private use as some time the request for the official records of the House may take 
some time. He said that any Member should be allowed to record so that he could refresh 

his memory as to what was going on in the Club. Further, the Club being a private Members’ 

meeting, Members should be allowed to ensure transparency.

2.8 A vote was carried out and 62 Members voted against allowing Mr K C Chan to record the 

proceedings of the adjourned AGM. 14 Members voted in favour.
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2.9 The Chairman ruled that there shall be no private recording of the proceedings and that there 

would only be one recording which had been arranged by the Club for that day. He then 

requested Mr K C Chan to stop recording the proceedings. 

2.10 Mr K C Chan duly complied with the ruling and requested the Club to provide him with the 
transcripts of the minutes of the AGM that was held last week and the adjourned AGM held 

that day.

2.11 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that Mr K C Chan should hand his recording device to the 

Chairman to ensure no personal recording took place.

2.12 Mr K C Chan failed to see the rationale for him to hand the recording device to the Chairman. 

He was of the view that there may be other Members who were recording the proceedings 

secretly. Following the argument of YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan, Mr K C Chan suggested 

that every Member present at the Hall should then hand over their mobile phones to the 

Chairman.

2.13 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that he brought up the issue because Mr K C Chan had 

written to the Club after the AGM the previous week asking about his role and under whose 

authority he was acting for. 

 

 YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan reminded the House that a four-man team was elected to look at 

the various legal cases. He had earlier tried to call Mr K C Chan and left numerous messages 

but to no avail. 

2.14 En	Yusuf	Khan	b	Ghows	Khan	(9868) said that he had no objection for anyone wishing to 

record the proceedings of the AGM. From what he heard from Mr Mahinder Singh Randhawa 

who had earlier read a note from En Jon Azman, he said that the act of denying En Jon Azman 

entry to his office was unethical. It was a shame on the part of those Members who had earlier 
found fault with En Jon Azman and then proceeded to embarrass him in that manner.

[3.0]	 Continuation	of	Item	3	of	the	Agenda:

	 To	Receive	the	Report	of	the	General	Committee

3.1 En Mohd Kamar Mohamed proceeded and continued discussion where the meeting left off 
last Sunday and invited YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa Syed Ali to complete his Tender Committee 
(TC) Report.

3.2 YBhg	 Dato’	 Syed	 Mustaffa	 Syed	Ali	 (13670) summarised the relevant points that were 

highlighted at the AGM last week whereby substantial evidence were given that relevant GC 

Members had misinformed the House on matters relating to projects at the last AGM held in 

December 2015. 

Further, the outgoing GC had also ignored the resolution passed by the House at that AGM 

and by doing so, had shown disrespect to the House. The House, he said, had passed a 

resolution that whenever contracts / tender matters were up for discussion and decision by the 

GC, a Tender Committee member must attend by invitation. The Editorial Board had belittled 

and misled the Members through articles in the Newsletter. The outgoing GC had not complied 

with the Tender policies and procedures resulting in weaknesses in the implementation of 

the Swimming Pool Deck upgrade and Tennis Courts resurfacing works. There were also 

breaches committed when the outgoing GC failed to inform the TC on the cancellation of 

tender exercise of the Gazebo project, renewal of insurance policy, outsourcing of security 

services and pest control services. 

Considering that the outgoing GC had been voted off as reflected in the election results 
announced last week, YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa said that he would not seek further action. 
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He, however, recommended that the incoming GC to look into the safety aspects of the 

Swimming Pool Deck following the upgrade works in 2015 as well as the recent waterproofing 
and resurfacing of the Tennis hard courts. The Audit Committee had also highlighted its 

concern and he was of the view that the House should accept the recommendation of the 

Audit Committee to set up a Special Committee to investigate these safety issues. He also 

said that he would work with the incoming GC to improve on the controls and the procedures 

involving the TC.

3.3 En Mohd Kamar Mohamed then invited Mr Mahinder S Randhawa to respond to the TC 

Report.

3.4 Mr	Mahinder	S	Randhawa	(5192) started by saying that he received another note from the 

outgoing President, En Jon Azman. 

3.5 Dr	K	J	John, on a point of order, objected to such reading of letters from someone who had 

chosen not to attend the AGM. 

3.6 The Chairman ruled that the House shall focus on the business of the day and invited Mr 

Mahinder S Randhawa to continue.

3.7 Mr	Mahinder	S	Randhawa informed the House that the Members of the House & Grounds 

SC (HGSC) were professionals in their own fields, and have contributed a lot of time in the 
service to the Club. He said that the TC Report spanned from July 2015 to June 2016 whereas 

the report of the HGSC was for the period of January up to November 2016. During this period 

of time, there were very few works above RM20,000 and he would go through that item-by-

item:

(1) Desludging of the imhoff tank which comprised two sections, first the desludging works 
and second, the maintenance. The contract was for a period of two years at RM140,980 

for 2 years. There was an option to extend for another year. The annual costs of the works 

were approximately RM78,000 per year. The HGSC decided to negotiate terms with the 

contractor and managed to bring down the cost to approximately RM72,000 per year.

To a question from Ms	Lee	Mew	Kwan	(14681), Mr Mahinder clarified that there was one 
central grease trap and another grease trap at B2. Ms Lee Mew Kwan highlighted that the 

grease trap at B2 had overflowed the last couple of weeks. Mr Mahinder also clarified that 
smaller grease traps installed at outlets were maintained separately and the costs were 

borne by the respective caterers.

The Chairman asked the General Manager (GM) to look into such operational issues as 

and when brought up by Members.

(2) Cleaners’ Contract was for a period of two years with an option to extend for another year. 

When the initial two years was about to expire, the HGSC decided to negotiate terms 

rather than going through a tender exercise. The HGSC was also given the understanding 

that there was no requirement to revert to TC to exercise such extension of contract. 
The HGSC negotiated with the service provider and managed to reduce the cleaners’ 

contract from RM34,000 monthly to RM27,000.

The Chairman highlighted that the TC would be notified of the GC’s intention to exercise 
the option of extending a contract. He recalled that was the policy when he was Chairman 

of the Tender Board a number of years back and he was certain that such policy had not 

been amended.

YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa confirmed that such policy was still in force. 

Mr	Stanley	Leng	Joon	Huat	(13266) said that he had been a Member of both the Tender 

Board and Tender Committee in the past and said that such policy had not been amended.
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Ms Lee Mew Kwan said that she had been the Chairman of the HGSC at one point and 

for such extension of contracts, she had referred the matter to the TC.

The Chairman concluded the discussion by stating that the HGSC was misinformed and 

reminded the incoming GC to take note of the TC policies and procedures. 

3.8 YBhg	Dato’	Ir	Pang	Leong	Hoon	(E4970) reminded Mr Mahinder that the HGSC should have 

adhered with procedures and refer back to historical practices.

3.9 The Chairman brought up the resolution held by the House last year requiring the GC to invite 
the TC whenever issues of tenders were being discussed.

3.10 Mr	Mahinder	S	Randhawa clarified that the TC was invited to the HGSC meetings. However, 
the TC representatives had wanted to chair the HGSC meetings and walked out of the meeting 

when told that they cannot chair the HGSC meetings.

3.11 Mr	K	A	Kumar	(13512) asked the Chairman to steer the meeting on the right perspective. He 

was concerned over the TC Report relating to the works carried out at the Swimming Pool 

Deck and the Tennis hard courts.

3.12 Mr	Mahinder	S	Randhawa took note that the outgoing GC should have invited the TC to 

attend the GC meetings.

He continued to clarify on the issue of the purchase of towels without the Club’s logo. In 

the effort to cut costs, the HGSC decided to proceed with tender exercise based on the 
same specification as previous years, but without the logo. This resulted with a savings 
of 16%. The tender documents were presented to the TC and the TC had accepted the 

recommendations of the HGSC.

3.13 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim said that he was more concerned over the works carried out at the 

Swimming Pool Deck.

3.14 Mr	Mahinder	S	Randhawa said that he would touch on the works to the Swimming Pool Deck 

later as he had planned to present issues raised by TC during his term in the HGSC.

3.15 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy	(13604) requested the Chairman to remind Mr Mahinder S Randhawa 
to refrain from shouting.

3.16 Mr	 Teoh	Cheng	Hai	 (8510)	 said that Mr Mahinder S Randhawa should apologise to the 

House for shouting.

3.17 The Chairman requested Mr Mahinder to calm down as he would be left with no alternative but 
ask him to leave the Hall.

3.18 Dr	K	J	John echoed the sentiments expressed by fellow Members and urged Mr Mahinder not 

to lose his temper and to apologise for his outburst.

3.19 Mr	Mahinder	S	Randhawa said that he would hold his temper in check and tendered his 

apologies to the House. He said that there were a few more issues which he would like to brief 

the House.

3.20 The Chairman requested Mr Mahinder to clarify issues relating to the safety of the Swimming 
Pool Deck.

3.21 Dr	K	J	John was of the view that Mr Mahinder should explain issues brought up by the House 

and not limit himself to what the report of the HGSC.
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3.22 Mr	Mahinder	S	Randhawa assured the House that he would answer queries relating to the 
Swimming Pool Deck works. He referred to the TC Report in respect of the maintenance of 

the lift. He explained that such maintenance was categorized as “Captive Contract” whereby 

maintenance would only be carried out by Otis. The current contract was due to expire soon 

and the HGSC had successfully negotiated with Otis to bring down the annual charges.

3.23 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa was of the view that the House was not interested to go through 

the small details briefed by Mr Mahinder. He made reference to the misinformation given to 

the general membership especially with regards to the appointment of the Consultant for the 

Swimming Pool Deck. He said that there was no such appointment letter issued and the Club 

was not issued with a certificate of fitness after project completion. 

He reminded the House that he introduced a resolution to the House at the AGM last year and 

the House had passed the resolution requiring the GC to invite a member of the TC to attend 
discussion of any tender-related matters that the GC was considering and to abide by the TC 

policies and procedures. 

The Editorial under En Jon Azman had also published an article in the Jan/Feb 2016 Newsletter 

stating that the re-appointment of the TC was a face-saving gesture rather than a censure 

against the then GC. The Editorial had again misled the general membership when it published 

an article in May/June Newsletter claiming that all leaks had been resolved. However, leaks 

were detected since January 2016 and Mr Mahinder had responded that the waterproofing 
works at the Swimming Pool Deck was carried successfully except for the leaks at the Garden 

Café and Concessionaires which originated from the scupper drain. He had then questioned 
Mr Mahinder whether the scupper drain was part of the Swimming Pool Deck to which he has 

yet to receive any response.

YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa once again reiterate that he had earlier mentioned that he no 
longer wish to pursue the matter because the outgoing GC had been voted out. He 

would work with the incoming GC on matters pertaining to policies and procedures. 

3.24 Dr	A	Pathmanathan	 (4224) expressed his concern that the Club was reporting operating 

deficits by the millions and the House was more interested in micro-managing the 
Club. He said that the House should put its focus on preventing more operating losses. 

3.25 The Chairman agreed with the views expressed by YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa in that 
the outgoing GC had given out a number of misinformation. He reminded the incoming 

GC to bear in mind of existing policies and procedures and to strictly abide by it. 

3.26 Mr	 Peter	 Leong	 (15869) informed the House that he was a Member of the TC during 

the chairmanship of YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa. He had declined the re-appointment 
and served in the HGSC in 2016. He said that he was equally upset upon reading the 
article in the Newsletter and was of the view that a stringent editorial should be in place. 

3.27 Prof	 Dr	 Jimmy	 C	 S	 Lim agreed that the House should proceed with more pressing 

matters. He said that the completed works at the Swimming Pool Deck had yet to be 

certified by a qualified engineer. He was concerned over the structural safety of the deck. 

3.28 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa suggested that a special committee be appointed to investigate 

into the works carried out at the Swimming Pool Deck, specifically to review the safety aspects 
of the deck.

3.29 Mr Peter Leong said that he had, with other Members of the HGSC, submitted a 

resolution and that resolution was being put forth to the House for discussion later. He 

said that the said resolution was inclusive of the suggestion by YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa. 

Whilst he agreed to close the discussion on the TC Report, En Zait Isa (9857) reminded 

the Chairman that the House had passed a resolution in December 2015 that the GC shall 
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invite the TC whenever a tender-related matters are being deliberated at the GC meeting. He 

reminded the incoming GC to take note of the said resolution.

3.30 En	Zait	Isa	(9857) was also of the view that there should be a mechanism whereby the GC 

should never be allowed to turn its back on resolutions passed by the House.

3.31 The Chairman concurred with the views as expressed by En Zait Isa, and he reminded the 

incoming GC to abide by the resolutions passed by the House.

3.32 Mr	Saw	Teng	Chuan	(7547) requested the Chairman to stop discussion on minor issues and 
proceed with the meeting.

3.33 Mr	David	Dass	(9368) said that one of the lessons every Member learn from the AGM was 

the fact that the GC, collectively, would have to bear collective responsibility over its actions 

and decisions taken. When the House had passed a resolution, it was incumbent upon all 

Members of the GC to abide by it.

3.34 Prof	Dr	 Jimmy	C	S	Lim expressed his view that the GC had been elected into office to 
manage the Club on behalf of the general membership. The elected GC should put into action 

all resolutions adopted by the House. He proposed that the House should pass a resolution to 

reprimand and bring GC Members who were responsible for such oversight to book.

3.35 The Chairman reminded the House that there was already a resolution to censure the outgoing 

GC during the AGM proceedings last Sunday. 

3.36 Mr Peter Leong brought the attention of the House to the fact that the newly elected Audit 

Committee (AC) comprise of two former Members of the TC. By its definition, the AC reviews 
past actions and decisions and recommends corrective actions. He suggested that, for 

transparency and impartiality, both YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa and Mr Stanley Leng Joon Huat 
should recuse themselves when reviewing matters where they were involved as TC Members.

3.37 The Chairman said that the AC was elected by the House. He said that he was confident the 
AC would be impartial and work within the parameters of the Constitution.

3.38 Dr	K	J	John regarded the AC as the ombudsman for the Club. Besides reviewing past actions 

and decisions taken by the GC, he was of the view that the AC should also consider future 

trends which would impact the general membership.

3.39 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said the newly elected AC would now function in their new role 

and would look at the same facts differently. Furthermore, the newly elected AC were men of 
good standing having served in the TC and had been exposed to many of the wrongdoings in 

the past. He called upon the House to support the newly elected AC so that past mistakes can 

be corrected.

3.40 The Chairman urged the incoming GC to look into the issue surrounding the Swimming Pool 

Deck. With that, he concluded the discussion of the Committee’s Report. 

3.41 A show of hands was taken, and by majority votes, the Chairman declared that the Report of 

the General Committee be received by Members complete with all observations made thereof. 

[4.0] Item 4 of the Agenda:

	 To	Receive	and,	if	approved,	pass	the	Audited	Accounts	for	the	Year	ended	30	June	2016

 4.1 The Chairman highlighted that some Members had mentioned to him that the audited accounts 

were sent to all Members without first complying with the required notice of 21 days. Therefore, 
he would leave it to the House to decide whether or not to continue discussing the audited 

accounts.
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 4.2 Dr	K	J	John reminded the House that he brought up the same issue at the AGM last year 

when the audit of the accounts could be completed in time and Members were only given a 

few days’ notice. He failed to understand why the House was facing the same issue again. He 

also said that he had written to the ROS on such non-compliance and was of the view that the 

House should not proceed with deliberation of the audited accounts as the Club failed to give 

21 days’ notice to Members.

 4.3 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that he had, at the AGM last year, sought the House to 

waive the required Statutory notice and the House had, in the interest of expediency, agreed 
with his resolution. Dr K J John, at that point in time, agreed that he would not bring the matter 

up with the ROS.

  Taking a page from the EGM that was held in July 2016 when the issue of quorum was raised 
and the outgoing GC had deemed fit to refer the matter to the ROS for what in their mind 
was a non-compliance with the Constitution, YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan was of the view 

that the House should abide by the Constitution. Although the House could proceed with 

discussing the audited accounts but the audited accounts would only be passed at another 

general meeting.

 4.4 En Zait Isa said that the audited accounts have been sent out to Members, albeit without the 

required 21 days’ notice. He sought the House agreement to waive the said requirement for 
expediency sake. There was already an issue at the ROS which the Club now stood to be de-

registered and he was concerned that the ROS would again rule the Club for non-compliance 

for filing of the accounts if the House decide not to discuss and pass the audited accounts. 
However, he agreed that the incoming GC must observe the 21 days’ notice requirement.

 4.5 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng	(12403) said that he had objected to the resolution to proceed with 

tabling the audited accounts at the last AGM because the then GC did not comply with the 

required 21 days’ notice. However, he conceded as the House had voted to proceed for the 
sake of expediency. 

  Due to the adjustments made for FY2013 and FY2014 when the GC presented the audited 

accounts in December 2015, he said that the qualification was not so much due to such 
adjustments but the lack of corporate governance and breakdown of internal controls resulting 

in poor accounting practices. This was highlighted by the two Special House Committees set 

up in 2014 and 2015. A point to note was bank reconciliation. The minutes of the GC stated 

that bank reconciliation for FY2016 was carried out but he did not find much work done on 
reconciliation since the past one week assuming office as the incoming GC. 

  Going forward, he expressed his uncertainty that the accounts for FY2017, which was now 

into its 6th month, would meet the auditors’ requirement. He further said that he had met 
up with the external auditors who had informed him that the qualification was a result of 
qualitative consideration, which meant that supervision was lacking. He reminded the House 
that the Special Committees in the past had made it very clear that the Club need to employ 

a permanent Finance Manager. Unfortunately, the outgoing GC had decided to engage a part 

time Consultant. Hence, the incoming GC would have to consider appointing Members to the 

Finance Sub-Committee who would be committed and willing to do the ground work of good 

accounting practices and review all the necessary adjustments. 

  Even if the House decides to defer discussion on the audited accounts to a later date because 

of the short notice period, Mr Foong said it would not have serve any purpose as the accounts 

were already qualified. 

 4.6 Having heard what Mr Foong had to say, Mr	 David	 Dass agreed that any fundamental 

problems relating to the accounting process would have to be addressed over a long term. 

He expressed his concern whether the AGM could be concluded without the House adopting 

and passing the audited accounts. Although Members had the benefit of an additional week 
because the proceedings were adjourned last Sunday, he was not sure whether Members 

were now sufficiently educated on the issues raised by the Audit Committee.
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 4.7 The Chairman said that the House could proceed to conclude the AGM without adopting 

and passing the audited accounts. The audited accounts could be discussed and adopted at 

another general meeting later to meet the required notice of 21 days so as to comply with the 
provisions of the Club’s Constitution.

 4.8 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin	 (13388) said that there were two issues before the House; one was 

the audited accounts and the auditors’ report and the other the short notice on the audited 

accounts. He was of the view that the House should proceed with discussing the audited 

accounts as the cost of convening another general meeting was estimated at RM70,000. On 

the issue of the short notice, he was of the view that the outgoing GC should be taken to task 

and be subjected to disciplinary action.

 4.9 Mr	Goh	 Joon	Hai said that the House had proceeded to discuss and adopt the audited 

accounts in the past despite the audited accounts were sent to members short of the 21 days 

required. Hence, if the House now decide to proceed with discussing the audited accounts, he 
was of the view that there would be no issue at all. 

In relation to the qualified accounts, Mr Goh Joon Hai said that the external auditors may 
have their own views on the accounts and the House may take a different view on the matter. 
What was more important for the House to consider was whether the audited accounts were 

true and fair, and whether there was any fraud. If there was fraud, then it would be a matter 

for the police to handle being a criminal offence. Having read the audited accounts that were 
presented, Mr Goh Joon Hai said that the issue was the failure of accounting processes where 

monies received were not credited to Members’ accounts which amounted to approximately 

RM10,000. The House could ask questions of the external auditors on the matter for 
clarification.

 4.10 The Chairman asked the House to decide whether to proceed with tabling of the audited 

accounts despite not meeting the required notice of 21 days.

 4.11	 Mr	V	Sankar reminded the House that Mr Foong Khee Seng had earlier expressed his views 

on the qualified accounts which showed a sum of RM183,000 which was not reconciled and 
that the issue was just a tip of an iceberg. He was of the view that the House should ask the 

auditors to explain why they felt it was necessary to qualify these accounts and give their 
opinion based on that RM183,000. With regard to the notice of 21 days, he was of the view 

that postponing the discussion of the audited accounts would have no material difference 
except incurring more costs.

 4.12 En Zait Isa said that the first thing for the House to consider was whether the requirement of 
the 21 days’ notice could be waived. If the House agreed, then the House could proceed and 

deliberate on the audited accounts. Although Members may have had very limited opportunity 

to scrutinise the accounts, they could ask the external auditors to explain or clarify any issues 

in the process.

 4.13 Dr	K	J	John said that he had in fact written to the ROS on the issue of notice. As it had been 

two weeks since the audited accounts were made available to Members, he proposed that 

the House to proceed with discussion of the audited accounts subject to the Club Secretary 

writing to all Members to revert within one week with any issues relating to finance, otherwise 
whatever discussions and decisions held by the House would deemed to have been passed. 

He was of the view that the required notice of 21 days must be allowed for.

 4.14 Mr	Cheok	Kim	Chee	(13264) said that there was nothing to prevent any Members to complain 

to the ROS if the House was to decide to proceed with tabling of the audited accounts in 

breach of the Club’s Constitution as the Club had failed to provide the 21 days’ notice. The 

only alternative was for all Members to agree to waive such requirement and not just the 10% 
of the membership present that day.

 4.15 The Chairman said that the provision of the required notice could be waived if the House 
decides so accordingly.
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 4.16 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin reminded the House that the failure of providing the required notice of 
21 days was in breach of the Club’s Constitution. Hence, he was concerned should the House 

decides to proceed to deliberate on the audited accounts.

 4.17 Mr	S	Periasamy was concerned with the letter from Dr K J John which was sent to the ROS 

notifying them that the audited accounts were not sent to all Members with the required 21 
days’ notice.

 4.18 Dr	K	J	John clarified that he had written to the ROS about one month ago, informing the ROS 
that the Club had in past been delinquent with the issue of the three weeks’ notice. He said 
that he had written the letter because one Member had, at general meetings in the past, made 

a convincing argument that the House could overlook everything. He proposed that the House 

to proceed to discuss the audited accounts and the Club Secretary should later write to all 

Members that the House had deliberated on the audited accounts but they may revert within 

one week if they have any issues with the audited accounts. 

 4.19 The proposal was seconded by Mr	V	Sankar.

 4.20	 Mr	Khoo	Choong	Keow	(6051)	was of the view that the House could not waive a Constitutional 

provision. Given that the Club did not provide for the 21 days’ notice, he said that he could 

raise the issue on the validity of the AGM and that the whole AGM was unconstitutional.

 4.21 Mr Cheok Kim Chee was not agreeable to writing to Members to give them an extra one week 

to complaint or disagree with the audited accounts. He questioned the position of the Club if 
any Members were to write in objecting to the audited accounts.

 4.22 The Chairman agreed with the views as expressed by Mr Cheok Kim Chee.

 4.23 Ir	G	Balachandran said that the Club had complied with the required 21 days’ notice as the 
House was only discussing it that day and not the previous Sunday.

 4.24 The Chairman reminded the House that the audited accounts were delivered to all Members 

a few days before the AGM held last Sunday, 27 November. Hence, the required notice was 
not met.

 4.25 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim reminded the House that the audited accounts for FY2015 were 

qualified and it was the same for prior years to that. He remembered the GC at the last AGM 
had promised to do everything possible so that the accounts for the FY2016 would not be 

qualified. He was of the view that the House should not take it too kindly with the GC for not 
addressing issues which resulted with the qualified audited accounts. He said that the House 
should put a stop to being lenient with the GC on such matters in the future.

 4.26 En Zait Isa agreed that two mistakes did not make it correct, but if the House had waived 

the notice requirement last year, there was no difference for the current year. He asked the 
House to proceed for the sake of expediency rather that convening another general meeting 

to discuss the audited accounts.

 4.27 The Chairman said that the House had already exhausted discussion on the matter and called 

upon the House to decide whether to waive the required 21 days’ notice.

 4.28 Mr	V	Sankar said that the resolution as proposed by Dr K J John which he duly seconded was 

not so much as to waive the notice period but to modify it somewhat. He said the resolution 

provides for the House to deliberate on the audited accounts and to give another week for any 

Members who wish to write in with their comments on the audited accounts.

 4.29 The Chairman said that the proposal to write to Members after the House had discussed and 

deliberated on the audited accounts would not be feasible as there would be complications 

in the event of any Members objecting to it. The Chairman ruled that the House should only 

consider whether or not to proceed with deliberations on the audited accounts despite not 

meeting the required 21 days’ notice.
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 4.30 Mr	V	Sankar said that if the House so decide to proceed with deliberation on the audited 

accounts, the Club Secretary could post it on the Club’s webpage or email to all Members 

on what had transpired that day and give them a week to comment. If there were enough 

objections to the audited accounts, the House could then rule that the audited accounts were 

not adopted. Otherwise, the Club could proceed and file the accounts with the ROS.

 4.31 Mr	David	Dass sought to bring some clarity on the issue at hand. He reminded the House that 

Mr K J John was firm in his views that it would be unconstitutional for the House to proceed 
and approve the audited accounts, which was the reason he had written to the ROS. Hence, 

he was of the view that the House agreed not to waive the required notice. He said that the 
House could deliberate on the audited accounts on that day but could not adopt it. The Club 

would have to adjourn the meeting to another day, pending notice being sent to all Members 

and for them to convey their position on the audited accounts. If there were no issues, then 

the House could reconvene a week later to adopt the audited accounts.

 4.32 The Chairman said that was what he had wanted a vote to be taken in that the House to 

deliberate on the audited accounts but not to adopt it as the required notice of 21 days was 
not given.

 4.33 Mr	David	Dass said the premise of the House must be clear. If the House accepted the fact 

that the 21 days’ notice was required before adopting the audited accounts, then that would 
be the position of the House. The House shall proceed to deliberate on the audited accounts 

but not adopt it. The House shall then stand adjourned to another day to adopt the audited 

accounts. Given the circumstances, he was not sure whether the newly elected GC could 

assume office as the business of the AGM had yet to be concluded.

 4.34 The Chairman said that he was certain the House could conclude the AGM without adopting 

the audited accounts.

 3.35 Mr	Goh	Joon	Hai said that it would serve no purpose to deliberate on the audited accounts 

but not adopt it. He reminded the House that the Club had rejected the audited accounts 

the last couple of years. He was of the view that the House should proceed to deliberate the 

audited accounts and thereafter decide whether to adopt or reject the said accounts. Mr Goh 

Joon Hai suggested that the House could consider tabling the audited accounts at a general 

meeting to be convened later. 

  In respect of the incoming GC, Mr Goh Joon Hai was of the view that there was nothing to 

prevent them from taking office regardless whether the audited accounts were adopted or 
otherwise.

 4.36 The Chairman put it to the House to deliberate on the audited accounts and then later to 

decide whether to approve it on another day to comply with the 21 days’ notice.

 4.37 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that the stand held by Dr K J John, regarding the Club’s 

Constitution requiring the notice of 21 days to be given, was clear in that the audited accounts 
cannot be approved. 

  He now questioned the position of the newly elected GC if the AGM could not be concluded 
because the House would not deliberate on the audited accounts due to the short notice 

given. He reminded the House that the outgoing GC had held that the GC was elected from 

one AGM to another when a resolution of no confidence was put forth and hence their decision 
in not convening an EGM then. He reminded the House that the outgoing GC had already 

referred one matter to the ROS. If the House proceed to deliberate on the audited accounts, 

he was concerned that some Members may choose to refer the breach to the ROS which 

would place the Club in great difficulty. 

  He proposed that the House should proceed with deliberation on the audited accounts and 

that the incoming GC be mandated, as the legitimately elected officers of the Club, to manage 
the affairs of the Club until the audited accounts were adopted and passed within the next 
week or two to satisfy the requirement of 21 days’ notice to be given to Members.
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 4.38 Ms	Kimmie	Goh	(14841) said that she had only received the audited accounts the day before. 

She drew the attention of the House to Page 4 of the audited accounts under Cash and 

Cash Equivalents which showed a reduction in Fixed Deposits from RM33 million in FY2015 
to RM27 million in FY2016. She requested the outgoing GC to explain the shortfall of RM6 
million in the Fixed Deposits.

 4.39 The Chairman stopped discussion on the audited accounts as the House had yet to decide 

whether to proceed or otherwise.

 4.40 Mr	Risha	A	Rajadurai	 (E5012) said that the House should comply with the Constitutional 

requirements and adjourn the meeting to 18 December 2016. He said that the Club had posted 
the audited accounts to Members on Friday, 18 November 2016 which resulted in Members 

receiving it just a couple of days before the AGM held on 27 November 2016. By adjourning 

the AGM to 18 December, he said that the required 21 days’ notice would be met. In respect of 
the incoming GC, the elections results were announced the last Sunday, 27 November 2016 

and they had effectively assumed office since then. The House could agree with the views of 
YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan that the newly elected GC be mandated to manage the affairs 
of the Club until the adjourned AGM on 18 December during which date the House would 

conclude the business of the AGM.

 4.41 The Chairman disagreed. He was of the view that the House could proceed with the AGM 

and deliberate on the audited accounts without adopting the accounts. The acceptance of the 

audited accounts could be made at another general meeting to be determined later. He put it 

to the House to vote in proceeding with the deliberation of the audited accounts.

 4.42 The Chairman maintained his stand that the House should deliberate on the audited accounts 

in compliance with the Agenda as set out in the Notice of the AGM. The issue of whether the 

House to adopt and pass the audited accounts would be a separate matter. If the House, after 

concluding the deliberations on the audited accounts, agreed to approve the said accounts, 

then the audited accounts would be approved accordingly.

  With that, the Chairman tabled the audited accounts for FY2016 and invited questions from 
the floor. As there was an earlier comment on the qualification of the audited accounts, he 
asked the external auditor to elaborate on it.

 4.43 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin said that the House should not waste time in deliberating the audited 

accounts if it had no intention to adopt it. The House would need to go through the audited 

accounts at another general meeting later to adopt it. The House should now decide whether 

to waive the required 21 days’ notice as otherwise the meeting should be adjourned to another 
date without further discussion.

 4.44 The Chairman clarified that it was merely a process. The House would deliberate on the 
audited accounts but approval of the said accounts would be carried out later due to the 

required 21 days’ notice.

 4.45 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin again pointed out there were two issues at hand. The first issue was to 
deliberate on the audited accounts and to determine if the accounts were prepared properly. 

If the accounts were not prepared properly, then the outgoing GC should be held responsible 

and disciplinary action against them should be considered. The second issue was in respect 

of the required 21 days’ notice which the House would need to address.

 4.46 The Chairman thanked Tuan Burns Rajudin for his comments and invited questions from 
the floor on the qualified audited accounts. He called upon the representative from Messrs 
Azman, Wong, Salleh & Co (AWS) to elaborate on the qualification.

 4.47 Mr Leong Kok Tong, partner of Messrs Azman, Wong, Salleh & Co introduced himself and 

informed the House that AWS had been appointed the external auditors for the Club for the 

financial period from 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2016. 
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  He referred the House to Pages 20 and 21 of the audited accounts and read out the basis for 

having arrived at a qualified opinion, “As disclosed in Note 7, the Club’s financial statements 
as at 30 June 2016 include unidentified lodgements amounting to RM183,045 which results 
primarily from the amongst the deposited into Club’s bank account and clearing accounts 

which comprise of cash, cheque and credit cards transactions amounting to RM192,208 that 
are yet to be identified or matched to the amount deposited into the club’s bank account. 
Investigation into the unidentified lodgements and clearing accounts are ongoing and are 
yet to be concluded as the date of this report. And accordingly, we are unable to determine 

the possible financial effects of any adjustments which might have been found necessary in 
respect of these items. In our opinion, except for the possible effect of the matter described 
in the basis of qualified opinion paragraph, the financial statements give a true and fair view 
of the financial position of the Club as of 30 June 2016, and of its financial performance and 
cashflows for its year ended accordance to the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in 
Malaysia and Constitutional Rules of the Club.” 

  From the above, Mr Leong Kok Tong said that the basis of qualification was in respect of the 
unidentified lodgement of monies. These amounts that had been banked into the Club’s bank 
account but the Club’s Management had yet to be able to identify who are these or where do 

these deposits come from. 

  In addition, there were three clearing accounts comprising cheques clearing account, cash 
clearing account and credit card clearing account which amounts had yet to be identified and 
resolved. Investigation by the Club’s Management was still on-going at the time the audited 

accounts were signed off. 

 4.48 Ms	Kimmie	Goh expressed her concern on the seriousness of the net effect of the RM188,000 
against the loss in cash flow considering the reduction in the Fixed Deposits and enquired 
whether there was material consideration on the part of the external auditors in view of their 

concerns over the clearing accounts and the need for bank and cash reconciliations to be 

conducted. She also enquired whether the external auditors also considered the management 
of the accounts of section funds of the various Sections. 

 4.49 Mr Leong Kok Tong said that there was no direct relation between the qualification of accounts 
and the reduction in Cash and Cash Equivalents. The Cash and Cash Equivalents comprises 
substantially of Fixed Deposits with licensed banks. The reductions in Fixed Deposits were 

not related to the qualification. He said that the outgoing GC should be able to explain the 
reduction of the Fixed Deposits.

 4.50 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy enquired whether bank reconciliations were carried out monthly.

 4.51 Mr Leong Kok Tong stated that bank reconciliation was prepared but not on a timely basis, but 

such bank reconciliations were provided to them during the audit. 

 4.52 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy asked whether such untimely bank reconciliation a serious breach of 

finance auditing and whether the external auditors reprimand the GC for failing to do so.

 4.53 Mr Leong Kok Tong replied that the external auditors had no authority to reprimand the GC.

 4.54 The Chairman reminded the House that the issue of bank reconciliation had been an on-going 

issue from the time he headed the Special House Committee (SHC) in 2015. The SHC had 

recommended that bank reconciliations be carried out on a regular basis at an EGM in 2015 

and yet the GC failed to comply, resulting with all these discrepancies.

 4.55 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy said that it was not the duty of the external auditors to prepare the bank 

reconciliations but to point out to the Club’s Management. He said that the Members whom the 

House had voted in previous year did not carry out the timely bank reconciliations which was 

a very key financial control. Therefore, it was now up to the House to reprimand the elected 
GC Members who had failed to carry out their duties.
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 4.56 The Chairman said that the House had to be fair to the Finance Sub-Committee (FSC) 

Chairman as Mr Risha Rajadurai had only been appointed to the GC the last two months. 

The FSC was chaired by someone else who had promised the House that bank reconciliation 

would be carried out without fail.

 4.57 Ms	Kimmie	Goh said that she had asked Mr Leong Kok Tong whether the material difference 
between the sum of RM188,000 and the reduction of RM4 million in Fixed Deposits had any 

implication to the qualified opinion. She accepted the explanation by Mr Leong Kok Tong that 
such had nothing to do with the qualified opinion. 

  With that, Ms Kimmie Goh drew the attention of the House to Note 7, and sought confirmation 
from Mr Leong Kok Tong whether the clearing accounts were in relation to the section funds 

of the various sections.

 4.58 Mr Leong Kok Tong explained that Note 7 was in relation to other receivables in sundry deposits 

accounts. The issue at hand was only the clearing accounts. The clearing accounts shows a 

debit balance of RM9,163 and it was placed there in other receivables for the purposes of the 

Report. The cash clearing or cheque clearing accounts were related to transactions mainly 
arising from monies received but the Club’s Management had yet to identity and confirm to 
which these amounts were to be posted into the respective Members’ accounts. Hence, the 

clearing accounts provided for these amounts which had not been properly identified yet. 
The investigations were still on-going. He said that such clearing accounts were temporary in 

nature, pending confirmation and posting to the respective Members’ accounts.

 4.59 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim asked Mr Leong Kok Tong to explain what did qualified accounts 
meant and whether such qualification happened continuously year after year.

 4.60 Mr Leong Kok Tong explained that when the auditors found no exceptions and obtained all 

reasonable assurance and necessary evidence on all the underlying transactions, then the 

auditors would give a clean report without any qualifications. However, for the FY2016, the 
auditors had decided to qualify the accounts due to the unidentified lodgements and the 
clearing accounts which had yet to be identified by the Club’s Management. Apart from that, 
Mr Leong Kok Tong said that all other items in the Financial Statements as presented were 

true and fair.

  Based on his experience, Mr Leong Kok Tong said that there were some companies that had 

qualified opinions but on different issues for a few years. As auditors, he would rather see 
companies without any qualifications at all.

 4.61 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim asked how many times were the Club’s accounts had been qualified.

 4.62 Mr Leong Kok Tong said that AWS had been appointed auditors for a very long time and as far 

as he could remember, the Club’s accounts were qualified three times.

 4.63 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim asked Mr Leong Kok Tong whether AWS could provide professional 

services and assist the Club in overcoming such discrepancies that led to the qualification of 
the accounts.

 4.64 Mr Leong Kok Tong said that AWS would forward a Management Letter to the GC, after 

completing the audit, and highlight shortcomings and weaknesses which AWS had observed 

during audit and forward recommendations to overcome such shortcomings and weaknesses. 

However, AWS would not be involved in setting up of controls and procedures.

 4.65 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim said that the outgoing GC had been irresponsible in not acting on the 

report given by AWS.

 4.66 The Chairman informed the House that he was informed by Mr Mahinder S Randhawa that the 

GC had not receive such Management Letter which showed a breakdown in communication. 

He reminded Prof Dr Jimmy C S Lim that the outgoing GC had not responded to the letter from 

the SHC in respect of its recommendations which were not followed through by the GC.
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 4.67 Mr	Daniel	Thuraiappah	(11551) said that it was the duty of the Club Secretary to ensure all 

such documents were distributed to the GC.

 4.68 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng said that he had obtained a copy of the Management Letter from the 

external auditors. He said that it basically contained the qualitative aspects which led to all the 
quantitative data of at least 15 to 16 pages. 

  He read out as follows, “During the course of our audit, we have noted various deficiencies 
or shortcomings in the accounting and internal control system of the club which consequently 

give rise to errors or misstatements on the ledgers and other related accounting records.” 

  He then continued and read, “In order to prevent the reoccurring of such issues, we recommend 
that management should take immediate action to implement proper and adequate controls 

in all areas with shortcomings or weakness in controls have been identified. A sound system 
of internal controls will afford reliable accounting and other recourse of the club to be made 
available for the purpose of preparation of financial statements.” 

  Mr Foong said that this has been happening for the last few years and was not rectified 
resulting with the Club having the qualified accounts. Some of the specific items which the 
auditor mentioned had led to such deficiencies. 

  He continued reading, “The previous Head of Finance resigned in April 2016. Vacancy was 
filled in May by a new Finance Manager. Based on our observations and discussion with 
management, there appears to be a general deficiency in the supervision and monitoring of 
the Club’s accounting functions during the financial year. Consequently, processes such as 
reconciliations, identification and correction of errors, omissions and misstatements in the 
accounting recourse were not carried in a systematic and timely manner. The Club does not 

have adequate instructions on manual, detailing the procedures of accounting and its related 

activities for the purpose of ensuring the proper accounting of the Club’s transactions. Part of 
written procedures was simplified by the fact that various accounting functions are performed 
by persons who are not in the Club’s Finance Department or by those who may not possess 

sufficient accounting knowledge and hence such positions may not be able to appreciate their 
respective functions or to perform them with utmost due care and negligence.” 

  Mr Foong was of the view that such was the basis of the qualitative problem that lead to the 
qualified opinion. He further said that it was important for Members to ask questions related 
to the increase in costs in the respective accounts, rather than talking on the unidentified 
lodgement which would not bring any closure.

 4.69 Having audited the accounts, Mr	V	Chakaravarthy asked of Mr Leong Kok Tong, when he had 

notice the monies lodged but had yet to be identified and posted to the respective Members’ 
accounts, why he did not recommend to the GC then to clear the accounts within the year. 

As such accounts were temporary in nature, he was of the view that the auditors should have 

insisted so with the GC as otherwise it would no longer be temporary but permanent.

 4.70 The Chairman reminded the House the need to understand that auditing was carried after the 

end of the financial year and by the time the auditors noticed any discrepancy, it was already 
too late. Therefore, in previous years the Club had employed internal auditors to carry own 

internal auditing on a month-to-month basis. He agreed that the incoming GC should resolve 

the issue of these temporary accounts and carry out the monthly reconciliations without fail. 

  The Chairman shared his concern over the declining amounts of the Fixed Deposits from 

RM33.6 million in FY2015 to RM27.4 million in FY2016, a reduction of RM6.2 million. He also 

enquired the loss suffered in the operations of the Machine Room closed to RM340,000.

 4.71 Mr	Risha	A	Rajadurai admitted that the Club’s Management had overlooked the operations 

of the Machine Room. The pay outs were not in proportion to the collections and the food 

consumption had increased significantly. It was sometime in April when the President then had 
invited the Audit Committee to review the situation, following which various steps were taken. 

Since then the situation improved. 
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 4.72 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin said that the SHC had earlier recommended some internal controls 

over the monies that were transferred from the Machine Room to the Finance Department. 

He wanted to know what had been done by the GC. He also wanted to find out who was 
appointed to take over the chairmanship of the Machine Room Sub-Committee when the Vice 

President, Dr Molly Cheah was suspended.

 4.73 Mr	Risha	Rajadurai said the GC did not appoint any other person to be Chairman of the 

Machine Room Sub-Committee when Dr Molly Cheah was suspended. 

  In responding to the query on the declining amounts of the Fixed Deposits, Mr Risha Rajadurai 
explained that out of RM6.2 million, there was an amount of approximately RM2.1 million 

under Cash and Cash Balances. The remaining amounts were spent on Capex at RM1.9 

million, gaming tax of approximately RM500,000 which was provided for in FY2015 but paid 

in FY2016 and the remaining RM1.6 million to cover operational expenses.

 4.74 The Chairman requested for the breakdown on the Capex amounting to RM1.9 million.

 4.75 Mr	Peter	Geh	Cheng	Thye	(12647)	said that he remembered during the time when he was 

the President, the Club had engaged full time internal auditors. Had the Club continued with 

that practice, he was of the view that the accounts would not had come to such a situation as 

the full time internal auditors would be reviewing the accounting processes monthly. 

 4.76 The Chairman said that the engagement of internal auditors was abandoned during the time 

when YBhg Datuk A Sani Karim was the President. He brought the attention of the House to 

the RM1.9 million spent on Capex.

 4.77 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin asked what steps had been implemented to prevent such poor accounting 

practices so that the Club would not suffer another year of qualified audited accounts.

 4.78 Ms	Pansy	Lee	Mew	Kwan	(14681) said that the Capex figure as mentioned just now differed 
from that on the TC Report. The cost of the upgrading of the Lift near the Changing Rooms 

Foyer was shown as RM65,000 whereas the TC Report showed the figure of RM175,000 
which figure was the same as the report from Mr Mahinder S Randhawa. 

 4.79 Mr	Ramachandran	Chelliah	(8590) said that the amount appearing in the financial statement 
are the actual amounts paid, whereas the amount appearing in the TC Report includes the 

whole project in totality. 

 4.80 The Chairman asked Mr Risha Rajadurai to confirm that the amount of RM65,000 was paid 
during the last financial year and the remaining amount to be paid in the current financial year.

 4.81 Mr	Risha	Rajadurai	said that he was unable to answer that question as the audited accounts 
was for the period from 1 July 2015 up to 30 June 2016 whereas the TC Report was for the 

calendar year of 2016. However, he figured that the total amount could have been paid over 
two financial years.

 4.82 Ms	 Pansy	 Lee	 Mew	 Kwan accepted the explanation as Mr Mahinder S Randhawa had 

indicated that he had inherited the lift upgrading project from previous year.

 4.83 Mr	Cheok	Kim	Chee	 (13264) asked why there was a deficit in Cash and Fixed Deposit 
amounting to RM4.5 million. Considering the Club expended RM1.9 million on Capex, then 

the Club had lost RM2.7 million. He questioned why the Club suffered a loss of RM2.7 million 
and why the operations of the Machine Room suffered a loss too.

 4.84 Mr	 K	 A	 Kumar	 (13512) referred to the last item under OTHER ITEMS in aggregate of 

RM285,000 and asked the Finance Manager why there was no breakdown for such expenses.

 4.85 Mr George Chong, the Finance Manager said he could not remember the breakdown of the 

said RM285,000.
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 4.86 Ms	Kimmie	Goh asked Mr Leong Kok Tong whether, in his professional opinion, he would 

recommend the practise of recognising liabilities to reflect the creditors in the Balance Sheet 
considering the differences in the amounts reported under Capex and the TC Report.

 4.87 Mr Leong Kok Tong explained that the capitalisation of assets was being made as when the 

expenses or the job was completed. There were times when the job was completed up to a 

certain stage and not in full but whatever the reason, the Club had rightly recognised those 

costs relating to that stage of completion and whatever recognised as not paid was reflected 
under creditors. 

 4.88 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy said that the Head of the Finance Department must ensure that all 

transactions are properly checked and signed off. He also must ensure that timely reconciliation 
is performed. If such measures had been taken, Mr Chakaravarthy said that the accounts 

would not suffer another qualification.

 4.89 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim pointed out that the figures reflected in the audited accounts and that 
in the TC Report were different, and that might be the cause for the accounts being qualified. 
He also highlighted that in the past the Club had engaged the services of an internal audit firm 
but this practice was discontinued for the past few years. He conjectured that the financial 
management of the Club had suffered since then, especially the income from the operations 
of the Machine Room. He also said that the GC, being entrusted to manage the Club, 

should not play politics and abuse, misuse and suspend fellow members over some minor 

misdemeanours. He said that some of the expenses were incurred without the knowledge of 

the TC. They should be taken to task for such abusive and immoral stuff. 

 4.90 In responding to Prof Dr Jimmy C S Lim, YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that the figures 
in the audited accounts were different with that of the TC Report was because the GC did not 
provide the figures to the TC. 

  On another matter, which he had raised many times before the House, was the way the 

entrance fees were treated as an operating income rather that a balance sheet item and set 

aside for capital or redevelopment costs, for the past 7 to 8 years. YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan 

also pointed out that the operating deficit stood at RM2.7 million and if the entrance fees for 
the year amounting RM1.8 million were removed as operating income, the Club would be 

facing a deficit of RM4.5 million. 

  He proposed a resolution that, going forward, all entrance fees shall be treated as a balance 

sheet item and not as an operating income. The resolution was seconded by Dr K J John. 

 4.91 Mr Cheok Kim Chee inquired from the external auditor what was the acceptable accounting 
practice in the treatment of the entrance fees.

 4.92 Mr Leong Kok Tong clarifies that AWS had conducted a research on the matter some time 
back. He said that there were other Clubs that recognise the entrance fees as an operating 

income and some Club had recognized it as an accumulated fund. He said that the Club was 

now using what was called the generally accepted principle, namely using the accounting 

policies and principles which were best suitable for the Club. 

  Based on the latest MFRS, Malaysian Financial Reporting Standard which was supposed 

to be adopted by all PLC in Malaysia, entrance fees were to be recognised as an operating 

income instead of it being recognized as a reserved account, like a share capital. Hence, he 

would leave it to the Club to decide whether to recognize the entrance fees as a form of a 

share capital or payment to enjoy the facilities of the Club. 

 4.93 The Chairman said that the explanation clearly indicated that the entrance fees should be 

treated as an operating income.

 4.94 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim reminded the Chairman that his question regarding the loss suffered 
in the operations of the Machine Room was not answered yet.
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 4.95 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan reiterated that the House should consider recognising the 

entrance fees as a separate capital fund as opposed to operating income. He was concerned 

that the GC would take advantage and admit as many members as possible so that the Club 

would generate more operating income through receipt of entrance fees. Such practice would 

bring forth a false comfort that the Club was making profit when that was not the case.

 4.96 Having listened to the explanation by the external auditor, En Zait Isa was of the view that 

there was no clear conclusion that the entrance fees should be recognised as an operating 

income. He said that the House could either consider that the entrance fees paid by new 

members as a capitalised fund so that the assets of the Club could be maintained, upgraded 

and/or improved or as revenue whereby the member may benefit from dividends if there 
was surplus fund at the end of the financial year. In balance, he agreed with YBhg Dato’ Y 
Sivaloganathan that the House should consider the entrance fees as a capital fund and not as 

an operating income.

 4.97 The Chairman put the resolution to a vote. The count was 57 FOR, 1 AGAINST and 4 

ABSTAINED.

 4.98 The Chairman declared the resolution as carried.

 4.99 Dr	K	J	John said that the external auditors had not been completely transparent with the Club. 

He said that the external auditors should distinguish between profitable concerns and not-for-
profit organisation. The Club falls under the category of not-for-profit organisation, and the 
treatment and the policy for treatment should be viewed from that point of view. He compared 

himself at 66 years old and had been a paying member the past 44 years with that of a new 

member aged 22. Hence, the new member should be required to make the required payment 
towards the capital fund. 

  He further said that the external auditors should also consider strategic auditing rather than 

limiting itself to historical audit as current practices. He highlighted that the Machine Room had 

been recording losses since 2013 when it should have been a profitable concern.

 4.100 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin disagreed with the views of Dr K J John as the external audit cannot 

interfere with the management of the Club. The role of the external auditor was simply to 

provide an opinion on the financials of the Club.

 4.101 Dr	K	J	John said that the external auditors should have followed up on issues as contained 

in its management letter to the Club and to remind the GC of any matters which were not 

addressed as otherwise the accounts would be qualified yet again. Being the Club’s external 
auditors for many years, he was of the view that AWS has the moral responsibility to the 

members. He hoped that the newly elected Vice President, Mr Foong, would handle the 

finance portfolio and resolve issues in the accounting practices.

 4.102 En Zait Isa shared some perspective on the role of the auditor which was reflected in the 
last paragraph of the report in that AWS was to express whether the set of financial report 
which was basically the balance sheet and the profit and loss accounts which recorded the 
income and expenses for the entire year and the cashflow which tracked how much money 
flows in and out of the Club for the 12 months. He emphasized that the role of AWS was to 
express whether those set of figures which were presented to the House reflects the true 
and fair view of the information contain therein. He reminded the House that there were 3 to 

4 levels of qualification, from qualified to no opinion at all which the Club had experienced in 
2014. He was more concerned with the contents of the management letter which was read 

earlier by Mr Foong. There were 2 major areas of serious weaknesses. One was related to 

procedures or the lack of procedures adopted by the Finance Department and second was 

related to availability of competent staff employed to do the job. He therefore put a motion 
to the House to consider outsourcing the accounting department until the work is properly 

regularised with SOPs for every aspect of operations with competent staff. He also said that 
the Club would need to employ a full-time Finance Manager. He thanked Mr George Chong, 

himself a member, who had managed to get the accounts prepared and audited with a small 

qualification. 
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 4.103 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng said that the role of AWS was to audit the accounts and thereafter 

give an opinion whether the accounts were true and accurate. The responsibility of preparing 

the accounts lie with the GC. As AWS and the GC does not communicate with each other, 

it resulted with the accounts for 2013 and 2015 being qualified and disclaimer of opinion for 
2014. The accounts for 2016 were qualified yet again. He said that any incoming GC should 
always make it a point to obtain the management letter from the external auditor. He said that 

the GC should have, immediately after the AGM last year, sat down with AWS and discuss the 

various issues highlighted by them. It was unfortunate that the GC in the past failed to do so 

and both the GC and AWS only come together two months after the financial year ended for 
audit. AWS would not be able to complete the audit on time and hence the audited accounts 

would be late. Mr Foong was of the view that both the GC and AWS shared equal blame. He 
said that AWS, besides providing their professional opinion on the accounts, should have 

taken the initiative to inquire with the GC whether there was anything else that need to be 
done. That was what he did last Monday and by Friday, he had already had the first meeting 
with AWS. 

  In respect of the accounts for 2017, Mr Foong Khee Seng informed the House that AWS would 

not hesitate to qualify the accounts if the Club fails to rectify and take the necessary actions 
as contained in its management letter. So, ultimately the incoming GC would need to address 

the issue at hand.

 4.104 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin said that he had brought up the matter of outsourcing the accounting 

function even before En Zait Isa spoke. Being a member of the Council of the Malaysia Institute 

of Accountants, he said that the country would need to have 60,000 qualified accountants to 
reach the status of a developed country by the year 2020. However, the country has only 32,000 

qualified accounts currently and would find it difficult to meet the deadline at this juncture. He 
said that many qualified accountants would rather worked overseas with bigger earning power. 
Therefore, he was of the view that the Club would not be able to afford a full-time accountant 
who must answer to 13 “bosses”. After 2 to 3 months, the new accountant would move on to 

bigger and better jobs outside. He urged the House to consider the possibility of outsourcing 

the accounting functions.

 4.105 Dr	V	V	Nadkarni	(E4796) advised the Secretary against sending out the Notice of AGM in 

the event the audited accounts were not ready to avoid similar situation where a member had 

written to the ROS on the issue of notice period.

  Regarding the losses suffered in the operations of the Machine Room, Dr Nadkarni said that 
he remembered instances some 25 years back when he was serving in the Finance Sub-

Committee where large pay outs were recorded between the hours of 3.30am and 4.30am. 

The Committee had then scrutinised the operations and resolved the matter then.

 4.106 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy disagreed with the suggestion to outsource the accounting functions as 

it would only incur more expenses. He held the view that maintaining an account was not a 

problem provided there are good supervision and good procedures and standing orders on 

how it should be done. He also said that the management team should be told in no uncertain 

terms that they are required to comply with all set policies and procedures. The GC must be 
committed and ensure compliance.

 4.107 Having read Note 7 of the audited accounts, Mr	V	Sankar said that he was surprised that AWS 

had found it necessary to qualify the accounts. He understood from Note 7 that there were 4 
items which had yet to be identified. The first was the unidentified lodgement of RM183,000 
as reflected in the bank statement, which were amounts put into the Club’s bank accounts 
but had yet to be credited against the members’ accounts. Under Note 6, he said that the 

members’ balances as at 30 June 2016 was RM2.2 million and if one were to deduct the 

amount of RM183,000, the members’ balances would then be reduced to RM2.0 million.

  Second was the Cash Clearing Account for RM6,750 which could not be identified. He said 
that the said sum was not significant. Third was the Cheque Clearing Account for RM115,000 
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representing payments made which were not identified yet. Finally, there was the Credit Card 
Clearing Account for RM70,000. He said that the net impact of all these Clearing Accounts 

was RM9,000. Therefore, he could not comprehend the reasons for the qualification by AWS 
unless there were other issues not disclosed. 

  On another matter, Mr Sankar referred to Note 21 and sought clarification on 3 items. The first 
one was compound and penalty which has gone up from RM100 in 2015 to RM135,795 in 

2016. Secondly, the department expenses have gone up from RM298,000 to RM511,000 an 

increase of almost RM200,000. Thirdly, the legal expenses, what was reported at RM48,605 

when the Chairman at the AGM last week said that the amount of RM290,000 was paid out 

which meant that an amount of RM240,000 was paid during the period from 1 July 2016 up 

to the day of the AGM. He said that he had already given notice to the Secretary to provide 

details of all legal cases and payments made.

 4.108 Mr Leong Kok Tong clarified that although the net amount of RM9,163 was small, there was not 
enough evidence or proof that RM183,000 received could be rightly offset against the clearing 
account although during audit, there were evidence and instances where items in the clearing 

accounts was related to the unidentified lodgement. AWS was viewing it as 4 separate items, 
and as mentioned earlier, Mr Leong said that investigations were still ongoing and which 

could mean that the figures in the clearing accounts getting bigger. He also understood from 
the management that there were still new unidentified lodgements after the financial year. Mr 
Leong said that that was the basis for qualification. 

 4.109 The Chairman requested Mr George Chong to explain the second half of the query by Mr 
Sankar.

 4.110 The Finance Manager, Mr George Chong explained that the sum of RM135,000 primarily 

represented the 2 years of penalties imposed by Lembaga Jabatan Hasil Dalam Negeri for 

not being able to lodge its income tax returns arising from the facts that the accounts for 

these years were qualified. He informed the House that steps have been taken to mitigate the 
damage as the Club would be making an appeal to reduce the penalty.

  In respect of the department expenses increase of RM200,000 Mr Risha Rajadurai explained 

that the problem was essentially expenses which should have been put into other accounts 

but were lumped together instead. Mr Risha conceded that the discipline in the accounting 

section was lax resulting in poor accounting reporting structure.

  Mr George Chong gave the breakdown on the department expenses with Sports & Recreation 

at RM250,000, Food and Beverages at RM78,000, Finance at RM60,000, Buttery at RM31,000, 

Garden Café at RM28,000 and Membership at RM28,000.

   In terms of type of expenses, Food Expenses was RM325,000 and General Expenses which 

included napkins, garbage bags, dish washing liquid, bio-degradable plastic, paper roll and A4 
paper was RM93,000. Beverage Purchase was RM71,000 and Patrons’ Banquet expenses 
was RM8,000 and entertainment licenses was RM5,000. 

4.111 The Chairman said that the last issue was in respect of legal costs which would be discussed 

separately. He requested the House to accept and approve the audited accounts for the 
financial year ended 30 June 2016.

4.112 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim enquired on the cost of the production of the Club’s 125th Anniversary 

Yearbook to which the Chairman replied that the matter was covered last Sunday. He further 

said that 5,000 copies were already printed and available for members to buy at RM125 per 

book.

4.113 Mr Cheok Kim Chee reminded the Chairman that his question on the operating loss suffered 
in the Machine Room had yet to be answered. He also wanted to know the reason for the loss 

of RM2.8 million.
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4.114 Mr	Risha	Rajadurai said that the Machine Room suffered a loss of RM17K last financial year. 
He admitted that there was not much focus placed on the operations of the Machine Room 

and the Machine Room suffered a loss of RM270,000 by April 2016. He further said that the 
matter was presented to the GC then. In April, steps were taken and since then the losses 

were arrested.

4.115 Mr	Daniel	Thuraiappah	(11551)	questioned the assumption that the losses suffered at the 
Machine Room was attributed to the food consumption. From what was shown on the slides, 

he said that the bonus pay outs seemed to be the cause. He remembered Dr Molly Cheah who 

was then the Machine Room Chairman had highlighted that there were 3 matters of concern 

then, first was the overpaid tax and secondly was the bonus pay outs. He was of the view 
that the Machine Room would have made a profit if the bonus pay out was stopped. He also 
questioned why so much tax was paid when the Club was losing money in the Machine Room 
operations.

4.116 Mr	Risha	Rajadurai explained that gaming tax was paid on the bet played. If RM100 was 

played, 20% of it would be paid to the government. 

4.117 Mr	Daniel	Thuraiappah asked whether the Club pay the 20% based on the actual sum played 

or the sum placed in the first instance. If he had put in RM100 but withdraw RM80, why would 
the Club pay 20% on the RM100 instead of RM20.

4.118 Mr	Risha	Rajadurai explained that the tax was calculated on the amount of money put in 

the machine. If a member put in RM100, 20% of that would be recorded as gaming tax. If the 

member subsequently withdrew RM80, the gaming tax had already by computed and deemed 
payable as it was not based on the profitability of the gambling.

4.119 Mr	Daniel	Thuraiappah did not agree with the explanation given, and maintained that it was 

the gaming tax and bonus pay-outs that attributed to the loss, and not the food consumption 

by patrons at the Machine Room which amounted to mis-management of the Machine Room.

4.120 En Zait Isa said that the point raised was valid and technical. He was of the view that the Club 

would need to refer to the appropriate laws and determine the basis in calculating gaming tax, 

whether it should be based on gross collection or the actual nett collection.

4.121 The Chairman agreed that the incoming GC should review the matter on the gaming tax. In 

respect of overpaid taxes, he urged the incoming GC to discuss the matter with the Inland 

Revenue Department.

4.122 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan observed that GC after GC had proven their inability to look 

after the Machine Room operations. He remembered looking into the affairs of the Machine 
Room for 10 years in the past and the income then was between RM4 to RM5 million per 

year. In fact, he said that the building of the new Main Block of the Club was funded from 

the proceeds in operating the Machine Room. When the new ruling banned Muslims from 

the Machine Room, the income dropped but the Club was recording a profit of RM2 to RM3 
million. He was concern that the operations of the Machine Room recorded consistent losses 

over the couple of years. He also said that the Royal Selangor Golf Club too had difficulties in 
managing the Machine Room and decided to privatised its operations and was now earning 

approximately RM200,000 per month. He suggested that the Club should consider setting up 

a committee of senior members with Machine Room operations experience to consider the 

possibility of privatising the Club’s Machine Room.

4.123 The Chairman urged the incoming GC to consider views expressed by the House and to 

institute measures to rejuvenate the Club. He again requested the House to accept and 
approve the audited accounts for the financial year ended 30 June 2016.

4.124 Dr	 K	 J	 John requested that the House should not ignore the provisions of the Club’s 
Constitution. He agreed that the House should consider accepting and approving the audited 

accounts but the reporting of the accounts to the ROS should be made when the 21 days’ 

notice had been complied with.
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4.125 The Chairman rephrased the resolution that the House shall adopt and pass the audited 

accounts upon meeting the required 21 days’ notice, after which the reporting to the ROS 
would be made accordingly.

4.126 The resolution was seconded by Mr	V	Sankar.

 4.127 The Chairman out the resolution to a vote. The count was 52 FOR and 3 ABSTAINED. There 

was none AGAINST.

 4.128 The Chairman declared the resolution as carried.

 4.129 On a matter not related to the audited accounts, Mr	Philip	Mathews	(14023) said that the 

single thread of discussion the whole morning was the criticism against the GC. He also said 

that the House at the proceedings last week had sought and passed a resolution censuring 

the GC members. He was of the view that the resolution to censure must be provided with a 

list of things that the GC had failed to do. He further said that he had been a GC member the 

past one year and that he had objected on many occasions over issues that were brought up. 

However, he said he stood by the collective responsibility, so at the end of the day, if the GC 

decided on something, then he would be responsible as well. 

  Hence, if the members wanted to criticise the GC on those issues, he said that he ought to be 

criticised as well except that many of the issues that were brought up at that day and last week 

were not brought up before the GC. Therefore, he said he cannot be held responsible for the 

things that were not discussed and not voted on at GC meetings.

 4.130 The Chairman agreed that the comments made by Mr Mathews were fair. With that, the 

Chairman declared a recess and that the proceedings would continue at 2.30pm on the Audit 

Committee’s Report.

[5.0]	 Legal	Matters	involving	the	Club	and	Members

 5.1 The Chairman reconvened the meeting at 2.30pm.

 5.2 Dr	K	 J	 John said that he had been overseas the past month and when he returned on 
Monday, he was informed by friends that the Club was suing him. He wanted to verify the 
correctness of the information. When he came to the Club that morning, some members 
pointed out to him Mr K C Chan, the lawyer who was supposedly been appointed by the Club. 
Dr K J John said that he had walked over to Mr Chan and asked why he had yet to be served 
with a letter of claim. Mr Chan had then responded that he had gathered all the necessary 
documentation but has yet to file it. Hence, Dr K J John asked under what circumstances the 
Club had made payments to Mr Chan.

 5.3 The Chairman said that the subject matter was discussed at the proceedings last Sunday and 
the House had decided to put a stop to all legal proceedings.

 5.4 Mr	 Foong	 Khee	 Seng said that he had checked with the Finance Department after the 
proceedings last week and had requested the Finance Manager to prepare a slide on the 
legal expenses, classified under which lawyers, the date of payments made and payment 
vouchers’ signatories as well as the image of the cheque paid and its signatories

 5.5 From the slides shown, the Chairman said that a total sum of RM443K was paid to the various 
legal firms for different cases.

5.6 Ms	Pansy	Lee	Mew	Kwan referred the legal case between Pansy Lee v Datuk Jimmy and 

asked why a sum of RM17K was paid to the legal firm, Zul Rafique. She said that there was 
no dispute between her and the Club, rather it was between her and another member, Jimmy 

Lim whom she sued for defamation. 

5.7 Mr	V	Sankar echoed the same question and wondered what was the Club’s interest in the 
matter and why the Club was required to pay when both Ms Pansy Lee and Datuk Jimmy Lim 
would have engaged separate legal firms to represent them.
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5.8 Mr	Mahinder	S	Randhawa said that the information as contained on the slide presentation 

was something he was not aware of. He requested the Secretary to elaborate on such 
payments.

5.9 The Chairman said that it was not up to the Secretary to make such decisions regarding 

payments but rather someone else who had authorised these payments

5.10 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan asked the GC members present whether they would confirm 
that they had no knowledge of such payments.

5.11 Mr	Mahinder	S	Randhawa said that he had asked Mr Risha Rajadurai to answer as he 

himself was unable to answer because he had no knowledge of such payments made for the 

legal cases.

5.12 Mr	 Risha	 Rajadurai said that he was fully aware of what happened in the legal matter 

concerning Dr Molly Cheah. He also said that he was aware that payments were made for 

the case involving YBhg Dato Nik Gee and the Union because the matter were mentioned at 

the GC meetings. However, he believed that the other GC members may not be aware of the 

details. He was unable to explain the reason for payments made to the legal firm on the case 
between Ms Pansy Lee and Datuk Jimmy Lim.

5.13 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng advised Mr Risha Rajadurai to allow Mr George Chong to explain the 

legal fees.   

5.14 Mr George Chong clarified that the schedule shown encompassed a period of 23 months, 
namely from January 2015 to November 2016 as requested by the incoming GC. 

5.15 Ms	Pansy	Lee	Mew	Kwan again asked why the Club had paid the sum of RM17,000 to Zul 

Rafique and who had approved such payment. She said Zul Rafique was never involved as 
her lawyer was Yusuf Khan and Datuk Jimmy Lim was represented by Firdaus Bhupin.

5.16 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that there seemed to be some confusion on the matter. 

From what he understood, Ms Pansy Lee had a legal case against Datuk Jimmy Lim in 2011. 

Zul Rafique did not represent either one of them. The question was why there was a payment 
made to Zul Rafique in September 2015. He said that the House should not fault Mr George 
Chong as he only took office as the Finance Manager in July 2016. He suggested that the 
House to move forward and let the incoming GC to address the matter on the legal fees and 

report back to members via the Club’s Newsletter.

5.17 The Chairman said that he was given the impression that the details were available. He 

suggested that the House to go through the slides with available details.

5.18 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy asked how was the payment made.

5.19 The Chairman said that no one in the GC could answer that. It was also unfortunate that 

the President was not present to answer questions. Since the House had appointed a legal 
team of 4 members to look into all the legal cases involving the Club, he suggested that they 

be mandated to review all legal cases whether it was justified or otherwise and present their 
report to the incoming GC and thereafter convene an EGM accordingly.

5.20 Mr	K	C	Chan	(11566) said that the current GC did not seem to know about the legal cases that 

had been initiated. He was of the view that the House should be made aware of all the legal 

cases initiated by the Club the past 5 years and whether the GC then knew about these legal 

cases being initiated.

5.21 The Chairman disagreed to the suggestion to review the legal cases for the past 5 years. The 

House was discussing the legal matters involving the last and current financial years. The 
House had, in the past years, approved the audited accounts without questions on legal fees 
etc. Hence, it would not be proper to review retrospectively such fees paid.
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5.22 Mr K C Chan said that the House, in the past, had not queried the legal cases and hence no 
information was provided. In the current situation, it was disclosed to the House that the GC 

was unaware of the legal cases being initiated. Hence, the Club should disclose to the House 

of all the legal cases that were initiated for the past 5 years, and whether the then GC was 

aware of such legal cases and if they were not aware, why was it so.

5.23 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng commented that the matter being discussed was the legal expenses 

incurred in the immediate past and current financial years. The House was not discussing 
whether the GC, past or present, was aware of such legal cases. Secondly, the House had 

wanted to know whether such payments had been properly authorised. He agreed with the 

suggestion of the Chairman that the incoming GC would work with Mr George Chong for the 

answers.

5.24 The Chairman said that Mr George Chong would go through the figures which he had prepared 
and answer questions therefrom.

5.25 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy agreed with the Chairman that the House be apprised of details as 

prepared by the Finance Manager. In instances where there were no available details, he 

asked that the incoming GC to inform the general membership as to where the Club’s money 

was spent and who had authorised such payments and signed the payment cheques.

5.26 The Chairman said that he had earlier mentioned that the 4-man legal committee would look 

into the matter and report back to the House.

5.27 YBhg	 Dato’	 Y	 Sivaloganathan informed the House that the GC had decided to co-opt 

him to chair the 4-man legal committee which was appointed by the House last week. He 

sought confirmation from the House that his appointment was acceptable and the House duly 
concurred with unanimity.

He continued to inform the House that the legal committee had started work on Monday, 

and had appointed Messrs Shook Lin & Bok to look into all the various legal cases. The first 
of such cases was between En Jon Azman and YBhg Dato Nik Gee, a defamation suit for 

RM150 million. Second was also a defamation case between the Club and the Union staff for 
carrying placards for RM150 million. The third case was a letter of demand being planned to 

be sent to Dr K J John and YBhg Tan Sri Salleh Mohd Nor for something they said on the floor. 

He reminded the House of the resolution passed at the proceedings last week that anything 

said on the floor, any opinion given was privileged and not subject to disciplinary action, unless 
authorised by the House. He said that he had to put forth that resolution because he had 

been subjected to disciplinary proceedings by the outgoing GC because he supported Dr 

Molly Cheah who was suspended from the Club. The GC was upset as their decision was 

overturned by the House and hence he was punished with a disciplinary complaint. 

He also informed the House that he had written to the Club seeking confirmation as he had 
heard rumours of substantial sums being paid as legal fees. He believed that Mr V Sankar 

had also sent a letter on the same subject matter. He said that the GC had initially denied 

that they even received any letters and that he had to take out the letter which he sent and 

another fellow member, Mr Arumugam had duly confirmed it. The House allowed a recess of 
30 minutes for the GC to check their records but they were unable to do so. He said that a 

week had passed and the GC was supposed to provide the information required.

5.28 The Chairman invited Mr George Chong, the Finance Manager, to present the sums paid 

towards legal fees.

5.29 Mr George Chong said that the first 5 months from July to November 2016, there were 7 
payments made. There was no payment made in July 2016 and in August 2016, the Club paid 

Cecil Abraham & Partners. From September, the Club had made payments to K C Chan & Co.

5.30 The Chairman requested the Secretary to clarify the payments made as the explanation given 
by Mr George Chong was not quite right.
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5.31 From the payment slide shown at the proceedings, the Secretary said that there was no 

payment made in July 2016. One payment was made in August to Cecil Abraham & Partners 

when the Club sought its views upon receipt of a requisition for an EGM. The payment made 
in September for K.C. Chan & Partners was for the High Court defamation suit filed by the club 
against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee. The GC had approved to proceed with the suit on 27 June 2016.

5.32 To cut it short, YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that after the financial year ended, a sum 
of RM380,000 has been paid. RM10,000 went to Cecil Abraham & Partners and RM370,000 

went to Mr K C Chan for various legal cases. He recalled that the President at the last meeting 

had said that only a sum of RM270,000 was paid and he believed all the GC members present 

then were present on that day. He said the figure originally mentioned at RM270,000 was now 
RM360,000. 

5.33 The Chairman asked whether approvals were given before commencing the suits and the 

payments made.

5.34 Mr	Risha	Rajadurai confirmed that the GC had agreed to proceed with the suits.

5.35 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim requested the Chairman to take questions systematically, item by 
item so that proper recording can be made.

5.36 Dr	K	J	John said that Mr George Chong had the list of cases and payments made, complete 

with details on approvals and the signatories for the payment cheques. He said that there was 
no point in verifying the matter with the rest of the GC unless they disagreed with the details 

put up by Mr George Chong.

5.37 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng was of the view that the House should give the GC an opportunity to 

declare whether they have agreed to proceed with the legal cases.

5.38 The Chairman said that Mr George Chong could not project the slides properly and that some 

details were clear for everyone to see.

5.39 Mr	V	Sankar highlighted that there were 7 cases listed and 6 of it were filed with the High 
Court. He said that the case might be High Court matters from the point of view of the quantum 
claimed but he had his doubts that such cases had been filed with the High Court. He said that 
there had only been letters sent to the defendants to gauge their reaction. He said the House 

should not be frightened into submission that the amount paid towards the cases were valid.

5.40 Dr	K	J	John	reminded the Chairman that he has yet to get an answer to his first question at the 
start of the discussion. He also tends to agree with Mr Sankar that some of these High Court 

matters had not been filed yet. He wanted to know from the GC why the Club was suing him. 
He gave notice to the GC that, if his name was implicated, that each of them would personally 

bear the costs as there was no collective responsibility on this kind of matter. Therefore, he 

wanted to know who knew about it and who had pursued the matter.

5.41 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Datuk	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor said that he did not have any clue what the matter 

was about when his name was mentioned together with Dr K J John. He sought clarification 
what wrong had he committed.

5.42 Mr	Risha	Rajadurai clarified that he never said that he knew of the case against Dr K J John. 
He had said that he was aware of the injunction against Dr Molly Cheah which took place 

about a week before the AGM. He also clarified that he was appointed to the GC in September 
2016 and he understood that the remaining 2 cases were discussed and agreed upon by the 

GC. Mr Risha Rajadurai said that the GC would not been aware of the quantum paid to the 
lawyers as the matter not brought up to the GC for approval. 

5.43 On payment procedures, Mr	Risha	Rajadurai explained that the Finance Manager would 

act upon a memo issued by the General Manager, complete with an invoice from the legal 

firm, to effect payments. A clerk would then prepare the cheque upon receipt of all supporting 
documents. The Finance Manager would verify the payment vouchers and the General 
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Manager authorise it. With all supporting documentation and proper authorisation, Mr Risha 

Rajadurai said that he would then sign off the cheque with the other co-signatory, En Jon 
Azman. Out of the 6 cheques, Mr Risha Rajadurai said that he had signed 3 of it whilst the 
remaining 3 were signed by Col Johan. He said that the decision on the quantum of the legal 
fees was a management function. Hence, the Finance Manager would act on the instruction 

of the General Manager to effect payment with invoice.

5.44 Dr	K	J	John said that he had been hearing that the GC was not aware that he was being sued 

and that the matter was not brought up to the GC. He asked the General Manager who has 

sat in every GC meetings since December last year and approves payments for the lawyers 

to answer the question. 

5.45 The General Manager clarified that he had directed a memo to the Finance Manager to 
prepare a cheque upon receipt of an invoice from the Secretary.

5.46 Mr	G	Naidu	(11282) asked who had negotiated the fees with the lawyers and who approved 

the fees so quoted. Furthermore, there must be a clear evaluation of a claim as to whether 
the claim was sustainable or not and asked for some form of opinion. He said the Club cannot 

simply file a suit for the sake of filing a suit according to one’s whims and fancies. There must 
be a basis whether the suit would be sustainable or otherwise. Then there would be the issue 

of fees. He said the House was disturbed with the fact that so much payment was made and 

wanted to know what was the basis upon which the GC made such decision.

5.47 The Chairman said that the GC did not seem to know about the issue of fees, only the fact 

that the GC had agreed to proceed with legal suits when the matter was brought up at the GC 

meeting.

5.48 Mr	 V	 Chakaravarthy sought clarification to what he had heard, that these matters were 
mentioned at GC meetings but no vote was taken, no discussion was held and no sum was 

mentioned. The matter was just mentioned in passing and action taken accordingly. Then he 

also heard from the General Manager that he just signed off the invoice and passed it on the 
Finance Manager to effect payment.

5.49 Mr	K	A	Kumar	(13512) said that the 4-man legal committee had met on Monday immediately 

after the AGM last week together with the President, the Vice President and himself.

5.50 The Chairman enquired which President, whether it was the incoming President or the 
outgoing President.

5.51 Mr	K	A	Kumar said it was the incoming President as the GC had already taken office from 
Monday. From the legal committee, Mr Stanley Augustine and YBhg Dato’ Philip Chan were 

present together with YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan. The legal committee had decided to stop 

and put on hold all legal cases. The Club then wrote to the lawyer, Mr K C Chan, handling the 

cases involving YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee, Dr Molly Cheah and the Union, instructing him to put on 

hold everything until the legal committee had fully review all cases.

Together with a fellow GC member, Mr Prithviraj Singh Sachdev, the legal committee had 

perused through the files. The Secretary tried to contact Mr K C Chan but was unable to reach 
him. He personally tried to call Mr Chan but was unable to get through. On the next day, Mr 

Chan spoke with the Secretary and asked her what she meant by putting the cases on hold. 

The Club had written another letter to Mr Chan telling him to stop all action and that the Club 

shall appoint another legal firm to handle the cases.

Mr K A Kumar continued saying that Mr Chan had responded and said that the Club cannot 

remove or ask him to stop. Mr Chan then sent a letter claiming RM90,000 before he hands over 

the files to the new lawyer. In fact, Mr Chan went to the Court and made an oral application to 
the judge that he was withdrawing but objected when the lawyers from Shook Lin & Bok were 

there.
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In respect of fees paid, Mr Kumar said the Club had made a payment of RM80,000 involving 

the case against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee and another RM40,000 was made against the Union. 

There was another payment of RM70,000 which he was unsure for which case and finally was 
a payment of RM80,000 for the case against Dr K J John.

5.52 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy wanted to know from the GC members present whether call cases of 

legal matters were decided by one man and that was only mentioned in passing, and that no 

approval was sought.

5.53 Mr	Philip	Mathews said that he would not know if the decision was made by one man but he 

knew that such matters were not brought up to the GC.

5.54 Mr	Mahinder	S	Randhawa remembered the case involving Dr Molly Cheah was discussed at 

the GC meeting, but the quantum of payment was not mentioned.

5.55 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar	Visvanathan	(15172) said that there were 2 instances where mentioned 

was made on the legal cases. The first one was with regards to YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee where 
the GC was told that approval was required for the Club to commence action for defamation. 
The basis was the issue with regards to multimedia law and to preserve the integrity of the 

Club following a police report lodged against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee. The second one was with 

regards to the Trade Union. The GC was briefed that the Union had made comments which 

had disparaged the Club during a picketing session at the AGM in 2014 and that the Club 

and the names of the President and another GC member, Mr S Sivanesan were defamed. 

The GC was asked to refer the matter to the solicitors. In respect of the case on Dr Molly 

Cheah, following the Show Cause letter from the ROS, the GC decided that she should be re-

suspended. Mr Philip Mathews had objected to the decision made and he had abstained. At 

the end of the conclusion of the meeting, a statement was made by President that he quickly 
wants to add any injunction but that proposal was not put to a vote. Mr Vishnu said that he 

personally was not in favour because it was too much of legal activities going around and it 

was very straining. 

5.56 In respect of the invoice for RM10,000 from Cecil Abraham & Partners, Mr Vishnu said that he 

did not expect such a sum being billed to the Club as the matter was not a difficult issue. It was 
basically whether the Club can remove a sitting GC when there was no provision in the Club’s 

Constitution. Mr Vishnu said that the motion put up by Mr V Sankar could not be severed in 

half between asking for a censure and thereafter removing the GC. He said that the issue of 

payment was never agreed upon. 

5.57 He also said that some of the GC members just could not be present that day as none of them 

had expected the AGM to be adjourned to another day. It was not the case that the GC was 

defiant and hence refused to attend. He said that Col Johan just had an operation and was 
recuperating while some other GC members were not free. He also added that the reports of 

the TC and AC were good in terms of good governance. It was unfortunate that there was no 

requirement for the income and expenditure on a 30-days cycle to be presented to the GC 
which had resulted in the failure of governance by the GC.

5.58 Dr	Surindar	Singh	(15233) said that he was aware of the case against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee. 

He said that it was mentioned by the President that our system was hacked and we need to 

act and the GC agreed. The other case was with regards to the Union. He said that the GC 

was not informed as to who was the legal firm so appointed. As for the fees, it was never 
discussed at the GC meetings and as such, none of the GC members were aware of the 

quantum paid. With regards to Dr Molly Cheah, he said that he was hospitalised at that point 
in time and hence was not able to make any comment on the matter.

5.59 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Datuk	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor informed the House that the incoming President, 

YBhg Dato’ Kamil Noor Ariff had called him on Monday, assuring him that the Club would not 
pursue the suit against him. He said that he felt ashamed that the Club had paid a lot of money 

to lawyers to take legal action against fellow members without any concrete justification. 
Furthermore, he has yet to be served a demand letter and yet the lawyer had been paid the 

amount of RM80,000. He demanded that the lawyer refund the said sum to the Club.
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5.60 The Chairman said that the said lawyer in question should answer the queries from the 
members.

5.61 Mr	Daniel	Thuraiappah would like to clarify the matter involving the lawsuit against the staff. 
He agreed that the matter was tabled to the GC in January 2016 but he did not approve it but 

the minutes was erroneously reflected to state that a unanimous decision was reached. When 
there were 4 GC members objected to it in February, the minutes were then amended. A sum 

of RM7,000 was paid to Suflan in May 2016. He was puzzled how did the sum of RM7,000 had 
gone up to RM80,000. He questioned the GC as to how many cases were against the Union 
and staff.

5.62 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that he understood that there was only one case against 

the Union and staff because they had picketed at the AGM last year. He failed to understand 
how the GC could decide to commence legal action against the staff when the staff could take 
up industrial action like picketing and other grievances they had to indicate their unhappiness 

for not concluding the Collective Agreement.

5.63 Mr	K	A	Kumar	clarified that there were 2 cases against the Union. One was in relation to 
Union busting and the other the Collective Agreement.

5.64 Mr	Daniel	Thuraiappah asked whether the House could request Mr K C Chan to answer 
some queries.

5.65 Mr K C Chan firstly addressed the statement made by Mr K A Kumar which he said was a 
complete lie. Mr Chan said that Mr K A Kumar did called his office but he was unable to reach 
Mr Kumar when he tried to return the call. He further said that Mr K A Kumar had called when 

he was in Court the whole day on Monday attending to the case involving Dr Molly Cheah. If 

he had not attended Court that day, the case would have been struck out and a substantial 

amount of cost would be borne by the Club. 

Secondly, Mr Chan said that he had written 4 letters to the Secretary, of which Mr K A Kumar 

was fully aware of. He said that if Mr K A Kumar chose to ignore his letters and not to allow the 

House to know the contents of the 4 letters in respond to his lie when Mr K A Kumar claimed 

that he did not return his call. With so many issues raised, Mr Chan asked whether somebody 

would like to ask a specific question so that he would be able to answer the question directly.

5.66 Mr	G	Naidu asked Mr Chan whether he had offered an opinion as to the sustainability of the 
cost to the Club before agreeing to file the injunction against Dr Molly Cheah. He understood 
that it was some form of anticipatory action as Dr Molly Cheah may take an injunction against 

the Club and to prevent the Club from holding the AGM. He requested Mr Chan to put forth 
his views so that the members would know his views when he decided to proceed with taking 

the injunction against Dr Molly Cheah. Mr Naidu said that the GC members, being laypeople, 

would look up to his advice as to probability and sustainability of such a suit.

5.67 Mr K C Chan clarified that the first suit against Dr Molly Cheah was handed over to him at 
the very last minute. He said that he was asked to take a pre-emptive action to prevent Dr 

Molly Cheah from filing any suit against the Club with the intent of stopping the AGM. He then 
filed for an ex parte injunction and the Court had granted the said injunction. With regards to 
whether there was an official legal opinion given the Club, Mr Chan said that there were none. 
As he had earlier mentioned, the matter was handed to him at the very last minute and he was 

requested to act on it immediately. He had acted on it, filed and obtained the injunction within 
2 to 3 days upon being appointed by the Club.

5.68 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Datuk	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor enquired as to the background to the case against 
Dr K J John and him.

5.69 Mr K C Chan said that he would not elaborate the case against YBhg Tan Sri and Dr K J 

John as the case was quite complicated and was related to the case of YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee. 
However, he confirmed that the court papers and the letter of demand has been done, but not 
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filed yet. He said that he was still studying the matter as to how to proceed with it. With regards 
to the case involving YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee, he confirmed that the case had been filed in Court 
and had went through 2 case management and the Judge had set the dates. He concluded by 

saying that the case against them was a result from a subset of the case involving YBhg Dato’ 

Nik Gee.

5.70 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Datuk	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor enquired in what manner that Dr K J John and he 
were implicated in the case.

5.71 Mr K C Chan said that he was not able to elaborate further. 

5.72 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Datuk	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor expressed his annoyance as he said that Mr Chan 

had earlier agreed to answer questions but now he chose not to.

5.73 Mr K C Chan said that he was about to explain when he was being interrupted. As he 

mentioned earlier, Mr Chan said that the case involving YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee was currently 

before the Court and he would not be able to disclose any further information as it would 

subjudice the Court proceedings. He again confirmed that the case against both YBhg Tan Sri 
and Dr K J John was linked to the case of YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee. Therefore, Mr Chan said that 

he was unable to discuss the matter any further and the case was pending at Court.

5.74 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Datuk	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor asked whether has the Club requested to stop the 
case, to which Mr Chan replied in the affirmative.

5.75 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Datuk	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor asked why Mr Chan could not answer his question 
as a member of the Club.

5.76 Mr K C Chan said that the case was still pending at the Court. The Club would now need to 

appoint new solicitors to take over conduct from him. Then the new solicitors could then file an 
application in court to stop the legal case. Mr Chan said that he could not just stop the legal 

case. 

5.77 YBhg	Dato’	Philip	Chan asked Mr K C Chan whether he could discuss the matter with the 

client if the client so insist.

5.78 Mr K C Chan replied that he had been discharged and that the Club was no longer his client.

5.79 YBhg	Dato’	Philip	Chan maintained that the Club was still a client of Mr K C Chan since the 

Club had already paid his fees. He again requested that Mr Chan to discuss the matter.

5.80 Mr K C Chan maintained that the Club had discharged him and that the Club was no longer 

his client. The case was still pending before the Court.

5.81 YBhg	Dato’	Philip	Chan reminded Mr K C Chan that he was subject to the Bar Council’s 

disciplinary rules. He asked whether Mr Chan could discuss the matter with his client.

5.82 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan, on a point of order, said that the client had given the consent 

and Mr K C Chan could discuss the matter.

5.83 The Chairman said to Mr K C Chan that there were 2 issues at hand, one being the client had 

granted consent. Secondly, as a member of the Club and the members present at the meeting 

had wanted to know, the Chairman requested Mr Chan to discuss the matter with the House.

5.84  Mr K C Chan replied that firstly, he had been discharged by the Club and the Club was no 
longer his client. Secondly, he would gladly discuss the matter if the case was not pending 

before the Court. Thirdly, although the Club had discharged him, Mr Chan said that the Court 

has yet to discharge him as the solicitors. He reminded the House that he was still the solicitors 

on record with the Court until and unless the Club appoints new solicitors to take over from 

him. Mr Chan said that he had written to the Club to ask them to appoint new solicitors to take 

over from him but the Club had yet to do so.
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5.85 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan wanted to know whether the Club had requested Mr K C Chan 
to stop the proceedings or did the Club discharge him as these were two different matters.

5.86 Mr K C Chan replied in the affirmative on both. The Club had written to him to stop the 
proceedings and discharged him as solicitors. Therefore, the Club was no longer his client. Mr 

Chan again said that the Club should now appoint new solicitors to take over the conduct of 

the case as the Club had yet to do so.

5.87 YBhg	Dato’	Philip	Chan questioned Mr K C Chan as to how would the new lawyer take over 
the conduct of the case and would they need any explanation from the previous solicitors.

5.88 Mr K C Chan enquired whether YBhg Dato’ Philip Chan was a lawyer to which YBhg Dato’ 
Philip Chan replied in the affirmative. Mr K C Chan then commented that YBhg Dato’ Philip 
Chan should know of the procedure of taking over the conduct of the case.

5.89 YBhg	Dato’	Philip	Chan requested Mr Chan to answer the question. He said that the new 
solicitors who need to take over conduct of the matter and would need explanation. YBhg 

Dato’ Philip Chan requested Mr Chan for an explanation on the matter so that the matter 
can be handled properly. He further requested Mr Chan to just answer the question and stop 
bluffing. 

5.90 Mr	V	Chakaravarthy asked Mr K C Chan, as a fellow member of the Club, whether he was 

of the view that the Club might had made a mistake in paying him RM80,000 upfront in K J 

John’s case. Being a member of the Club, Mr Chakaravarthy asked Mr Chan, if he had some 

conscience, he should return the cheque that was given to him.

5.91 Dr	K	J	John said he wanted to know how Mr K C Chan was appointed as the Club’s lawyer.

5.92 The Chairman was not sure that the GC members or the Secretary know about it either.

5.93 Mr	Risha	Rajadurai said that it was very unfair for the Chairman to make such remarks that 

the GC members claimed not to know. He said that he had categorically stated on the matter 

and what had happened. 

5.94 The Chairman said that he was merely stating a fact that the GC members did not seem to 

know.

5.95 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng posed a question to Mr Risha Rajadurai with regards to the 6 cheques 
signed and issued to Mr K C Chan. He understood that the signatories for these cheques 
were the President Jon Azman and either Mr Risha or Col Johan. The signatories for the 

cheque that was paid for the case involving Dr Molly Cheah were Mr Risha Rajadurai and En 
Jon Azman. Mr Foong wanted to find out as to who had approved the payment. He said that 
there must be an approval process before the cheque was being prepared and signed off. He 
also said that Mr Risha Rajadurai could not just say that the General Manager had given it to 

him and he just signed it. If Mr Risha Rajadurai was not able to answer the question, then Mr 
Foong said that the Club would deemed both he and the President had approved the bill for 

payment. 

5.96 Mr	Risha	Rajadurai said that he followed a set of procedures since appointed as signatory 

since October 2016. He said he would sign the cheque after he had taken note that both 
the Finance Manager and General Manager had duly approved and authorised the payment 

voucher.

5.97 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng then commented cheque for RM60,000 paid on 23 November 2016 
was a substantial amount and that Mr Risha Rajadura, should have known that it was for a 

court injunction and questioned the payment. Mr Foong said that Mr Risha Rajadurai had a 
duty to the Club on such matters.
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5.98 Mr	G	Naidu asked Mr K C Chan whether he had offered an opinion to the Club when he was 
given an instruction with regards to Dr K J John and YBhg Tan Sri Datuk Dr Salleh Mohd Nor. 

He said that the laws relating to multimedia were new and complicated. 

5.99 Mr K C Chan said that he did not give any written opinion.

5.100 Mr	G	Naidu commented that Mr K C Chan had collected sums of RM60,000 and RM80,000 

based on a verbal opinion.

5.101 Mr K C Chan said the fees paid were another issue and that the Club would be wary of how 

the fees had been viewed. He had left that to the management. Mr Chan said that there was 

verbal opinion given the Club, not written.

5.102 Mr	Chew	Kar	Meng	(7169) asked Mr K C Chan in respect of the application for the injunction 

to stop Dr Molly Cheah from stopping the AGM. He wanted to know who had signed the 

affidavit in respect of that application.

5.103 Mr K C Chan replied that the Secretary, Pn Nurzuraida had signed the affidavit.

5.104 Mr Chew Kar Meng then requested the Secretary to share the contents of the affidavit so 
that the Club members would know of the merits of the application or whether it was purely 

imaginary. Mr Chew also commented whether the Club was stopping an imaginary suit that 

was coming along.

5.105 Mr K C Chan was of the view that the contents should be given by the current President and 

GC as they would have all the course papers. So, they were the one who should release it to 

you.

5.106 Mr Chew Kar Meng asked Mr K C Chan why he had not brought the papers to the meeting. 

Mr Chew said that Mr Chan was called to present the documents and not his handsome 

face. Mr Chew said that the Club wanted to know what were the merits or non-merits in the 

affidavit as it might just be nonsense. He asked Mr Chan to answer his question, otherwise the 
Secretary or the General Manager to answer.

5.107 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim asked Mr K C Chan whether he had served in any of the Club’s sub-

committees.

5.108 Mr K C Chan replied that he had served in the Investigation Committee (IC) and Disciplinary 

(DP) Panel the last 8 years and he was appointed as Head of the Disciplinary Panel the past 

3 years.

5.109 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim asked Mr K C Chan whether he was involved in any of the disciplinary 

cases of YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee and Dr Molly Cheah. He asked Mr Chan whether he had sat in 

the panel to hear the case and decided on the matter and had recommended the punishment 

of suspension imposed on them.

5.110 Mr K C Chan responded that he was not directly involved in the said disciplinary cases.

5.111 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan requested Mr Vishnu Kumar to explain the role of Mr K C 
Chan in the IC and/or DC.

5.112 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar said that Mr K C Chan was the Head of the Panel of judges comprising 21 

other Club members.

5.113 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan wanted to know what were the duties and responsibilities 

of Mr K C Chan and if he sat to determine whether a preliminary case has been made out, 

therefore it must be now sent to the Disciplinary Committee (DC). 
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5.114 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar	clarified that there were no duties stipulated in the Rules. The unwritten 
position was that he would represent any shortcomings or misgivings that the panel members 

have and communicate it with the Club. 

5.115 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan sought confirmation that Mr K C Chan was not directly or 
indirectly involved with all committees.

5.116 Mr K C Chan said that his role was purely administrative.

5.117 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar confirmed that Mr K C Chan had no role under the Club’s Constitution.

5.118 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan reminded the House that he had sat with Mr Chan Hua Eng 

some 30 years ago and drafted the Club’s Constitution. He said that even the GC was not 

fully conversant with the provisions of the Constitution. He said that everyone learned for 

the first time last Sunday that the GC cannot commence legal proceedings except to defend 
oneself when named as defendants. He also reminded the House that he had to explain to 

the GC that they were duty-bound to circulate any resolutions submitted by members if the 

resolutions were submitted within the 14 days’ notice, unless the resolution was pertaining to 

an amendment to the Constitution. Then the said resolution would require the approval of at 
least 2/3rd of the GC. Hence, YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan said that there must have been 

specific roles assigned to the Head of the DP.

5.119 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar explained that one of the roles of Mr K C Chan, being the Head of the DP, 

would be assisting the Secretary when she faces problem in securing a composition for the 

DC. 

5.120 Mr	G	Naidu wanted to know to what extent Mr K C Chan was involved in respect of the case 

involving Dr Molly Cheah. 

5.121 The Chairman said that the issue was quite clear in that Mr K C Chan was not directly but 
indirectly involved being the Head of DP.

5.122 YBhg	Dato’	Philip	Chan was of the view that the involvement of Mr K C Chan was direct 

because he had a role in the selection of the investigating committee. Hence, he looked at it 

as being a direct involvement rather than an indirect involvement. 

5.123 Mr	Vishnu	Kumar further clarified that some of the members of the DP would refused to hear 
cases and hence the Secretary will ask Mr K C Chan to speak with them to at least get a panel 

together. Ultimately, Mr Vishnu Kumar said that the confirmation of the DC was his decision 
after ensuring everything was in order. Mr Vishnu Kumar also said that in the event there was 

any challenges in DC composition, he would decide on the replacement.

5.124 Prof	 Dr	 Jimmy	 C	 S	 Lim concluded that Mr Vishnu Kumar had agreed that there was 

involvement on the part of Mr K C Chan in the selection of the panel members. Hence, it was 

a direct involvement rather than indirect involvement.

5.125 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan reminded Mr Vishnu Kumar that he had informed the House 

that Mr K C Chan helps the Secretary in setting up the DC and that YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee was 

put before the said DC and was found guilty. When the Club decided to file a defamation suit 
against YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee, the GC decided to appoint Mr K C Chan as the solicitors. He was 

of the view that there was obvious conflict of interest in the situation.

5.126 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan asked the Secretary whether Mr K C Chan helped her in 

setting up the DC.

5.127 The Secretary explained that each time when the IC referred a case to be heard by the DC, a 

set of documents will be sent over to the Head of DP and Mr K C Chan would then set up the 

DC.
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5.128 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan	was of the view that Mr K C Chan was involved directly when 

the Secretary handed him with a set of documents, as espoused by YBhg Dato’ Philip Chan 

earlier. YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan informed the House that he was upset because Mr K C 

Chan had now wanted to file a defamation suit against him. He read out an excerpt of the letter 
dated 30 November 2016 which he received a few days back from Mr K C Chan, as follows:

“Kindly let us know whether the Royal Lake Club standby and supports the statement against 

both the legal firms of Messrs K.C. Chan & Partners and against our solicitor, Mr K C Chan 
and/or against our Mr Chan Kok Chong personally. Kindly also let us know if the Lake Club 

standby and supports all further statements uttered by your former Club President, YBhg Dato’ 
Y Sivaloganathan and any other actions taken by Sivaloganathan against our legal firm of 
K.C. Chan & Partners and against our solicitor, K.C. Chan and against Mr Chan Kok Chong. 
From the flow of events and from the chronology of the case, starting from the defamatory 
statements issued by your former President, Y Sivaloganathan.” 

YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan said that clearly it was building up to a defamatory case. He 

said that members should be able to say anything from the floor in the interest of the Club and 
its members. He had questioned how much money was paid to Mr K C Chan as he wanted 
to protect the membership funds amidst the rumours in the Club. He echoed the sentiments 

voiced by Mr V Chakaravarthy where would the Club be heading to if members started to sue 

other fellow members for opinions and views expressed at general meetings.

5.129 Mr Chew Kar Meng directed the attention of the House to the table shown on the screen 

which read that legal expenses paid during the 5 months: July 2016 to November 2016. He 

pointed out that 6 out of 7 payments were made out to Mr K C Chan with 1 payment to Cecil 

Abraham for the sum of RM10,000. He asked whether Mr Chan would like to explain the 

anomaly of that situation.

5.130 Considering the anger expressed by members from the floor, YBhg	Dato’	Philip	Chan invited 

Mr K C Chan to explain to the Club and to state whether he would be prepared to resolve the 

matter amicably. He said that the House had wanted a secession of the suits and that these 

monies were wrongly spent. He was also of the view that there was an issue of conflict of 
interest which might lead to possible disciplinary proceedings. Hence, in the interest of the 

Club he wanted Mr K C Chan to start off by explaining the suits and whether there was any 
possibility of resolving the matter amicably. He said that Mr Chan might have been misguided 

but he felt that there should be a closure to the matter.

5.131 En Zait Isa said that he recalled the House was informed that one of the legal suits handled 

by Mr K C Chan was between En Jon Azman and YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee. He drew the attention 

of the House that the statement on the screen showed ROC and wondered whether there was 

a misrepresentation last week, or somehow it was lost in the details.

5.132 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said he recalled that the letter from Mr K C Chan starts with 

“We act for the Royal Lake Club…” and the second paragraph stated that “the President of 
the Royal Lake Club, En Jon Azman has been defamed…” YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan 

said that the provision of Rule 27 of the Club’s Constitution protects the Committee members 

and that they would be indemnified when suits were brought against them for having acted in 
their course of their Committee duties. Therefore he said, the Committee members and the 

Club cannot commence suits in their own names. Moreover, defamation is a personal matter, 

cannot use Club funds to start a suit in defamation. Rule 27 is to be used as a shield not as a 

sword. Committee can use Rule 27 to defend, not to initiate suits.

5.133 Mr	G	Naidu pointed out that it seemed the legal action was taken on behalf of En Jon Azman 

which was not provided for. He emphasized that the Constitution only provided protection if 

the Committee members were being sued and that as Committee members, they cannot go 

to strike first. He asked of Mr K C Chan whether he was aware of the said provision, and if 
he was aware, how could he then justify taking money from the Club in contravention of the 

provisions of the Constitution. He repeated the phrase used by YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan 

that it could only be used as a shield and not as a sword.
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5.134 YBhg	 Dato’	 Y	 Sivaloganathan read out the demand letter sent to YBhg Dato’ Nik Gee 

which said, “We refer to above caption matter wherein we act for Kelab Taman Perdana 
DiRaja Kuala Lumpur (Royal Lake Club), herein after call the Royal Lake Club. We have been 
instructed by the Royal Lake Club that you have by email, intentionally and maliciously with 

false statements defamed Encik Azman bin John Azman who was at all material times, the 

president of the Royal Lake Club.”

5.135 The Chairman invited Mr K C Chan to answer the questions posed.

5.136 Mr K C Chan said that there was a misrepresentation last week. He confirmed that there was 
a suit taken on behalf of the Club, and not on behalf of En Jon Azman. He said that the course 

papers had already been filed and that the course papers in court had stated the Plaintiff as 
Nurzuraida suing as the public officer for and on behalf of the Royal Lake Club. Hence, Mr 
Chan clarified that the suit was taken by the Royal Lake Club and that En Jon Azman was not 
involved in the matter. Any damages received, be it RM150 million or whatever sum would 

go to the Royal Lake Club, and not to any Committee members. None of the Committee 

members will get anything and En Jon Azman would not be getting anything. Every single sum 

recovered would go to the Club. 

5.137 The Chairman asked Mr K C Chan whether he was aware of the Constitution which did not 

permit the Club to sue, only to defend.

5.138 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan asked of Mr K C Chan whether he was prepared to sit down 

with the Committee and talk terms and to come to a settlement on the fees that he had 

collected since he was a member of the Club. 

5.139 Mr K C Chan said that he would sit down and negotiate with whomever and on whatever that 

needed to be negotiated. If the Club invites him for a meeting, Mr Chan assured the House 

that he would attend the said meeting.

5.140 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan shared one more thing with Mr Chan. He reminded Mr Chan 

that he was the Head of the DP and set up the disciplinary committee to discipline members. 

Dato Nik Gee was suspended by one of these DCs. Thereafter, Dato Nik Gee was sued by 

K C Chan on Club’s instructions. He was of the view that Mr Chan may have placed himself 

in a position of conflict which might attract disciplinary proceedings against him. He said that 
Mr Chan should have declared to the Committee of such conflict of interest and advise them 
accordingly. 

5.141 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim said that he liked lawyers, and that lawyer may fight but they are 
really friends. YBhg Dato’ Philip Chan had requested that Mr K C Chan be given a chance to 
explain and YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan said that Mr K C Chan be given the opportunity to 

explain and negotiate. He, however, reminded Mr K C Chan that when there was a situation 

of conflict of interest, then it would involve disciplinary investigation. He said that he viewed 
Mr Chan’s position as being under conflict where he stood to gain financially. Therefore, he 
advised Mr Chan to consider picking a back door and get out.

5.142 The Chairman reminded the House that the time was already 4.30pm and he was of the view 

that the discussion on the legal matters had been thoroughly exhausted. Furthermore, the 

members had already appointed a 5-man legal committee to review the outstanding legal 

issues and institute the necessary action on behalf of the Club. As such, there remains the 

subject of Dr Molly Cheah who was still being suspended.

5.143 Prof	 Dr	 Jimmy	 C	 S	 Lim appealed to the House to consider his motion to lift whatever 

suspension the previous GC had imposed on any members, without any conditions. 

5.144 Dr	K	J	John seconded the motion because the dignity of these individuals has been badly 

maligned. 
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5.145 Mr Chew Kar Meng asked Mr K C Chan, having been in the IC/DC the past 8 years, whether 

he was aware of Rule 27 which indemnifies GC members when they were being sued. 

5.146 The Chairman reminded Mr Chew Kar Meng that the House had already discussed the matter 

at length earlier and it was clear that the House held that Rule 27 only covers the Committee 

members being sued in the discharge of their duties.

5.147 Then Mr Chew Kar Meng held that the money and legal fees so far paid to Mr K C Chan were 

illegally withheld by him.

5.148 The Chairman said that the said question will be handled by the 5-man legal committee.

5.149 YBhg	 Dato’	Y	 Sivaloganathan informed the House that the Club had appointed Messrs 

Shook Lin & Bok to be solicitors for the club and all legal issues would be sent to them. 

In respect of the case involving Dr Molly Cheah, the case management had been fixed for 
January 2017. Meanwhile, he said that he had been in touch with the lawyers for YBhg Dato’ 

Nik Gee. In most likelihood, the legal committee would work on withdrawal of the defamatory 

suit without order as to costs. He assured the House that the legal committee would ensure 

coming to a decision best suited to the Club and in the best interest of the membership as 

ultimately, the legal committee would want to find a fair solution acceptable to all the members 
and lawyers.

5.150 Mr	Philip	Mathews wanted to clarify that he did asked the GC whether there was any conflict 
of interest when the GC appointed Mr K C Chan. The GC had said that there was no conflict 
of interest.

5.151 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Datuk	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor reminded the Chairman that there was a motion 

which was duly seconded to lift all suspensions without any condition. He said he fully support 

the said proposal.

5.152 Mr	Prithviraj	Singh	Sachdev	(15673) asked Mr Philip Mathews as to who in the GC that 

mentioned there was no conflict of interest in the appointment of Mr K C Chan.

5.153 Mr	Philip	Mathews said that it was the President Jon Azman.

5.154 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan	said that Mr K C Chan had just confirmed with him that he was 
still the Head of the DP and that his role would only expire upon the conclusion of the AGM. 

Mr Chan had confirmed that he had been appointed and that he had not resigned.

5.155 On the question of reinstating the members who has been suspended, YBhg Dato’ Y 

Sivaloganathan reminded the House that he was the principal speaker at the EGM to 

consider the suspension of Dr Molly Cheah and she was duly reinstated. The GC had referred 

the matter to the ROS which resulted with the Club being issued a Show Cause Letter in that 

the EGM was unconstitutionally constituted. Therefore, the reinstatement of Dr Molly Cheah 

was incorrect. The Club had already compromised its position by telling the ROS the EGM 

was not correct and that the Club had now continued to suspend Dr Molly Cheah. YBhg 

Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan said that he disagreed with the action taken by the GC because the 

membership already made its decision on the question of the quorum at the EGM on 31 July 
2016. 

In order not to upset the powers that be, he urged the House to exercise patience and wait till 

the matter with the ROS being resolved. He also informed the House that arrangements had 

been made to meet up with the Ketua Pengarah of the ROS at Putrajaya to explain that the 

EGM had been properly convened and conducted. He advised the House not to breach any 

Rules that would get the Club into trouble.

5.156 The Chairman highlighted that there were 2 separate issues at hand. The first was in respect 
of the suspension of Dr Molly Cheah because the EGM was declared illegal and the Club 

stood to be de-registered. The first issue was expected to be resolved upon the new GC 
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meeting up with the ROS at Putrajaya. The second issue was in respect of reinstatement of 

Dr Molly Cheah which should be treated separately from the issue whether the EGM was valid 

or otherwise. 

5.157 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that the distinction as highlighted by the Chairman might 

not be correct. He reminded the House that the ROS currently held the view that the EGM 

was not valid, and therefore Dr Molly Cheah could not be reinstated. The new GC had been 

working on the premise that the EGM was properly convened and now must convince the ROS 

accordingly. Once the ROS accepted this viewpoint, then Dr Molly Cheah would automatically 

be reinstated without the House taking a vote on the matter.

5.158 Mr	 Daniel	 Thuraiappah sought clarification whether the proposal to annul the all DC 
judgements included disciplinary cases involving assault and verbal abuse. 

5.159 YBhg	Dato’	Philip	Chan was of the view that the GC, at all material time, had the right to re-

hear matters pertaining to disciplinary proceedings. He suggested that the House instructs the 

GC to review all the disciplinary cases and to reconsider them afresh, and having deliberate 

on it, to decide whether to reinstate the member concerned or to upheld the suspension.

5.160 The Chairman enquired whether there was any seconder in support of the proposal.

5.161 Dr	K	J	John said that he would support the proposal if Prof Dr Jimmy C S Lim withdrew 

his earlier proposal to uplift all suspension without any condition. He agreed that the House 

should not rush to uplift the suspension of Dr Molly Cheah and to allow the new GC to clarify 

matters with the ROS.

5.162 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim acknowledged that the viewpoint of YBhg Dato’ Philip Chan made 

sense. He agreed that the new GC shall review each individual case and decide on its merits 

before uplifting of the suspension. 

5.163 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin supported the proposal that the new GC to consider individual disciplinary 

cases and decide based on its merits. He said that disciplinary cases involving physical abuse 

and the like should not be given due consideration.

5.164 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Datuk	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor agreed that the House should not rush into such 

matters and to allow the GC to review these matters and decide what would be the best for 

the Club.

5.165 Mr	Daniel	Thuraiappah requested the new GC to remember the victims when reviewing the 
disciplinary matters.

5.166 YBhg	Tan	Sri	Datuk	Dr	Salleh	Mohd	Nor reminded the Chairman that there was a resolution 

put forth to the House, proposed by Prof Dr Jimmy C S Lim and duly seconded by Dr K J John. 

He suggested that the Chairman put the resolution to a vote. He believed that the action of the 

House in lifting the suspension would carry weight with the ROS.

5.167 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that he was as anxious as YBhg Tan Sri to see that justice 

was being carried out, but the House would need to understand the position of the ROS. The 

ROS had earlier taken the stand that the EGM was not correctly convened. Should the House 

decide to uplift the suspension of Dr Molly Cheah, he was concerned that the ROS would not 

take it too kindly with the Club. He said that it was important for the Club to convince the ROS 

that its earlier decision was flawed because the full facts of the matter were not presented to 
them.

5.168 Mr Chew Kar Meng expressed his full and entire agreement with YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan. 

He too was concern that the Club might face bigger issues should the House used its power to 

overrule the ROS. In as much as he would prefer to bring back Dr Molly Cheah, he urged the 

House to be patient for the next couple of weeks.
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5.169 The Chairman then suggested that the House do not debate on the matter any further but to 

allow the new GC to resolve the issue as soon as possible with the ROS.

5.170 To a query raised by a member, the Chairman enquired with the new GC whether anyone 
from the Club had communicated with the ROS Selangor not to de-register the Club come 

9 December. The Chairman said that his experience with the ROS in the past was not 

encouraging in terms of efficiency.

5.171 Mr	Khoo	Choong	Keow	(6051) reminded the House not to be presumptuous with the level of 

efficiency of the ROS as the stake was high.

5.172	 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan further added that En Jon Azman had proudly put up a 3-page 

letter to the ROS and that the ROS had accepted the explanation by the Club. He said that En 

Jon Azman had claimed that he had convinced the ROS not to de-register the Club when in 

fact he had misled the ROS with an earlier letter. He was confident that the new GC would be 
able to address the matter with the ROS and the question of de-registration would not arise.

5.173 Prof	Dr	Jimmy	C	S	Lim said that the issue of reinstating Dr Molly Cheah was a separate 

matter. He was of the view that the Chairman should proceed and put to a vote his resolution 

to reinstate everyone.

5.174 The Chairman sought confirmation from Prof Dr Jimmy C S Lim that his resolution would not 
apply to all members who had been suspended because he was of the view that some cases 

would probably deserved the said disciplinary action taken against them.

5.175 En Zait Isa asked the House to ponder on the matter and determine who were the Club trying 

to save. He only heard of 2 very injured souls but he reminded the House that the risk of de-

registration would affect 10,000 souls. He asked the House to weigh the matter with wisdom. 
Secondly, the proposal by Prof Dr Jimmy C S Lim to treat the EGM and the suspension of 

Dr Molly Cheah as 2 separate issues. He said that such would not be practical whether the 

House considers the matter at an AGM or an EGM because from the perspective of the ROS, 

the issue involving the suspension of Dr Molly Cheah and the EGM was one of the same 

issue.

He further advised the House not to create any further issues with the ROS. He urged the 

House to let the new GC to take the matter up and review the various disciplinary issues 

involving members. If there were merits to their cases, he was confident that the new GC 
would consider it favourably.

5.176 Mr	 Lim	 Choon	 Hong	 (8898) said that ROS was only a small government department 

compared to the Club which had been established more than 100 years. He suggested that 

the new GC to plan the next best possible follow-up action to protect the interest of the Club.

5.177 Mr	Prithviraj	Singh	Sachdev was of the view that the House in passing the various resolutions 

put forth might be, in effect, stirring up the hornets’ nest. Firstly, was the issue with the ROS 
and the stand it took on the EGM. Secondly, was to review disciplinary cases where members 

have been suspended. He asked the House whether everyone was to review each case and 

decide whose suspension should be lifted. Thirdly, and most crucial was the fact on the actual 

number of members still present at the meeting to undertake the task of reviewing disciplinary 

matters. Although the House was supreme, he reminded the House that the sentiments of 

the victims must be considered as well because they might turn around and claim the Club 

was not abiding by its Constitution, and perhaps another representation with the ROS would 

be made. He urged the House, if it so wished, to allow the new GC to review the disciplinary 

cases and any decisions held shall be within the confines of the Constitution and Byelaws.

5.178 The new President, YBhg	 Dato’	 Kamil	 Noor	Ariff	 (14283) informed the House that the 

appointment with the ROS was coming up and the team from the Club would convince the 

ROS to make a favourable decision for the Club within the next few days. Therefore, he urged 

the House to defer whatever motions put to the floor and allow the new GC to take up the 
matter with the ROS expeditiously.
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5.179 The Chairman thanked everyone for the good debate on the matter. He called upon Prof 

Dr Jimmy C S Lim to withdraw his resolution to which the latter agreed accordingly. The 

Chairman also said that he would leave it to the new GC to do whatever necessary to protect 

the interest of the Club.

[6.0] Item 5 of the Agenda:

	 To	Receive	the	Audit	Committee’s	Report

 6.1 The Chairman invited En Zait Isa, Chairman of the Audit Committee (AC) to present his Report.

 6.2 En Zait Isa informed the House that the AC had focussed on 6 items as follows:

i. Operations of the financial management and the accounting system. 
ii. Long range financial planning of the club. 
iii. Operations of the machine room. 

iv. Tendering and the project management processes. 

v. Contract management. 

vi. Corporate Governance of the Club. 

6.3 OPERATIONS OF THE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

6.3.1 At the last AGM in 2015, he reminded the House that the House had adopted the 

2013/2014 as well the 2014/2015 account with a total of RM2.5 million write-offs for 
the said 2 years profit and loss accounts. He also reminded that the House had passed 
a resolution requiring the management to scrutinize and determine the errors as well 
as possible fraudulent activities, and if need be make the necessary corrections and 

adjustments. The management was also required to lodge a police report if fraudulent 
activities were confirmed. The AC had approached BDO to quantify the said RM2.5 
million but they declined.

6.3.2 He reminded the incoming GC to look into this matter.

6.3.3 Dr K J John also reminded the incoming GC that the House had agreed to lodge 

police report against persons responsible if there were indeed fraudulent activities or 

negligence.

6.3.4 Going forward, the AC also recommended that the Secretary should tabulate all 

resolutions passed by the House and present it to the incoming GC so that issues 

would be addressed adequately and timely.

6.3.5 The AC also recommended that members who had served and/or involved in the 

accounts during the period where this RM2.5 million was written off should not be 
invited to serve in the Finance Sub-Committee.

6.3.6 Another matter of concern was the fact that the audited accounts was delayed again 

and the House had been debating this matter the last few years. Such delays revealed 

serious weaknesses in 2 areas, namely proper procedures were not adequate for 
employees to work and the Finance Department was not properly staffed.

6.3.7 He advised the incoming GC to stop the “Business as Usual” mentality and do 

something with the way the Finance Department was being managed as otherwise 

he would not be surprise if the accounts for the current year would be qualified yet 
again. The AC recommended that the GC should consider outsourcing the accounting 

function or engage an audit or management firm to manage the Finance Department. 

6.3.8 The AC also recommended that the incoming GC to train the staff on the application 
of software.
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6.3.9 The main cause for the delay in finalising the audited accounts was due to the lack 
of bank reconciliation being carried out. The AC recommended that the incoming GC 

must ensure to carry out the monthly reconciliations without fail.

6.4 LONG RANGE FINANCIAL PLANNING OF THE CLUB OPERATIONS

6.4.1 En Zait Isa highlighted that this matter was contained in the resolution submitted by 

Mr Edward Teo Peng Boon (10473) at the last AGM. In his resolution, Mr Edward Teo 

had mentioned that the management must prepare long range financial plan to guide 
the Club’s operations. The said financial plan should be 7 years, revising it annually 
but maintain the 7 years’ timeframe. The AC was concerned that the GC had not 

seriously consider this matter and that the long range plan be published by March 

2017 and be informed to the members of the Club via the Newsletter.

6.4.2 The AC took note that the House had earlier adopted the resolution to report entrance 

fees as capital fund and not operating income as per current practice. If the Club was 

to adjust the accounting report for FY 2016, the operating loss would not be RM1.815 

million as reported in the audited accounts but rather at RM4.1 million. En Zait Isa 

highlighted that the Club’s cash flow was funded almost entirely from the Fixed 
Deposits (FD) as there was negative income from the operations of the Machine 

Room. He also highlighted that the Club’s total FD now stood at RM27 million. At this 

rate, he said that the Club would exhaust its FD within the next 6 years.

6.4.3 Considering the above, the AC recommended that the incoming GC would need to 

commit and look into the long range financial planning very soon. He also reminded 
the GC that operating costs would continue to escalate and the GC would need to find 
some ways to contain it.

6.4.4 On another subject, En Zait Isa highlighted that Mr Edward Teo had wanted a response 

from the GC on the issue of the 68 cheques that was the subject of the external 
auditor’s comments. 

6.4.5 This was another resolution that was passed by the House last year was for the GC 

to appoint a General Manager with finance or accounting background. Unfortunately, 
the GC failed to pay attention to the said resolution.

6.4.6 On a separate issue, Mr Edward Teo raised the issue of prices charged by the Club. A 

bottle of wine at the Club cost RM43 whereas the same bottle at the Royal Selangor 

Club was RM30. He wanted to know whether the Club was being short changed by 

suppliers

 6.5 OPERATIONS OF THE MACHINE ROOM

6.5.1 En Zait Isa presented the findings on how the Club operates the Machine Room. The 
AC found that the Machine Room seemed to be the “No Man’s Land” as the Finance 

Department was only managing the cash collections and controls. The Machine 

Room Sub-Committee (MRSC), which main objective was to promote more players 

to patronise the Machine Room, was non-functioning as its Chairman was suspended 

since April 2016. 

6.5.2 He highlighted that the Machine Room had not been generating profits as expected 
the last few years and the AC was concerned whether the Club was managing the 

Machine Room as a viable business. Otherwise, the AC would recommend the Club 

to consider outsourcing the operations of the Machine Room and receive a fixed 
income rather than continuously running it at a loss.

6.5.3 In the event the Club continues and manages the Machine Room, the AC recommended 

that the Club to employ a full-time executive to manage the Section. As the Machine 

Room opens daily from noon to midnight, the Club would need to employ more 
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operational staff to cover both shifts. The AC also recommended that the staff must 
be rotated every 6 months.

6.5.4 Mr	Daniel	Thuraiappah enquired why the Information Technology Sub-Committee 
(ITSC) or the GC were not informed when the Club decide to purchase a new Point-

Of-Sale (POS) for the Machine Room.

6.5.5 En Zait Isa said that the President would be the correct person to answer that question. 

6.5.6 En Zait Isa explained that the AC was invited to review the operations of the Machine 

Room when losses could not be controlled. In the course of investigation, the AC 

found that while the payment out to winners were recorded, the cash that was taken 

in for every member were not recorded. Apart from that, there were other areas of 

weaknesses that need to the addressed.

6.5.7 Hence, the AC was of the view that the operations could be enhanced with a new POS 

that would record all receipts and payments so that cash receipts and payments could 

be accounted for and reconciliation more manageable. 

6.5.8 With regards to query as to why the AC did not raise the matter with the ITSC or 
the GC, En Zait Isa said that he had instructed to the management to comply with 

procedures on quotation and to issue the Purchase Order accordingly.

6.5.9 Mr	Daniel	Thuraiappah said that he had enquired the matter with the President and 
the President had then informed him that he made the decision with En Zait Isa.

6.5.10 En Zait Isa confirmed that statement.

6.5.11 Mr	Daniel	Thuraiappah said that the Machine Room was closed for a period of time 

and no one was told the reasons for such closure.

6.5.12 En Zait Isa clarified that the President had brought to the attention of the AC that the 
Machine Room was running at a loss. He had recommended the closure to tie up 

loose ends and to install the new POS.

6.5.13 Mr	Saw	Teng	Chuan	(7547) queried whether the Club could outsource the operations 
of the Machine Room.

6.5.14 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan cited an example of Sungei Ujong Yacht Club

6.5.15 Mr	Saw	Teng	Chuan requested the incoming GC to look into ways of attracting more 
members to the Machine Room.

6.6 TENDERING AND THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

6.6.1 En Zait Isa presented the findings of the AC on the above.

6.6.2 There were no questions raised.

 6.7 CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

6.7.1 En Zait Isa presented the findings of the AC on the above.

6.7.2 There were no questions raised. 

6.8 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

 6.8.1 En Zait Isa presented the findings of the AC on the above. 

6.8.2 Several attempts were made to convene a meeting for the Council of Elders, but 

unfortunately did not materialised. He requested that the incoming AC to pursue the 
matter.
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6.8.3 En Zait Isa recommended to cap the issuance of payments to RM10,000 per cheque. 
Any amount in excess of RM10,000 would require the sign-off by any member of the 
AC.

6.8.4 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan countered and proposed an amount of RM25,000.

6.8.5 Another member proposed that the GC be allowed to issue cash cheque, up to a sum 
of RM3,000 to be used for the urgent and instant repairs that would crop up every now 

and then. He was of the view that the House must grant some latitude to the GC and 

allow them flexibility.

6.8.6 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan said that the Club to consider holding a petty cash 

account up to RM5,000 for that purpose. However, he advised that the GC would 

need to put into place proper procedures in issuing and monitoring the petty cash.

6.8.7 There being no other proposal, the Chairman put to the House the resolution that for 

any expenditure, cheques signed above RM10,000 would need a signoff from the 
audit committee. 

6.8.8 The resolution was seconded by YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan.

6.8.9 Mr	 Foong	 Khee	 Seng said that the resolution would require the AC to verify a 
transaction before being paid and that would meant that the approval from the AC 

must be sought for each transaction. The Club had elected 3 members to the AC 

and these members must be present at the Club on most days if the House pass the 

resolution.

He expressed his concern whether the House would put in place procedures which 

would translate to micro-managing the Club. The AC’s role is to act as a check and the 

GC are policy maker. The new GC had already decided that the day-to-day running 

of the Club lies with the General Manager and his team and they had been given full 

authority to do so. 

6.8.12	 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa	Syed	Ali	(13670)	said that there must be controls put 

in place within the Finance Department before any payment was being made. For 

payments in excess of RM20,000, the management must provide an extract of the GC 

minutes approving the said payment as supporting document. 

6.8.13 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng again reminded the Chairman that the House must exercise 

caution before taking a vote on the resolution. If the AC was supposed to sign off 
transactions, it meant that they would already be participating in the operations of the 

Club. He then queried as to who would be auditing the AC. He was of the view that the 
AC was supposed to be the watchdog for the Club, not to participate in the managing 

of the Club.

6.8.14 YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa	Syed	Ali agreed with the views expressed by Mr Foong. 

6.8.15 The Chairman asked En Zait Isa whether he was prepared to withdraw his resolution. 

He advised the House not to rush into things just because certain weaknesses were 

highlighted.

6.8.16 Mr	 Stanley	 Leng	 (13266) highlighted that the terms of reference for the AC as 

provided for in the Club’s Constitution was essentially to assess, review, evaluate and 

report to the House. There was no provision for the AC to have any executive powers. 

6.8.17 The Chairman agreed that the House should be guided by the Club’s Constitution.

6.8.18 On the subject of tender contract, YBhg	Dato’	 Ir	Pang	Leong	Hoon	(E4970) said 

that the GC should comply with the agreed tender sum, but allowance would be given 

for variation orders if necessary. However, such variation orders must be subjected to 

approvals by the GC. He advised the AC to keep an eye on such matters.
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6.8.19 Back to the resolution, the Chairman asked of En Zait Isa whether he was prepared 

to withdraw it.

6.8.20 En Zait Isa agreed that there were constitutional provisions which defined the roles 
of the AC, but that provisions were merely the minimal provisions. He was of the view 

that the House may grant additional powers over and above than what was provided 

for in the Constitution. He said that the resolution would provide an additional level of 

check and balance. However, he conceded that perhaps the matter could be reviewed 

by the Constitutional Review Committee to provide more power to the AC.

6.8.21 The Chairman concluded that the AC was not keen on the resolution as it was not 

within the normal financial practices.

6.8.22 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan conceded that the AC had declined the additional role 

which the resolution would be providing. Therefore, he withdrew his support for the 

resolution.

6.8.23 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng emphasized that the issue would have been addressed with 

proper controls in place.

6.8.24 En Zait Isa explained that his resolution would make it easier for the AC to know what 

was happening. He said that in practical terms, nothing was going to be informed 

to AC which meant that the AC would have to follow up with the relevant people for 

information. He suggested that the Tender Committee to sign off the transactions of 
above RM10,000.

6.8.25 The Chairman said that the House had already exhausted discussion on the subject 

matter. He concluded that the incoming GC would take note and establish the control 

mechanism. The GC shall also ensure monthly reconciliations be carried out.

6.8.26 Mr	Stanley	Leng said that the AC reports for 2013 and 2015 were relatively clean 

with no major issues.

6.8.27 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng reminded the House that the AC had access to all documents 

and records and suggested that the newly elected AC to investigate any issues if 

there were doubts.

6.8.28 The Chairman declared that the resolution was duly withdrawn.

6.9 There being no further matters, the Audit Committee’s Report for the year ended 30 June 2016 

was duly received by the House.

6.10 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan thanked En Zait and his AC for the detailed report and had 

taken the time to explain what had happened and what needs to be done to improve the 

operations of the Club.

[7.0]	 Item	11	of	the	Agenda:

	 To	Elect	Auditors	for	the	Financial	Year	Ending	30	June	2017

	 And	to	authorise	the	General	Committee	to	fix	their	remuneration

 7.1 The Chairman informed the House that Messrs Azman, Wong, Salleh & Co (AWS) had 
indicated their willingness to act as External Auditors of the Club for the ensuing year. 

 7.2 The Chairman put it to the House to appoint AWS as the Club’s External Auditors and that the 
GC be hereby authorised to fix their remuneration.

 7.3 Proposed by YBhg Dato’ Y Sivaloganathan and seconded by En Zait Isa.

 7.4 The House voted unanimously that AWS be appointed as the Club’s External Auditors for the 
ensuing year and that the GC be hereby authorised to fix their remuneration.
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[8.0]	 Item	12	of	the	Agenda:

	 To	Elect	Trustees	for	a	Term	of	One	Year 

 8.1 The Chairman informed the House that PB Trustee Services Berhad had indicated their 
willingness to continue to act as Trustees for the Club for a term of one year.

 8.2 The House voted unanimously that PB Trustee Services Berhad be appointed as the Trustee 
for the Club for a term of one year with effect from 1 January 2017.

[9.0]	 Item	13	of	the	Agenda:

	 To	Transact	Any	Other	Business	of	which	due	notice	has	been	

	 given	in	accordance	with	Rule	25.10

9.1 The Chairman informed the House that there were 3 resolutions being presented for discussion 

and adoption as the case may be.

9.2 Resolution #1

That the House appoints at least 3 members of the Royal Lake Club (or form an independent 
Audit Committee) to investigate the serious allegation made by the Tender Committee in their 
Annual Report against the House and Grounds Sub-Committee. The allegations made apart 

from many others including incompetence, not being transparent, lack of professionalism, etc. 

The Committee is to publish their findings in the Royal Lake Club’s Newsletter within 3 months 
of their appointment.

9.3 The resolution was submitted by Sr Nik Hasbi Fathi (16290), Sr Mohd Zainal Abdullah (13103) 

and Mr Peter Leong (15869)

9.4 The Chairman informed the House that he had been advised that all the 3 members who 

submitted the resolution were not present.

9.5	 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan reminded the House that members who submit resolutions 

to be discussed at the general meetings must be present and argue for the resolution and to 

answer any questions arising therefrom. Otherwise, the House would not in a position to make 
an informed decision.

9.6 The Chairman then declared the resolution failed.

9.7 Resolution #2

That the incoming General Committee exhausts all efforts to find suitable and qualified volunteers 
to make up both the Tender Committee, the House & Grounds / Project Implementation Sub-
Committee (“Committees”, hereinafter) for the coming 2016/2017 term, who have not been 
serving either of the Committees during any of the prior three (3) terms of elected General 
Committee – with a view towards these newly constituted Committees finding an equitable 
working equilibrium and relationship that is more in tune with the Club’s effective procurement 
and good governance objectives.

9.8 The resolution was submitted by Mr Peter Leong (15869) and Sr Mohd Zainal Abdullah 

(13103).

9.9 As both the above members were not present, the Chairman declared the resolution failed.
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 9.10 Resolution #3

Item 1.2 - Pursuant to Rule 18.6.2, to consider and determine the cost of and incidental to the 
convening of the Extraordinary General Meeting and the party liable to bear the same of the 
EGM held on 31 July 2016.

Explanatory Notes:

At the Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM) held on 31 July 2016, a decision was taken by 
Members.

The Registrar of Societies (ROS) has now determined that the quorum was not present at the 
said EGM. Accordingly, the decision adopted at the said EGM were null and void.

Therefore, it is now for the House to consider Item 1.2 as set out for the EGM of 31 July 2016 
as stated above.

9.11 The Chairman sought confirmation, and confirmation was unanimously obtained, from the GC 
members present at the meeting of their intention to withdraw the above resolution. 

9.12 The Chairman declared the resolution withdrawn.

9.13 YBhg	 Dato’	 Y	 Sivaloganathan proposed to the House to appoint YBhg Dato’ Param 

Cumaraswamy and Mr Chan Hua Eng to the Constitutional Review Committee. The proposal 

was unanimously adopted by the House.

9.14 En Zait Isa said that the House had received the Audit Committee’s Report earlier and he 

reminded the incoming GC to present the Club’s monthly management account to members, 

perhaps vide the Club’s Newsletter.

9.15 Ms	Pansy	Lee	Mew	Kwan also reminded the incoming GC that the House had, at the AGM 

in 2009, the House approved a resolution that the GC to present its annual budget at an EGC 

yearly sometime in March for approval. 

[10.0] Item 14 of the Agenda:

	 To	Declare	the	Results	of	the	Election

10.1 The Chairman proceeded to declare the results of the election which were announced last 

Sunday, 27 November 2016.

10.2 The Chairman read the results of the election of the President, Vice President and Members 

of the General Committee as follows:

 PRESIDENT

1. YBhg	Dato	Kamil	Noor	Ariff		 	 271
2. Mr Chiam Tow Loon, Patrick  250

3. En Jon Azman    137

4. Dr Yap Chung Mui   108

5. 

VICE	PRESIDENT

1.	 Mr	Foong	Khee	Seng	 	 	 337
2. Lt Col (R) Johan Van Geyzel   270

3. Mr Soo Hing Lin, Phillip PJK  127
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GENERAL	COMMITTEE

1.		 Mr	Prithviraj	Singh	Sachdev	 	 434
2.		 Mr	Loke	Mun	Kit		 	 	 362
3.		 Mr	Lim	Beng	Jin		 	 	 351
4.  Mr Lee King Loon   325

5.		 En	Shaik	Rizal	Sulaiman		 	 285
6.		 Mr	Chew	Teck	Hong	 	 	 285
7.		 Ms	Hildah	Lee	Hung	Fong	 	 271
8.		 Mr	K	A	Kumar	 	 	 	 263
9.		 Mr	Loke	Wai	Mun	 	 	 262
10.		 En	Ahmed	Zakki	Abdul	Jabbar	 	 256
11.		 En	Abdul	Rashid	Abdul	Majid	 	 255
12. Mr Iype Paul Philip   252

13. En Nizran bin Noordin   251

14. Dr Surindar Singh Jeswant Singh  235

15. Mr Vishnu Kumar R Visvanathan  225

16. Mr Philip Mathews   223

17. En Salih Amaran Jamiaan   198

18. Mr Daniel A Thuraiappah   195

19. En Hassanudin bin Puteh   172

20. Mr Foo Kok Yee    166

21. Mr Mahinder Singh Randhawa  160

 

 10.3 For the position of the Audit Committee, there were three nominations as follows:

1. YBhg Dato’ Syed Mustaffa Mohd Ali
2. Mr L T Kulasingham

3. Mr Stanley Leng Joon Huat

 10.4 The Chairman declared the above three members elected to the Audit Committee.

[11.0]	 Conclusion

 11.1 YBhg	Dato’	Y	Sivaloganathan complimented the Chairman for having conducted the meeting 

in the most professional manner. He also complimented the GC members who had attended 

the meeting to complete the presentation of the Committee Report.

 11.2 The Chairman handed the chair to the new President, YBhg Dato’ Kamil Noor Ariff.

 11.3 YBhg	Dato’	President	Kamil	Noor	Ariff introduced the Vice President, Mr Foong and the 

rest of the members of the General Committee. He assured the House that the GC would 

do its utmost to bring everybody together and start the process of healing after a tumultuous 

beginning of the AGM last week.

 11.4 On behalf of his fellow members of the Audit Committee, YBhg	Dato’	Syed	Mustaffa	Mohd	
Ali thanked the House for the confidence in them. He assured the House that the AC would 
work closely with the GC to identify areas of concerns and to improve the existing controls and 

procedures.

11.5	 YBhg	Dato’	President	Kamil	Noor	Ariff thanked everyone who had placed confidence in the 
new GC. He said that the GC had already started to work since last week in addressing all the 

various issues brought up by members. He also informed the House that an appointment had 

been scheduled to meet up the Ketua Pengarah of ROS at Putrajaya sometime next week.
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11.6 YBhg	 Dato’	 Y	 Sivaloganathan congratulated the President and the members of the 

Committee. He said that a number of the Committee members were young and hoped that 

they would mature under his guidance.

11.7 Mr	Saw	Teng	Chuan proposed that the GC look into clubbing matters and perhaps organise 

regular dialogues with members.

11.8 YBhg	Dato’	President	Kamil	Noor	Ariff said that he would bring up the matter at the meeting 

which had been scheduled for 14 December. He would inform the general membership once 

details have been firmed up.

11.9 Tuan	Burns	Rajudin congratulated the new President. Although the members of the GC were 

young, he highlighted that a number of them were children of members who had the interest 

of the Club in their heart.

11.10 En	Yusuf	Khan	Ghows	Khan	(9868) advised the GC to, above everything else, to act and 

behave like a gentleman.

11.11 YBhg	Dato’	President	Kamil	Noor	Ariff	also mentioned to the House that the GC had met up 

with the CEUPM and had agreed to proceed with the signing of the much-delayed Collective 

Agreement without any changes to the existing terms. He assured the House that the GC 

would look into the welfare of the staff besides implementing measures and initiatives to 
increase revenue and contain expenditure.

11.12 There being no other matters, the meeting ended at 6.45pm.

MOHD	KAMAR	MOHAMED
CHAIRMAN OF THE MEETING

4 DECEMBER 2016

KELAB TAMAN PERDANA DIRAJA KUALA LUMPUR
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SUNDAY - 27 November 2016

1 MRS	VIOLET	MARY	FERNANDO 1769
2 MDM	WOO	SOW	HO 3772
3 MR	PHILIP	YAP	TIONG	HOOI 3858
4 MRS	RENATE	HASHIM 4036
5 MR	STEWART	J	FORBES 4090
6 DR	A	PATHMANATHAN 4224
7 YBHG	DATIN	BADARIAH	ABDUL	AZIZ 4422
8 MR	ALLAN	ANTHONY	KRONENBURG 4613
9 YBHG	DATO'	PARAM	CUMARASWAMY 4774
10 MR	YEAP	HOOI	ENG 4919
11 TUAN	HAJI	MOHD	ALI	ISMAIL 4921
12 YBHG	DATO'	NOH	HAJI	ABDULLAH 4922
13 PN	NOOR	YEE	ABDULLAH 4991
14 YBHG	DATO'	ABU	MANSOR	BASIR 5042
15 DR	ABDUL	AZIZ	BIN	MAHMUD 5059
16 MR	MAHINDER	S	RANDHAWA 5192
17 MR	WONG	HENG	WOOI 5206
18 MR	CHAM	HENG	LEE 5216
19 EN	SALIH	AMRAN	JAMIAAN 5229
20 MR	DAVID	TAY	SEOW	HAI 5230
21 YBHG	DATO'	DR	JOSEPH	ERAVELLY 5244
22 MR	S	E	NATHAN 5373
23 YBHG	DATO'	DR	MOHD	SHAHARI	A.JABAR 5398
24 IR	G.	BALACHANDRAN 5410
25 YM	TENGKU	YUNUS	KAMARUDDIN 5420
26 IR	HARRY	TAN	KIAN	HUAT 5492
27 MR	LEAN	CHEE	SENG 5600
28 MR	N	PRASAD	PILLAI 5617
29 YBHG	DATO'	IR	MOHD	RIZAL	AL-AMIN	TUN	

SARDON
5638

30 EN	CHE	WAN	OTHMAN	FADZILAH 5669
31 YBHG	DATO'	IR	ALLAN	R	GOONTING 5709
32 MR	TAI	YOON	LOY 5733
33 MR	MAHAN	SINGH	GILL 5739
34 MR	NG	HONG	SOON 5768
35 MR	CYRIL	OLIVER	XAVIER 5769
36 YBHG	DATO'	SHUN	LEONG	KWONG 5798
37 MR	JOHN	CHEANG	YOW	WAI 5807
38 MDM	WONG	THYE	MOI 5861
39 YBHG	TO'	PUAN	WAN	FATIMAH 5883
40 MR	V	BAVANANDAN 5961
41 EN	MOHAMED	LOKMAN	BIN	TUN	SARDON 5988
42 MR	KHOO	CHOONG	KEOW 6051
43 MR	AMMAN	SINGH 6057
44 MDM	RATHIDEVI	THEAGARAJAH 6063
45 MR	LIM	YEW	MENG 6264
46 MDM	DHAMAYANTHI	MUTHUCUMARU 6293
47 YBHG	TAN	SRI	DATO'	SRI	ELYAS	OMAR 6345
48 YBHG	DATUK	LEE	SENG	CHUAN	@	LEEI	SIONG	

CHUAN
6348

49 DR	L	J	FREDERICKS 6390
50 MR	FRANCIS	RICHARD	GOW 6398
51 MR	VENKITESWARAN	SANKAR 6416
52 YBHG	TAN	SRI	MEGAT	NAJMUDDIN	KHAS 6424
53 YBHG	DATO'	ABDUL	HALIM	REJAB 6454

54 MR	GERARD	SOONG	CHOK	HING 6555
55 EN	HARRIS	BEH 6560
56 MR	RICHARD	Y	B	HOY 6581
57 DR	WONG	FONG	TONG 6585
58 MR	STANLEY	TAN	CHUEN	KEAT 6645
59 EN	SALEHUDDIN	BIN	SHAMSUDDIN 6762
60 YBHG	DATO'	SYED	FAHKRI	BARAKBAH 6797
61 MR	YAP	CHAN	PENG 6810
62 MR	TAN	KUAN	YEW 6811
63 MR	LOW	BENG	HOCK 6852
64 EN	SHARKAWI	BIN	ALIS 6853
65 YM	DR	RAJA	LOPE	RAJA	SHAHROME 6910
66 EN	GHAZALI	TAN	ABDULLAH 6924
67 YBHG	DATO'	PETER	YONG	CHUI	CHOON 6927
68 MR	LAI	WAI	KUN 6975
69 MR	CHEAH	LEONG	CHEW 7008
70 DR	EDDIE	F.	C.	CHIEW 7037
71 PN	NORHAILI	MOHD	JELAN 7038
72 EN	RASHID	E.	MAMAJIWALLA 7040
73 TAN	SRI	AZMI	KHALID 7072
74 DR	INDRANI	MANUEL 7096
75 MR	GEORGE	C.C.	LEONG 7110
76 MR	CHEW	KAR	MENG 7169
77 MR	KHOO	KAY	CHOCK 7190
78 MR	KENNETH	LEE	MING	TO 7192
79 MR	WILLIAM	F	C	LOONG 7193
80 EN	KAMIL	DATUK	ABD	RAHMAN 7196
81 MR	FOO	KEAN	OO 7218
82 EN	ZAINAL	RASHID	DATO'	EUSOFF 7229
83 YBHG	DATIN	MARIAM	EUSOFF 7256
84 LT	COL	®	JOHAN	VAN	GEYZEL 7280
85 MR	M	ARUMUGAM 7308
86 MDM	WONG	CHOR	YING 7338
87 MR	KHOO	TENG	HOCK 7339
88 DR	KEE	PENG	LEONG 7395
89 MR	MOHANRAM	KUMAR	NAGARAJ 7423
90 EN	ZAINAL	ABIDIN	LISUT 7447
91 MR	LEE	WAI	THONG 7477
92 DR	LOW	KUN	SHE 7514
93 MR	P.	YOGANATHAN 7524
94 MR	SAW	TENG	CHUAN 7547
95 MR	LIM	YEE	BEE 7553
96 MR	LEE	WEE	KEE 7601
97 MR	RICHARD	L	K	OH 7611
98 MR	BERNARD	H.H.	YONG 7639
99 EN	ABDUL	JABAR	ABDUL	MAJID 7672
100 MR	WILLIAM	TAN	SWEE	BEE 7674
101 MR	LEW	LEE	YIN 7695
102 LY	COL	(R)	DATO'	ANTHONY	J.SILVA 7708
103 YBHG	DATO'	S	S	SUBRAMANIAM 7743
104 MR	R	W	P	MANUEL 7753
105 DR	TAN	YOKE	SING 7765
106 MR	LEOW	CHAI	FAH 7803
107 EN	MOHAMMED	B.	HUSSEIN 7808
108 MR	VONG	CHOONG	CHOY 7815
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109 MS	AILINA	LEE	OI	LING 7862
110 MR	B	VENUGOPAL 7871
111 MR	ROBERT	S	P	NG 7892
112 MR	LAM	HEE	THONG 7895
113 MR	PAUL	S	K	LIM 7966
114 MR	MAH	PENG	CHEAH 7971
115 YBHG	DATUK	P.	VENUGOPAL 7982
116 MR	VLEONG	TUCK	ONN 8015
117 MR	SEAH	FOOK	CHIN 8023
118 MR	ROLV	S	P	ALSFELT 8043
119 YBHG	TAN	SRI	DATUK	ADAM	KADIR 8047
120 MR	LEE	WAN	HOI 8094
121 YBHG	DATO'	ABD	MAJID	B	ABD	HAMID 8095
122 MR	KOAY	KAR	BENG 8144
123 MR	WONG	CHEE	CHONG 8151
124 MR	TEH	ING	DI 8168
125 MR	YONG	LIN	TANG 8177
126 MR	MICHIEL	LEO	PHILIP 8188
127 YBHG	DATUK	M	SUPPERAMANIAM 8192
128 MR	YU	KOK	ANN 8219
129 MDM	LOH	MEE	YOKE 8243
130 YBHG	TAN	SRI	YAACOB	MAT	ZAIN 8248
131 MR	LAWRENCE	W.L.	CHIN 8250
132 MR	TAN	HAU	KIANG 8268
133 MR	NG	BOON	PUEY 8270
134 MR	CHEAH	FOOK	YEN 8305
135 EN	SUHAIMI	HAJI	SIDEK 8325
136 YBHG	COL	(R)	DATO'	IR	CHENG	WAH 8336
137 YBHG	DATO	SHAMSUL	FALAK	BIN	ABDUL	KADIR 8337
138 MR	KHOO	KIM	LENG 8436
139 MR	GEORGE	CHEN	KIM	SHIN 8440
140 MR	A	SEKARAJASEKARAN,	KMN 8473
141 MR	TEOH	CHENG	HAI 8510
142 DR	WOON	KOK	CHIN 8516
143 IR	TOO	WAN	JIN 8572
144 MR	YONG	KEE	CHIANG 8574
145 MR	KHEW	CHEE	SUN 8576
146 MR	PANG	CHIN	KIUM 8587
147 MR	CHAN	SWEE	FATT 8591
148 MR	WING	SANG	CHENG 8605
149 MR	TAN	HAI	LENG 8612
150 YBHG	DATO'	ROMMEL	JOSEF 8668
151 PROF	DATIN	DR	G.	DURAISAMY 8718
152 MR	NG	PENG	KONG 8723
153 DR	LIN	HAI	PENG 8779
154 MR	TAN	KHENG	SOON 8796
155 YBHG	DATO'	PROF	DR	V.	SIVANESARATNAM 8804
156 EN	IKMAL	NAZARIN	JUNID 8806
157 MR	CHONG	GONG	GONG 8809
158 YBHG	TAN	SRI	DATO'	DR	SALLEH	MOHD	NOR 8835
159 YBHG	TAN	SRI	DATO'	SERI	DR	M.	MAHADEVAN 8852
160 YBHG	DATO'	CHEAH	KONG	WAI 8878
161 MR	G.	KRISHNAN 8885
162 MR	BHUPINDER	SINGH 8890
163 MR	LIM	CHOON	HONG 8898
164 MR	CHUNG	TZE	HIEN 8903

165 EN	SANI	MAH	ABDULLAH 8908
166 YBHG	DATO'	DR	M.	SIVANANTHAM 8927
167 YBHG	DATO'	TAN	SENG	CHEE	J.P 8961
168 BRIG	GEN	(RTD)	RON	S	MAHENDRAN 8963
169 YBHG	DATO'	DR	JASPER	C.	MEHTA 8976
170 LAKSAMANA	(B)	DATO'	NICK	PETERSON 9039
171 MR	J.	MENEZES 9050
172 DR	R	V	GRAICHEN 9061
173 MDM	TAY	SIEW	WAH 9064
174 YBHG	DATO'	DAVID	KOH	ENG	HOOI 9076
175 YBHG	TAN	SRI	DATO'	HJ	M.	ARIFFIN	YUSOF 9099
176 MR	ANTHONY	TAN	HAN	GEE 9107
177 DR	JUNID	SAHAM 9114
178 MR	S	LOGARAJAH 9122
179 MR	NG	KIAN	HUAT 9131
180 MR	TAN	TECK	@	CHIN	SIEN	CHIN 9138
181 PROF	MADYA	DR	LEE	KAM	HING 9199
182 MR	GOH	SENG	CHUAN 9211
183 MR	PETER	WONG 9297
184 MR	ONG	ENG	JOO 9304
185 MS	SATWANT	KAUR 9311
186 MR	RICHARD	ARTHUR	JOHN	HAWKINS 9323
187 YBHG	DATO'	ALJAFRI	ABDUL	MAJID 9326
188 EN	KAMARALZAMAN	R.TAMBU 9343
189 EN	HAKIMI	HASHIM 9347
190 MR	CHIA	AH	LOY 9357
191 MR	GURUBACHAN	S.	JOHAL 9367
192 MR	GEORGE	ANTHONY	DASS	DAVID 9368
193 YA	DATO'	HJ	SHAIK	DAUD 9423
194 MR	AKBAL	SINGH	SANDHU 9436
195 YBHG	DATO'	MOHD	AGIL	B	MOHD	NATT 9444
196 EN	RAHIM	BIN	MOHD	SOM 9451
197 YBHG	DATO'	GHAZALI	MAT	ARIFF 9457
198 EN	VICTOR	MOK	KUM	SENG 9520
199 MR	THOO	YUEN	FAH 9558
200 MR	YOA	SAI	HEE 9559
201 YBHG	PUAN	SRI	DATIN	LING	LEE	HUNG 9561
202 MR	CHAN	HOCK	KHOON 9562
203 MR	YEAP	KOK	KUA 9599
204 DR	LOKE	KWOK	KHEONG 9609
205 MR	PETER	KANG	CHOON	ENG 9613
206 YBHG	DATO'	IBRAHIM	BIN	ABU	BAKAR 9617
207 EN	ZAHARDIN	OMARDIN 9631
208 EN	AHMAD	BIN	ABDULLAH 9650
209 EN	MOHD	RASHDI	B	MOHD	GHAZALLI 9655
210 YB	DATIN	PADUKA	KOMALA	DEVI	PERUMAL 9690
211 MS	LEE	HUNG	FONG,HILDAH 9697
212 DR	CHOON	SIEW	KIT 9734
213 DR	HERMAN	SHAH	SHAHBUDIN 9756
214 YM	RAJA	BADROL	RAJA	ABU	HASSAN	SHAARI 9786
215 EN	WAN	MALIK	MOHAMED 9816
216 YBHG	DATO'	SHAIK	SULAIMAN	ISMAIL 9838
217 MS	AMU	THARMARAJAH 9845
218 EN	ISKANDER	ISMAIL 9853
219 EN	ZAIT	BIN	MD	ISA 9857
220 EN	MOHAMED	YUSOFF	MAHMOOD 9864
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221 EN	YUSUF	KHAN	B.	GHOWS	KHAN 9868
222 EN	A.HASHIM	MOHD	GHAUTH 9871
223 YBHG	TAN	SRI	DATO'	WIRA	SYED	ABDUL	JABBAR	

BIN	DATO'	SYED	HASSAN
9884

224 YM	TUNKU	ZAINOL	RASHID	BIN	TUNKU	
ABDULLAH

9910

225 EN	JON	AZMAN 9960
226 TUAN	HAJI	KHAJA	MARICAR 9963
227 EN	AHMAD	GAMAN	ABDULLAH 9975
228 PN	HENDON	BT	HJ	MOHAMED 9987
229 EN	ABD	KADER	ABD	RAZAK 9991
230 EN	AMIR	DASTAN 10053
231 PN	ZURIAH	HJ	MOHD	SAID 10101
232 YBHG	DATO'	ZAINUDDIN	CHE	DIN 10111
233 EN	M.ALI	HANAFIAH	KANTAN 10135
234 YBHG	DATO'	LOKE	YUEN	YOW	JP.DPMP.AMP 10174
235 PN	NINA	HALIM	RASIP 10179
236 YBHG	DATUK	MOHD	BAKKE	SALLEH 10182
237 PN	BETTY	HAWA	ABDULLAH	(NG	AH	HWA) 10184
238 YBHG	DATO'	MD	ROSHDI	A	NORDIN 10243
239 MR	TAN	MIN	CHIK 10268
240 MS	KIM	FERNANDO 10305
241 MR	TAI	FOOK	SUN 10308
242 MR	ANTHONY	THEAN	KHEE	PEN 10314
243 YBHG	DATO'	SERI	ERIC	LIM	EWE	CHYE 10317
244 MR	WONG	KEM	CHEN 10339
245 MR	PAUL	CHONG 10342
246 MR	LUM	SENG	YIP 10393
247 IR	INDERJIT	SINGH	PURBA 10396
248 MR	YEOW	TECK	CHAI 10403
249 IR	DAVID	NALLIAH	WELCH 10405
250 DR	LEE	HUNG	CHEONG 10407
251 MR	CHONG	SWEE	HUP 10418
252 MR	HARI	PRASAD	S/O	C.VASUDEVAN 10419
253 MR	GASPER	GNANAMUTHU 10433
254 DR	THURAIRAJAH	A/L	APPADURAI 10457
255 MR	ONG	CHAU	OH 10462
256 DR	K	INDER	SINGH 10469
257 MR	EDWARD	TEO	PENG	BOON 10473
258 DR	PALAR	SINNIAH 10476
259 MR	MICHAEL	KUAN	TENG	KOOI 10479
260 YBHG	DATO'	SEGARAJAH	RATNALINGAM 10482
261 DR	NG	YEW	TECK 10493
262 MR	CHARANJIT	SINGH	SAINI 10527
263 MS	FREDA	ANGELINE	USHA	CHIVAPATHY 10544
264 DR	CHAN	CHIEW	BENG 10556
265 MR	GAN	ENG	CHEE 10557
266 MR	CALVIN	CHONG	ENG	GUAN 10564
267 MR	MATTHEW	THOMAS 10573
268 MR	TAN	BENG	CHAI 10577
269 MR	PORRES	POOBAL	ROYAN 10582
270 DR	LIEW	FAH	KONG 10586
271 YBHG	DATUK	DR	M	VIJENDRAN 10592
272 MR	NG	KIM	TUCK 10594
273 DR	K	VIJAYA	RAGHAVAN 10596
274 MR	ALEX	ABRAHAM 10603

275 MR	TOH	CHENG	HAI 10604
276 MR	GEORGE	LOH	KWEK	KWEE 10609
277 MR	C	T	ANNATHURAI 10610
278 MR	CLIFF	LOW	KIANG	YIM 10614
279 MR	KEOW	HOCK	SNEAH 10618
280 MR	R.	RAJAKUMAR 10622
281 MR	CHEW	HOE	SOON 10639
282 YA	DATO'	TAN	YEAK	HUI 10646
283 DR	NIRMAL	SINGH 10652
284 MR	YIP	SEONG	CHING 10655
285 MR	RAJAISH	KUMAR	SAIGAL 10664
286 EN	MUSTAFFA	AHMAD 10670
287 EN	ABD	HALIM	HJ.	ABD	RAHIM 10689
288 MR	THOMAS	FONG	WAI	HENG 10694
289 YBHG	DATO'	ABDUL	AZIM	MOHD	ZABIDI 10703
290 EN	AHMAD	HASSANUDIN	KAMALUDIN 10733
291 MS	TAN	KIM	YAN 10741
292 YBHG	DATO'	TAN	BING	HUA 10792
293 EN	AZMIN	OTHMAN 10820
294 EN	ABD	RAHIM	ABD	RAHMAN 10824
295 EN	ABD	RASHID	ABD.MAJID 10825
296 MR	LAM	MUN	WAH 10826
297 YBHG	DATIN	DR	ZEILA	JUNID 10827
298 EN	OZAIR	OMAR 10836
299 MS	KAREN	JUDITH	GOONTING 10863
300 EN	MAHBOB	ABDULLAH 10881
301 YBHG	DATO'	MOHAMED	AMIR	ABAS	BIN	ZAINAL	

AZIM
10884

302 YBHG	DATO'	THAVALINGAM	THAVARAJAH 10887
303 EN	ABDUL	HAMID	BIN	ABDUL	MANAFF 10889
304 MR	KARL	L.S.FREDERICKS 10890
305 YA	STANLEY	C	AUGUSTIN 10906
306 MR	TAN	MENG	HUI 10961
307 YBHG	DATUK	MOHAMAD	ASHFAR	ALI 10975
308 YBHG	DATO'	DR	GURCHARAN	SINGH 10985
309 MR	HUANG	YING	HOW 10994
310 DR	TAN	GHEE	HEOK 11009
311 YBHG	DATUK	MUMTAZ	ALI 11022
312 MR	LIM	HUN	SOON 11046
313 MR	LOKE	WAI	MUN 11053
314 MR	RUBAN	CHELLIAH 11069
315 MR	LIEW	SENG	LOONG 11070
316 MR	S.	RADHAKRISHNAN 11073
317 DR	LEE	CHEE	HORNG 11094
318 MR	KANDASIVAM	S/O	SIVAKOLUNTHU 11095
319 MR	PERIASAMY	SINNAPPAN,	PJK 11096
320 PN	SHAMSINAR	MUSTAFA 11106
321 MR	WONG	SENG	HUAT 11114
322 MR	V	SAVANTHRAPANDIAN 11133

323 MS	TAN	CHOOI	SUAN 11143
324 MR	IAN	KOK	FAI	TET 11146
325 MR	TEH	WEE	YANG 11147
326 MR	ONG	SHI	FU 11167
327 MR	WONG	KUM	MENG 11177
328 MR	YAP	YOK	FOO 11186
329 MS	MARCIA	KOK	SUET	LING 11190
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330 MR	CHOO	TIOW	PENG 11191
331 MDM	CAROLINE	ELANE	CHIAM	J	T	LING 11193
332 MR	PAUL	WONG	KOK	SENG 11231

333 MR	WONG	KET	SING 11246
334 MR	WONG	YON	YAM 11248
335 MS	GIAM	CHUI	LENG 11253
336 MR	WONG	BOON	TIAN 11276
337 MR	R	GANAVATHY	NAIDU 11282
338 MDM	LOW	SIEW	BENG 11286
339 MR	CHRISTOPHER	SELVARAJ	A/L	C	

THIAGARAJAH
11293

340 MR	LEE	ENG	HWA 11307
341 MR	LOW	SEONG	LIM 11310
342 MR	EU	KOONG	LENG 11316
343 MR	TEH	MING	KING 11317
344 MR	TAN	SHANG	JEN 11318
345 MR	CHEONG	WAI	LOONG 11418
346 MS	GOH	SOK	HYA 11423
347 MR	JEFFREY	GILES	GOONTING 11433
348 PN	LINI	FEINITA	M.FEISOL 11442
349 IR	ALDRIN	WONG 11448
350 MR	JOHAN	ABD	WAHED	SHAIK 11452
351 MR	NYAM	LEE	KHIAN 11505
352 EN	SHAIK	RIZAL	S.SULAIMAN 11544
353 EN	AZMEL	REZA	ABU	MANSOR 11549
354 MR	DANIEL	A	THURAIAPPAH 11551
355 MS	SOTHIE	N.THURAIAPPAH 11564
356 MR	CHAN	KOK	CHOONG 11566
357 EN	MOHD	REZA	MOHD	ALI 11617
358 MS	NALINI	RUFINA	MANUEL 11624
359 PROF	DATO	DR	BALWANT	SINGH	GENDEH 11653
360 MS	LIAK	TENG	HWA 11664
361 MDM	PATRICIA	S	K	LIM 11665
362 DR	VIJAY	KUMAR	PRAKASH	LAL 11666
363 MDM	FONG	CHEW	KHEW 11685
364 MR	THARMAPALAN	KARTHIGASU 11695
365 MR	SIM	HONG	KEE 11696
366 MR	OOI	CHEE	THIM@	OOI	CHEE	THIN 11705
367 DR	KOK	TACK	CHEE 11711
368 MR	JEROME	NALLIAH	WELCH 11713
369 MR	ROBERT	QUAH	TEIK	LENG 11714
370 LTCOL	MOHAN	SINGH	RENDHAWA 11725
371 MR	LIM	ENG	KHONG 11729
372 MR	CHONG	GUAN	SENG 11734
373 MDM	CHANG	SIEW	EAN 11767
374 CAPT	LEE	EAN	KEONG 11778
375 MR	JOHN	LOH	KEE	FOO 11779
376 MR	FOO	KOK	YEE 11782
377 MR	PERIA	SUNDRAM	S/O	PONNAMPALAM 11786
378 DR	HO	SHU	NAM 11791
379 MR	LIM	TIAN	HUAT 11792
380 MR	ALBERT	QUAH	CHEI	JIN 11793
381 MS	FOONG	PEK	FOONG 11806
382 MR	HO	CHUN	FU	@	HO	CHIN	FOO,	ROBERT 11812
383 MR	WONG	LUEN	ONN 11821
384 MR	CHUA	KOH	KEONG 11835

385 MR	BALASUBRAMANIAM	KARUPPIAH 11869
386 YBHG	DATO'	LEE	YEOW	CHOR 11874
387 EN	AHMAD	NIZAM	SALLEH 11877
388 MR	K.	KARUNAMOORTHY 11883
389 MR	JOSEPH	MOHAN	LOURDES 11890
390 MR	LAI	CHU	PAUL 11892
391 MR	VIJAYAN	SOMASUNDRAM 11925
392 MR	CHOOI	TAT	WAI 11946
393 MR	TAN	SOONG	HOW 11947
394 DR	SUKHDEV	SINGH 11953
395 MR	LOONG	CHEE	MENG 11954
396 MR	THAM	KOK	PENG 11963
397 MR	IGNATIUS	L	K	H	TAN	JR 11980
398 YBHG	TAN	SRI	MOHD	SALIM	FATEH	DIN,	D.S.P.N,	

J.P
11995

399 MR	SOO	HING	LIN,	PJK 12008
400 EN	MOHD	MYDIN	MOHD	NORDIN 12013
401 MR	CHING	LAI	HUAT 12014
402 MR	CHIONG	CHEE	KIN 12015
403 EN	HAFIZI	BIN	MOHAMED 12019
404 DR	YAP	CHUNG	MUI 12024
405 MR	TAN	KAY	ENG 12037
406 YBHG	DATIN	SOHEIR	M.	KHATIB 12047
407 MR	JAGJIT	SINGH	GILL 12052
408 MR	LEON	TIAN	SENG 12063
409 MR	OOI	AH	BAH 12082
410 MR	YATINDRA	KUMAR	A/L	YUDHISHTER	KUMAR 12084
411 MR	SOON	YUOW	KONG 12102
412 MR	TAN	ENG	LEONG 12105
413 MR	LIM	BENG	JIN 12120
414 EN	ROSLAN	BIN	HASSAN 12134
415 MR	YIP	KIT	WENG 12156
416 EN	CHE	ISMAIL	B	CHE	WAN	MOHD	YUSOF 12184
417 YM	TENGKU	DATO'	IBRAHIM	PETRA 12218
418 MR	PETER	SIM	KWANG	WHYE 12226
419 MR	CHAN	CHEOW	YEE 12273
420 EN	MOHD	RIDZUWAN	MANSOR 12277
421 MR	AMAR	B	DOSHI	@	SHYAM	SUNDER 12304
422 MR	DAVIES	DANAVAINDRAN	A/L	

ARPUTHASAMY
12305

423 MR	LAU	CHOO	SENG 12306
424 EN	SULAIMAN	HEW	ABDULLAH 12312

425 DR	SARAT	CHANDRA	DATTA 12358
426 MR	THAM	CHE	KONG 12384
427 MR	LOH	SIEW	MING 12389
428 MR	CHAI	KOO	FOOI 12390
429 MR	T	THANAPALAN 12392
430 MR	ANG	SENG	OO 12396
431 MR	WONG	FOOK	LOY 12399
432 MR	WEE	KIM	PENG 12400
433 MR	FOONG	KHEE	SENG 12403
434 MR	GOH	CHING	CHEE 12414
435 MR	LIM	BOON	HIONG 12415
436 MR	LIEW	TEAM	TENG 12416
437 DR	ERIC	LEE	KIM	HOR 12425
438 MR	TAN	BENG	HONG 12432
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439 MR	ANDREW	CHAN	KOK	PENG 12438
440 MR	SIMON	HOO	HOCK	CHWEE 12457
441 MR	SELVA	KUMAR	RASIAH 12482
442 MR	YIEW	VOON	LEE 12487
443 MR	LAM	KEE	CHEONG 12504
444 MR	BUPINDER	SINGH	AVATAR 12513
445 MR	BALAKRISHNAN	PAPAIAH 12555
446 MR	KOK	CHEE	KHEONG 12589
447 MR	TEH	AH	HUAT 12595
448 MR	CHEW	LENG	SOON 12616
449 MR	NG	SWEE	KEE 12618
450 YBHG	DATO'	DALJIT	SINGH	DALLIWAL 12619
451 MR	JIMMY	BOEY	HONG	YEW 12627
452 MR	LAI	HOOK	KIAN,	DJN 12641
453 DR	TANG	SEK	CHEONG 12642
454 MR	PETER	GEH	CHENG	THYE 12647
455 MR	GARY	CHUA	SEOW	KOON 12650
456 MR	OOI	TOON	KIT 12651
457 MR	LIM	HUN	CHYE	@	ALLEN 12664
458 MR	CHEW	TECK	HONG 12666
459 MR	CHAN	SIAK	HOY 12691
460 MR	DAVID	LAW	CHEE	THO 12701
461 MR	BALAKRISHNAN	PILLAI 12741
462 EN	HASSANUDIN	PUTEH 12742
463 MR	SIMON	KUA	CHOO	KAI 12748
464 DR	ZUBAIDAH	HJ	ABD	RAHIM 12766
465 MR	GOH	KENG	TIANG 12771
466 MR	EUGENE	ONG	SZE	KUAN 12772
467 DR	SHASHITARAN	SADACHARAN 12773
468 EN	AHMAD	JAAFAR	AZIZUL	RAHMAN 12784
469 YBHG	DATUK	DR	MEGAT	BURHAINUDDIN	

MEGAT	ABDUL	RAHMAN
12822

470 YM	TENGKU	ROZANI	TENGKU	A	NERANG 12844
471 EN	MOHD	KHAIRI	A	WAHAB 12848
472 CIK	FADZILAH	MOHD	PILUS 12849
473 DR	DALJIT	SINGH	GENDEH 12850
474 YBHG	DATO'	SULAIMAN	HJ	MOHD	YUSOF 12876
475 MR	PAUL	PHANG	SENG	CHOY 12879
476 EN	ABU	ZARIM	BIN	HUSIN 12890
477 YBHG	DATO'	SOHAN	SINGH	RANDHAWA 12918
478 PROF	DR	KULENTHRAN	ARUMUGAM 12923
479 YBHG	DATO'	HJ	ABDUL	RAHMAN	YEOP 12928
480 MR	CHUAN	THONG	HUAT 12968
481 MR	YOA	KIAN	SENG 12991
482 DATO'	CHIA	YOON	MOI 12998
483 PROF	DR	TIE	FATT	HEE 13021
484 EN	MAZLAN	B.	OMAR 13023
485 EN	ZULKIFLI	MOHD	ALI 13032
486 MR	SUPRAMANIAM	A/L	SINNASAMY 13033
487 DATO'	JOHN	LOUIS	O'HARA 13044
488 ASSOC.	PROF	DATO'	DR	ZALIHA	OMAR 13099
489 EN	SUFYAN	BIN	ABDUL	JABBAR 13105
490 MR	LEONG	KWOK	WING 13107
491 EN	RAZIF	RASHID 13129
492 MR	LIM	CHIENG	CHIU,	RONNIE 13170
493 MR	FELIX	CHAN	FEE	WHYE 13176

494 IR	TEH	KAN	TONG 13192
495 MR	WONG	KWOK	CHIW 13199
496 MR	LIM	YEE	CHOONG 13222

497 MR	LOKE	YOON	HOE 13223

498 MR	LOKE	MUN	KIT 13233

499 MR	SHAMAN	MATIN	GASPAR 13239
500 MR	DAVID	GERARD	MOK	CHEE	KEONG 13240
501 MR	WONG	SANG	KAN 13254
502 MR	LOH	KEE	MING 13257
503 MR	CHEOK	KIM	CHEE 13264
504 MR	LENG	JOON	HUAT 13266
505 MR	LEE	KAT	KEONG 13271
506 	MR	ROBERT	NEWTON 13279
507 MR	ALLAN	GUY	GOONTING 13283
508 MR	WONG	KUM	FATT 13301
509 MR	TAN	YOKE	SENG 13307
510 MR	TAN	THIAM	HOCK 13324
511 MR	WONG	CHEE	KAY 13326
512 MR	LOW	YAT	SEOW 13332

513 MR	CHUAH	GHEE	LENG 13334
514 MR	BARATHAN	K	APPUDURAI 13341
515 MR	KHOO	TENG	CHAI 13343
516 MR	BALLBEER	SINGH	A/L	SARWAN	SINGH 13361
517 MR	CHEAH	PENG	SUM 13362
518 MR	ANNAND	RAJ	A/L	GOPAL	DASS 13363
519 MR	G	PERKAS	S/O	GOPAL	DASS 13365
520 MR	TING	ING	SIEN 13366
521 MR	CHIN	FOCK	KEE 13369
522 MR	LOW	KANG	MOON 13378
523 YBHG	DATO'	TIONG	KWING	HEE 13380
524 TN	ABU	BAKAR	RAJUDIN	ALHAJ 13388
525 MDM	JAYNE	KOE	GAIK	BEE 13393
526 MR	CHIAM	TOW	LOON 13399
527 MR	CHRISTOPHER	LOW	HON	PENG 13421
528 MR	K	J	KURUVILLA 13423
529 MR	AMARJIT	SINGH	A/L	GURBACHAN	SINGH 13430
530 MR	LOW	HOCK	WAN 13431
531 MR	HUM	KOW	BANG 13440
532 DR	KANCHANAMALA	MOOTHATHAMBY 13459
533 MDM	CHRISTINE	CHEW 13460
534 MR	TEOH	SWEE	CHONG 13465
535 MR	SIVAKARAN	VISVALINGAM 13469
536 MR	PAUL	RAJ	A/L	DAVIS 13475
537 	MR	YOON	WAI	CHEONG 13502
538 MR	K	A	KUMAR 13512
539 YBHG	DATO'	YAP	TECK	CHOW 13518
540 MR	MELVINDER	SINGH	S/O	HARMINDER	SINGH 13533
541 MS	YAP	SIEW	HONG 13542
542 YBHG	DATO'	IR	HO	HAK	KIEW 13549
543 MR	HUANG	SOON	TECK 13563
544 MDM	POH	LIN	WONG 13568
545 MR	OOI	HEE	TANG 13575
546 MR	CHUA	KWANG	KHIM 13600
547 MR	V	CHAKARAVARTHY 13604
548 MR	PALANISAMY	S/O	RAMASAMY 13628
549 MR	AMIRTHA	NATHAN	SAVRIMUTHU 13632
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550 MR	JOHN	CHAN	CHEOW	EAN 13636
551 YBHG	DATUK	DR	FAWZIA	DATO	ABDULLAH 13647
552 MR	TAN	KEAN	HIN 13659
553 YBHG	DATO'	SYED	MUSTAFFA	B	SYED	ALI 13670
554 MR	CHOE	CHEE	KONG 13682
555 YM	TENGKU	MUSTAPHA	TENGKU	MOHAMED 13686
556 EN	ABDUL	HAMID	B	ABD	MAJID 13703
557 EN	SHARIMAN	YUSUF	MOHD	ZAIN 13707
558 MDM	IRENE	LOO	PAT	TAI	 13775
559 EN	AHMAD	SUHAIMI	B	HAROUN 13777
560 MR	DAMIEN	ONG-YEOH	OON	ON 13868
561 EN	AHMED	ZAKKI	B	ABDUL	JABBAR 13879
562 MR	JOHN	CHEAH	WENG	ONN 13903
563 MR	ALEXANDER	RICHARD	GOW 13923
564 MR	MAH	YIK	HOAY 13948
565 DR	TARA	BAI	BTE	TAIYEB	ALI 13971
566 MR	TEOH	HUN	HOONG 13987
567 MS	AMAR	SHOBHA	A/P	JAGDISH	MITTER	SARNA 13991
568 MDM	STELLA	YAP	SU	MIEN 14008
569 MR	PHILIP	MATHEWS 14023
570 YBHG	DATUK	MERLYN	KASIMIR 14029
571 YBHG	IR	DATO'	GEORGE	GEORGE 14033
572 YBHG	DATUK	DR	JOHN	ANTHONY	XAVIER 14035
573 MADAM	LIANG-WAI	VIVIAN	THONG 14136
574 MR	RAMANAN	L	K	VIJAYARAGHAVAN 14154
575 YBHG	DATIN	RAFIDAH	ABDUL	JALIL 14179
576 MR	JEYAPALAN	K	SELVADURAI 14199
577 MR	WONG	KAH	TECK 14256
578 MR	CHIN	LEE	YEN 14262
579 EN	MAHAREDZA	MAHADZIR 14267
580 YBHG	DATO'	KAMIL	NOOR	ARIFF	B	KAMIL	

MUSHIR	ARIFF
14283

581 EN	AMIRUL	AZAM	AHMAD	BADRI 14294
582 MR	CHAN	TOW	CHAI 14349
583 MR	ALVIN	NG	BOON	KEE 14364
584 MR	VINCENT	LAWRENCE 14372
585 MR	RAVINDRAN	DAVID	SAMUEL 14376
586 MS	WERN	LI	MORSINGH 14392
587 MR	CHEE	SIN	KOOI 14407
588 EN	AHMAD	FAHARUDDIN	IBRAHIM 14417
589 MR	LEONG	SIEW	HOONG 14450
590 MRS	LIM	TAU	KIEN 14451
591 MR	LEONG	CHOONG	WAH 14481
592 MR	REMI	CHRISTY	PEREIRA 14485
593 MR	WONG	HUNG	KOK 14491
594 MR	TEOH	HAN	CHONG 14500
595 DR	JESBEER	SINGH 14504
596 DR	JULIUS	DANIEL	JOHN 14508
597 MR	TAMILSELVAM	A/L	VELUSAMY 14509
598 DR	BALBIR	SINGH 14521
599 MR	KHOO	KAY	HOE 14535
600 IR	JAYASEELAN	NADARAJAH	 14546
601 MR	LOURDES	NATHAN	MICHEL 14547
602 MR	TAN	KUAN	HOCK 14552
603 MR	FLEMMING	WICH 14574
604 MR	PRABAHARAN	SUBRAMANIAM 14580

605 MRS	NG	CHAI	YEE 14583
606 MR	TAN	YONG	TECK 14584
607 MR	ARTHUR	HOI	WOON	HING 14586
608 YBHG	DATO'	PHILIP	CHAN	HON	KEONG 14602
609 MR	LEONG	YEE	FOOK 14622
610 YBHG	DATO'	WADIVER	@	VADIVALE	MUNYANDY 14630
611 MR	NG	KOK	CHONG 14632
612 MR	CHONG	SHEE	LEOK 14644
613 IR	PRADEEP	LEON 14650
614 MR	ANANTHA	RAJA	THAMBOO 14651
615 MR	RAVINDRAN	A/L	PONNUSAMY 14657
616 MR	CHUA	GIOK	LOON 14678
617 MADAM	LEE	MEW	KWAN 14681
618 LT	COL	®	TOMMY	PEREIRA 14691
619 MR	BALAN	MOSES 14710
620 MR	MILAN	PANOVSKI 14713
621 DR	BALAN	L	DASS	@	MANOKARAN	 14724
622 MR	LAI	KWONG	MENG 14734
623 MR	SELVARAJA	MURUGESU 14736
624 MR	LIEW	SWEE	MIO	@	LIEW	HOI	FOO 14746
625 MR	MICHAEL	NATHAN	ARUL 14758
626 MR	SHANMUGARAJ	CT	PILLAI 14771
627 MR	HONG	CHUN	KANG 14773
628 MR	LAU	CHUN	THO 14774
629 MR	RONALD	CHOONG	YIP	YUEN 14781
630 YANG	MULIA	RAJA	JUANITA	BT	RAJA	LOPE 14801
631 MR	PREM	VIJENDRAN 14823
632 EN	ZAHAR	MOHD	HASHIM	ZAINUDDIN 14829
633 MS	KIMMIE	GOH	KENG	KIM 14841
634 MR	B	RAMAKRISHNA	BALASUBRAMANIAM 14847
635 MS	CATHERINE	WONG	MUI	LAM 14875
636 MR	ADRIAN	CHENG	CHIEH 14881
637 EN	NAZEER	AHMED	ABD	WAHAB 14924
638 EN	HISHAMUDIN	S	O	K	UBAIDULLA 14943
639 DR	OOMMEN	GEORGE 14944
640 MS	WONG	LI-LI 15000
641 EN	HISHAMUDDIN	HUD	BIN	IBRAHIM 15016
642 MRS	SHARON	YOA	SHOAK	BOON 15023
643 MDM	HOOI	MEI	YIN 15024
644 MR	LEONG	CHOONG	KEON 15071
645 YANG	MULIA	TENGKU	PUTRI	SHAHRIZAD	TG	

MUSTAPHA
15085

646 MR	LEE	HENG	CHO,	IVAN 15100
647 MR	ADAM	TEO	YEE	BOON 15124
648 MR	ROUVIN	THIRUCHELVAM 15141
649 MR	SALEHUDDIN	BIN	ABDULLAH	@	LESLIE	

SEOW	THIAM	ONN
15150

650 MR	LOGANATHAN	K	RAMANUJAM 15160
651 MR	CHENG	POW	LOOK,	PAUL 15161
652 MR	WONG	KAH	MING 15166
653 MR	SAMBASIVAMURTHY	S	SANDRAKASAN 15168
654 MR	VISHNU	KUMAR	R.	VISVANATHAN 15172
655 MR	A	SRITHARAN	ARUMUGAM 15176
656 MR	SIVAN	PONNAMPALAM 15186
657 EN	ADNAN	BIN	MAHMOOD	MERICAN 15195
658 YBHG	DATO'	R	JAYA	RAJ 15219
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659 MR	WOON	THEN	YEW 15222
660 EN	MOHAMED	ANSARI	BIN	MOHAMED	IBRAHIM 15225
661 DR	SURINDAR	SINGH	JESWANT	SINGH 15233
662 MR	BOO	CHING	CHUAN 15251
663 MR	SURESH	KUMAR	K	CHINNAN 15268
664 MR	SOH	CHEE	GEE	 15274
665 MR	JERAD	THARMARAJ	T	ARPUTHARAJ 15277
666 MR	RAJKUMAR	A/L	R	G	SHETH 15303
667 DATO'	ABDUL	ALIM	ABDULLAH 15306
668 MR	UDHARAM	A/L	MOHANDAS 15332
669 YBHG	DATO'	DR	SHANMUGHANATHAN	

VELLANTHURAI
15333

670 MS	CHOW	MOONG	PENG 15338
671 MR	SAILENDRA	A/L	V	KANAGASUNDRAM 15347
672 MR	LAM	CHIN	YUN	@	LIM	CHIN	YUN 15350
673 MR	MAGANDRAN	N	MUTHIAH 15364
674 EN	NIZRAN	BIN	NOORDIN 15366
675 MR	NADARAJAN	S	RASIAH 15367
676 MR	HENRY	J	RAHAMAN 15369
677 MR	ANTHONY	KUAN	CHEE	KEE 15379
678 MS	LEE	FOONG	LEE 15381
679 MS	LEE	FOONG	LEE 15381
680 MR	CHAN	TOW	BOON 15459
681 PN	SHARLYNA	ALIS	SHARKAWI 15462
682 PN	SHARLYZA	ALIS	SHARKAWI 15463
683 MR	RADHAKRISHNAN	NADARAJAH 15471
684 MR	OW	ENG	HAW 15477
685 MR	KUKANANTHAN	S	A	KANAGARAYAR 15485
686 MR	ANEAL	KUMAR	A/L	S.JAGANATH 15493
687 YBHG	DATO'	DENNIS	J.IGNATIUS 15509
688 MR	CHIAM	TAT	LEA 15511
689 MR	SUNDARESAN	A/L	SUBRAMANIAM 15521
690 IR	VIJAYA	KUMAR	A/L	S.	CHELLATHURAI 15532
691 MR	GAN	KOK	LEE 15546
692 MR	POH	LIONG	BAN 15551
693 MR	KONG	FUTT	FONG 15564
694 EN	RAMJAN	DIN	SHADI 15569
695 MR	A.	M.	NAIDU	A/L	APPLANAIDU 15576
696 MR	MICHAEL	ALFRED	BOUDVILLE 15581
697 DR	LIM	YEW	KENG 15591
698 MR	MURTHI	A/L	L.SUPPAN 15592
699 MR	JAIKISHIN	A/L	SHEWANDAS 15598
700 YBHG	DATO'	BALJIT	SINGH	BALWANT	SINGH 15609
701 MAJOR	(B)	MR	VAN	WENG	HONG 15638
702 MR	TAN	JIAN	HWA	 15661
703 MS	TAN	EE	LYNN 15662
704 MR	VISHARAD	VENUGOPAL 15664
705 MR	YOON	JUN	JIE 15665
706 MR	TEOH	SENG	HEE 15672
707 MR	PRITHVIRAJ	SINGH	SACHDEV 15673
708 MR	LIEW	WENG	TANG 15675
709 DR	MARGARET	TONG	DUNCAN 15681
710 MDM	JEAN	FRANCINE	GOONTING 15689
711 YM	TUNKU	ZAIN	AL-ABIDIN	TUANKU	MUHRIZ 15696
712 MR	KASINATHAN	T.	KASIPILLAI 15741
713 MR	S	GANGARAJAN	S	SUNDARAJ 15762

714 MR	K	JEYARAJ	M	KUNASINGAM 15763
715 MR	YIP	KOK	KEONG 15764
716 MS	OH	KEAT	CHOW 15816
717 MR	WAN	BAN	ONG 15824
718 MR	YOON	JUN	CHENG 15851
719 MR	SIVANESAN	A/L	SIVALINGAM 15855
720 MR	PETER	LEONG	YUE	SEK 15869
721 MR	DEEPAK	SHARMA	KRISHAN	CHAND 15883
722 EN	ALIAS	BIN	AHMAD 15884
723 EN	ANWAR	BIN	ABDULLAH 15893
724 MDM	LAI	PAI	LENG 15900
725 MR	CHIU	CHENG	MING 15905
726 YANG	MULIA	TUNKU	KHADIJAH	BT	TUNKU	ABD	

RAHMAN	PUTRA
15908

727 MR	JOHN	JIEW	CHIONG	LUKE 15918
728 MS	NOR	ZALINA	MOHAMED	NOR 15963
729 MR	CHIAM	TAT	SENG 15999
730 YBHG	TAN	SRI	MOKHZANI	MAHATHIR 16014
731 MR	KIRUPANANDAN	E.MURUGESU 16020
732 YBHG	DATO'	OON	HOON	NAM 16022
733 MR	RAJAMOGAN	ARUMUGAM 16040
734 MR	DONALD	HOWELL	MILLER	@	HAMIDON	

ABDULLAH
16052

735 YBHG	DATO'	ARASENDRAN	INDRASITH 16065
736 MR	IYPE	PAUL	PHILIP 16067
737 MR	LIEW	KAI	MUN 16079
738 DR	RACHVIND	SINGH	SRA	A/L	GURCHARAN	

SINGH
16095

739 CPT	HARJIT	SINGH	PURAN	SINGH 16099
740 MR	TAN	SEE	SAN,	DANIEL 16099
741 MR	TAN	SEE	MENG 16110
742 EN	MOHAMED	ZHARIF	BIN	MD	AGIL 16120
743 EN	AHMAD	SHAFIQUE	AHMAD	KAMAL 16133
744 PROF	MADYA	HJH	RAJA	SAIDATUL	HISAN 16136
745 MR	COLIN	CHARLES 16138
746 PN	FAWZIA	HANOUM	ARIFF 16139
747 MS	NATALIE	TAN	ZHI	MIN 16143
748 PN	MAISARAH	BINTI	ABDULLAH	SANI 16146
749 PN	MASLINA	BT	ABDULLAH	SANI 16170
750 MR	KUSHEL	SINGH	RANDHAWA 16172
751 EN	FAIZ	BIN	M.KUNJU 16182
752 MR	DERRICK	TIONG	CHEE	WEN 16183
753 CIK	MARIANNA	BT	ALY	SHUN 16184
754 MR	MARK	LOW	CHUN	KIT 16196
755 MR	NICHOLAS	HONG	TIANG	YI 16197
756 MR	CHEW	WENG	LEONG 16212
757 MR	NANDA	KUMAR	A/L	RANGANATHAN 16217
758 MR	HARKIRET	SINGH	RANDHAWA 16219
759 MR	NIGEL	WILLIAM	KRAAL 16228
760 PN	SHARIFAH	DALILAH	ALBAR	SYED	ZAID 16261
761 MR	LIM	SHYANG	FUH 16266
762 MDM	SATKUNASOTHIE	PAUL	NEE	DURAISAMY 16280
763 DR	HARDIP	SINGH	GENDEH 16284
764 EN	NIK	HASBI	FATHI	BIN	NIK	HUSAIN	FATHI 16290
765 MR	GOH	CHEE	KEONG	 16296
766 MR	SHAWN	FOONG	WAI	LUND 16325
767 MR	NG	ZHAO	HOONG 16328
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768 EN	MOHAMAD	SHAFIQ	AZIM	SHAHEEN	
CHUGTAI

16331

769 EN	ABDUL	RAHIM	BIN	YAHYA 16342
770 MR	PETER	JUSTIN	SKELCHY 16357
771 MR	HARPAL	SINGH	GILL 16358
772 MR	LEM	HON	PONG 16383
773 MR	SUBRAMANIAM	SINGARAM 16429
774 MR	GONG	NGIE	DEE 16450
775 MR	CHEAH	EE	KEONG 16452
776 EN	NIZAM	BIN	MOHD	AGIL 16462
777 MR	JOHN	DOODY	CHACKO 16482
778 MDM	WONG	MEE	LAN 16489
779 MR	REJENDRAN	V	PALANY 16496
780 PN	NOR	INTAN	ALADDIN 16505
781 EN	DANIAL	HAKIM	BIN	ROSLAN 16509
782 EN	AHMAD	KAMAL	YEOP	KAMARUDDIN 16519
783 CIK	ARIANA	AMIRUL	AZAM 16525
784 CIK	AMALINA	ABDUL	ALIM 16527
785 IR.	SOFIA	BT	JOHARI 16529
786 MR	RAMAN	KUMAR	KUKREJA 16540
787 EN	AIMAN	JOHAN	BIN	AHMAD	JAAFAR 16542
788 PN	SOFIA	MOHAMED	AKWAL 16556
789 EN	MOHAMED	TAWFIK	ISMAIL 16578
790 EN	JOHAN	ARIFIN	BIN	ROSLAN 16582
791 MR	ANNAMALAI	A/L	MEENACHI	SUNDARAM 16583
792 EN	HARRIS	SIVAPATHAM	ABDULLAH 16588
793 EN	MOHAMED	NASRI	SALLEHUDDIN 16594
794 MR	NG	NYOKE	YING 16596
795 YBHG	DATUK	GIVANANADAM	A/L	KALINAN 16610
796 MR	LIM	CHOON	YONG 16617
797 MR	JEGAJIVAN	NATCUNASINGHAM 16639
798 MR	CHUA	CHYE	HUP 16652
799 MR	VIJAYAKUMAR	A/L	M	V	NAIR 16659
800 MR	SUKHAMAR	SINGH	A/L	AMAR	SINGH 16675
801 YBHG	DATO'	KUMARAN	A/L	SANTHIVALOO 16683
802 MDM	NG	HUEY	HUEY 16690
803 MR	MUNINDRAN	VASUTHAVAN 16694
804 MR	CHRISTOPHER	CHAN	YAN	KIN 16697
805 MR	GERALD	MAHENDRAN	LEE 16699
806 DR	GOH	KIM	CHUAN 16700
807 PN	FARHANA	HANOUM	KAMIL	NOOR	ARIFF 16722
808 DR	AHMAD	SULEIMAN	BIN	SALEHUDDIN 16732
809 EN	IQWAN	BIN	MD	RIDZUWAN 16735
810 EN	MOHAMED	NOOR	DANIAL	BIN	MOHAMED	

YUSOFF
16738

811 MDM	JANET	LIM 16743
812 MR	LEE	BOON	KIAN 16747
813 EN	HANIS	ZAHIER	BIN	HASSANUDIN 16753
814 MR	CHAN	HUA	ENG E2077
815 YBHG	DATO'	MUSTAFA	MOHD	ALI E3888
816 YBHG	DATO'	DR	GURMUKH	SINGH E4586
817 MDM	QUAH	KIM	SI E4765
818 DR	V	V	NADKARNI E4796
819 YBHG	DATUK	MUHAMMAD	FEISOL	HASSAN E4830
820 MR	L	T	KULASINGHAM E4904
821 YBHG	DATO'	IR	PANG	LEONG	HOON E4970

822 MR	RISHA	A	RAJADURAI E5012
823 DR	JAMES	LIEW	YAT	HOE E5110
824 YBHG	DATO'	D	J	PUTHUCHEARY E5372
825 MR	DAVID	YAP	BOO	HEONG E5409
826 YBHG	DATUK	DR	LIM	CHEE	SHIN E5429
827 MR	C	AYADURAI,	AMN E5444
828 YBHG	DATIN	JEANNIE	LIM E5797
829 EN	ABDUL	RAHIM	ISMAIL E6636
830 MR	GOH	JOON	HAI E6958
831 YBHG	DATO'	Y	SIVALOGANATHAN E7019
832 MR	CHEAH	CHIP	FUN E7380
833 MR	MOEY	CHEE	SENG E7559
834 EN	MOHD	KAMAR	MOHAMAD E7669
835 MR	LIM	TENG	ENG E7755
836 MR	K	NADARAJAH E8349
837 YBHG	DATUK	IR	ABDULLAH	SANI	A.KARIM E9478
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1 MR	STEWART	J	FORBES 4090
2 DR	A	PATHMANATHAN 4224

3 MR	KOH	BENG	TECK 4435
4 MR	ALLAN	ANTHONY	KRONENBURG 4613
5 DR	LEE	CHEE	HIN 4679
6 YBHG	DATO'	PARAM	CUMARASWAMY 4774
7 MR	YAP	CHENG	TEE 4802
8 YBHG	DATO'	NOH	HAJI	ABDULLAH 4922
9 MR	MAHINDER	S	RANDHAWA 5192
10 YBHG	DATO'	DR	JOSEPH	ERAVELLY 5244
11 IR	G.	BALACHANDRAN 5410
12 MR	LEAN	CHEE	SENG 5600
13 YBHG	DATO'	IR	MOHD	RIZAL	AL-AMIN	TUN	

SARDON
5638

14 EN	CHE	WAN	OTHMAN	FADZILAH 5669
15 EN	MOHAMED	LOKMAN	BIN	TUN	SARDON 5988
16 MR	KHOO	CHOONG	KEOW 6051
17 MR	AMMAN	SINGH 6057
18 MDM	RATHIDEVI	THEAGARAJAH 6063
19 MR	VENKITESWARAN	SANKAR 6416
20 YBHG	DATO'	TAN	BOON	HOCK 6778
21 MR	YAP	CHAN	PENG 6810
22 MR	LOW	BENG	HOCK 6852
23 EN	GHAZALI	TAN	ABDULLAH 6924
24 EN	RASHID	E.	MAMAJIWALLA 7040
25 DR	K	J	JOHN 7116
26 MR	KENNETH	LEE	MING	TO 7192
27 MR	WILLIAM	F	C	LOONG 7193
28 EN	ZAINAL	RASHID	DATO'	EUSOFF 7229
29 MR	FOONG	SUI	CHOW 7311
30 MDM	WONG	CHOR	YING 7338
31 MR	MOHANRAM	KUMAR	NAGARAJ 7423
32 MR	SAW	TENG	CHUAN 7547
33 MR	LEE	LENG	HUAT 7686
34 MR	VONG	CHOONG	CHOY 7815
35 MS	AILINA	LEE	OI	LING 7862
36 YBHG	DATUK	P.	VENUGOPAL 7982
37 MR	SEAH	FOOK	CHIN 8023
38 MR	ROLV	S	P	ALSFELT 8043
39 MR	YONG	LIN	TANG 8177
40 MR	TAN	HAU	KIANG 8268
41 MR	NG	BOON	PUEY 8270
42 MR	DAVID	C.H.	ONG 8272
43 EN	SUHAIMI	HAJI	SIDEK 8325
44 MR	KHOO	KIM	LENG 8436
45 MR	A	SEKARAJASEKARAN,	KMN 8473
46 MR	TEOH	CHENG	HAI 8510
47 DR	WOON	KOK	CHIN 8516
48 MR	KHEW	CHEE	SUN 8576
49 MR	RAMACHANDRAN	CHELLIAH 8590
50 MR	TAN	HAI	LENG 8612
51 YBHG	DATO'	ROMMEL	JOSEF 8668
52 MR	NG	PENG	KONG 8723
53 MR	TAN	KHENG	SOON 8796
54 YBHG	TAN	SRI	DATO'	DR	SALLEH	MOHD	NOR 8835
55 MR	BHUPINDER	SINGH 8890
56 MR	LIM	CHOON	HONG 8898
57 YBHG	DATO'	DR	M.	SIVANANTHAM 8927
58 YBHG	DATO'	TAN	SENG	CHEE	J.P 8961

59 YBHG	DATO'	DR	JASPER	C.	MEHTA 8976
60 DR	GREGORY	THONG	TIN	SIN 8984
61 YBHG	DATO'	SHAARI	BIN	MOHD.	NOOR 9067
62 MR	NG	KIAN	HUAT 9131
63 MR	PETER	WONG 9297
64 MS	SATWANT	KAUR 9311
65 EN	KAMARALZAMAN	R.TAMBU 9343
66 MR	GEORGE	ANTHONY	DASS	DAVID 9368
67 EN	VICTOR	MOK	KUM	SENG 9520
68 MS	LEE	HUNG	FONG,HILDAH 9697
69 YM	RAJA	BADROL	RAJA	ABU	HASSAN	SHAARI 9786
70 EN	ZAIT	BIN	MD	ISA 9857
71 EN	YUSUF	KHAN	B.	GHOWS	KHAN 9868
72 TUAN	HAJI	KHAJA	MARICAR 9963
73 PN	HENDON	BT	HJ	MOHAMED 9987
74 EN	AMIR	DASTAN 10053
75 MR	JOSEPH	BERCMANS	LOPEZ 10313
76 YBHG	DATO'	SERI	ERIC	LIM	EWE	CHYE 10317
77 PROF	DR	LIM	CHEOK	SIANG 10426
78 MR	LAWRENCE	LAI	TEN	SONG 10455
79 MR	BENNY	LOH	KEE	SENG 10554
80 DR	CHAN	CHIEW	BENG 10556
81 MR	MATTHEW	THOMAS 10573
82 EN	ABD	HALIM	HJ.	ABD	RAHIM 10689
83 MR	THOMAS	FONG	WAI	HENG 10694
84 EN	ABD	RASHID	ABD.MAJID 10825
85 MR	LAM	MUN	WAH 10826
86 EN	MOHD	NOOR	ABD	MAWI 10882
87 YA	STANLEY	C	AUGUSTIN 10906
88 MR	SANTOKH	SINGH 10915
89 MR	PERIASAMY	SINNAPPAN,	PJK 11096
90 MS	TAN	CHOOI	SUAN 11143
91 MR	TEH	WEE	YANG 11147
92 MS	CHIN	FUI	NING 11156
93 MR	YAP	YOK	FOO 11186
94 MR	WONG	KET	SING 11246
95 MS	GIAM	CHUI	LENG 11253
96 MR	R	GANAVATHY	NAIDU 11282
97 MR	LEE	GUAN	HOCK 11290
98 IR	ALDRIN	WONG 11448
99 EN	SHAIK	RIZAL	S.SULAIMAN 11544
100 MR	DANIEL	A	THURAIAPPAH 11551
101 MR	CHAN	KOK	CHOONG 11566
102 MS	LIAK	TENG	HWA 11664
103 MDM	PATRICIA	S	K	LIM 11665
104 MDM	FONG	CHEW	KHEW 11685
105 MR	LIM	ENG	KHONG 11729
106 MDM	CHANG	SIEW	EAN 11767
107 MR	K.	KARUNAMOORTHY 11883
108 MR	TAN	SOONG	HOW 11947
109 MR	THAM	KOK	PENG 11963
110 MR	CHING	LAI	HUAT 12014
111 EN	HAFIZI	BIN	MOHAMED 12019
112 DR	YAP	CHUNG	MUI 12024
113 MR	LIM	BENG	JIN 12120
114 MR	FOONG	KHEE	SENG 12403
115 MR	TAN	BENG	HONG 12432
116 MR	ANDREW	CHAN	KOK	PENG 12438
117 MR	TEH	AH	HUAT 12595

No. Name Member No. No. Name Member No.
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AGM ATTENDANCE LIST - Voting member (continued)

No. Name Member No. No. Name Member No.

118 MR	JIMMY	BOEY	HONG	YEW 12627
119 MR	PETER	GEH	CHENG	THYE 12647
120 MR	YEW	CHOR	HUAT 12654
121 MR	CHEW	TECK	HONG 12666
122 MR	CHAN	SIAK	HOY 12691
123 MR	BALAKRISHNAN	PILLAI 12741
124 YBHG	DATO'	HJ	ABDUL	RAHMAN	YEOP 12928
125 DATO'	CHIA	YOON	MOI 12998
126 EN	MAZLAN	B.	OMAR 13023
127 MR	FELIX	CHAN	FEE	WHYE 13176
128 MR	LOKE	MUN	KIT 13233

129 MR	WONG	SANG	KAN 13254
130 MR	CHEOK	KIM	CHEE 13264
131 MR	LENG	JOON	HUAT 13266
132 MR	ANNAND	RAJ	A/L	GOPAL	DASS 13363
133 MR	G	PERKAS	S/O	GOPAL	DASS 13365
134 TN	ABU	BAKAR	RAJUDIN	ALHAJ 13388
135 MR	CHRISTOPHER	LOW	HON	PENG 13421
136 MR	AMARJIT	SINGH	A/L	GURBACHAN	SINGH 13430
137 MR	K	A	KUMAR 13512
138 YBHG	DATO'	YAP	TECK	CHOW 13518
139 MR	CHUA	KWANG	KHIM 13600
140 MR	V	CHAKARAVARTHY 13604
141 DR	JAGJIT	SINGH	S/O	GURLAL	SINGH 13622
142 YBHG	DATO'	SYED	MUSTAFFA	B	SYED	ALI 13670
143 EN	AHMED	ZAKKI	B	ABDUL	JABBAR 13879
144 MR	PHILIP	MATHEWS 14023
145 YBHG	DATUK	MERLYN	KASIMIR 14029
146 YBHG	DATUK	DR	JOHN	ANTHONY	XAVIER 14035
147 EN	SHAHIZAN	HASNAN 14106
148 MR	RAMANAN	L	K	VIJAYARAGHAVAN 14154
149 YBHG	DATO'	KAMIL	NOOR	ARIFF	B	KAMIL	

MUSHIR	ARIFF
14283

150 MR	LEE	KING	LOON 14374
151 MRS	LIM	TAU	KIEN 14451
152 MR	R	RETNAKUMAR 14542
153 YBHG	DATO'	WADIVER	@	VADIVALE	

MUNYANDY
14630

154 MADAM	LEE	MEW	KWAN 14681
155 MS	KIMMIE	GOH	KENG	KIM 14841
156 DR	OOMMEN	GEORGE 14944
157 MR	ROUVIN	THIRUCHELVAM 15141
158 MR	VISHNU	KUMAR	R.	VISVANATHAN 15172
159 DR	SURINDAR	SINGH	JESWANT	SINGH 15233
160 MR	LIM	JIT	YEE 15245
161 MR	SOH	CHEE	GEE	 15274
162 MR	SAILENDRA	A/L	V	KANAGASUNDRAM 15347
163 MR	MAGANDRAN	N	MUTHIAH 15364
164 MR	ANTHONY	KUAN	CHEE	KEE 15379
165 MR	RADHAKRISHNAN	NADARAJAH 15471
166 YBHG	DATO'	DENNIS	J.IGNATIUS 15509
167 MR	PRITHVIRAJ	SINGH	SACHDEV 15673
168 MR	SHANMUGAM	SUBRAMANIAN 15750
169 MR	PETER	LEONG	YUE	SEK 15869
170 EN	ANWAR	BIN	ABDULLAH 15893
171 YBHG	DATO'	OON	HOON	NAM 16022
172 MR	LIEW	KAI	MUN 16079
173 MR	COLIN	CHARLES 16138
174 ADMILR	FERNANDO	FERRI 16230

175 MR	HARPAL	SINGH	GILL 16358
176 MR	GONG	NGIE	DEE 16450
177 MR	JOHN	DOODY	CHACKO 16482
178 MR	LIM	CHOON	YONG 16617
179 MR	TAN	SEE	SAN,	DANIEL 16638
180 MDM	QUAH	KIM	SI E4765
181 DR	V	V	NADKARNI E4796
182 MR	L	T	KULASINGHAM E4904
183 YBHG	DATO'	IR	PANG	LEONG	HOON E4970
184 MR	RISHA	A	RAJADURAI E5012
185 MR	C	AYADURAI,	AMN E5444
186 EN	ABDUL	RAHIM	ISMAIL E6636
187 MR	GOH	JOON	HAI E6958
188 YBHG	DATO'	Y	SIVALOGANATHAN E7019
189 EN	MOHD	KAMAR	MOHAMAD E7669
190 MR	K	NADARAJAH E8349
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CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW

Chairman
 YBhg Dato’ Kamil Noor Ariff

Deputy Chairman
Mr Bernard Foong Khee Seng

Members
YBhg Dato’ Param Cumaraswamy
YBhg Datuk Noor Azian Shaari
YBhg Datin Grace Xavier
Mr Chan Hua Eng (resigned wef March 2017)
YBhg Dato’ Gulamoydeen M Haniffa (resigned wef 
March 2017)

Management
Ms S Sivaneswary (Executive Secretary)

The Constitutional Review Committee (CRC)’s Terms of 

Reference are as follows:

1. To review the current Constitutional Rules and Byelaws of 

the Royal Lake Club in a COMPREHENSIVE and HOLISTIC 

manner.

2.  To make such recommendations on the Constitutional Rules 

and Byelaws and amendments for the better management 

of the Club.

3.  To manage the process of Review of the Constitutional 

Rules and Byelaws by engaging with Members. 

4.  To present Progress Reports to the General Committee (GC) 

for its feedback. (not feedbacks) 

5.  To present the reviewed Constitutional Rules and Byelaws 

to the House for approval.

The CRC at its first meeting on 11 January 2017 agreed to 

initially concentrate on the review on the Club’s constitutional 

rules relating to disciplinary matters arising from comments 

raised by members at the 2016 Annual General Meeting (AGM). 

The CRC carried out a detailed analysis on Rules 17 and 18 of 

the Club’s Constitution with a view in ensuring disciplinary 

proceedings are simple, fair and easy to administer. This is to 

ensure that Club’s members are being treated fairly when 

complaints are lodged against them. Time permitting, all 

other areas of the Club’s Constitution would be examined and 

amended, if necessary. 

The CRC not only examined the various working papers done 

by previous Committees, but also several Constitutional rules 

of other Clubs in Malaysia and in other countries. In addition, 

the CRC also examined dispute resolution methods with 

the objective of resolving members’ disciplinary complaints 

through arbitration.

A total of 5 CRC meetings and several working meetings were 

held to discuss the various amendments during the year. The 

CRC at its final meeting on 21 July 2017 proposed various 

amendments to the Club’s Constitutional Rules and submitted 

them for deliberation and approval of the GC. The GC, at its 

meeting on 26 July 2017, approved the amended Constitutional 

Rules with a few minor amendments and decided that the 

amendments be presented at the forthcoming 2017 AGM 

(instead of an Extra-Ordinary General Meeting in August 2017) 

to save costs as holding a general meeting is a costly affair. 

The proposed amendments to the Club’s Constitution are 

guided by the following considerations:

1. In tabling the proposed amendments, the General 

Committee’s objective is to ensure members are given the 

opportunity to deliberate amendments that were reviewed 

by the current Constitutional Review Committee as well 

as amendments that were proposed by previous year 

Committee.

2.  A thorough review of Rules 17 and 18 to ensure disciplinary 

proceedings are simple, fair and easy to administer.

3.  Amendments are made to the relevant Rules (21, 24, 25 

and 36) to ensure compliance with the Societies Act, 1966 

and the efficient and smooth functioning of the Club’s 

committee.

4.  Proposed financial measures to raise the necessary fund to 

finance the Club’s increasing operational costs as outlined 

in Schedule I.

5.  To incorporate amendments that were proposed in the 2015 

Annual General Meeting but which were not deliberated.

6.  To ensure consistency and uniformity in the description of 

the Rules and to amend existing grammatical errors in the 

relevant Rules.
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MEMBERSHIP

Sitting from the left:
YBhg Tan Sri M Jegathesan, YBhg Tan Sri Dato’ Dr Salleh Mohd Nor,  
Mdm Caroline Elane Chiam J T Ling 

Standing from the left:
Mr Foong Khee Seng (Chairman), Pn Nurzuraida S Abdullah (Membership Manager), 
Mr Lim Beng Jin

Not in picture: 
YBhg Tan Sri Datuk Dr Augustine S H Ong

Chairman
Mr Bernard Foong Khee Seng

Deputy Chairman
Mr Lim Beng Jin

Members
YBhg Tan Sri Dr M Jegathesan 
YBhg Tan Sri Dr Salleh Mohd Nor 
YBhg Tan Sri Datuk Dr Augustine S H Ong 
Ms Caroline Elane Chiam J T Ling

Management
En SuhailiAzman Johari (General Manager/
Secretary) (Up to 20 August 2017)
Pn Nurzuraida S Abdullah (Membership Manager)

The Membership Sub-Committee (MSC) operated within the 

ambit of its Terms of Reference which included, but not limited 

to the following:

1. Ensure compliance with the membership provisions of the 

Constitutional Rules and Policies of the Royal Lake Club 

on the admission of new members, their resignation or 

termination, or reinstatement.

2. Propose to the General Committee changes or amendments 

to the Membership Rules.

3. Plan and propose to the General Committee the number of 

regular intake of new members.

4. Undertake the process of vetting prospective members, 

their interview, induction and formal introduction as a full-

fledged member.

5. Propose the establishment or termination of reciprocal 

relationships with other recreational clubs in Malaysia and 

overseas.

In line with the above, the MSC had reviewed and streamlined 

the policies and procedures relating to membership 

applications and related processes to ensure the admission 

of only duly qualified candidates to membership and in full 

compliance with the Club’s Constitution.

1. Membership Application Form

(a) The new Membership Application Form was revised to 

include a declaration from the Applicant that they had 

not been found guilty and punished by a court of law for 

any criminal offences and that there were no criminal 

proceedings or prosecution pending or threatened 

against them.

(b) Both the Proposer and Seconder are required to 

provide a confidential letter of recommendation for the 

Applicant.

(c)  A copy of the Insolvency Search from the Jabatan 

Insolvensi Malaysia shall be required of the Applicant 

and Spouse.

2. Statement of Accounts and Payment of Dues

 All new Members are required to register for e-Statement 

where the Club would no longer send the hardcopy of their 

monthly Statement of Accounts. The Statement of Accounts 

would be sent to them via the email so registered with the 

Club.

 In addition, new Members are also required to sign up 

for auto debit to facilitate the payment of their monthly 

dues. The Club no longer accepts payments by cash from 

Members in settlement of their accounts at the Reception 

effective September 2016.

3. Lady Membership

 Children of members applying for Lady Membership 

must do so between the ages of 18 and 21 years in strict 

compliance with Rule 10.7 of the Club’s Constitution.

4. Attendance at Membership Interview and Introduction 

(a) All new applicants, including children of members, 

must attend the Membership Interview within one year 

from the date the application was approved. 
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(b) The period of provisional membership is limited up 

to one year from the date of posting as a Provisional 

Member. The Provisional Member is required to attend 

the Membership Introduction within this time frame.

5. Children of Members applying through Temporary 

Membership

 The current policy in respect of Children of Members who 

had applied for Temporary Membership provides for them 

to apply with the Club to fast track their conversion to 

Voting Membership after having successfully completed 

two (2) terms of temporary membership, subject to terms 

and conditions.

 The Club now took a proactive approach and notifies such 

Children of Members to put in their application for Voting 

Membership and submit the balance payment towards 

the Entrance Fee and Refundable Deposit after they have 

completed the required two (2) term.

6. Membership Application from Club’s Management 

Staff and Coaches/Instructors

 In order to prevent any possible conflicts, membership 

applications from Manager (Grade A) would only be 

considered provided that they have served the Club for a 

minimum of three years and that such application is made 

after they have left the Club’s employment, subject to 

prevailing terms and conditions. The same principle applies 

to membership applications from the Club’s coaches/

instructors.

7. Recommendations from the external auditors, Messrs. 

Azman, Wong & Salleh

 In compliance with the recommendations from the external 

auditors as reflected in its Management Letter to the Club, 

the following were closely monitored and where needed, 

rectified immediately:

(a) Reconciliation exercise between the ledgers and the 

Members’ Deposit Listing is reviewed on a quarterly 

basis. Discrepancies, if any, were addressed and rectified 

immediately. 

(b) All updates on the CMS database were duly reviewed 

and approved by the Membership Manager.

(c) Strictly implemented sequential numbering of memos 

from the Membership Department to the Finance 

Department on changes in the ledger relating to 

refunds, conversions, deposits and addition of deposits.

8. Review of the current provisions of the Club’s 

Constitution

 The MSC also reviewed the current provisions of the Club’s 

Constitution and made the following recommendations 

to the Constitutional Review Committee (CRC) to include 

the required amendments for the House to consider and 

approve.

(a) To impose a fee on ALL members which will be 

deposited into a Sinking Fund that can only be used for 

the refurbishment of the various Club’s Facilities.

(b) To do away with the provision of allowing children of 

members to apply for Lady Membership. All children 

of members are to be treated equally and be allowed 

to apply for Voting Membership at the preferential 

entrance fees subject to terms and conditions.

(c) To encourage membership applications by Corporations 

for their nominees by doing away with application 

and its renewal every two years at an entrance fee of 

RM20,000. Instead, the entrance fee for Corporate 

Membership is a one-off payment of RM50,000 and 

limited to two Nominees. Any replacement of Nominees 

would incur a fee.

(d) To allow the transfer of membership to either one of the 

member’s children or grandchildren subject to, inter-

alia, the following terms and conditions:

 (i) The transferor shall be above 70 years old

 (ii) The transferee shall be below 40 years old

(e) To impose a development levy of RM2,500 for all new 

Members, including children of members applying for 

membership.

During the financial year 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017, the Club 

re-opened application for Temporary Membership in August 

2016 as well as January and May 2017.

Four (4) main Membership Interviews were held. The Club 

also accommodated and held several Special Membership 

Interviews for children of members who returned home during 

their semester breaks. Details of all candidates interviewed are 

as follows:

Category

Number of 
Candidates 
Admitted 

during FY2015

Number of 
Candidates 

Admitted during 
FY2016

Number of 
Candidates 
Admitted 

during FY2017

Lady Membership by Children of Members 28 25 34

Voting Membership by Children of Members 25 33 27

Voting Membership by Senior Government Officers 3 2 -

Voting Membership by Spouse of Member - 2 -

Temporary Membership 108 84 90

Provisional to Voting Membership 47 91 87

Corporate Membership 1 2 -

TOTAL 212 239 238
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To ensure our new Temporary Members are fully informed of the facilities in the Club as well as their obligations in respect of the 

provisions of the Club’s Constitutional Rules and Policies, the Club organized four (4) Temporary Membership Inductions.

The Club held four (4) Membership Introductions during the year and a total of 172 were elected as Resident Members, the 

breakdown is as follows:

Category

Number of 

Candidates 

Introduced 

during FY2015

Number of 

Candidates 

Introduced 

during FY2016

Number of 

Candidates 

Introduced 

during FY2017

Lady Membership by Children of Members 32 15 30

Voting Membership by Children of Members 30 24 39

Voting Membership by Married Lady Members 21 3 1

Voting Membership by Senior Government Officers 2 5 2

Provisional converting to Voting Membership 65 98 94

Invited Membership 8 3 6

Corporate Membership 1 2 -

TOTAL 158 150 172

A comparison of our membership tally at the close of financial years 2015 up to 2017 is as follows:

Category

Number of 

Members during 

FY2015

Number of 

Members during 

FY2016

Number of 

Members during 

FY2017

Voting Resident 3,202 3,110 3,098

Voting Resident (reduced subscriptions) 2,365 2,334 2,223

Voting Resident (subscriptions-free) 1,771 1,911 2,165

Voting Absent 964 967 975

Voting Outstation 42 44 39

Provisional 80 85 72

Lady Resident 302 305 320

Lady Resident (reduced subscriptions) 63 64 66

Lady Absent 245 225 236

Lady Outstation 7 6 5

Lady Provisional 9 14 12

Temporary 209 182 164

Corporate 1 3 2

Honorary 23 24 24

Life 33 33 37

Invited 25 28 24

TOTAL 9,341 9,335 9,462

The Club continues to extend Invited Membership status to 

the High Commissioners and Ambassadors who are currently 

domiciled in Malaysia in keeping with our tradition in 

maintaining cordial relationships with these foreign missions. 

During the course of the year under review, the Club welcomed 

the following incoming Ambassadors and High Commissioners 

from the Republic of Turkey, Finland, Republic of Maldives, New 

Zealand, Kingdom of Netherlands and Sri Lanka.

During this period, the Club had reviewed and established new 

reciprocal ties with the following Clubs:

- The Muthaiga Country Club at Nairobi, Kenya

- The New Club at Edinburgh, United Kingdom
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INVESTIGATION

Sitting from the left:
Ms Hildah Lee (Deputy Chairman), Mr Prithviraj Singh Sachdev (Chairman), 
Mr Teoh Cheng Hai, Mr Paul Chong 

Standing from the left:
En Mohamed Yusoff Mahmood, Mr Gurubachan S Johal, Mr Vijay Raj 
Balasupramaniam, Pn Nurzuraida S Abdullah (Membership Manager)

CHAIRMAN
Mr Prithviraj Singh Sachdev

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN
Ms Hildah Lee Hung Fong

MEMBERS
Mr Teoh Cheng Hai
YBhg Tan Sri Lt Jen (B) Mohd Yunus Tasi
Mr Gurubachan S Johal
En Mohamed Yusoff Mahmood
Mr Paul Chong
Mr Vijay Raj Balasupramaniam

MANAGEMENT
En SuhailiAzman Johari (General Manager/
Secretary) (Up to 20 August 2017)
Pn Nurzuraida S Abdullah (Membership Manager)

The Investigation Committee considered all written complaints 

referred to it and following an investigation, decided on the 

appropriate action required under Rule 18.3 of the Club’s 

Constitutional Rules.

Rule 18.3 of the Club’s Constitutional Rules reads as follows:

Rule 18.3.1 Where a written complaint is made pursuant to Rule 

18.2, the Investigation Committee may, if it considers 

that:

a) no cause exist which justifies any disciplinary 

action and advise the complainant accordingly, or

b) the complaint is of a minor nature, summarily 

deals with the complaint and in so doing may 

either counsel the member concerned as to his 

future conduct, or censure or impose a fine in a 

sum not exceeding RM100/- upon such member.

Rule 18.3.2 If it considers that there are sufficient grounds to merit 

investigation into the complaint the Chairman of the 

Investigation Committee shall forthwith constitute a 

Disciplinary Committee (“DC”) comprising of not less 

than three (3) and not more than five (5) members 

from the Disciplinary Panel.

At the start of the new term in December 2016, the Investigation 

Committee was concerned over the trend of the “complaint 

culture” which was prevalent of late and that does not augur well 

for the Club. As a result, the Investigation Committee adopted a 

reconciliatory approach to resolve disputes wherever possible. 

The Investigation Committee was pleased with a lower record 

of complaints this time around.

A summary of the complaints heard over the last three (3) years 

by the Investigation Committee were as follows:

Breaches
July 2014

to
June 2015

July 2015 
to

June 2016

July 2016
to

June 2017

Bringing body guards/
maids

- - -

Non-registration of 
guests

3 1 -

Unbecoming conduct/
behaviour by Members

13 22 12

General - teenagers 
bringing guests, failing 
to carry membership 
cards, bringing guests 
on non-guest day / 
hour, etc.

1 1 -

TOTAL 17 24 12

At the close of 30 June 2017, there were eight (8) cases pending 

deliberation by the IC.

The Club wishes to records its thanks to the Members of the 

Investigation Committee for the year 2016/2017 for their 

services to the Club.
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DISCIPLINARY PANEL

Chairman
Mr Prithviraj Singh Sachdev

Deputy Chairman
Ms Hildah Lee Hung Fong

Members
YBhg Dato’ Abd Shukor Ahmad 
(Head of Disciplinary Panel)
Mr K Nadarajah
Mr Allan Anthony Kronenburg 
Mr Ng Peng Kong
En Abu Bakar Rajudin
YBhg Datuk Baljit Singh Sidhu
En Mohd Kamar Mohamed
Mr Periasamy Sinnappan
Mr Charanjit Singh Saini
  
Management
Pn Nurzuraida S Abdullah  
(Membership Manager)

The Disciplinary Panel comprised of nine (9) senior Members of various 

backgrounds and professions and from this Panel of Members, a Disciplinary 

Committee is formed whenever the Investigation Committee refers disciplinary 

cases to be heard by it.

Pursuant to Rule 18.3 of the Club’s Constitutional Rules, the Chairman of the 

Investigation Committee, and on the advice of the Head of the Disciplinary Panel, 

is required to establish a Disciplinary Committee comprising of not less than three 

(3) and not more than five (5) Members from the Disciplinary Panel to look into 

complaints which warrants a hearing.

In hearing the complaints, the Disciplinary Committee shall:

i) Consider all evidence submitted;

ii) Determine whether the allegation relating to the offence was substantiated 

and/or corroborated; and

iii) Determine the outcome and penalty to be imposed.

During the period 1 July 2016 to 31 December 2016, three (3) disciplinary cases 

were heard. There was no disciplinary hearing held during the period 1 January 

2017 to 30 June 2017.

The summary and the outcome for the cases were as follows:

No Type of Breaches
Outcome of Disciplinary Hearing

No of Cases Punishment Imposed

1 Conduct Unbecoming of A Member

1 Suspension for three (3) months

1 Imposition of Fine of RM300

1
Complaints dismissed, no further 

disciplinary action required

At the close of 30 June 2017, there was one (1) case pending.

The Club extends its gratitude to the Members of the Disciplinary Panel for their dedicated services to the Club.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Sitting from the left:
Dr Mark Chia, Mr Lim Beng Jin (Chairman), En Ahmed Zakki Abdul Jabbar (Deputy 
Chairman)

Standing from the left:
En Sabri Mohd Hashim (IT Support), Mr Puspanathan Kathiravelu (IT Snr Executive), 
En Noorhisham Suib (IT Executive)

Chairman
Mr Lim Beng Jin 

Deputy Chairman 
En Ahmed Zakki Abdul Jabbar

Sub-Committee
Dr Mark Chia

Management
Mr Puspanathan Kathiravelu (Sr IT Executive)
En Noorhisham Suib (IT Executive)
En Sabri Mohd Hashim (IT Support)

In support of the GC’s direction for austerity, the network 

upgrade initiated in 2016 was placed on hold and no new 

comparable capital expenditure initiated for IT, apart from 

replacements necessitated from old and out-of-support or 

failed equipment.

IT related issues addressed include:

1. Overcoming limit (imposed by Gmail) on the number of 

outgoing emails per day (RLC sends to members).

2. Reconfiguring the RLC wireless routers to address 

connection delays and failures and repositioning the 

routers to afford better signal coverage at areas where 

members tend to congregate.

3. Rectifying and/or purging invalid and undeliverable 

email addresses from the Club Management System. 

(Membership Section followed up with affected members 

for their replacement / valid email addresses).

4. Replacing outdated network firewall .

5. Setting up separate server for POS transactions posting to 

the General Ledger to overcome intermittent failures and 

disruptions.

6. Adapting, documenting and adopting IT Service 

Management (ITSM) processes for incident and change 

management. Other processes are being reviewed for 

adoption as well.

7. Identifying and addressing data inconsistencies found in 

the Club Management System.

8. Recruiting a Senior IT Executive and a replacement IT 

Support staff, bringing the total IT staff (back) to three 

persons.

It is also reassuring to note that the three IT staff managed to 

address many issues independently, such as:

1. Handled and closed over 250 incidents and service requests 

(up to July 2017).

2. Cleaned and tidied up the IT staff work area and the server 

cum network room.

3. Reviewed and removed redundant and unused user email 

accounts and photocopier user-ids.

4. Documenting and organizing a repository for IT Department 

documents to facilitate reference.

5. Setting up procedures for sending Whatsapp blasts to 

members and conducted some trials.

6. Setting up daily routine tasks (for themselves) to verify IT 

services availability and handling of service requests. 
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Sitting from the left: 
En Abdul Rahim Abd Rahman, Mr K A Kumar (Chairman), Tuan Haji Abdul Rashid 
Abdul Majid (Deputy Chairman), Mrs Dhamayanthi Vaithy Nathan 

Standing from the left:
Pn Wan Suhaila Wan Shamsulbahrin (HR Manager), Mr Harpal Singh Gill

Not in picture:
YBhg Dato’ Abdul Aziz Abu Bakar

Chairman 
Mr K. A. Kumar

Deputy Chairman 
Tuan Haji Abdul Rashid Abdul Majid

Sub-Committee 
En Abdul Rahim Abd Rahman 
Mrs Dhamayanthi Vaithy Nathan 
YBhg Dato’ Abdul Aziz Abu Bakar
Mr Harpal Singh Gill
En Salih Amran Jamiaan  
(Resigned wef 17 July 2017)

Management
Pn Wan Suhaila Wan Shamsulbahrin
(HR Manager)

MANPOWER

As at 30 June 2017, the Club had a total of 153 employees, of 

whom 35 were management staff. The total staff cost for the 

period ending June 2017 was RM5, 200,978 against a budget 

of RM 5, 127,390. The overrun of RM73, 588 is due to increased 

overtime costs incurred due to shortage of staff and increase in 

the number of part-timers especially for the F & B Department. 

The Management has currently reduced the overall overtime 

budgeted cost by 20% for the coming year. 

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

No new Industrial Relation dispute was reported in the year.

DOMESTIC INQUIRIES

There were six (6) Domestic Inquiries (DI) held during the year. 

Three (3) of the staff were terminated. Three (3) Staff were 

issued with warning letters.

COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT

The Collective Agreement 2015-2017 between the Club 

and the Employees’ Union was successfully completed and 

signed on 27 February 2017. The negotiation meetings were 

conducted in a cordial and amicable environment. The HRSC 

team was led by President Dato’ Kamil Noor Ariff & HR Chairman 

Mr K A Kumar, HR Deputy Chairman Tuan Haji Abd Rashid 

Abd Majid, HR Sub-Committee member, En Abd Rahim Abd 

Rahman, General Manager/ Club Secretary, En SuhailiAzman 

Johari and HR Manager, Pn Wan Suhaila Wan Shamsulbahrin. 

The Union team was led by President CUEPM En Mohammad 

Nazri Ahmad, General Secretary En Rudy Rusly, Treasurer 

CEUPM Pn Siti Azura Abd Jalil together with our in-house Union 

Representatives, RLC Branch Chairman En Samad Mohd Ali and 

Branch Committee En Zulkifli Salleh. Our appreciation goes to 

the staff and Union Representatives for their co-operation and 

understanding throughout the negotiations.

The next meeting to discuss the Collective Agreement 

2018/2020 between HRSC and the Union will be held some 

time in October 2017. In view of the current financial state of 

the Club, it is not expected that high demand from the Union 

be met as compared to the previous years. 

STAFF FUND

Total staff fund collected for this year (2016/2017) was 

RM402,225. From this fund, RM295,288 was distributed to all 

eligible staff based on individual staff performance. The payout 

to each staff ranged between RM700 to RM2,575. A total of 

RM50,000 from this fund was allocated for the Annual Staff 

Dinner (held on April 30, 2017) and the remaining balance of 

this fund was put into a Staff Welfare account for miscellaneous 

expenses.

ANNUAL STAFF DINNER

The Annual Staff Dinner was successfully held in Bayou Lagoon 

Park Resort, Malacca on 30 April 2017. It was attended by a total 

of 304 people consisting of 113 staff and 191 family members. 

The function was also attended by the President, YBhg Dato’ 

Kamil Noor Ariff, HRSC Chairman Mr K A Kumar, HRSC Deputy 
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Chairman, Tuan Haji Abdul Rashid Abdul Majid, GC Member,  

En Zakki Abdul Jabbar and HR Sub Committee Member, En 

Harpal Singh Gill. At the event, appreciation certificates of 

award were handed out to the following persons for: 

30-Year Service 

 Siti Azura Binti Abd Jalil

 Ibrahim Bin Abas 

 

15-Year Service 

 Mohd Rosle Bin Md Nor

 Rozilawani Binti Zamri

 Mohd Hilmie Bin Abdullah

 Malathy a/p Marimuthu

100 Percenter 

 A total of 42 Staff who had no Medical Leave within a range 

of between 1 to 14 years.

TRAINING/HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Trainings were held for Domestic Inquiry, Customer Service, 

Food Handling, Wine Handling, Telephone Answering Skills, 

Inventory Control and Sequence of Service. Other training 

plans, both internal and external, are being conducted as an 

on-going exercise for all staff. 
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EDITORIAL

Sitting from the left:
Mr Gerard Soong, Tuan Haji Abdul Rashid Abdul Majid (Chairman), En Nizran Noordin

Standing from the left:
Ms Elizabeth Tan Chin Poh, Ms Wong Shou Sien, Pn Rozita Teh  
(Events & Communication Manager), Pn Puteri Kamaliah Abu Bakar

Not in picture:
Ms Hildah Lee Hung Fong (Deputy Chairman) 

Chairman
Tuan Haji Abdul Rashid Abdul Majid

Deputy Chairman 
Ms Hildah Lee Hung Fong 

Sub-Committee
Mr Gerard Soong 
Ms Elizabeth Tan Chin Poh
En Nizran Noordin
Ms Wong Shou Sien 
Pn Puteri Kamaliah Abu Bakar

Management 
Pn Rozita Teh (Events & Communication Manager)

The Newsletter is issued every two months to disseminate Club 

news, feature articles, reports on current issues such as sports, 

F&B, events and entertainment, as well as to market upcoming 

events and activities.

The newsletter has been refreshed to give a new dimension to 

news and information about the Club to its members. A page 

has also been allocated to staff events. 

The Newsletter is circulated to all Club Members on a bi-

monthly basis. The above-mentioned SC is responsible for 

publishing this 32-page Newsletter, to provide for various 

sections to submit their activities, events, F&B promotions, 

announcements, including a dedicated page for the President’s 

Message. 

Moving ahead, the Club has decided to migrate to e-newsletter 

with minimum printed copies as a cost-saving measure.

The Editorial Sub-Committee takes this opportunity to thank 

all respective sections and members for their contributions 

throughout their events and activities for the Club’s newsletter. 

It also wants to give special thanks to Uncle Yap for his 

crossword puzzle and Mr Jeff Keow for his Sudoku pages for 

on-going contributions in our newsletter. 

Members and selected organisations are invited to advertise in 

the Newsletter. Below are the rates for advertisement:-

Advertising Rates inclusive 6% GST:

•	 Back	cover	RM2,968.00
•	 Inside	back	RM2,438.00
•	 Full	Page	(ROP)	RM1,908.00
•	 Centrefold	RM4,240.00

A 10% discount will be given for booking of three to five 

continuous insertions. 

A 15% discount will be given for continuous bookings of six 

months or more.

The Editorial Sub-Committee also has the responsibility of 

publishing the Club’s Annual Report at the end of the year, 

either in November or December, in two versions i.e. the DVD 

and printed versions.
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The Machine Room generated a net income of RM439,683.50 

on a gross turnover of RM2,696,030.00 (unaudited) for the 

financial year ended 30th June 2017. The performance is well 

within forecast and is commendable. In fact it is a turnaround 

from the losses never in its history have ever sustained by the 

club during the two preceding financial years.

The Fruit Machine Room has been a key recreational facility 

in the Club for many years. The pay-out percentages for the 

slot machines have always been comparable if not above, the 

industry’s average. The Machine Room is open 12 hours a day 

from 12 noon to 12 midnight on weekdays and up to 1am 

on eve of public holidays and Saturday. Food and beverages 

are provided free to playing patrons. With the continuing 

volunteerism of Club Members in the Sub-Committee, the 

Machine Room will continue to remain popular among 

Members.

MACHINE ROOM

Chairman
Mr Chew Teck Hong

Deputy Chairman
Mr Lim Beng Jin

Sub-Committee 
Mr Ng Boon Puey
Mr Ganaser Kaliappen

Management
En Mohd Saiful Fadhly bin Yasman (Account 
Executive)

Standing from the left:
Mr Ganaser Kaliappen, Mr Ng Boon Puey, Mr Chew Teck Hong (Chairman),  
Mr Lim Beng Jin (Deputy Chairman), En Mohd Saiful Fadhly bin Yasman (Account 
Executive)
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FINANCE

Chairman
YBhg Dato’ Kamil Noor Ariff

Deputy Chairman
Mr Lee King Loon

Sub-Committee
Mr Ooi Toon Kit
Mr Ow Eng Haw
YBhg Dato’ Syed Fakhri Barakbah
Mr Christopher Low Hon Peng

Management
Pn Siti Yasmin Mohd Fowzi (Senior Finance 
Executive)
Mrs S. Sivaneswary (Executive Secretary)

Sitting from the left:
Mr Christopher Low Hon Peng, YBhg Dato’ Kamil Noor Ariff (Chairman),  
Mr Lee King Loon (Deputy Chairman), Mr Ooi Toon Kit

Standing from the left: 
Mrs S. Sivaneswary (Executive Secretary), Pn Siti Yasmin Mohd Fowzi (Senior Finance 
Executive)

Not in picture:
YBhg Dato’ Syed Fakhri Barakbah, Mr Ow Eng Haw

Financial Overview for the Year Ended 30 June (“FY”) 2017

Summarised Statement of Income And Expenditure

Unaudited FY2017 

RM’million

Audited FY2016 

RM’million

Total operating income (excluding entrance fees) 10.58 10.51

Total operating expenditure (15.48) (15.83)

Operating deficit (4.90) (5.32)

Other income 1.50 0.82

Deficit of income over expenditure before taxation (3.40) (4.50)

Taxation - (0.09)

Net deficit after taxation (3.40) (4.59)

Entrance fees 1.30 1.82

Net deficit (including entrance fees) (2.10) (2.77)

Summarised Balance Sheet

Unaudited as at 30.6.2017 

RM’million

Audited as at 30.6.2016 

RM’million

Property, plant and equipment 12.42 13.47

Current assets 31.30 33.30

Current liabilities (10.87) (11.82)

Net current assets 20.43 21.48

32.85 34.95
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Operating expenditure decreased by RM0.35 million from 

RM15.83 million in FY2016 to RM15.47 million in FY2017 

mainly due to measures taken to reduce utility costs and 

prudent spending policies. The Club continued to incur a 

deficit of income over expenditure mainly due to a decrease 

in subscription income by RM0.21 million from RM6.35 million 

in FY2016 to RM6.14 million in FY2017. The decrease in 

subscription income was mainly due to the higher number of 

members classified under the free subscription category.

Net F&B income increased due to a combination of increased 

food prices and also increased patronage of the Club’s F&B 

outlets.

Recognising the losses incurred by the machine room 

operations over the recent years, the GC implemented several 

measures to address the issue. As a result, the machine room 

operations recorded a turnaround in financial performance 

from a deficit of RM0.34 million in FY2016 to a surplus of RM0.58 

million in FY2017.

Interest income on fixed deposits decreased by RM0.23 million 

from RM1.15 million in FY2016 to RM0.92 million in FY2017. 

The decline in interest income is in line with the depleting 

cash reserves of the Club. The Club’s fixed deposits and cash 

and bank balances decreased from RM30.38 million as at 30 

June 2016 to RM28.12 million as at 30 June 2017 as operating 

income, even after inclusion of entrance fees, is insufficient to 

cover operating expenditure and capital expenditure.

The unsustainable revenue-cost model of the Club must be 

addressed urgently by the in-coming GC.

Report of the Finance Sub-Committee

The Finance Sub-Committee (“FSC”) is responsible for the 

oversight of the custody and application of the Club’s funds, 

keeping of accounting records and investment of Club’s funds; 

and review of budgets and delinquent members’ accounts.

It has been a challenging year for the FSC and the Finance 

Department. Since the beginning the FSC’s term, the Club 

has seen the resignations of three (3) finance managers, not 

including a candidate who was supposed to commence work 

in early August 2017 but shortly before the commencement 

date, informed us that she had been counter-offered by her 

employer and that she would no longer be able to work for the 

Club.

The first FSC Chairman was Mr Bernard Foong, an experienced 

accountant and a member of the Special House Committee 

formed to investigate into the circumstances surrounding 

the failures in financial management of the Club, and who 

is incidentally also the Club’s Vice President. Mr Foong was 

therefore the most qualified member of the General Committee 

(“GC”) to chair the FSC.

However, Mr Foong resigned four (4) months into his term 

thereby bringing instability to the FSC and to the Finance 

Department. The FSC finds the reasons provided by Mr Foong 

in his resignation letter dated 22 March 2017 to be over 

exaggerated and do not adequately justify his resignation as 

Chairman of the FSC.

The President, Dato’ Kamil who is not an Accountant had to take 

the Chair of the FSC with the Deputy Chairman, Mr Lee King 

Loon, a Chartered Accountant, managing the FSC in terms of 

“operations”.

As the Deputy Chairman and other members of the FSC 

have their own full time businesses and/or employment 

commitments, they relied heavily on the management, in 

particular the Finance Department in performing the necessary 

updates and finalization of the management accounts, and to 

have the accounts ready for audit by the external auditors.

The FSC realises the members’ concerns as to the delay in 

tabling of audited accounts for FY2017 and hereby provides its 

overview on the key events pertaining to the finalisation of the 

accounts and audit process:

- Recognising the importance of finalising the FY2017 

accounts and taking cognizance of the past issues with 

the accounts, the FSC promptly recruited a new Finance 

Manager (Ms Callie Tan), to replace Mr George Chong who 

had expressed his intention to relinquish the position due 

to personal reasons. Callie commenced work at the Club on 

a part time basis from January 2017 to mid-April 2017 as 

she still had to fulfil her contractual commitments with her 

former employer. During this period, George kindly offered 

to remain in office to ensure a smooth transition of work to 

Callie.

The General Committee had exercised care and diligence 

in managing the financial affairs of our Club. The GC hereby 

reports that the net deficit for the financial year (excluding 

entrance fees) has decreased (i.e. improved) by RM1.19 million 

from RM4.59 million in FY2016 to RM3.40 million in FY2017 

mainly attributed to the following factors:

Unaudited

FY2017

RM’million

Audited

FY2016

RM’million

Favourable / 

(Adverse) variance

RM’million

Decrease in operating expenditure 15.47 15.83 0.36

Decrease in subscription income 6.14 6.35 (0.21)

Increase in net F&B income 3.80 3.57 0.23

Machine room net income 0.58 (0.34) 0.92

Interest on fixed deposits 0.92 1.15 (0.23)
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- Callie then started work on a fulltime basis in mid-April 2017 

and managed to present the management accounts made 

up to February 2017 at the FSC meeting held in April 2017, 

although she did mention that not all items have been fully 

reconciled.

- Throughout the period from mid-April 2017 to mid-June 

2017, Callie had on several occasions provided assurance 

that the accounts for FY2017 would be ready for audit by 

August 2017.

- Callie resigned in June 2017 citing interference by certain 

GC members as one of her reasons of resignation.

- Upon receiving the resignation letter of Callie Tan (whose 

last day of work at the Club was around 20 July 2017), 

the management and the FSC then proceeded with the 

recruitment of a new finance manager who initially agreed 

to commence work on 1 August 2017 but shortly before 

the commencement date, informed us that she had been 

counter-offered by her employer and that she would no 

longer be able to work for the Club.

- A new Finance Manager, Mr Gordon Look was finally 

recruited on 19 September 2017. After the FSC’s discussion 

and consultation with Gordon Look, it was decided that the 

most expedient way to finalise the management accounts 

for FY2017 and to have the accounts ready for audit would 

be to engage an external accounting firm to provide the 

necessary assistance.

- On the above basis, the FSC made the recommendation to 

the tender committee and the GC to engage an external 

accounting firm which was given clear instruction to finalise 

the accounts and to prepare the relevant audit schedules 

within one month from commencement, in order for audit 

to commence shortly thereafter.

- The accounting firm finally commenced work on 

23 October 2017 and with this added support, the 

management is confident that the audit would commence 

in mid-November 2017, with a targeted completion date 

(including issuance of audit report) by end December 2017, 

or early January 2018.

The FSC’s views as to the reasons for the delay in tabling of 

audited accounts is summarised below:

- Instability in the management of the Club - In less than one 

year, the Club has seen the resignation of two (2) General 

Managers and three (3) Finance Managers. The resignations 

of the General Manager (SuhailiAzman) and the Finance 

Manager (Callie Tan) in June 2017 caused a severe setback 

to many initiatives including the process of reconciling and 

finalising the management accounts up to-date. Both the 

General Manager and Finance Manager cited interference 

by certain GC members as one of their reasons for 

resignation. The resignation of Callie Tan had exacerbated 

the delay in the process of closing the accounts for FY2017 

and the preparation of audit schedules in time for external 

audit.

- Red tape involved in recruitment of staff and for engaging 

external service providers caused further delay to the 

finalisation of the accounts and audit process.

- Lack of training and monitoring of finance department staff 

resulting in continuation of errors in posting of accounting 

entries and lag in performing accurate reconciliations – this 

is also partly attributable to the frequent change of finance 

managers.

Closing remarks by the FSC

In order to mitigate issues concerning the accounts in the 

future, the FSC recommends the following:

- Unity of the in-coming GC;

- Stability of management, especially the Finance 

Department; and

- Appointment of an independent firm of accountants which 

is less familiar with the politics of the Club, as the external 

auditors of the Club.

The FSC also highlights the seriousness of the financial losses of 

the Club caused by its unsustainable revenue-cost model, and 

urges the in-coming GC to seriously put extra focus in resolving 

this issue.
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FOOD AND BEVERAGE

WINE PANEL

Chairman 
Mr Prithviraj Singh Sachdev

Deputy Chairman 
Mr Lim Beng Jin

Sub-Committee
YBhg Datin Jeannie Lim
Mr Ramanan L K Vijayaraghavan
Mr Sailendra Kanagasundram
Mr Harkiret Singh Randhawa
Mr Nigel William Kraal

Management
En Zulkifli Adam (contract ended wef 28/9/2017)
En Muhammad Rusli (Executive)
En Mohd Fahmi (Executive)

Chairman 
Mr John Doody Chacko

Panel Members 
En Harris Beh
Ms Anita Chew
Mr Rouvin Thiruchelvam

Management
En Zulkifli Adam (contract ended wef 28/9/2017)
En Muhammad Rusli (Executive)

Sitting from the left:
Mr Ramanan L K Vijayaraghavan, Mr Lim Beng Jin (Deputy Chairman), Mr Prithviraj 
Singh Sachdev (Chairman), YBhg Datin Jeannie Lim

Standing from the left:
En Mohd Fahmi (Executive), Mr Sailendra Kanagasundram, 
Mr Harkiret Singh Randhawa, En Muhammad Rusli (Executive)

Not in picture:
Mr Nigel William Kraal

Sitting from the left:
En Zulkifli Adam (F&B Manager), Mr John Doody Chacko (Chairman), En Harris Beh

Standing from the left:
Ms Anita Chew, Mr Rouvin Thiruchelvam, En Muhammad Rusli (Executive)
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The Food and Beverage (F&B) Department recorded a slight 
drop in gross revenue over the past financial year. However 
we are glad to report that the trend has been reversed in the 
past twelve months. This was achieved by introducing several 
new initiatives for all seven outlets to create more vibrant F&B 
options for members whilst treating the outlets as different 
business units to improve their commercial value to the Club.

Gross revenue in RM000 (derived from E- Pos)

OUTLETS Year to June 2016 Year to June 2017

Banquet Hall 1,787 1,707

Batek Bar  1,701 1,714

Buttery  1,637 1,570

The Orchid 1,108 1,160

Poolside 1,415 1,377

Bunga Raya 2,890 2,838

Garden Cafe  660 640

Pavilion  1,053 1,238

Total 12,251 12,244

OUTLETS
December 2015 

to October 2016

Year to June 2017 

to October 2017

Banquet Hall 1,041 1,051

Batek Bar  1,536 1,621

Buttery  1,476 1,466

The Orchid 1,067 1,059

Poolside 1,290 1,291

Bunga Raya 2,621 2,732

Garden Cafe  576 609

Pavilion  1,007 1,210

Total 10,613 11,039

Several key concerns were identified over the course of our 
term:

1. Differing contractual agreements – no standard form 
contract exists for caterers resulting in differing obligations 
and unclear application; 

2. Staff costs - inflation in salaries in the broader F&B industry 
make it challenging to recruit and retain employees. 
Klang Valley based restaurants and bars often offer higher 
salaries, resulting in a hiring vacuum and thereby a reliance 
on costly part time staff;

3. Maintenance and refurbishment costs – both primarily 
funded by the Club even though commercial partners 
(suppliers and caterers) are major beneficiaries; 

4. Difficulty attracting new caterers – the tried and tested 
method of advertising and hoping to receive interest may 
have been effective in the past however the same approach 
is no longer tenable in today’s F&B scene in the Klang Valley; 

5. Incorrect billing – poor order taking procedures result often 
in over or under billing, which thereon result in inventory 
discrepancies;

6. Inefficient organisational structure leading to poor 
customer service – too much expense is concentrated on 
executive staff and not enough is spent on improving and 
organising customer facing staff; and

7. Outdated marketing materials – our posters, adverts and 
etc. have been the same for decades.

Solutions:

1. Items 1 to 3 have been addressed this year with the creation 
of a new standard form contract with revamped commercial 
terms specifically targeted to address the same;

2. Item 4 requires continued executive and/or sub committee 
level engagement to identify and procure suitable caterers. 
Accordingly procurement policies need to be amended to 
avoid the possibility of abuse;

3. Item 5 has been partially addressed with an order taking 
SOP. Providing proper training to new and existing staff, 
directly or by ensuring our caterers do so, in addition to 
executive level enforcement can complete this objective;

4. Item 6 has been partially addressed as F&B executive 
staffing has been considerably reduced. We believe the 
ideal composition is a 3 member team, comprising 1 
manager and 2 executives. Additionally outlets have been 
provided with a brief service manual catering to the specific 
traffic flow of that outlet. Moving forward, incorporating 
proper customer service training for outlet staff will make 
the Club a more desirable proposition as a commercial 
partner or employer. Additionally engaging outlet staff, 
directly or through caterers, with specific sales targets 
and corresponding earning incentives should provide a 
complete solution;

5. Item 7 has been addressed as a new format for marketing 
materials was established. Additionally in house training 
and familiarisation has been provided to the executive staff 
and they are now able to produce new and fresh marketing 
material independently. A key to this transformation was 
sponsorship deals struck with Land Rover and Kia. The 
exposure to our staff was invaluable as a springboard to a 
more dynamic commercial and marketing mindset.

BATEK BAR
- New draught beer labels - Connor’s, KR Blanc and Asahi – 

were successfully introduced in pint and half pint format. 

- The price of Carlsberg Draught was reduced from 
RM10.28nett to RM8.50nett.

- Band expenditure was reduced by the introduction of 
“Talkative Thursdays” – to provide for the segment of 
members who want to have a chat with their beverage of 
choice. To encourage the same and to share the savings 
with members, happy hour prices were introduced for 
selected beers, wines and spirits.

- A bar snack menu, comprising 12 dishes, was introduced 
and thereafter refined to enhance the outlet’s offering. 

- To improve entertainment and drive interest, premium 
bands have been introduced on Friday nights. It’s the Club’s 
biggest night and by installing a sense of vibrancy we hope 
to give members a reason to keep coming back.
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PAVILION SPORTS BAR & BRASSERIE
- This outlet was identified as the one where the highest 

increase in patronage was achievable. A lack of marketing 
and talking points meant that most members did not keep 
it in mind as a dining option. The first steps taken to remedy 
this was to introduce out of menu specials and to do some 
basic redecoration – repainting of the dining area and 
partitioning of the kitchen and washroom corridor.

- 4 flatscreen LED televisions were purchased and installed 
in different vantage points of the outlet to properly cater 
for the busy sporting calendar comprising English Premier 
League football matches, tennis Grand Slam tournaments 
and international cricket games to name a few. The club 
now has a proper destination for sports fans.

- An RM500 venue rental fee for members to hold events 
at the outlet was introduced. The fee is used to cover 
operating, staff and other costs during the event duration. 

- A daily and subsequently weekend only breakfast menu 
was introduced. The purpose was to explore the potential 
for attracting a higher net spend in the mornings and make 
the Club a viable western breakfast destination. With the 
right product offering we believe the same can be achieved 
as members initially turned out in good numbers to give it 
a try.

- Moving forward we believe more should be made of the 
proximity and view of the lawn from the Pavilion.

THE ORCHID

- A key issue identified for this outlet is that it lacks a 
“shopfront” – many members do not realise that it remains 
an excellent dining option. Accordingly it was proposed 
that the main lobby area be made an “Orchid Deli” as an 
introduction and gateway to the Orchid. In addition to 
driving traffic to the Orchid, the tired lobby area would be 
revitalised in a revenue generating manner.

- Based on sales data, the Orchid remained somewhat 
under-patronised on certain days and time slots. Given this 
situation, the outlet is now closed on Saturday Mid Day, 
Sunday and Monday.

The new operation hours are as follows:

Tuesday to 
Friday:

Lunch 12.00 noon - 
3.00pm

Last order for food at 
2.30pm and beverage 

at 2.45pm

Dinner 6.30pm - 12.00 
midnight

Last order for food 
at 10.30pm and 

beverage at 11.45pm

Saturday: 

Lunch Closed

Dinner 6.30pm - 1.00am Last order for food 
at 10.30pm and 

beverage at 12.45pm

Friday, Saturday 
& Eve of Public 

Holiday

Dinner 6.30pm - 1.00am Last order for food 
at 10.30pm and 

beverage at 12.45pm

Sunday & 
Monday:

Closed

BUTTERY

- The biggest issue facing the ever-dependable Buttery was 
identified to be customer service. While there are existing 
limitations to solving this problem, in order to mitigate 
the same, service bells were installed at each table and a 
takeaway counter was allocated. 

- With the invaluable cooperation of the caterer, an “Arabian 
menu” was introduced during the holy month of Ramadan 
to enhance offerings to members during that period. 

- The format of monthly specials has been changed with one 
of two introduced at a slightly higher price point with the 
condition that the same must provide corresponding value 
to members and that it must be a brand new dish.

- The most significant initiative undertaken at the Buttery 
was to launch a new menu combining existing popular 
items and 21 new items. We are confident that the new 
food and beverage offerings will ensure the continued 
strong patronage of the outlet.

GARDEN CAFE
- A new cake supplier was introduced. The response has 

been favourable with an increase in sales volume. The 
new supplier provides improved products, with a reduced 
serving size and corresponding reduction in price. Further, 
despite a reduction in price the Club was able to increase its 
profit margin on the same. 

- Nyonya Kuih has been introduced on the back of requests 
from members. La Cucur, a prominent local food producer 
and retailer, agreed to supply the Club despite relatively 
modest order volume. 

BANQUET HALL
- The Banquet Hall remains a popular venue for weddings, 

annual dinners and club events. The outlet recorded an 
increase in revenues from the previous year.

- Due to its competitive pricing, attractive caterer options 
and the great location of the Club coupled with ample 
parking, the Banquet Hall and meeting rooms remain 
highly sought after by members and its guests.

POOLSIDE TERRACE
- Over the course of the year several new stall operators were 

introduced on a probation basis on improved terms for the 
Club.

- Contractual obligations of the Caterers were enforced to 
ensure that the Club better manages hygiene requirements 
and utility costs.

- There has been an increased amount of interest from 
members in the poolside dining area and we hope the 
same is sustained moving forward by ensuring that existing 
caterers are regularly engaged to address their concerns or 

ideas and new potential caterers are constantly identified 

and approached.

BUNGA RAYA

- This is the Club’s best performing outlet and was taken as 
a model when considering how other outlets should be 
operated.

- To ensure continued patronage, marketing efforts were 

made to promote existing offerings unknown to members 

such as Dim Sum on weekends and Peking Duck.

- With the helpful assistance of the caterer, monthly specials 

were established to keep members’ interest piqued 

throughout the year.
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EVENTS & ENTERTAINMENT 

Sitting from the left: 
Pn Emiza Merican, Pn Sofea Johari, Pn Rozita Teh (Events and Communication 
Manager)

Standing from the left:
Mr Premnanth Arumugam, En Shaik Rizal Sulaiman (Chairman), En Ahmed Zakki 
Abdul Jabbar (Deputy Chairman) 

Not in picture:
Mr Raman Kumar Kukreja 

Chairman 
En Shaik Rizal Sulaiman 

Deputy Chairman 
En Ahmed Zakki Abdul Jabbar

Sub-Committee
Mr Premnanth Arumugam 
Ms Ir Sofea Johari 
Mr Raman Kumar Kukreja 
Pn Emiza Merican 

Management 
Pn Rozita Teh (Events and Communication 
Manager)

1. To return all the allocated budget back to the Finance Sub 

Committee as it was decided that all events for this term 

and moving forward should be self funding and responsible 

for its own positive profit and loss accounts (P&L)

2. All events to be structured on a 70% capacity breakeven 

format where all fixed costs must be recouped at 70% 

capacity of venue based on ticket sales and balance 30% 

will be income with variable costs only. This way the 

justifications for holding an event will be subjected to a 

70% take up rate to avoid loss making events. A show can 

proceed even at the 70% breakeven point capacity as it will 

not lose money but there will be no profits.

3. Members will pay a price that is only slightly more or less 

the fixed cost (and variable) breakeven cost while guests 

are to pay 30% higher

4. All downpayments to 3rd parties related to the event 

(including artists) will only be made upon achieving the 

70% capacity breakeven or 2 weeks prior to the show 

whichever comes first. This way the club will not lose money 

like in the past where downpayments have been made but 

shows had to be cancelled due to poor response.

Among the shows held during the term of this EESC 2016/2017:

Saturday Night Live – Rare Green Vultures

The event was held at the Batek Bar on the 14th of January to a 

packed crowd all eager to see the President’s (Dato Kamil Ariff) 

band perform live in a special 3 set show. It was a free event 

and the party continued way past 1am. It was a successful and 

profitable night for the Batek Bar and Buttery.

Stand Up Comedy - Kumar from Singapore 

The dinner show event was held on Friday, 7 April 2017 with 

a very successful attendance to a packed banquet hall of 

approximately 400 people and due to limited seating, more 

than 200 people had to be put on a waiting list. We were hoping 

to organize a 2nd night show for those on the waiting list but 

the artist was not available to accommodate the 2nd night. 

Tickets were sold at RM125 for members and RM160.

Kumar is the Singaporean Indian stand-up comedian and TV 

host, actor and iconic diva drag queen, a household name in 

the Malaysian/Singaporean entertainment industry. The EESC 

is happy to announce that this event recorded a return of 37% 

for the club.

Alleycats Concert 

The concert was held on Saturday, 20 May 2017 at the Banquet 

Hall. A free and easy hawker stalls concept was organized for 

the night to enable tickets to be sold cheaply at only RM70 for 

members and RM90 for guests. The crowd really enjoyed the 

show and it was the first time we organized a free and easy 

seating arrangement inside the hall which enabled more than 

350 pax to be entertained to ‘terimakaseey” the trademark 

that can only be attributed to Alleycats, specially to David 

Arumugam and enjoyed past hits such as “Sampaikan Salam”, 

“Kuala Lumpur”, “Kerana Kau”, “Andainya Aku Pergu Dulu”, 

and many more songs that continue to be cherished and 

sung famously up to this day. It was indeed a concert to be 

remembered with remarkable sound and light system at its 

best. Another affordable event for the members which saw a 

return of 42% for the club.
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Children’s Recycling Arts & Craft Competition. 

The activity was held at the Children’s Play Room on Sunday, 

30 July 2017. This is the first time the Events & Entertainment 

organised such an activity for the children between the ages of 

4 years to 12 years old. Only about 15 children participated but 

the parents enjoyed assisting their children’s creations using 

recycled material. It was more the awareness that was our 

mission for this event.

The objective of this event was for the children to show their 

creative skills using only recycled materials made available 

such as tissue boxes, cereal boxes, toilet rolls, plastic, bottles 

etc. Prizes were awarded to the best creations, and goodie bags 

were given to all the participants. 

The Events and Entertainment plans to have more such events 

for the children in the future. 

60th Merdeka Eve Celebration

60th Merdeka Eve celebration was held on Wednesday,  

30 August 2017 at the Club Lawn starting at 9.30pm. It was 

again the first of its kind for the club and the good weather had 

enabled the 200-300 strong crowd to enjoy a beautiful evening 

under the stars eating and drinking and later dancing away 

towards countdown. The crowd was unusually big this year; 

they turned up for the merrymaking and to savour the delicious 

spread provided gratis by the in-house caterers. Free flow beer 

were also provided till 1am.

The Rare Green Vultures (RGV) band led by the President Dato 

Kamil Ariff rendered many favourite hit songs from the 60s thru 

the 90s and the crowd was also entertained by our Inter-Club 

Karaoke champion C T Lau and Pamela Khoo. Everyone was 

dancing on the lawn and it was a beautiful sight to see such 

harmonious camaraderie among members from all walks of 

life. As the clock struck 12 midnight, there was a spectacular 

display of fireworks, amidst shouts of ‘Merdeka!’ by the crowds 

followed by the NegaraKu. The crowd then continued to dance 

away till past 1am when the event ended.

Dinner show with The Seasons 4

This dinner show was held at the Orchid Room on the 13th of 

October and was successfully attended by about 165 pax. The 

Seasons 4 is a gentlemen quartet led by our Past President En 

Rahim Ismail and they entertained the dinner crowd with songs 

from the past like Broadway numbers, P. Ramlee nostalgic 

numbers and much more. The dinner ended at midnight and 

guests continued to dance the night away at the Orchid with 

the in-house band. Tickets for the dinner show were sold at 

RM100 for members and RM130 for guests.

Up-coming Events/Activities

- Halloween Kid’s Party (Oct 29)

- Deepavali Open House (Oct 29)

- Children’s Christmas Party 

- New Year’s Eve Dinner & Dance – 80s Retro Night 

Special Event – Ramadhan Buffet

For the first time the Ramadhan Buffet was organised by the 

Events & Entertainment SC. Felda D’Saji which is famous for 

traditional Malay cuisine was chosen to serve the breaking of 

fast buffet spread during the Ramadhan month at the Banquet 

Hall for 25 days. 

In the first week the response was rather slow with very few 

patrons but the crowd picked up greatly 2nd week onwards and 

peaked successfully for the following weeks till the end. From 

25 May to 22 June during this period, a total of 3070 people 

(with a total revenue of more than RM200,000) attended the 

Ramadhan buffet at the Banquet Hall. It was not only a family 

affair but some of companies even made booking feasting their 

staff to also celebrate the breaking of fast together. There were 

also some entertainment for the guests and a special terawih 

prayer session nightly was also organized in the cigar room 

under the leadership of an ustaz. 

FESTIVE EVENTS

Chinese New Year Open House 

Sunday, 5 February 2017

Hari Raya Open House 

Saturday, 15 July 2017 

Every year the Club will celebrate open houses for Chinese 

New Year, Hari Raya and Deepavali and the Main Club Lobby. 

Everyone who attends will enjoy a variety of food sponsored by 

our in-house caterers specially made to suit the event. 

Mini Theatre

The movie screening at the Mini Theatre was held:-

Every 1st and 3rd Sunday of the month

11.00am show for children and 3.00pm for adults show.

Most of the DVDs played at the Mini Theatre are the latest DVDs 

released by the Speedy DVD Shop. 
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HOUSE AND GROUNDS

Sitting from the left:
Ir Krishna Moorthy, Mr Chew Teck Hong (Deputy Chairman), Mr Loke Mun Kit 
(Chairman), Cik Herni Patinah Oetjik (Facilities & Maintenance Coordinator)

Standing from the left:
Mr Loong Ping Sum, Mr Chua Chye Hup, Mr Low Seong Lim

Chairman
 Mr Loke Mun Kit

Deputy Chairman 
Mr Chew Teck Hong

Sub-Committee Members
 Mr Low Seong Lim
 Mr Chua Chye Hup
 Mr Loong Ping Sum
 Ir Krishna Moorthy

Management
Mr Steven Chandran  
(resigned wef 06 August 2017)
Cik Herni Patinah Oetjik (Facilities & Maintenance 
Coordinator)
En Rosle Md Nor (Security Officer)

The House and Grounds Committee is entrusted with the 

responsibility to upkeep, maintain, upgrade and renovate all 

sporting, recreation facilities and essential equipment in the 

club. Our vision is that the Club’s premises are being maintained 

effectively and efficiently at minimum cost and on par with 

other premier clubs in the country. The House and Grounds 

Sub-Committee which is made up of experienced professionals 

from respective fields from engineering to construction 

management took upon itself to introduce protocol and 

processes to ensure complete transparency, accountability and 

professionalism.

Here are some changes and improvement for 2017:-

1) Landscaping upgrade: Behind Men’s and Women’s 

Changing Rooms and Garden Café

 Project timeline: February 2017

•	 This	 project	 was	 managed	 internally	 by	 the	 facilities	
department for less than RM1,000. The demolition and 

layout of the garden was done by our gardeners.

2) Supply and installation of new safety netting behind 

Main Kitchen

 Project timeline: March 2017

•	 The	condition	of	 the	 timber	 ceiling	eaves	at	 the	Main	
Building is deteriorating and dangerous to the passers 

by below. In December 2016 it was reported that some 

timber eaves had fallen down and damaged some 

pipeline.

•	 As	 a	 precaution,	 Heavy	 Duty	 Netting	 was	 installed	

behind the Main Building at a cost of RM7,500.00 as an 

interim measure before major repairs on the roof eaves.

3) Waterproofing of RC Flat Roof at Recreation Hall and 

Squash Court

 Project timeline: March 2017

•	 There	was	 a	bad	 leak	 from	 the	 roof	of	 the	Recreation	
Hall. All activities in the Recreation Hall had to be 

cancelled because rainwater had damaged the walls, 

floors and conduit wiring of the hall.

•	 Work	was	awarded	to	Berjaya	Enterprise.
 Total cost: RM15,200.00

•	 Extensive	 repairs	 and	 waterproofing	 of	 the	 roof	 was	
carried out and during the handover, tests were done 

and no water retention or leakages were found.

4) Refurbishment of Tennis Practice Court A&B

 Project timeline: March 2017

•	 Due	 to	 normal	 wear	 and	 tear	 of	 the	 practice	 courts	 
A & B, the top surface of the courts flexipave fiber mesh 

was failing and started to lift up. This caused uneven 

bounces to the top surfaces. After a heavy rainfall, a few 

areas within the surface will have water ponding. To 

rectify the problem, the top surface was removed and 

resurfaced and scupper drains were added to assist the 

drainage during heavy downpour.

•	 Work	was	awarded	to	Olympic	Venture.
 Total cost: RM9,800.00 
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5) Refurbishment of Main Lobby Toilet

 Project timeline: May 2017

•	 The	condition	of	the	countertops	at	both	the	male	and	
female toilets at the Main Lobby (besides Bunga Raya 

Restaurant) were dated and showed signs of wear and 

tear. The countertops were replaced with a new surface 

together with new tap fittings and ceramic basins. 

•	 Work	was	awarded	to	Stone	Centre	Sdn	Bhd.	
 Total cost: RM13,423.84.

6) Refurbishment of Squash Court No. 2 and 1 (Olympic 

Venture) and Termite Control (Rentokil Initial Sdn Bhd)

 Project timeline: June 2017

•	 During	 routine	 inspection,	 it	 was	 identified	 that	 the	
Squash Court 2 ramen wood and base was seriously 

infested with termites. Further investigation found 

the damage to be very extensive. It took Rentokil pest 

control 7 treatments to eliminate the termite problem. 

The cost of the treatment: RM1,484.00

•	 After	treatment	it	was	found	that	the	damage	done	was	
extensive and the ramen wood and base needed to 

be replaced. A second stage of repair was required, i.e. 

installation of new ramen wood flooring. Ramen wood 

is preferred and standard timber used because of its 

smoothness on the surface. Other kinds of wood may 

not be recommended due to the friction and speed of 

the surface. Total cost is RM15,900.00.

•	 The	 walls	 surrounding	 the	 squash	 were	 repaired	 and	
repainted. Total cost: RM4,554.00

•	 The	Squash	Court	2	was	handed	over	to	the	Squash	Sub	
Committee and the court was open to members’ usage 

on 23 June 2017.

•	 Court	 1	 was	 due	 for	 full	 repair	 in	 the	 new	 fiscal	 year	
and after further review with contractor and squash 

committee, the House and Grounds Sub-Committee 

has decided to replace the damaged areas with the 

surplus ramen wood and installed by the existing labor 

from contractor working on Court 2. An extension of 

the contract was approved at a Total cost::RM1,500.

7) Retiling work of Poolside dishwashing area

 Project timeline: 30 May- 06 June 2017

•	 Poolside	 dishwashing	 area	 needed	 to	 be	 refurbished	
with new flooring tile due to wear and tear from heavy 

usage and water damage. Due to heavy traffic and 

usage, work had to be carried out at night.

•	 Work	 was	 awarded	 to	 Nadiah	 Trading	 Sdn	 Bhd.	 Total	
cost of RM9,798.00

8) New grease line at Garden Café

 Project timeline: 15 June – 24 June 2017

•	 During	a	 routine	 inspection,	 it	was	 identified	 that	 the	
grease line from Poolside Stall and Garden Café are not 

connected to the Club’s Imhoff tank.

•	 To	meet	DBKL	mandatory	requirements,	the	lines	were	
connected to the Imhoff tank.

•	 Total	 cost	 of	 repair	 is	 RM19,345.00	 with	 a	 one	 year	
warranty period.

9) Syabas Water Meter

 Project timeline: April 2017 – ongoing 

•	 Since	 last	 January	 2016,	 Syabas	 has	 billed	 the	 club	
water usage based on an estimated number. The club 

management filed a complaint to Syabas for an accurate 

reading throughout the club. 

•	 From	 the	 investigation,	 Syabas	 agreed	 that	 the	 club	
overpaid by approximately RM50,000.00. To resolve 

the billing problem, Syabas has agreed to reduce the 

charges on a monthly basis starting May 2017.

•	 Billing	 is	 back	 to	 normal	 starting	 May	 2017	 at	
approximately RM20,000.00 per month.

10. Special Projects for the Year

•	 The	HGSC	budget	for	FYE	2017/18	is	reduced	by	a	million	
as compared to FYE 2016/17 after comprehensive cost 

cutting measures and effective preventive maintenance 

program to be implemented next year.

•	 A	new	training	room	was	refurbished	for	the	purpose	of	
the staff maintenance training program.

•	 Implemented	 a	 designated	person	 in-charge	 for	 each	 
F & B outlet and room usage with proven energy saving 

exercise.

11. Suggestions for the incoming House and Grounds Sub- 

Committee FYE 2017/18

•	 Sub-committee	 members	 should	 comprise	 of	 related	
professionals such as in the field of civil & structural 

engineering, electrical & mechanical engineering, 

architectural, construction and material management, 

with extensive experience in facility management  

& building maintenance. Serving on this committee is 

close to a full time job which requires in-depth technical 

know-how, clear understanding on the trades involved 

and responsibilities in guiding the existing staff in the 

right direction.

•	 Continuous	 focus	 on	 utilizing	 of	 the	 right	 building	
materials, effective and efficient maintenance of the 

facility and equipment, energy conservation and 

utilities saving and implementing on a long term & 

permanent manner rather than on a superficial and 

short term basis. Focusing on doing the work in-house 

which is speedier and more cost effective rather than 

outsourcing which depends on the labour availability 

and is more costly. Pre-qualifying, sourcing and 

appointing the right and experienced contractors to do 

the jobs. 

•	 Committee	 should	 continue	 with	 efforts	 to	 ensure	
accountability of management and operational staff.
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LIST OF MINOR WORKS 

The details of other minor works, as well as costs of all works that have been carried out in 2017 are tabulated below;

The Projects and Costs Undertaken by HGSC:

House and Grounds Sub-Committee RM Dates

1. Repair and replace 2nd stage regulator at Bunga Raya Kitchen 5,183.40 January 2017

2. Termite treatment around the affected area at around the Club premises 6,678.00 January 2017

3. Supply and installation of new carpet at Men’s Surau 1,400.00 February 2017

4. Supply and lay premix near the Guard House area 4,500.00 February 2017

5. Supply and replacement of Fire Protection systems parts around the Club 3,370.00 March 2017

6. Supply and installation new double aluminium glass door at Gym 3,990.00 March 2017

7. Service and recycling of 9kg ABC dry powder around the Club 2,904.70 April 2017

8. Repair BOSH speaker at Batek Bar 3,488.00 April 2017

9. Supply and install checker plate at Poolside 1,950.00 April 2017

10. Replace and install LCD panel/Prism Block for projector at Banquet Hall 2,067.00 April 2017

11. Supply and install new parts for CCTV System 5,520.00 April 2017

12. Supply and install 2 units of Panasonic 60” ceiling fan c/w regulator at Pavilion Bar 3,710.00 April 2017

13. Survey services on Main Swimming Pool Upper Deck 2,438.00 April 2017

14. Waterproofing works for drain water pump 2,300.00 May 2017

15. Supply and install 2 units of multiport valve for Pump Room 2,862.00 May 2017

16. Repair chipped tiles at Children’s Pool 6,360.00 May 2017

17. Supply and install new bar counter table top with stainless steel at Buttery 2,250.00 May 2017

18. Supply of Horn Speaker and ceiling mounted speaker at Basement 1,585.00 June 2017

19. Change manhole pipe to 6” PVC and GI pipe at behind Main Kitchen 4,500.00 June 2017

20. Purchase of 200pcs gym towel 4,346.00 June 2017

21. Refurbishment of Squash Court No.1 1,908.00 July 2017

22. Supply and install 5.0hp air-cond wall mounted at Garden Café 6,800.00 July 2017

23. Supply and replace Sigrid elements 2.6 at Ladies Changing Room 2,141.00 July 2017

24. Change broken adjustable mirror at Multi-Purpose Hall (1 unit) 1,097.00 July 2017
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LIBRARY

Sitting from left:
Pn Rozita Teh (Events and Communication Manager), Tuan Haji Abdul Rashid Abdul 
Majid (Chairman), Ms Hildah Lee Hung Fong (Deputy Chairman), Mdm Tan Lee Hoon

Standing from left:
Mr Balan Moses, Cik Siti Farhana (Librarian), Mr Jeyaratnam Velupillai

Chairman 
Tuan Haji Abdul Rashid Abdul Majid 

Deputy Chairman 
Ms Hildah Lee Hung Fong 

Sub-Committee
Mr Jeyaratnam Velupillai 
Mr Balan Moses
Mdm Tan Lee Hoon 
Dr Gan Siowck Lee

Management 
Pn Rozita Teh (Events & Communication Manager) 
Cik Siti Farhana Fauzi (Librarian) w.e.f. 5/9/2017

The Club Library is made up of the Main Library and the Children’s 

Library. It has a total collection of about 10,000 fiction and non-

fiction books, covering a wide range of categories. The Club 

also subscribe to a few local and foreign newspapers besides 

magazines and periodicals. Selected books are available at the 

Children’s Library to cater to the needs of member’s children.

The Library Sub-Committee met every month to decide on 

library activities to be organised and to evaluate on books 

and magazines to be purchased as proposed by members. It 

also discussed on the requests received from individuals for 

donations of old books and magazines. 

Both the libraries are well patronised. 

Library Opening Hours

a) Main Library

 Monday – Sunday  10.00 a.m. - 8.30 p.m. 

b) Children Library

 Tuesday - Friday   3.00 p.m. - 7.00 p.m. 

 Saturday - Sunday   10.00 a.m. - 6.00 p.m.

 Monday    Closed

 Public Holidays  10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. 

DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRATED LIBRARY SYSTEM

Installation of KOHA System

The KOHA Integrated Library System (ILS) has been fully 

installed in the Library together with OPAC which allows 

members to conduct search of books on their own. It replaces 

the previous CMS system which was used until year 2016. The 

new system enables the processes of circulation, cataloguing, 

reservation and patron management, made easier and more 

efficient for the Library staff to perform their work. 

KOHA is the first open-source Integrated Library System (ILS) in 

use worldwide. Its impressive features continue to evolve and 

expand to meet the needs of its user base and is suitable for the 

RLC Library. 

The Library staff have been trained to use the system and 

training programmes have been provided to upgrade their 

skills.

LIBRARY ACTIVITIES

1) Books and Periodicals Purchase

 The table below shows the quantity of Books and Magazines 

purchased from 2 January 2017 to 5 October 2017.

Category Total Numbers Amount (RM) Approx

Books 100 4,792.00

Magazine 42 1,009.00

(Not including renewal)

TOTAL 5,801.76
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A talk on “Resurgence of the Right”

A talk entitled “Resurgence of the Right” was held on 24 April 

2017 at Perdana Room in collaboration with Gerak Budaya and 

presented by renowned lawyer and social scientist, Mr Tommy 

Thomas. Several members and guests attended the morning 

talk. Tommy Thomas also presented two books “Anything But 

The Law” and “Abuse of Power” to the Library. The talk was well 

attended by members and their guests and several suggestions 

were received for more of such talks be organised. The event 

was coordinated by Mr Jeyaratnam, Library Sub-Committee 

member.

Collaboration for musical event

The Library collaborated with the Science for Health Living 

(S4H) and Malaysian Invention and Design Society (MINDS) 

under the Chairmanship of Tan Sri Augustine Ong to organise 

a musical event “An Enchanted Evening” on 27 July 2017. The 

event was a presentation of classical songs as well as popular 

Broadway musicals by Sonnia Chang Yuling and Jared Ngoh 

Jie Ern. The event was coordinated by Library Sub-Committee 

member, Dr Gan Siowck Lee.

Merdeka Poetry Contest

Merdeka Poetry Contest was held on 26 August 2017 in 

conjunction with Merdeka Day. The contest was opened for 

member’s children from (age) to (age). Only 5 entries were 

received and were displayed at the Children’s Library. The event 

was coordinated by Mr Balan Moses, Library Sub-Committee 

member.

Visit to Gardenia Bakeries, Shah Alam

The event was held on Saturday, 7 October 2017. 43 members 

and their children participated. To make the visit interacting 

and educational, a quiz contest was conducted by the Library 

Sub-Committee member, Mrs Soong Tan Lee Hoon. This is the 

second time a visit to the Gardenia Bakeries has been organized. 

Book Sales

A Book Sales was held from 26 October to 11 November 2017 

for 2 weeks. Books that would be offered for sales are both 

Fiction and Non-Fiction which are old and no longer in the 

system. Members will be at offered discounted price. 

UPCOMING EVENT

- Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) Programme

 A CPR Programme is being planned for both adult and 

children before year end to create awareness amongst 

members on the importance of Cardiopulmonary 

Resuscitation (CPR) Programme. It would be conducted by 

the St. John’s Ambulance.
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BADMINTON

Standing from the left: 
En Auzani Azmi (S&R Manager) Mr Loong Chee Meng, Mr Lim Beng Jin (Chairman),  
Mr V T Selvam, Mr Teh Ah Huat and Mr Chooi Tat Wai

Not in picture:
Mr Loke Mun Kit ( Deputy Chairman), Dr Goh Kim Chua

Chairman 
Mr Lim Beng Jin

Deputy Chairman 
Mr Loke Mun Kit

Convenor
Mr V T Selvam

Sub-Committee
Mr Loong Chee Meng
Mr Chooi Tat Wai
Mr Teh Ah Huat
Dr Goh Kim Chuan

Management
En Auzani Azmi (S&R Manager) 
Mr V Subramaniam (Senior Executive)

World Chinese Badminton Championship 2016

3-6 November 2016

The World Chinese Badminton Tournament 2016 was held 

at Lingsui, Hainan Island, China. Four Badminton Section 

members namely Datuk P Venugopal, Dr Goh Kim Chuan, 

Loong Chee Meng and Chooi Tat Wai participated.

The categories where the RLC members took part in their 

respective age ranges and were successful in clinching five gold 

medals in the following events: 

-  65-69 Age Group Men’s Doubles 

-  70-74 Age Group Men’s Doubles 

-  Combined 120 years Age Group Men’s Doubles

-  Combined 130 years Age Group Men’s Doubles

-  70-74 Age group Men’s Singles 

Social Game - President vs Chairman Team cum 2016

Section Annual Dinner 

21 February 2017

Thirty-two players participated in this annual event that was 

held at the Multi-Purpose Hall. Both teams (President and 

Chairman Team) were divided with equal strengths which 

resulted in each team winning eight matches.

Following the social game, the 2016 Annual Dinner and 2016 

Annual Competitions Prize Giving ceremony was held at the 

Pavilion with a total of 35 members attending. 

46th World Morning Cup & Wu Wen Da Memorial

Badminton Championship 

7-9 April 2017

The 46th World Morning Cup & Wu Wen Da Memorial Badminton 

Championship was held in Taipei, Taiwan. Members of the Royal 

Lake Club who took part in this tournament included, Mr Lim 

Beng Jin, Datuk P Venugopal, Mr Loong Chee Meng, Dato K P 

Lim, Mr H L Wong and Dr Goh Kim Chuan. 

The RLC members took part in their respective age ranges were 

successful in clinching at total of 4 gold medals, a silver medal 

and a bronze medal. 

Friendly Match with the Raintree Club

15 April 2017

A total of nine badminton players represented the Club for the 

yearly friendly match. The friendly match was played at the 

Raintree Club and ended with the fellowship dinner at the one 

of their F&B outlets. The Raintree Club team was the winner 

over the Royal Lake Club team with to score of 8-6. 

Friendly Match with Kelab Shah Alam Selangor (KSAS) 

11 June 2017

The friendly match was played at Kelab Shah Alam Selangor 

and 10 players from RLC were at the KSAS at 5.30 for the friendly 

match. A total of 7 games were played and our players managed 

to finish with the score of 4 losses and 3 draws. 

KSAS then feted the RLC players to a buffet dinner cum karaoke 

session.
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The Darts Section continues to be the most active section in the 

Club with around 226 Section members with about 9 activities 

organized throughout the year

2016 Darts Section Annual Night cum Christmas Gathering 

16 December 2016

On Friday, 16th of December 2016, 92 Darts Section Members 

turned up for the 2016 Darts Annual Night and celebrated their 

Christmas gathering at the Pavilion Sports Bar. A four piece 

rock band was in attendance to entertain the Members right 

through the night. 

 

The Darts Section Annual Election Meeting cum Chinese 

New Year Gathering 

10 February 2017

The Election was held on the 10th of February 2017 at the 

Pavilion, 50 members attended. The following section members 

were elected to the 2017 Darts Section Sub-Committee.

Convenor  Mr P Sivan  

SC Members  Dr Surinder Singh    

  En Osman Khan    

  Mr Cheong Siew Wah 

  Mr Michael Alfred Boudville 

The Chinese New Year gathering took place after the election 

with Loh Yee-sang amongst the Section Members and a 

sumptuous dinner followed in celebration of Gong Xi Fa Cai  

 

President Team vs Chairman Team and Section Night 

31 March 2017

The Annual Darts event, between the President’s Team and 

Chairman’s Team took place on 31 March 2017 at the Batek Bar. 

The game was set at the foursome comprising 3 singles and 

2 doubles. In final tally, the Chairman’s team scored 10 points 

over the President’s team 4 points to emerge as the winners.

Sumptuous food companied by wide range of beverages were 

served to the section throughout the night. 

Series of Games with Raintree Club

8 April 2017

The series of games hosted by Royal Lake Club took place 

on Saturday, 8th of April 2017. The Raintree team managed 

to secure 8 points, a tie with RLC team also at 8 points. The 

friendly match concluded with a draw result. The players and 

supporters had a great time, socializing among themselves 

during the Fellowship Dinner.
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Inter Club Friendly match with Rahman Putra Club 

21 April 2017

The yearly friendly match took place at the Kelab Rahman 

Putra on 21st of April 2017. The friendly match with Kelab 

Rahman Putra saw a total of 6 players. Kelab Rahman Putra lost.  

The exchange of souvenir hosted the friendly match. 

Section Night & Inter Club vs Tanglin Club 

12 May 2017

The game was played in a foursome, 4 singles and 3 doubles. 

The visitors gave a good fight and the game was concluded 

with RLC winning 10 points and Tanglin 6 points.

The western spread served was exclusive for the Section 

Members and the visitor’s team. 

ABC Trophy Staff vs Member

14 May 2017

The Annual Challenge ABC Trophy was held on Sunday, 14 May 

2017 at the Batek Bar.

The friendly match kicked off in the afternoon followed by 

running lunch and in the final tally, it was a tie breaker of  

12 points each. 

Section Raya Gathering

7 July 2017

A total of 69 Section Members gathered at the Batek Bar on 

Friday, 7 July 2017. Buffet of Malay fusion dishes were served 

to the Section Members and they had a good time socializing 

amongst themselves throughout the night. 

16th Merdeka Darts Invitational and Section Night

19 & 20 August 2017

The battle of the royal clubs in the Royal Lake Club 16th 

Merdeka Darts Invitational tournament was held on 19 & 20 

August 2017. 

A total of 12 teams participated in this years tournament and 

they are: 

- Royal Sungai Ujong Club – 2 teams 

- Royal Ipoh Club –2 teams 

- Royal Port Dickson Club -2 teams 

- Royal Selangor Club-3 teams 

- Royal Lake Club – 3 teams 

The Tournament Dinner was held together with the Dart 

Section Night Dinner and a total of 60 Darts Section Members 

attended the dinner at the Banquet Hall. A total of 110 darters/

diners consist of RLC’s Darts Section Members and other darters 

from the participating clubs. All of them were treated with a 

Sumptuous northern Indian cuisine and entertained by a three 

piece band throughout the night.

RESULTS 

Winner Pool 

Champion  -  Royal Port Dickson Yacht Club  

  Olde Nook

1st Runner-up  - Royal Selangor Club Dalmatians

Joint Third/ Fourth  -  Royal Lake Club Mamba &  

  Royal Port Dickson Yacht Club Si Rusa

Joint Fifth/Six/ 

Seven/Eight - Royal Lake Club Cobra, 

  Royal Selangor Club Tigers, 

  Royal Sungai Ujong Club Barracudas  

  & Royal Ipoh Club Lion

Plate Pool 

Champion - Royal Sungai Ujong Club Stingray

1st Runner-up - Royal Selangor Club Panthers

Joint Third/ Fourth - Royal Lake Club Viper / 

  Royal Ipoh Club Jaguar 

Other Invitational Tournaments participated by RLC Team 

- 4-5 September 2016 Royal Sungai Ujong Club Darts 

 Invitational Tournament 

- 15-16 October 2016 Royal Selangor Club Darts 

 Invitational Tournament

- 10-11 December 2016 Royal Port Dickson Club Darts 

 Invitational Tournament 

- 16-17 September 2017 Kelab Rahman Putra Darts 

 Invitational Tournament 
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GYMNASIUM
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The Gym Sub-Committee of 2016/17 set the objectives of 

promoting health and wellness among members and attracting 

more members to utilize the gym and to take part in the various 

fitness classes offered. On this note, the Gym Sub-Committee 

(“GSC”), assisted by the Sports & Recreation Department 

(“SRD”), organized several events during the year.

One of the key events organised was the Gym Annual Night 

which featured a sumptuous buffet dinner at the Poolside 

Gazebo followed by a very informative and interesting 

presentation on Traditional Chinese Medicine and “Upavasa” 

or Yogic Fasting by a renowned TCM enthusiast and yoga 

practitioner who founded Jnana Yoga (with several centres in 

China), held at the Recreation Hall.

The GSC and SRD also organised two free introductory sessions 

on High-Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) and TRX suspension 

training. HIIT is a form of endurance exercise that incorporates 

short but intense cardio and aerobic movements in between 

less intense recovery periods. HIIT drills burn calories within a 

short time and provides similar cardiovascular health benefits 

as longer workouts. Based on the positive response from 

members, HIIT classes are now offered, the details of which are 

as follows:

Name of class : High-Intensity Interval Training 

Fee : RM75.00 per month, once a week

Venue : Aerobics Room

Days : Thursday & Sunday

Time : 6.15 pm – 7.15 pm

Currently, the Club has three professional personal trainers 

(two men and one lady) conducting the personal training 

lessons and stretching classes. The gross collection from 

these personal training lessons and classes amounted to 

approximately RM221,000 (a 25% increase from RM176,000 

recorded in 2015/16). The commission earned by the Club from 

the aforementioned gross collections was the second highest 

from sports activities after swimming. 

The revised schedule of fees for Personal Training lessons is as 

follows: 

Individual Personal Training Structure

Session Above 60 Years Fees/Rates Below 60 Years Fees/Rates

1 session RM130.00 RM130.00

5 session + 1 session
1 Month Prog

RM600.00 RM700.00

10 session + 1 session
3 Month Prog

RM1300.00 RM1350.00

20 session + 1 session
1 Month Prog

RM2300.00 RM2375.00

Group Training Package

1 session (2pax) RM160.00 (3pax) RM180.00

The gymnasium has seen a number of improvements during 

the year. The replacement of the old automatic door and the 

installation of a sink, and the repositioning of certain equipment 

were undertaken to provide added convenience to members 

and to enhance members’ experience at the gym.

The GSC believes it has set the tone and momentum for more 

gym and health related activities and expects that more (and 

better) events will be organised for the benefit of members in 

the next term (2017/18).
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The Golf Section continues to be the most popular section in 

the Club with around 350 section members.

Weekday Social Game at the Port Dickson Golf and Country 

Club.

30 August 2016

23 golfers signed up for this weekday game and they were 

treated to a sumptuous spread of an authentic Indian meal. 

Golf Tour to Kunming China. 

13-17 September 2016

A total of 22 RLC members and 6 guests participated in the tour. 

All the golfers had a good time. They played at the most scenic 

golf courses in the district of Kunming namely Hot Spring Golf 

Course, Sunshine Golf Club and Spring City Mountain View. 

Golf Tour to Bali, Indonesia.

16-19 October 2016

A total of 30 golfers played at the Nirwarna Bali Golf Club,  

New Kuta Golf Club and Bali National Golf.

32nd Annual Championship at Templer Park Golf &  

Country Club.

17 & 20 November 2016

The 32nd edition of the Golf Annual Championship was 

successfully held on 17 November 2016 at the Templer Park 

Golf & Country Club participated by 68 golfers. The 32nd 

championship was won by Tan Sri James YW Tan in the Gross 

Category.

Congratulations to the 32nd Annual Championship winners as 

follows: 

Gross Category HC Score

Champion: Tan Sri James Yw Tan 11 84

Runner up: Tan Yong Teck  15 87

3rd Placing: Azizul Rahman Kallahan  13 89 

Net Category

Champion: Datuk Mohd Rozhan Ghazali 18 70

Runner up: Dato’ Abu Kasim Tadin  24 73OCB

3rd Placing: Datuk Anuarul Aini Mohd Perai 23 73

Senior Golfers Category HC Stableford

   Points 

Champion: Dato’ Abu Kasim Tadin 24 35OCB

Runner up: Datuk Anuarul Aini Mohd Perai 23 35

3rd Placing:  Azizul Rahman Kallahan 13 34

The prize giving ceremony took place at The Orchid on Sunday 

evening, 20 November 2016. 
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Weekday Social Golf Game at Kota Seriemas Golf & Country 

Club, Nilai.

Tuesday, 20 December 2016

A total of 40 golfers participated in the 2016 year-end social 

game that was held at the Kota Seriemas Golf and Country Club 

Nilai Negeri Sembilan.

The golfers were blessed with fine weather and all of them had 

an enjoyable time on the course.

1st Social Game at Kelab Golf Seri Selangor.

6 February 2017

The first Social Game for the year 2017 was held at Kelab Golf 

Seri Selangor on Monday, 6 February 2017. 36 golfers took part.

President’s Team vs Chairperson Team cum Medal 

Competition at Bukit Tinggi Golf Club. 

Saturday 25 February 2017

The first competitive game for the year was President vs 

Chairperson Team cum Medal Competition where it was held 

at Bukit Tinggi Berjaya Hills Golf Resort. It was held on Saturday,  

25 February 2017 with 36 golfers participating. The Chairperson’s 

team was the winner with a total of 325 points and President’s 

team with 299 points.

Golf Tour to North at Ipoh & Penang.

24-26 April 2017

A local tour was organized to the North Region from 24 to 26 

April 2017 with a total of 18 golfers and 3 non golfers signing 

up for this inland tour. 

The first day they played a round of golf at the Meru Valley Golf 

& Country Club. Then the group departed to Sunway Hotel 

Seberang Jaya Penang for 2 nights’ stay.

The next day, the golfers played a round of 18 holes at the 

Penang Golf Resort in Bertam Kapala Batas. The golfers played 

at the Bukit Jawi Golf Resort for the final day.

 

Inter Club Friendly Trophy Match vs Kelab Golf Bentong at 

Lembah Beringin Golf Club Kuala Kubu. 

21 May 2017

The Annual Interclub Golf Competition between RLC and Kelab 

Golf Bentong was held on Sunday, 21 May 2017. The venue for 

this year was at the Lembah Beringin Golf Club, Kuala Kubu 

Baru Selangor. 

A total of 25 golfers represented RLC for the 30th edition of this 

friendly Trophy Match that was initiated in 1987. 

RLC won with 628 points beating Kelab Golf Bentong with a 

score of 552 points. 

2017 Quadrangular Inter-Club Competition cum Monthly 

Medal Competition at Templar Park Golf And Country Club.

25 July 2017

Templer Park Golf & Country Club was the venue for the 2017 

Quadrangular Golf Championship. The RLC Golf Section was 

the host for this year. 

Only three clubs participated, as The Royal Selangor Club had 

pulled out earlier for their own reasons. 

RLC was the defending champion for this competition. However 

Raintree Club emerged champion with a score of 340 points. 

RLC came second with a score of 331.

The Monthly Medal Competition was also held simultaneously.
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Hash Section was formed 18 years ago. The section had been 

running without fail, every Tuesday.

The Section has organized 6 major events:

- RLC Cuti –Cuti Hash Bentong 2016 

- RLC 18th Hash Section Anniversary Celebration Run 2016 

- RLC 2017 Chinese New Year Lunar Run 

- RLC Valentine Run 

- RLC Carlsberg Brewery Visit 

- RLC Family Day – Malacca 

The forthcoming celebration events are:-

- RLC 999th Pub Crawl 

- RLC 19th Anniversary Celebration Run 

RLC Cuti Cuti Hash Bentong

1&2 October 2016

The Hash Section had their 2016 outing together with their 

family away from chaotic city. On 1st October the RLC Harriers 

went to Bentong for the Cuti-cuti Hash.

A total of 60 harriers signed up for the trip. They had a good 

time exploring the forest run followed by the circle of jokes, 

drinks and songs. As always there were sumptuous dinners. 

Shopping was part of the itinerary. 

RLC 18th Hash Section Anniversary Celebration Run

22 November 2016

The HHH (Hash House Harriers) of the Club, formed on Tuesday, 

15th December 1998, celebrated its 18th Anniversary Run on 

Tuesday 22 November with its run no. 945.

It was an in-run. The run was along Jalan Parliament to the 

forest behind the National Monument and to Padang Merbok 

and back to RLC. It was a 7km run. Dinner was served in the fine 

dining ambience at The Orchid. Dress code was formal, black 

for men and pink for ladies. 

The 18th Anniversary Birthday Cake was cut by all past Grand 

Masters.

The highlight of the celebration was the performance put up 

by the Grand Master and Chairman depicting the characters 

of “Men In Black” followed by an interesting dance routine by 

three attractive lady hash members. Later, all took to the floor 

to dance. 

RLC Hash Section Annual Meeting

4 January 2017

The Hash Section Annual Meeting was held on 4th January 

2016 and Amar B Doshi aka Shyam Doshi was re-elected as the 

Grand Master for 2017. Four Sub-Committee members were 

elected.

The Statement of Accounts showed a surplus of some five 

thousand ringgit income over expenditure in the closing of the 

2016 Hash Section Fund Accounts

After dinner at Pavilion, a karaoke session was held.
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Chinese New Year Lunar Run 

7 February 2017

The Hash Section greeted the Year of the Rooster in its own 

hashing ways on the 11th day of the Lunar New Year.

The President flagged off the Run no. 905.

Later, there was a performance of three lion dances to usher 

in the Year of the Rooster after fire crackers were lilt. Dinner 

was held in the Perdana Room where the hashers “Lou Sang” 

in unison followed by the 8 course Chinese dinner with the 

drinking of beer, wine and whiskey. 

A total of 127 hashers consisting of 85 Section Members,  

24 Non Section Members and 18 guests participated in this 

Run.

RLC Valentine Run

14 February 2017

On 14th February a total of 60 RLC’s harriers gathered at the 

Club’s Lawn for the Valentine Run. This run was exclusively for 

RLC harriers and members only. 

All of them were given mementos. After the run and circle, 

members adjourned to Batek Bar’s verandah for dinner.  

A 3-course western style candle light dinner was served.  

The band sang sentimental songs for the occasion. 

 

RLC Carlsberg Brewery Visit 

29 June 2017

This is a must-attend yearly event because members get to 

sample different types of beer. 

On 29 June a total of 72 Section Members and 48 guests 

attended the function. Members had an interesting time 

drinking and singing. There was an auction of sarongs and 

sports shirts.

RLC Hash Family Day – Malacca Town 

5 – 6 August 2017

A total of 90 hashers signed up for the family outing. Two buses 

were charted. The group stopped at Port Dickson Golf Country 

Club for their breakfast. 

After a good lunch at Malacca town, the group checked in at 

a new hotel i.e Moty Hotel which was built on reclaimed land. 

At 5.00pm members went for a 7KM run along the Malacca river 

bank. Some “Curi Ayam” members took a short cut to Jonkers 

Street for some shopping, some nice refreshing cendol and 

trishaw ride.

The Sarong Nyonya Dinner was held at Seafarers’ Restaurant. 

There was a one man band. Members got to try singing.

Next morning, there was a heritage run around the historical 

sites followed by shopping at Jonkers Street. Lunch was at the 

Nyonya Restaurant at Bunga Raya Street.

After arriving back at RLC, dinner was at the Bunga Raya 

Restaurant. It was an enjoyable outing.
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Karaoke Section Annual Dinner 

11 October 2016

The Annual Dinner was held on 11 October 2016 at Bunga Raya 

Restaurant. It was attended by 75 Section Members. Members 

adjourned to Pavilion after dinner for singing and dancing. 

Theme for the evening was ‘Simply the Best’. There were also 

performances by past and current karaoke club champions, 

lucky draws and line dancing.

Karaoke Election/Section Night 

6 January 2017

The Karaoke Election/Section Night was held on 6 January 

2016 at the Pool Side Aircond Room. It was attended by  

55 Section Members. In his opening remarks, the 2017 

Chairman mentioned that it was our goal to win 2017 Inter Club 

Karaoke Competition and that inter-section competition would 

be revived to promote karaoke. 

The Newly elected Sub-Committee members are as follows:

Convenor 

Mr Bob Yong Lin Tang

SC Members 

Mr Philip Soo Hing Lin

Mr David Tsun Khow

Mr Dennis Liew Kai Mun

Chinese New Year Celebration (Indoor Recreation II Night)

5 March 2017

Traditionally, this was a Karaoke Section event. However, this 

time Dancesports, Yoga, Aerobics, Pilates and Belly Dancing 

members were invited to join in the celebration. There were  

13 tables in total. The dinner was held at the Banquet Hall. 

Karaoke Section Members verses RLC’s Staff 

22 April 2017

The Competition format consisted of 8 soloists and two duet 

pairs. Some 80 karaoke enthusiasts thronged Teratai Lounge on 

22 April 2017 for this annual affair. It was keenly contested with 

the staff winning by a close margin of 3 marks. 

Karaoke In House Competition 

9 July 2017

Some 130 karaoke enthusiasts were at the Banquet Hall on 

9 July 2017 to cheer the 20 best soloists and 4 pairs of duet 

competing in the 2017 Karaoke Final. There were no heats 

in this year’s competition. The top three soloists and the 

Champion duet pair were expected to represent the Club at the 

Inter-Club Competition 2017 scheduled for 19 August 2017 at 

Royal Commonwealth Society Club. 
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The results are as follows: 

Solo Category     

2017 Champion - Mr Christopher Lee 

1st Runner-up - Cik Aida Nor Zeti   

2nd Runner-up - Mr C T Lau  

4th Placing - Ms Wendy Toh   

5th Placing - Pn Zuriah Hj Md Said

Duet Category 

2017 Champion  - Ms Wendy Toh & Mr Wan Ban Ing   

 1st Runner-up - Ms Pamela Khoo & Mr C T Lau 

  

Karaoke Raya Gathering 

22 July 2017

On Saturday, 22 July 2017, a total of 33 karaoke enthusiasts 

comprising 30 Karaoke Section Members and 3 non-Section 

Members got together at Teratai Lounge to celebrate Hari 

Raya. Many came dressed in Malay traditional attire to honour 

the occasion.

25th Inter Club Karaoke Championship Competition 2017

19 August 2017

Royal Commonwealth Society hosted this year’s competition 

which saw participation seven clubs. An experienced vocal 

teacher was engaged to conduct three advance vocal lessons 

for our representatives, who eventually gave a sterling 

performance, emerging the overall champion for the 25th 

edition of this inter club competition. Hearty congratulations 

to our singers.

Final Results.

Overall Champion - Royal Lake Club

Champion Solo - Mr C T Lau

3rd Place Solo - Mr Christopher Lee

2nd Place Duet - Ms Wendy Toh & 

  Mr Wan Ban Ong (lost by 1 mark)
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Squash is one of the most popular games in the Club. In fact, 

the Club is where squash in Malaysia was founded. The Club 

had produced several national players from 1973 to 1997. 

The Squash Racquet Association of Malaysia (SRAM) was 

inaugurated on Sunday, 25th June 1972 at the Royal Lake Club. 

Club Member, Dato’ Hisham Al Bakri was the founding President 

and YM Tunku Tan Sri Imran was the founding Secretary. Since 

the establishment of SRAM, all its past and present presidents 

were from Royal Lake Club Members.

 

Squash Annual Championship and Dinner 

25 & 26 March and 2 April 2017

The Squash Annual Championship saw four categories namely 

Men’s Open, Veteran Men’s 50 Years & Above, Boy’s U 15 years 

old and Boy’s under 19 years old being contested. The games 

were keenly contested right up to the finals. 

The prize presentation was held at the Poolside Dining Room 

on 2 April 2017 and attended by forty squash enthusiasts, the 

Chairman and Deputy Chairman.

The results of the Annual Championship are as follows: 

Men’s Open 

Champion Mark Low Chun Kit

2nd Placing Nicholas Lee Heng Jin

 

Veteran Men’s 50 yrs & Above

Champion Huang Ying How  

2nd Placing Dr Saw Khay Yong 

 

Boy’s U – 15years

Champion Aidan Yunus   

2nd Placing Saw Yan Yu

   

Boy’s U – 19 years (Tan Sri Datuk Alex Lee Trophy)

Champion Nicholas Lee Heng Jin 

2nd Placing Andrew Wong Shi Wen 

6th Royal Lake Club Malaysian Squash Tour IX 2017.

(PSA Challenger 5 - Men’s and Women’s)

9-13 May 2017

This marked RLC Squash Section’s third collaboration with 

Sportspin Event and Athletic Management. A total of 16 Main 

Draw Players and 25 Qualifiers for Men’s and Women’s Categories 

have signed up for this 6th edition of the tournament.

In the woman’s category, Malaysian top seeded Rachel Arnold 

finally came good to win the 6th Royal Lake Club Malaysian 

Tour Squash Circuit. The world No. 55, competing in her 10th 

career final, fended off a fierce challenge from Japanese rising 

star Satomi Watanabe to win 11-9, 11-9, 9-11, 2-11, 11-9 in the 

final.

In the men’s final, second seed Harinderpal Sandhu of India 

emerged victorious after thumping Hong Kong’s Henry Leung 

11-0, 11-6, 11-7. 

The two winners pocketed US902.00 (RM3920.00) each for their 

effort. The prize giving ceremony was held after the men’s final 

match with Club President in attendance. 
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International Friendly Match with Royal British Navy 

Squash Racket Association.

14 May 2017

The Royal British Navy Squash Racket Association was hosted 

to a friendly match on 14 May 2017 and it was the second time 

that the club hosted the British Navy team. 

The Royal Navy team, comprised ten men and two ladies, the 

ages of 22 to 58. 

The friendly were divided into categories: Standard Squash PAR 

Best of 5; Conditioning Squash 15 Points Best of 3 and Squash 

57 PAR Best of 5.

Results

Standard Squash PAR Best of 5

RLC 7 RBNSRA 4

Conditioning Squash 15 Points Best of 3

RLC 2 RBNSRA 2

Squash 57 PAR Best of 5

RLC 4 RBNSRA 0

The dinner was hosted at the Bunga Raya with 35 guests 

comprising 22 from the Lake Club and 13 from the Royal Navy. 

Our deepest appreciation to the VVIP guests of YAM Tunku Tan 

Sri Imran  ibni Almarhum Tuanku Ja’afar Al-Haj; Club President 

Dato’ Kamil Noor Ariff and Squash Racket Association President 

Mr Huang Ying How for making it a memorable occasion. 

The second part of the dinner was hosted by Dato’ Seri Hadian 

at the Tennis Pavilion. After the perfunctory exchange of 

mementos and speeches, the fun, laughter and merriment 

began in earnest with the free flow of happy drinks.
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SWIMMING

Sitting from the left:
Mdm Caroline Wong Mee Yong, En Ahmed Zakki Abdul Jabbar (Chairman) and  
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Chairman 
En Ahmed Zakki Abdul Jabbar

Deputy Chairman 

Sub-Committee
Mdm Caroline Wong Mee Yong

Management
En Auzani Azmi (S&R Manager)
Mr V Subramaniam (Senior Executive)

The Swimming Sub Committee started the year with to increase 

the participating of objective swimmers for the Swimming 

Lessons, Swimming Competitive & starting a RLC Swim Team, 

by introducing a Pre-Comp swimming program.

The Swimming lessons Income made up 26% contribution to 

the total of Club’s lessons income in 2016/2017.

The gross collection dropped from RM251,981 in 2015/2016 

to RM222,842 in 2016/2017.This is due to the pool closure in 

month of November 2016 and January to February 2017 for 

rectification of water leakage at Main Pool. 

However, there was up 100% increase in the number of 

participant for the swimming competition & Fun Event.  

We hope for this momentum to continue.

The new fees of the swimming lesson has been approved by 

the General Committee and the new fees are as follows: 

Category New Fee (RM)

Once a Week

Children 12 years and below 65.00

Children 13 to 18 years 70.00

Adult 120.00

Twice a Week

Children 12 years and below 120.00

Children 13 to 18 years 120.00

Adult 230.00

There are about 200 members, mainly Children of Members, 

undergoing leisure swimming (learn to swim) programmes 

under three coaches, Mr Gan Kok Lee, Mr Rajaandran and  

Mr Ong Lye Hin 

Mr Tai Ching Wern decided to retire as one of the Club’s 

swimming coach due to his health condition. Mr Tai has been 

as RLC’S swimming coach since 2009. 

The Swimming Sub Committee with approval of the General 

Committee as appointed Mr Ong Lye Hin to fill up the vacancy 

of the Club’s Swimming Coach in view of his credentials and his 

vast experience as swimming coach.

The total no. of Students enrolled to the leisure swimming 

programmes are as follows: 

Swimming coach/ 

instructor 
Average No. of Students 

Coach Gan Kok Lee 143

Instructor Ong Lye Hin 29

Instructor R Rajaandran 31

2016 Annual Swimming Gala

6 November 2016

The Championship saw 8 adults and 24 swimmers in action with 

42 events and it ended with the diving for the coins event for 

the toddlers. Hearty lunch was served at the Poolside Gazebo 

for the swimmers and officials as well as parents of the junior 

contestants.
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Swimming Assessment Tests 

25 February and 18 August 2017

The Swimming Assessment by a group of young swimmers 

took place on the 25th of February and 18th of August 2017.

The purpose of this Assessment was to allow the successful 

swimmers to use the main pool and at the same time the 

swimmers can continue to use the 25m pool to improve their 

swimming strokes.

The two grades criteria are as follows: 

Grade 3 (Beginners) 

Jump into pool Distance & 

qualifying 

time

Breaststroke 2 laps 

Front Crawl 1 lap

Backstroke 1 lap

Treading Water 1 minute 

 

Grade 2

Distance & Qualifying Time

Able to Swim 4 laps of 

Breaststroke (Non –Stop) 
(100M-1Minute 50 Seconds)

Able to Swim 2 laps of Front 

Crawl (Non-Stop)
(50M- 40 Seconds)

Able to Swim 2 laps of 

Backstroke (Non-Stop) 
(50M-50 Seconds)

Able to Swim 1 lap of 

Butterfly (Non-Stop)
(25M-23 Seconds)

Able to perform 2 minutes of 

“ Treading Water”

Able to perform surface dive 

from the starting platform 

First Age-Group & Masters Swimming Competition

12 March 2017

A total of 37 boys and 26 girls competing in all four strokes 

events for the Age Group and in the Master category,  

5 adults took part. A total of 68 swimmers participated in this 

swimming event and it’s the biggest turn out for the past  

10 years. 

Swimming Fun Event held

7 May 2017

The Swimming Fun Event held on 7th of May 2017 received 

an overwhelming response from 99 children from ages 4 to 12 

years old (22 May 2016: 55 children). The Children were divided 

into seven teams based on their age and height. Five games 

were played: 

1. Board Relay, 

2. Filling Water,

3. Spoon and egg 

4. Treasure hunt 

5. Feeding Baby 

Second Age Group & Master Swimming Competition 

13 August 2017

The Swimming Section held its Second Age Group & Master 

Swimming Competition on 13th of August 2017, with  

30 boys and 15 girls participating in all four strokes and  

3 adults in the Master category

The Swimming Sub Committee would like to thank the General 

Committee and the Club for the strong support received for 

this event. The Swimming SC also would like to thank F&N for 

the soft drinks and 5 parasols sponsorship.
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TABLE TENNIS

Standing from the left:
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Chairman
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Sub-Committee
Mr Phang Chee Tat
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Mr Terry Goh Keng Tiang

Management
En Auzani Azmi (S&R Manager)
Mr K V Baskar (Senior Executive)

A much lower budget was granted by the 2016 GC. As a result, 

RLC table tennis was only able to host one event, a triangular 

match with Raintree and Sunway Club this year. In previous 

years, we played friendly matches with Taman Desa, Chin Woo 

association and Royal Klang Club.

We hope that the current GC can grant a more reasonable and 

fair budget for the RLC table tennis subcommittee to organise 

more events. 

Annual Table Tennis Championship and Dinner 

5 to 12 December 2015

The 2015 Annual Championship took place on 5 to 12 

December in the Recreation Hall. A total of thirty players took 

part and gave their all in the nine categories contested.

This was followed by the Annual Night and Prize Presentation 

on Saturday, 9 January 2016 at the Bunga Raya Restaurant, 

attended by the 30 players and their spouses.

Table Tennis Inter Club Triangular Match – hosted by RLC 

25 February 2017

RLC Table Tennis Section was supposed to host the Triangular 

Match between Raintree Club, Sunway Club and RLC in 2016 

but owing to some unforeseen circumstances this had to be 

postponed. Eventually, the 2016 Inter-club Triangular match 

was hosted on 25 February 2017 at the Recreation Hall, RLC.

Raintree Club emerged as the Champion, followed by RLC in 

second place and Sunway Club in third place. 

The RLC hosted a dinner and prize giving ceremony at the 

Poolside Dining Room for all participants. Everyone had a 

wonderful evening socializing with new and old friends from 

the Raintree Club and the Sunway Club.

Table Tennis Inter-Club Triangular Match - hosted by 

Raintree Club 

8 April 2017

The 2017 Table Tennis Inter Club was hosted by the Raintree 

Club on 8th April 2017. 

The event gave some new RLC players the opportunity to play 

against other players outside of RLC and to experience away 

competition atmosphere.

Raintree Club came out tops by winning the most number of 

games and Sunway Club was the runner up. After the matches, 

all participants were treated with a pleasant dinner at the 

Raintree Club. 

After dinner, Raintree received their honors at a prize 

presentation ceremony. 
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TENNIS
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Management
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Social Game, Annual Dinner & Section Election 

22 January 2017

The 2016 Tennis Annual Dinner for the “Tennis Fraternity” was 

successfully organized on Sunday, 22 January 2017. A total of 

19 Section Members and 1 Non Section Member were at the 

courts for the social game and the Annual Dinner that was held 

at the Pavilion.

A high-spirited and joyful Tennis Section Election was held 

before the dinner began. En Shahizan was overwhelmingly 

elected as the Convenor for the Tennis Section. Mr Chua 

Chye Hup and Ms Penny Toh were elected as the other Sub-

Committee members

Penang Sport Club Invitational Tournament

10 -12 March 2017 

The Tournament was held from 10-12 Mach 2017 with 13 teams 

from four countries - Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and Japan 

– participating. The RLC team played their very best and ended 

in the semi-final of the Plate Event. Thanks to all RLC players 

for their time and effort in making the trip for the tournament.

President vs Chairman Team 

23 April 2016

The first social of the year was the traditional match of President 

Vs Chairman Team. Twenty-three section members, split into 

two teams, participated. Everyone had an enjoyable and 

memorable time. In the final tally, the Chairman’s team won by 

a narrow margin of 6 to 5. 

Series of Games with the Raintree Club 

8 April 2017

The series of Games with Raintree Club took place on Saturday, 

8 April 2017 at the aforesaid Club. A total of 17 tennis and 10 

table tennis players took part. Also participating were members 

from the darts and the billiard section who were there for their 

annual friendlies.

Trophy Match with Royal Port Dickson Yacht Club 

15 April 2017

The Tennis Section played host to the Royal Port Dickson 

Yacht Club for the Tunku Tan Sri Muhamad Trophy on 15 April 

2017. The Section formed an “A Team” for this trophy match, 

culminating in a big victory when they thrashed the visitors 

with 10-0. Pprize giving and the fellowship dinner took place 

at the Bunga Raya restaurant, with attendance from some  

40 tennis players from both clubs. 
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Friendly Match with Royal Selangor Club

20 May 2017,

Tennis Section hosted the Royal Selangor Club for this annual 

friendly. Fine weather further enhanced the quality of play 

among the players from both clubs.

The official matches completed in time and then continued 

with more friendly social matches until dinner time. The RLC 

won by a wide margin of 9-1. Dinner at Bunga Raya was well 

attended and the camaraderie extended well into the evening.

Tennis Social Game cum Section Night Gatherings 

The Tennis Section had organized two social games namely 

Roland Garros Night on 11 June 2017 and Wimbledon Night 

on 16 July 2017, both in conjunction with the two ATP Grand 

Slam Men’s Final matches that were telecast ‘live’ at the Pavilion. 

The social games started at 5pm and concluded at 7.30pm after 

which everyone gathered for dinner together whilst watching 

the ‘live’ finals. 
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INDOOR RECREATION 1
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TAI CHI

The Taichi Section was started in 1975. Through the years, 

thousands of RLC members have benefited from the healthy 

exercise provided by Tai Chi, and our current instructors all 

commenced their learning of taichi from RLC.

In the past few years student numbers have ranged around 80 

to 90, some find the exercise is not for them, while others fall 

in love with the exercise and have stayed on for 20 to 30 years. 

The section has slowly evolved to include more social activities, 

including outstation trips and monthly food, drink and song 

gatherings. This helps promote camaraderie amongst members 

and fellowship and sportsmanship are among the chief tenets 

of our membership. 

Tai Chi Section Fellowship Night 

3 June 2017 

The Section organized its Fellowship Dinner to celebrate their 

42 years of presence in the Royal Lake Club, on 3 June 2017 

at the Pavilion. 70 Tai Chi practitioners attended the best ever 

event that night.

Tai Chi Section tour to Hatyai, Betong and Ipoh 

7 to 11 September 2017

At time of writing, the Tai Chi section is organising a tour to the 

Southern Thailand from 7th to 11th September 2017 with a 

total of 30 Tai Chi practitioners signed up. 

AIKIDO

Aikido (the way of harmonizing the energy of the universe) is a 

Japanese martial art using the most basic system of throwing, 

joint-locking, striking and pinning techniques, coupled with 

training in the use of wooden sword (“bokken”), staff (“jo”) and 

knife “tanto”) techniques. Aikido instills mental concentration 

and discipline and is suitable for children, men and women of 

all ages. 

The Yoshinkan Aikido was introduced in the Club in 1998. The 

section conducts its training classes every Sunday afternoon 

from 4.15pm to 6.00pm in the Aerobic Room under the 

guidance of Chief Instructor Sensei Sunny Loke and his team 

of instructors.

TAE KWAN DO

The Korean martial art seeks to instill in its proponents fitness, 

balance, strength, power and technique for self-defense and 

has been widely acknowledged as an excellent way to inculcate 

discipline, self-control, respect, confidence and dedication. 

The Tae Kwan-Do has been in the Club for 40 years and this 

Section is among the most active section in the Club. At time of 

writing, the breakdown of Tae Kwan Do students is as follows:

White and White Yellow Belt : 30 students

Yellow and Yellow Green Belt : 14 students 

Green and Green Blue Belt : 20 students

Blue and Blue Red Belt : 12 students 

Red and Red Black Belt : 19 students  

Black Belt : 15 students  

Total No of Students  : 110 students 
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39th RLC Tae Kwan Do Annual Championship and Luncheon 

14 May 2017

The 39th RLC Tae Kwan Do Annual Championship attracted a 

total of 79 participants, a 10% decrease over the last one. After 

a quick photography session, participants were divided into 

two groups. Each group had to demonstrate their knowledge 

of patterns and basic movements. There was also a sparring 

challenge and a destruction challenge

After the tournament, the participants adjourned to the 

Banquet Hall for lunch and prize giving. Each received a 

custom-made medal, and there were also attractive lucky draw 

prizes for participants and parents. 

QIGONG

Qigong is an internal Chinese meditative practice that uses 

slow graceful movements and breathing techniques to 

promote the circulation of “qi’ in the body, to enhance overall 

health. It is generally practiced to increase strength, improve 

health and reverse a disease, working with qi and to become 

more connected with “Tao, God, True Source, Great Spirit” for 

a more meaningful connection with nature and the universe.

 Qigong Annual Night 

 Saturday 3 December 2016

It was an occasion for our Qigong enthusiasts and practitioners 

to get together. The Qigong Annual Night was held on  

3 December 2016 at the Orchid Room and was attended 

by the newly-elected Vice President together with the new 

Chairman of Indoor Recreation I Chairman. A total of 30 qigong 

enthusiasts consisting RLC members, instructors and guests 

attended the dinner. 

China Soaring Crane Qigong

The lessons are conducted in English and are held every 

Wednesday from 7.00pm to 8.30pm at the Pool Side Gazebo.

Qigong Class Workshop 

23 July 2017

A preview on the new Qigong class was conducted on  

23 July 2017. A total of 30 RLC members attended the talk 

and participated in the exercise demonstrated by the new 

appointed instructor.

The details of the RLC New Qigong class are as follows: 

Name of the Class : Qigong for Health and Healing 

  Lesson 

Fee : RM70.00* per month / once a week 

Venue : Recreation Hall

Day : Sunday 

Time : 4.00pm to 5.00pm

SUN WUSHU 

Sun Wushu is a combination of Qigong, Quan (fist) and Gun 

(stick). Qigong primarily focuses on internal exercise to develop 

and to boost the immune system. The Quan and Gun exercise 

primarily focus on developing physical strength such as muscle 

and body part for defense and attack purpose.

The Sun Wushu was reintroduced in the Club in 2010 after a 

lapse of 7 years. The training sessions are conducted every 

Tuesday, Friday & Saturday from 6.30am to 8.00am in the Multi-

Purpose Hall. The training is conducted by Master Sun Yamin, 

the founder of Sun Wushu, from China.

 

FENCING 

 Fencing was first introduced in the Club in 1962 by coach 

Professor Ronnie I Theseira. The basic focus is on three weapons: 

foil, epee and sabre. It helps to improve one’s coordination, 

reflexes, discipline, focus, health and mental agility. Fencing 

can be taken up as a competitive sport or as a hobby and it is 

suitable by all ages. The fencing class is conducted on Saturday 

from 4.30pm to 5.30pm at the Recreation Hall.
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2017 Aerobic, Pilates & Yoga Annual Luncheon

13 May 2017

Some 40 members from the various sections had a get-together 

lunch at the Bunga Raya Restaurant on Saturday 13 May 2017. 

Indoor Recreation II Chairman graced the annual luncheon. 

Chinese New Year Joint Celebration Night 

5 March 2017

Members of Dancesport, Yoga, Belly Dancing, Aerobics and 

Pilates were invited to join Karaoke Section members for a 

Chinese New Year get-together held on 5th March 2017 at the 

Banquet Hall. The event turned out splendidly, with singing and 

dancing well into the evening 

YOGA

Yoga is considered to be a therapy for chronic health problems 

and for attaining peace of mind. It is also a complete form 

of exercise for the human body. During the year, the Royal 

Lake Club has seen a tremendous growth in the number of 

practitioners of Yoga. Like other sporting activities available 

at the Club, members have begun to take an active interest in 

Yoga for health and harmony.

- RLC Yoga Classes 

 The yoga class was introduced in 2000 by the Divine Life 

Society. The section conducts its training classes every 

Tuesday from 6.15pm to 7.15pm and Saturday from 

9.00am to 10.30am at the Recreation Hall. There is a total of  

30 students.

- Healing Yoga 

 The additional yoga classes namely “Healing Yoga” 

conducted by Mr Aman Merican was introduced in 2015. As 

of today a total of 28 students attended this class regularly 

every Tuesday and Friday.

- Morning Group Yoga 

 The Indoor Recreation II also accommodate the request of 

the morning group of ladies who also wanted to participate 

in this yoga activity. Pn Mazita conducted yoga session on 

every Wednesday from 7.30am to 8.30am.

AEROBICS

Aerobics provides a complete, all round workout to the 

background of upbeat music ranging from disco beats of the 

70’s to the latest hip-hop tunes. A total of 24 students attended 

the aerobic workouts conducted by Ms Farah Eve every Monday 

and Saturday at the Aerobic Room. 

PILATES 

According to practitioners, the central aim of Pilates is to create 

a fusion of mind and body so that subconsciously the body will 

move with grace and balance. The end goal is to produce an 

attention-free union of mind and body. Practitioners believe in 

using one’s body to its greatest advantage, making the most 

of its strengths, counteracting its weaknesses, and correcting 

its imbalances. The method requires that one constantly pay 

attention to one’s body while doing the movements. Paying 
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attention to movement is so vital that it is more important than 

any other single aspect of the movement.

Every week three Pilates classes, made up of advance, 

intermediate and beginners classes were conducted by  

Ms Anna Kronenburg. The classes have 13 followers. 

DANCESPORT 

The Dancesport Section has the most classes compared to other 

recreational activities at the Club. A total of 7 Dance Sports 

classes a week were conducted by five different instructors 

in the Recreation Hall and Aerobic Room. Some 56 students 

enrolled with the dancesport classes. 

Dancesport Annual Ball

13 November 2016

About 100 members and guests were treated to a sumptuous 

western dinner with free flow of beer/wine, with entertainment 

provided by our very own current Malaysian Latin American 

Amateur Champion dancers. They performed four dances; the 

show-dance, Pasodoble, the dance of love “Rumba” and the 

energetic jive to the much applause of the audience. Indeed it 

was a superb performance.

A big thank you to the dancesport sub-committee members 

and the staff of the Sports & Recreation Department for their 

efforts to make the Annual Ball a resounding success.
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2016 Royal Lake Club Bridge Congress 

15-16 October 2016

The 5th Royal Lake Club Bridge Congress was held on Saturday 

and Sunday. Oct. 15th and 16th. at the Banquet Hall. Players 

came from Australia, Indonesia, Singapore, as well as Kuching, 

Penang and Kuala Lumpur. 

The President welcomed all the players. 

The open pair event was won by RLC players, Fleming and Jette 

Wich. The teams event was won by one of the Singapore Teams

We hold only one simultaneous session on 3rd June.

On 30th June we had our Bridge Annual night at the Orchid 

Room. We had a sumptuous dinner served a wine and lovely 

music. Players and spouse enjoy the evening.

 

We encourage members to join Bridge Session on Saturday 

afternoon 

Playing Bridge is beneficial:-

1. Improves your memories 

2. Develop logical thinking 

3. Teaches independence 

4. Is interactive and fun 

5. Improves school work and grades 

6. For people of all ages 

7. Cheap to learn
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INDOOR RECREATION III (BILLIARDS)
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The Billiard Section had a very busy year.

Apart from the usual interclub matches (See report below)  

it also organized a number of events to promote the sport not 

only on a club level, but also on a national level.

We had the good fortune of the visit of our National Champion, 

Mr Rory (through the good offices of one of our senior players) 

who was very kind to spend an afternoon with us, and played a 

few matches with our top players and later conducted a clinic 

for our members. 

The section also made the effort to promote the game within 

the club members by organizing a special Doubles Competition 

where the top players were paired randomly with the lower 

skilled players. The section was grateful for the support shown 

by the club management in assisting in the successful running 

of this tournament.

There is an ongoing tournament amongst the members to 

determine the bragging rights of the top players in the form of 

a league program.

The section continually look for ways to promote the game 

aiming particularly at the junior members, as we need to show 

that billiards and snooker is a game for everyone. (By the way, 

Snooker was very much followed in the recently completed 

SEA Games).

The Section had organized these few events:

- Inter Club Friendly with Negeri Sembilan Chinese Recreation 

Club

- Snooker Double Tournament & Annual Night 

- Series of Games with Raintree Club 

- Inter Club Friendly with Negeri Sembilan Chinese Recreation 

Club

- Inter Club Friendly with Penang Sport Club 

- Inter Club Friendly with Old Free Association 

Friendly match with Negeri Sembilan Chinese Recreation 

Club (Away) 

26 November 2016

The away friendly match with the Negeri Sembilan Chinese 

Recreation Club was held on 26 November 2016.A total of 9 RLC 

players went to Seremban.

NSRC players, with their home ground advantage, performed 

superbly and won most of the matches. The results were not 

as important as the renewal of the spirit of camaraderie and 

friendship between of these two clubs are the reason of this 

friendly match. 
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Snooker Double Tournament and Annual Night 

3 December 2016

The 2016 Sub Committee did a fantastic job of putting together 

a whole day event started at 3.00 on Saturday 3 December 2016.

The new elected Vice President and Chairperson were at the 

Billiard Room to grace the occasion wish attended by our 

regular billiard players. 

A sumptuous dinner was enjoyed by all present, followed by 

the prize presentation. 

Champion David Loo & John Loh

Runner up Pete Radford & Dr G H Tan

Semi Finalist Hiu Chii Ren & Yusof Saad

  Zackry Iwaz & Wong Horr Wai

The Billiard SC would like to extend to all who contributed in 

one way or another to the success of the annual night. 

Inter Club Friendly Match with Negeri Sembilan Chinese 

Recreation Club (Home)

1 July 2017

The home friendly match with the Negeri Sembilan Chinese 

Recreation Club was held on 1 July 2017 at the Billiard Room. 

The RLC lineups consists of the regular players that used to be 

exposed in the friendly match to against the NSCRS players. 

As it turned out, their team played very well and managed to 

beat our RLC team. RLC hosted to a simple running lunch and 

dinner and with our players contributing to the provision of 

beer to their team. 

Results RLC 7

 NSCRC 11

Inter Club Friendly with Penang Sport Club & Old Free 

Association

22 & 23 July 2017

The friendly match with Penang Sport Club took place on  

22 July 2017 at the Penang Sport Club. A small contingent 

consist of the best RLC players made the trip to Penang for this 

annual inter club match. 

The RLC players managed to beat the host team and our players 

were treated well in term of hospitality by Penang Sport Club.

The following day when we played OFA, however our players 

were no longer in top form. They were tired out from the 

journey, not to mention the good food and beverage OFA 

provided after their match. As a result, we lost to OFA by a 

narrow margin.
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